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th partition of the software platform, i e partition which identifier is i
Pi period of repetition of pii
pidi identifier of the partition to which τi belongs
pOki start date of the kth time window of pii
pPrecij general term of the matrix specifying inter-partition
precedence relations and/or partitions ordering preferences of system
designers and integrators to be enforced in the partition-level schedule
pRampi size of memory space reserved for pii in the main memory area
accessible from the pth memory controller
precij general term of the matrix specifying inter-task precedence relations
prioi priority of τi
Ri worst-case response time (WCRT) of τi computed during the
schedulability analysis
Rki WCRT of τki
RDinterp inter-bank interference a task located on core p can suffer during
its execution in the one-to-one integration strategy
in the first computational method
RDintrap intra-bank interference a task located on core p can suffer during
its execution in the one-to-one integration strategy
in the first computational method
RDinterpj inter-bank interference a task of pij located on core p can suffer during
its execution in the one-to-all integration strategy
in the first computational method
RDintrapj intra-bank interference a task of pij located on core p can suffer during
its execution in the one-to-one integration strategy
in the first computational method
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reorder delay suffered by a memory request due to the reordering effect
sharedpq general term of the matrix defining whether cores p and q share
access to some main memory area in the one-to-one integration
strategy
sharedpqj general term of the matrix defining whether, for a given partition
pij , cores p and q schedule tasks of pij that share access to
some main memory area in the one-to-all integration strategy
t2mcij general term of the matrix defining the task-to-memory controller – also
referred to as task-to-memory path – in the one-to-all integration
strategy
τi i
th task of the considered task set, i e task which identifier is i
τki k
th execution instance of τi
T set of tasks of all applications integrated onto the same multicore
platform
T asa set of tasks of all applications designed by supplier asa
Ti period of repetition of τi
taskCoreAffij general term of the matrix defining the task-to-core affinities for a
given software and hardware platforms in the one-to-all
integration strategy
taskCoreExclij general term of the matrix defining the task-to-core exclusion
constraints for a given software and hardware platforms in the
one-to-all integration strategy
tOki start date of the execution of τki
tRami memory footprint of τi
ui utilization ratio of τi, also referred to as workload of τi
wi worst-case execution time (WCET) of τi
wki WCET of τki
W ptq workload of a processing resource in a time interval r0, tr
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Re´sume´
Les contentions apparaissant au niveau des ressources partage´es par les coeurs d’un multicoeur
sont proble´matiques pour les syste`mes temps re´el critiques. C’est en particulier le cas pour
l’industrie ae´rospatiale, ou` il est impe´ratif d’assurer un comportement temporel sain de tout
syste`me, et ce en avance de phase dans le cycle de de´veloppement. Etre capable de pre´dire le
respect de toutes les e´che´ances temporelles d’un syste`me dans n’importe quelle situation pouvant
eˆtre rencontre´e en temps-re´el dans l’environnement du syste`me sous e´tude est indispensable pour
obtenir les accre´ditations de´livre´es par les autorite´s de certification au niveau logiciel.
Le but de cette the`se est de proposer une approche pour le portage d’applications IMA
(Avionique Modulaire Inte´gre´e) pre´existantes sur plateforme multicoeur, et ce sans modification
majeure tant au niveau logiciel que mate´riel. L’objectif final de la the`se est de proposer une
approche qui respecte les objectifs de certification applique´s au de´veloppement de calculateurs
logiciels; cela implique aussi bien les contraintes de certification incre´mentale, que le respect des
concepts cle´s de l’IMA, a` savoir le partitionnement spatial et temporel des applications inte´gre´es
sur le meˆme module multicoeur.
Cette the`se intervient dans le cadre d’un contrat CIFRE (Contrat de d’Initiation a` la Forma-
tion a` la Recherche en Entreprise), a` la demande d’Airbus Group Innovations Toulouse. Ainsi,
une volonte´ additionnelle aux objectifs de la the`se et d’importance majeure est celle de suivre le
plus possible les process intervenant dans les cycles de de´veloppement de logiciel IMA tels qu’ils
existent aujourd’hui chez Airbus, pour des calculateurs base´s single-core. Si l’on propose une
me´thodologie d’inte´gration multicoeur qui posse`de un maximum de similitudes avec le process
d’inte´gration actuelle, cela augmente les chances des contributions de cette the`se d’eˆtre exploite´s
en entreprise dans les plus brefs de´lais, l’effort a` fournir pour proposer une nouvelle fac¸on de
travailler a` des centaines de personnes expe´rimente´es et habitue´es aux process existants depuis
un certain nombre d’anne´es e´tant ge´ne´ralement significatif. Il est notamment plus facile de con-
vaincre des personnes de passer a` une nouvelle me´thodologie si l’effort d’adaptation est moindre,
c’est-a`-dire si les e´tapes implique´es dans la nouvelle me´thodologie ne sont pas tre`s diffe´rents de
celles dans l’ancienne me´thodologie. De plus, l’efficacite´ de la nouvelle approche est plus facile
a` prouver si l’approche ressemble aux process actuels, dont l’efficacite´ pour obtenir l’accord des
autorite´s de certification n’e´tant en ge´ne´ral plus a` prouver.
Enfin, un objectif secondaire de la the`se est de chercher a` optimiser au maximum les ar-
chitectures inte´gre´es re´sultant de l’e´tape d’inte´gration logicielle/mate´rielle. Si possible, une ou
plusieurs des e´tapes de la me´thodologie d’inte´gration multicoeur devraient eˆtre automatise´es,
de manie`re a` acce´le´rer les e´tudes de choix d’architecture tout en orientant la se´lection finale
vers des conceptions optimisant les crite`res de performance les plus pertinents pour l’industrie
ae´rospatiale. L’automatisation permet e´galement la re´duction du temps et effort a` fournir pour
les tests et ve´rifications implique´s dans le cycle d’inte´gration, et ainsi de re´duire le time-to-
market du syste`me avionique complet.
Cette the`se propose deux me´thodologies comple`tes pour l’inte´gration IMA sur COTS (Com-
ponent Off the Shelf, ou composant sur e´tage`re) multicoeur. Toutes deux offrent des avan-
tages diffe´rents et s’utilisent dans des situations comple´mentaires. Au final, il s’ave`rera que les
me´thodologies propose´es de´passent le cadre fixe´ originellement dans cette the`se: elle peuvent
s’utiliser dans le cadre de de´veloppement de nouveau logiciel, qu’il soit IMA ou non, tant que
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l’architecture vise´e est base´e sur des multicoeurs.
L’une des deux me´thodologies, appele´e ”one-to-all integration strategy”, correspond a` la sit-
uation ou`, a` un instant donne´, tous les coeurs sont utilise´s au service d’une seule et meˆme parti-
tion. Cette strate´gie respecte tous les objectifs de certification, y compris le de´veloppement, la
ve´rification et certification incre´mentale, mais aussi le partitionnement robuste (spatio-temporel)
des applications. La strate´gie ”one-to-one” reste pertinente pour tous les niveaux de criticite´
logicielle, y compris pour les applications DAL A (le plus haut niveau de criticite´). Pour ces
raisons, la strate´gie ”one-to-one” peut eˆtre vue comme la strate´gie ayant le plus de chance d’eˆtre
exploite´e par l’industrie ae´rospatiale a` l’issue de cette the`se.
La seconde strate´gie, nomme´e ”one-to-one integration strategy” correspond a` la situation
ou` chaque coeur du multicoeur a son propre schedule et ordonnance son lot de partitions
inde´pendamment. Elle peut eˆtre utilise´e pour des applications IMA jusqu’au niveau de crit-
icite´ DAL C, pour une application multipartitions jusqu’au DAL A, ou encore pour tout logiciel
temps-re´el critique non IMA.
Les deux me´thodologies d’inte´gration propose´es sont qualifie´es de ”comple`tes” car elles con-
tiennent:
• Une analyse temporelle statique qui borne les interfe´rences inter-coeurs et permet de
de´river des bornes supe´rieures de WCETs de manie`re fiable;
• Une formulation de proble`me de programmation par contraintes (PPC) pour l’allocation
automatique et optimise´e de logiciel sur mate´riel; la configuration re´sultante est correcte
par construction car le proble`me de PPC exprime´ exploite l’analyse temporelle mentionne´e
pre´ce´demment pour effectuer une ve´rification temporelle sur chaque configuration teste´e.
• Une formulation de proble`me de PPC pour la ge´ne´ration d’ordonnancement automatique et
optimise´; la configuration re´sultante est correcte par construction car le processus exploite
l’analyse temporelle mentionne´e pre´ce´demment pour effectuer une ve´rification temporelle
sur chaque configuration teste´e.
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Abstract
Interference in multicores is undesirable for hard real-time systems, especially in the aerospace
industry for which it is mandatory to ensure beforehand timing correctness and deadline en-
forcement in a system runtime behavior, to be granted acceptance by certification authorities.
The goal of this thesis is to propose an approach for multi-core integration of legacy Inte-
grated Modular Avionics (IMA) software, without any hardware nor software modification, and
which complies as much as possible to current, incremental certification and IMA key concepts
such as robust time and space partitioning. The motivation of this thesis, supported by Airbus
Group Innovations as an industrial PhD contract, is to stick as much as possible to the current
IMA software integration process to maximize the chances of having avionics industries apply
the contributions of this thesis to their future systems. Another reason is that the current pro-
cess has long been proven efficient on aerospace systems currently in usage. A third motivation
is to minimize the extra effort needed to provide certification authorities with timing-related
verification information required when seeking approval. As a secondary goal, depending on the
possibilities, the contributions should offer design optimization features, and help reduce the
time-to-market by automating some steps of the design and verification process.
This thesis proposes two complete methodologies for IMA integration on multi-core Compo-
nents Off The Shelf (COTS). Each of them offers different advantages and has different draw-
backs, and therefore each of them may correspond to its own, complementary situations. One
of the two proposed strategies fits all avionics and certification requirements of incremental
verification and robust partitioning, and can therefore be used for applications with the high-
est criticality level, also referred to as Design Assurance Level (DAL) A. The other strategy
proposed in this thesis offers maximum Size, Weight and Power (SWaP) optimization, and fits
either up to DAL C applications, multipartition applications or even non-IMA applications.
The methodologies are said to be ”complete” because this thesis provides all necessary tech-
niques to go through all steps of the software integration process. More specifically, this includes
for each strategy:
• Static timing analysis metrics for safely upper-bounding inter-core interference, and deriv-
ing safe WCET upper-bounds for each task. Both feasibility and schedulability analysis
are considered in this thesis for multicore-based IMA systems.
• A Constraint Programming (CP) formulation of the software/hardware allocation problem
for multicore-based IMA systems. Proposing a CP formulation enables the automation of
the design space exploration and allocation configuration. The allocation selected at the
end of the CP solving process is correct by construction since the CP problem embraces
one of the proposed timing analysis mentioned earlier.
• A CP formulation of the schedule generation for multicore-based IMA systems. As for
the allocation, proposing a CP formulation enables the automation of the design space
exploration and schedule generation process. The schedule generated at the end of the CP
solving process is correct by construction since the CP problem embraces the proposed
timing analysis mentioned earlier.
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Re´sume´ Etendu
Motivations
Pour les syste`mes temps-re´el dur, il est tout aussi important d’obtenir des re´sultats exacts, que
de les obtenir a` temps. En particulier pour les syste`mes avioniques, des re´sultats corrects obtenus
en retard, soit apre`s l’e´che´ance qui a e´te´ de´fini pour le calcul de ces re´sultats, peuvent conduire
a` un dysfonctionnement majeur au niveau du syste`me avion complet, avec des conse´quences
graves telles que la mort des passagers de l’avion et la perte de l’avion.
Pour que ce genre de situation ne se produise jamais, les syste`mes avioniques font l’objet
d’un cycle de conception et de ve´rification strictement re´glemente´, couple´ a` un processus de
certification strict avant d’eˆtre juge´s ope´rationnels puis commercialise´s. Par exemple, en ce
qui concerne les logiciels critiques embarque´s dans un syste`me avionique, chaque ope´ration de
logiciel doit eˆtre analyse´e au moment du design afin de de´river un majorant supe´rieur des temps
d’exe´cution pire cas (aussi note´s WCET, pour Worst Case Execution Time) de chaque traitement
de´fini dans le logiciel, de manie`re a` pouvoir ve´rifier la validite´ des e´che´ances associe´es, configurer
en avance de phase le plan d’ordonnancement, i.e. les enchaˆınements des traitements logiciels
dans le temps, et ve´rifier que toutes les e´che´ances seront toujours respecte´es a` l’exe´cution pendant
tout le temps de vol de l’avion. Une fois que le re´sultat d’une telle ve´rification montre le respect
de toutes les e´che´ances, le re´sultat et le processus de ve´rification lui-meˆme peuvent eˆtre montre´s
aux autorite´s de certification comme justification d’un comportement temps-re´el sain, prouve´
en avance de phase.
La certification d’un avion est cruciale pour sa commercialisation. Au niveau logiciel,
elle implique un respect d’un certain nombre d’objectifs de´finis par les autorite´s. Chercher
a` re´specter ces objectifs et le prouver repre´sentent une part importante de l’effort de concep-
tion et ve´rification dans le cycle de vie d’un logiciel avionique, afin d’assurer sa conformite´ aux
re´glementations de certification. Cela s’applique non pas seulement au logiciel, mais a` tout
sous-syste`me constituant l’avion. Chaque fois qu’une modification est effectue´e sur une partie
d’un syste`me avionique, toutes les parties de ce syste`me qui sont impacte´es par les modifica-
tions doivent eˆtre re-ve´rifie´es, et leur conformite´ a` la re´glementation de certification a` nouveau
prouve´e.
Une manie`re efficace d’essayer de re´duire le temps et les efforts passe´s a` ge´rer des modifica-
tions de conception consiste a` adopter une approche de conception modulaire et inde´pendante.
Par exemple, l’ensemble des logiciels inte´gre´s dans un syste`me avionique repre´sentent plusieurs
applications qui ne sont pas ne´cessairement de´veloppe´es par le meˆme fournisseur. D’un autre
coˆte´, chaque application est de´veloppe´e inde´pendamment l’une de l’autre, peu importe le four-
nisseur, pour des raisons de se´curite´. Cela permet e´galement de s’assurer que chaque application
peut eˆtre analyse´e inde´pendamment l’une de l’autre, de sorte que la modification d’une fonction
n’ait aucun impact sur les autres fonctions. En tant que tel, seules les fonctions modifie´es devront
eˆtre re´-ve´rifie´es; Le processus de de´veloppement, de ve´rification et de certification permettant
ce genre d’inde´pendance est dit incremental [172].
En plus de la certification incre´mentale, l’architecture IMA (Avionique Modulaire Inte´gre´e)
[1] favorise la modularite´ des syste`mes avioniques. Dans les architectures IMA, une application
logicielle est divise´e en sous-e´le´ments exe´cute´s strictement inde´pendamment les uns des autres
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a` l’exe´cution, ce qui assure une isolation temporelle et spatiale de ces sous-e´le´ments entre eux.
Une telle se´paration est souvent appele´e partitionnement robuste.
En re´sume´, les concepts de certification incre´mentale et d’architecture IMA assurent la mod-
ularite´ d’un syste`me avionique, et ne´cessitent une strate´gie de ve´rification qui conserve l’esprit
de se´paration et isolation des applications et sous-e´lements des applications. Chaque fournisseur
d’application de´cide comment de´couper une application en sous-e´le´ments inde´pendants. Pour
cette raison, les fournisseurs d’applications discutent avec les concepteurs de l’avion en cours de
de´veloppement; la connaissance et l’expe´rience des fournisseurs d’applications et des concepteurs
de syste`mes avioniques sont essentielles pour certifier les syste`mes avioniques.
Tout logiciel est exe´cute´ sur une plateforme mate´rielle sur laquelle un processeur au moins
est pre´sent. En re`gle ge´ne´ral pour des syste`mes aussi critiques que les syste`mes ae´rospatiaux,
la tendance est d’exploiter des processeurs sortis sur le marche´ depuis de´ja` quelques anne´es,
dont les processeurs pre´ce´dents de la meeˆm famille ont en ge´ne´ral un historique d’utilisation
dans l’industrie ae´rospatiale conse´quent, mais surtout qui sont juge´s suffisamment fiables par
des concepteurs de syste`mes experts dans le domaine de l’embarque´ temps-re´el critique.
La motivation principale d’un tel choix est de pouvoir compter sur des plateformes e´lectroniques
qui ont eu le temps d’eˆtre teste´e de manie`re approfondie, et qui se sont ave´re´es compatibles avec
toutes les exigences des syste`mes avioniques dans lesquels elles ont e´te´ exploite´es. Une autre
motivation est de faciliter la conception des futurs syste`mes avioniques, car il est plus facile
de re´utiliser une plateforme mate´rielle dont les caracte´ristiques temps-re´el et comportementales
sont bien connues par expe´rience du fait de son utilisation dans un programme avion ante´rieur.
Jusqu’a` pre´sent, les plateformes mate´rielles embarque´es dans les syste`mes avioniques ne con-
tiennent que des processeurs monocoeur. Depuis quelques anne´es, les processeurs multicoeur
– jusqu’a` 8 ou 16 coeurs sur une meˆme puce – et manycore – des centaines de coeurs sur une
puce organise´e en plusieurs tuiles et relie´es par un re´seau sur puce – ont fait leur apparition sur
le marche´ de l’e´lectronique. Chaque coeur supple´mentaire sur une puce permet d’augmenter le
nombre d’instructions logicielles traite´es a` un instant donne´, ame´liorant ainsi les performances
du syste`me concerne´. En l’occurrence, les derniers ordinateurs et te´le´phones mobiles propose´s
au grand public ont pu be´ne´ficier d’un gain de performance significatif en embarquant de telles
architectures. Le marche´ de l’e´lectronique e´voluant a` une tre`s grande vitesse, il suffit de six mois
depuis la sortie d’un composant e´lectronique sur le marche´ pour que celui-ci devienne obsole`te.
C’est le cas pour les processeurs; en particulier, maintenant que les fondeurs de processeur ont
trouve´ comment inte´grer plus d’un coeur a` une puce de processeur, les architectures monocoeur
ne vont plus eˆtre poursuivies. Cela constitue un proble`me pour l’industrie avionique, dont tous
les syste`mes, les e´tudes de comportement temporel, l’expe´rience passe´e, repose sur l’utilisation
de processeurs monocoeurs. Les syste`mes ae´rospatiaux en ge´ne´ral ne repre´sentent pas une part
de marche´ assez inte´ressante pour les fabricants de processeurs pour que ces derniers acceptent
de poursuivre la production de processeurs monocoeurs exploite´s dans les syste`mes avioniques.
Par conse´quent, l’industrie ae´rospatiale n’a gue`re d’autre choix que de s’adapter a` l’e´volution
du marche´ e´lectronique, et ainsi de passer a` des architectures multi- ou manycoeurs.
Dans la mesure ou` le nombre d’applications logicielles, et plus ge´ne´ralement le nombre de
lignes de code embarque´es dans un avion augmente au fil des programmes, l’ave`nement des multi-
manycoeurs peut s’ave´rer be´ne´fique pour l’industrie avionique. En effet, une unique plateforme
multicoeur pourrait potentiellement remplacer autant de plateformes monocoeurs qu’il n’y a
de coeurs dans le multicoeur exploite´. Cela permettrait de re´duire le poids et volume total de
l’avion, sans compter le nombre de caˆbles a` embarquer pour relier l’ensemble des plateformes
embarque´es, et le besoin en e´nergie ne´cessaire pour alimenter toutes ces plateformes mate´rielles
tout le long de la mise en service de l’avion.
Cependant, passer au multicoeur dans les syste`mes avioniques soule`ve un certain nombre
de challenges [109]. En particulier, l’ensemble des proce´dures et standards intervenant dans les
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diffe´rentes phases de de´veloppement d’un calculateur embarque´ doivent auparavant eˆtre mises
a` jour car elles sont adapte´es aux architectures monocoeur et ne permettent pas de couvrir les
cas multicoeurs, ou` plus d’un traitement logiciel est exe´cute´ a` chaque instant. En particulier, la
ve´rification du bon comportement temporel et la preuve du respect des objectifs de certification
associe´s sont plus complexes a` mettre en oeuvre. L’utilisation d’un multicoeur dans un avion,
avec plus d’un coeur exe´cutant des traitements applicatifs a` chaque instant, ne sera pas possible
tant que ces points ne seront pas re´gle´s au pre´alable.
Un exemple concret de standard devant eˆtre mise a` jour pour inclure le cas multicoeur
est le standard de´finissant la manie`re dont un logiciel IMA doit s’interfacer avec toute plate-
forme mate´rielle sur laquelle il s’exe´cutera. En particulier, la mise a` jour de ce standard de-
vra prendre en conside´ration l’inde´pendance des applications s’exe´cutant en simultane´ sur des
coeurs diffe´rents, malgre´ le partage de ressources mate´rielles entre les coeurs d’un meˆme pro-
cesseur. Cela repre´sente un challenge significatif. En effet, en raison des acce`s simultane´s
aux ressources partage´es a` l’inte´rieur de la puce multicœur qui se produisent au moment de
l’exe´cution, l’isolement temporel est difficile a` re´aliser au moment de l’exe´cution sur une plate-
forme multicoeur.
De manie`re ge´ne´rale, toutes les activite´s d’analyse et de ve´rification habituellement mene´es
dans un cycle de conception de logiciel temps-re´el embarque´ doivent eˆtre mises a` jour avec
des outils et des techniques capables d’analyser des plateformes multicœurs. Les interfe´rences
inter-core au moment de l’exe´cution doivent eˆtre majore´es en toute se´curite´ lors de l’analyse des
temps d’exe´cution pire cas des traitements logiciels, afin de pouvoir configurer en toute se´curite´
en avance le comportement d’exe´cution du syste`me au moment du design. C’est seulement apre`s
de telles mises a` jour que les concepteurs de syste`mes seraient en mesure d’utiliser correctement
les plates-formes multicœurs pour les syste`mes ae´rospatiaux, mais aussi de pouvoir petit a` petit
reconstruire les connaissances et le savoir-faire ne´cessaires pour maˆıtriser les syste`mes avioniques
multicoeurs pour faciliter la re´utilisation de plateformes similaires dans les programmes suivants.
L’apparition d’interfe´rence inter-coeur a` l’exe´cution pose proble`me a` la ve´rification du com-
portement temporel d’un logiciel, principalement en raison du manque actuel d’outils ou de
techniques permettant de produire un majorant des WCET de taˆches exe´cute´es dans un en-
vironement multicoeur [171]. Les demandes simultane´es d’acce`s aux ressources ge´ne´re´es par
chaque coeur provoquent des de´lais d’attente d’acce`s aux ressources qui viennent s’ajouter au
temps d’exe´cution du code associe´ a` chaque taˆche. Ces de´lais supple´mentaires augmentent les
temps d’exe´cution des taˆches de manie`re plus ou moins significative suivant le multicoeur et
le logiciel conside´re´. Le niveau de complexite´ de l’analyse a` mener d’une part, et le couplage
du partage des ressources dans les multicoeurs d’autre part, sont tels que l’analyse temporelle
devient intractable, sinon trop pessimiste lorsqu’on essaie de re´utiliser les techniques monocoeur
actuelles en mode´lisant un environnement multicoeur. D’autant plus qu’il est encore impossible
de mode´liser une architecture multicoeur avec autant de pre´cision qu’une architecture mono-
coeur meˆme si on parvient a` maˆıtriser la complexite´ des couplages implique´s par l’architecture.
En effet, le manque d’information de conception par souci de protection d’IP par les fabricants
de processeur, rendent la taˆche encore plus de´licate. Il ne suffit pas de trouver une technique
d’analyse temporelle multicoeur; il faut aussi pouvoir contourner le manque d’information sur
certaines ressources partage´es a` l’origine de de´lais d’interfe´rence, comme les bus d’interconnexion
entre les coeurs et les pe´riphe´riques du processeur par exemple.
Aujourd’hui, il n’existe aucune solution pour l’analyse exhaustive de WCET sur multicoeur.
Sans une telle solution, les contentions au niveau des ressources partage´es ne peuvent pas eˆtre
mode´lise´es et majore´es de manie`re absolue, de sorte qu’il n’y a aucun moyen de configurer a`
l’avance un plan d’ordonnancement dont on puisse apporter la preuve que toutes les e´che´ances
du syste`me seront toujours respecte´es a` l’exe´cution. Un tel manque de techniques d’analyse
met en pe´ril l’exploitation de platesformes multicoeur dans les syste`mes ae´rospatiaux, ce qui
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en fait l’un des sujets de recherche les plus e´tudie´s, dans le milieu acade´mique mais aussi dans
l’industrie ae´rospatiale et automobile. [90, 129, 119, 66, 64].
La litte´rature est pleine de diverses propositions pour aborder les proble`mes pose´s par le
multicoeur [64]:
• Certains travaux proposent de nouvelles couches middleware pour surveiller tous les acce`s
aux ressources mate´rielles partage´es, afin d’imposer des comportements d’exe´cution de´terministes
en e´liminant les interfe´rences inter-core a` l’exe´cution [46];
• D’autres travaux proposent de nouvelles architectures multicoeur de´die´es dans lesquelles
chaque coeur posse`derait ses propres ressources prive´es [7, 181, 149];
• Des travaux similaires se focalisent sur l’imple´mentation de composants hardware perme-
ttant de controˆler le partage de ressources, en espe´rant voir ces composants inte´gre´s aux
futures ge´ne´rations de COTS multicoeurs [111, 130, 170];
• Une toute autre strate´gie e´galement conside´re´e dans la litte´rature est de proposer un
nouveau mode`le d’exe´cution suivant lequel les phases de calcul pur et les phases d’acce`s
aux ressources partage´es sont se´pare´es de manie`re explicite pour re´duire les congestions
dans les multicoeurs [58];
• D’autres travaux proposent de nouvelles techniques d’analyse temporelle pour estimer
ou majorer les congestions dues au partage de ressource, en se reposant ou non sur des
modifications du logiciel et/ou du mate´riel constituant le syste`me sous e´tude [19, 67, 85,
91, 111, 116, 118, 122, 127, 51].
La pre´sente the`se a e´te´ initie´e et finance´e par Airbus Group Innovations Toulouse, en tant
que CIFRE (Contrat d’Initiation et Formation a` la Recherche en Entreprise) en partenariat avec
le laboratoire IRIT de Toulouse. L’objectif principal de la the`se est de proposer une approche
pour la re´utilisation d’applications IMA legacy (pre´existantes) sur des processeurs multicœurs,
sans modification mate´rielle ou logicielle.
La motivation principale de cette the`se est de maintenir autant que possible les processus
industriels actuels, afin de maximiser les chances d’acceptation des contributions propose´es par
les industries ae´rospatiales et les autorite´s de certification en minimisant les changements et
l’effort d’adaptation qui seraient ne´cessaires pour exploiter les contributions de the`se dans un
cadre industriel.
Un objectif secondaire de cette the`se est d’automatiser et optimiser un maximum les e´tapes
et sorties des phases conception logicielle, de manie`re a` tirer profit du gain de performance que
les mutlcioeurs peuvent potentiellement apporter.
Pour finir, la liste suivante regroupe les contraintes fortes impose´es comme cadre de cette
the`se, qui ont e´te´ idnetifie´es lors des premiers mois de the`se comme lignes directrices des contri-
butions, afin d’augmenter leurs chances d’eˆtre conside´re´e comme une solution pour la prochaine
ge´ne´ration de syste`mes ae´rospatiaux:
• Les contributions propose´es doivent eˆtre applicables a` tout niveau de criticite´, en particulier
aux applications IMA de DAL A. En effet, comme nous l’avons de´ja` mentionne´ brie`vement,
toute tentative de solution propose´e dans la litte´rature a` ce jour n’est soit pas applicable
aux syste`mes IMA, soit ne´cessite une quantite´ importante de modifications et d’efforts
pour eˆtre utilise´e pour les syste`mes IMA. De plus, aucune solution visant les syste`mes
IMA ne couvre l’ensemble des de´fis entravant l’utilisation de multicoeurs dans les syste`mes
avioniques.
• Les contributions propose´es ne devraient pas eˆtre spe´cifiques a` une plate-forme mate´rielle
particulie`re ni s’appuyer sur uentechnologie ou le savoir-faire d’un fournisseur spe´cifique.
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• En particulier, les contributions ne doivent pas de´pendre de toute modification mate´rielle
ou des caracte´ristiques d’architecture mate´rielle spe´cifiques. Il s’agit d’exploiter des COTS
au lieu d’ASIC. Il s’agit e´galement de ne pas s’appuyer uniquement sur une ligne de pro-
duits COTS spe´cifique ou sur un fabricant spe´cifique de COTS. Les contributions de-
vraient reposer uniquement sur des me´canismes de configuration compatibles COTS, de
sorte qu’aucun mate´riel supple´mentaire spe´cial n’est ne´cessaire.
• Les contributions ne devraient pas impliquer une modification logicielle majeure, de sorte
que les logiciels existants peuvent eˆtre re´utilise´s et aucune e´tude spe´ciale et / ou re´glementaire
supple´mentaire n’est requise pour certifier la plate-forme logicielle conside´re´e et l’approche
globale propose´e pour l’inte´gration multicouches peut eˆtre utilise´e dans L’avenir le plus
proche possible.
• Les contributions de the`se devraient re´utiliser autant que possible les travaux existants
de la litte´rature pour faire face aux de´fis multicœur, meˆme si ces travaux ne repre´sentent
que des solutions partielles au de´fi multicore. Notre motivation est de promouvoir le
transfert de la recherche a` l’industrie; Cependant, il est e´galement important que seules
les techniques re´alistes soient prises en conside´ration, en adaptant les contraintes du monde
re´el aux syste`mes et proce´de´s industriels.
• Dans la meˆme ligne d’ide´e, le re´alisme des solutions propose´es est impe´ratif, meˆme si cela
implique de concevoir des syste`mes sous optimise´s. En particulier, il est important de ne
pas faire une hypothe`se qui n’est pas applicable aux multicores COTS actuels ou d’ignorer
les situations actuelles ine´vitables au moment de l’exe´cution.
• Le re´sultat de la the`se devrait favoriser l’automatisation autant que possible dans les
contributions propose´es, afin de raccourcir le de´lai de mise sur le marche´ d’un syste`me
avionique base´ sur multicoeur, mais aussi de re´duire les efforts supple´mentaires faits par
les fournisseurs et les inte´grateurs lors du traitement de nouvelles technologies telles que
les multicores dans les futurs syste`mes ae´rospatiaux.
• Enfin, les contributions de the`se devraient respecter autant que possible les processus de
de´veloppement et de certification actuels. Meˆme si ces derniers ne conviennent pas aux
environnements multicoeur, respecter autant de re`gles de certification et de conception
existantes que possible est susceptible d’aider a` re´duire le temps qui serait consacre´ a` la
ne´gociation avec les autorite´s de certification afin d’e´tudier de nouveaux me´canismes et
des choix de configuration.
Objectifs
La pre´sente the`se s’attaque aux challenges rencontre´s lorsqu’on envisage l’utilisation de plate-
formes multicoeurs dans un syste`me avionique embarquant des applications IMA. Ces challenges
ont e´te´ pre´sente´s et aborde´s dans un contexte d’utilisation industrielle, ce qui inclut des con-
traintes fortes comme la soumission aux contraintes de certification.
Apre`s analyse de l’existant au sujet de l’utilisation de multicoeurs dans des syste`mes temps-
re´el critiques, la cible de la the`se a e´te´ fixe´e autour de la minimisation des couˆts de rework,
couˆt, time-to-market, et adaptation des process, standards et e´tapes intervenant dans le cycle
de de´veloppement d’un logiciel embarqe´ue´ temps-re´el critique. De tels objectifs sont oriente´s
industrialisation, et sont donc orthogonaux aux objectifs conside´re´s dans la litte´rature. L’e´tat
de l’art des travaux autour des multicoeurs dans un environnement temps-re´el critique montre
des travaux impliquant soit:
• La proposition de puces multicoeur customise´es, ce qui implique d’acheter la production en
masse d’un design customise´ si l’on conside`re leur usage dans l’avionique; cela repre´sente
un couˆt conside´rable par rapport a` l’utilisation de COTS multicoeurs.
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• La conception a` partir de ze´ro des applications IMA existantes de manie`re a` povoir les
adapter a` un environnement multicoeur en suivant les principes propose´s dans certains
travaux de la litte´rature. Cela repre´sente e´galement un couˆt important, en termes de
temps et d’effort passe´s a` tout refaire depuis le de´but, par opposition au portage de logiciel
existant tel quel. Sans oublier le fait que tout re-design suivant de nouveaux principes
implique de reprouver aux autorite´s de certification du bien fonde´ de ces principes et de
leur se´curite´.
• Des approches d’inte´gration qui ne conviennent pas aux architectures IMA. Les utiliser
impliquerait de se de´barrasser du concept de l’IMA dans les futures syste`mes avioniques
multicoeurs, ce qui va a` l’encontre de la volonte´ d’isolation des applications, mais aussi de
modluarisation et d’incre´mentalite´ de manie`re ge´ne´rale.
Les objectifs de cette the`se sont les suivants:
• Minimiser autant que possible les de´rivations de l’approche d’inte´gration propose´e dans
cette the`se aux processus actuels d’inte´gration IMA;
• Proposer des approches les plus inde´pendantes du mate´riel que possible. Toute de´pendance
ne devant pas eˆtre lie´e a` une unique famille de processeurs, mais plutoˆt a` une caracte´ristique
pre´sente dans la majorite´ des processeurs COTS propose´s pour l’embarque´ temps-re´el
critique. Ainsi, les contributions propose´es pevent ne pas eˆtre applicables a` absolument
tout multicoeur COTS, mais doivent eˆtre applicables a` tout COTS e´lligible a` utilisation
dans un contexte temps-re´el critique d’apre`s les e´tudes re´alise´es par des experts du domaine
pour isoler les caracte´ristiques indispensables a` l’avionique [123].
• Pre´server le plus possible les concepts cle´s de l’IMA et respecter les exigences de cer-
tification majeures, comme par exemple le partitionnement robuste et la conception et
ve´rification incre´mentales.
Pre´sentation Ge´ne´rale des Contributions de The`se
Cette the`se propose deux me´thodologies ou strate´gies comple`tes pour l’inte´gration IMA sur le
COTS multicore. Chacun a des avantages diffe´rents et des inconve´nients diffe´rents, et peut donc
eˆtre utilise´ pour diffe´rentes situations et syste`mes a` concevoir. Une strate´gie correspond a` toutes
les exigences en matie`re d’avionique et de certification, mais elle est susceptible d’entraˆıner des
conceptions mal optimise´es et l’autre ge´ne`re des configurations aussi optimise´es que possible,
mais ne respecte pas certaines des exigences de certification cle´s actuelles, ce qui la rend pas
adapte´ aux applications avec Les plus hauts niveaux de criticite´.
Les strate´gies d’inte´gration propose´es sont ”comple`tes” car nous fournissons toutes les mesures
ne´cessaires pour passer a` toutes les e´tapes des strate´gies d’inte´gration propose´es. Ils couvrent
l’allocation de la plate-forme logicielle sur la plate-forme mate´rielle, la ge´ne´ration d’horaires,
mais aussi les analyses temporelles. En re´sume´, les contributions de cette the`se consistent en:
• Mode`les et techniques d’analyse de synchronisation tenant compte de l’interfe´rence pour la
ve´rification pre´coce du temps et l’application d’un comportement d’exe´cution de´terministe
du syste`me: En particulier, nous proposons (i) un mode`le mathe´matique de ressources
partage´es exploite´es pour de´river une limite supe´rieure se´curise´e sur les taˆches au retard
de l’interfe´rence le plus de´favorable en raison de chaque ressource partage´e, et (ii) une
approche pour effectuer une analyse du temps de re´ponse se´curise´e pour IMA architec-
tures dans des environnements multicouches. L’analyse re´sultante a e´te´ de´rive´e en deux
approches diffe´rentes: l’une de´die´e a` la ve´rification de la validite´ d’une allocation logiciel
/ mate´riel en effectuant une analyse du temps de re´ponse et une de´die´e a` la de´rivation des
bornes supe´rieures se´curise´es de WCET pour les taˆches et les feneˆtres temporelles CPU
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pour les partitions lorsqu’une allocation Et un calendrier a e´te´ de´fini. Cette contribution
est pre´sente´e dans les de´tails du chapitre 5 et a e´te´ publie´e dans [116].
• Une formulation de contrainte de programmation (CP) pour effectuer une allocation logi-
cielle / mate´rielle automatise´e, optimise´e et suˆre des applications IMA sur des plates-
formes multide´veloppes. L’approche est suˆre dans le sens ou` la faisabilite´ de la solution
se´lectionne´e par le programme contraint est assure´e puisque l’analyse de synchronisation
imple´mente´e dans cette the`se est inte´gre´e comme contrainte du CP. Cette contribution est
aborde´e dans le chapitre 6 et a e´te´ publie´e dans [118].
• Une formulation de CP pour effectuer une ge´ne´ration de calendrier automatise´e, optimise´e
et se´curise´e pour les applications IMA sur les plates-formes multicore. On dit qu’il est suˆr
parce que le programme contraint incorpore l’analyse de planification propose´e dans cette
the`se comme une contrainte, afin d’assurer la validite´ de la solution se´lectionne´e par le
programme contraint. Cette contribution est couverte par chapitre 6 et a e´te´ publie´e dans
[116, 118]. Cette contribution a e´te´ mentionne´e dans nos pulations [116, 118, 117].
• Deux processus pour l’inte´gration se´curise´e de l’IMA sur les plates-formes multicore:
comme mentionne´ pre´ce´demment, l’un des deux aspects de toutes les caracte´ristiques
de certification les plus importantes des syste`mes IMA actuels, et l’autre offre une op-
timisation de conception maximale pour les applications IMA moins critiques. Chaque
strate´gie couvre l’allocation de la plate-forme logicielle IMA sur la plate-forme multicore
et la ge´ne´ration d’un planning pour chaque noyau du processeur multicœurs. Pour le faire
de manie`re suˆre et automatique afin de gagner du temps et des efforts, les trois contri-
butions mentionne´es pre´ce´demment de cette the`se sont exploite´es. Cette contribution est
largement explique´e dans le chapitre 6, et a e´te´ publie´e dans [117].
Le travail pre´sente´ dans cette the`se a e´te´ e´value´ sur une plate-forme re´elle. L’e´valuation a e´te´
effectue´e sur le processeur Freescale / NXP QorIQ P4080 [9]. Une e´tude de cas de logiciel a e´te´
construite par l’auteur de cette the`se en exploitant le code source ouvert a` partir de TacleBench
benchmark suite [13]. Nous avons applique´ les strate´gies propose´es pour l’attribution et la
planification de l’e´tude de cas IMA construite sur le processeur P4080 [9] a` l’aide de Wind
River IMA RTOS, VxWorks653 3.1 Multicore Edition [14]. L’e´valuation consiste a` mettre en
œuvre sur la cible P4080 la configuration se´lectionne´e lors de l’application de l’une de nos deux
strate´gies et a` ve´rifier qu’aucun de´lai n’a e´te´ manque´ lors de l’observation du comportement
d’exe´cution du syste`me.
Les paragraphes suivants de´crivent en plus de de´tails chaque contribution propose´e.
Analyse Temporelle Multicoeur Statique et Majortion des Interfe´rences Pire
Cas
Cette the`se propose une condition suffisante de faisabilite´ d’allocation, qui inclut la prise en
compte d’interfe´rences multicoeurs, et qui est compatible a` la fois avec les architectures logiciells
IMA et les processeurs multicœurs COTS, homoge`nes comme he´te´roge`nes. Pour ce faire, nous
proposons une mode´lisation mathe´matique de la me´moire principale et du bus d’interconnexion
reliant les coeurs a` la me´moire, afin d’effectuer une analyse statique des pires de´lais d’interfe´rence
que chaque taˆche puisse subir a` l’exe´cution duˆ au partage de ces ressources.
L’analyse propose´e est base´e sur une extension de l’analyse du temps de re´ponse classique,
de manie`re a` s’adapter aux architectures IMA et aux environnements multicœurs. Avec la
mode´lisation statique des interfe´rences pire cas, l’analyse qui en re´sulte produit une borne
supe´rieure du WCET et du WCRT de chaque taˆche. Ces bornes sont essentielles pour prouver
formellement la faisabilite´ d’une configuration d’allocation, mais aussi pour configurer un plan
d’ordonnancement statique niveau partition. L’exploitation d’une telle analyse pour construire
une allocation et un plan d’ordonnancement permet de faire ve´rifier au pe´alable tout choix de
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configuration, pour ainsi garantir un comportement dans lequel toutes les e´che´ances temporelles
sont respecte´es au moment de l’exe´cution. Des explications de´taille´es sur les analyses temporelles
propose´es sont donne´es dans le chapitre 5.
Proble`me d’Allocation
Au cours du processus d’allocation, l’inte´grateur module de´cide, pour un module donne´ constitue´
d’un processeur multicoeur donne´, sur quel coeur chaque partition ou taˆche sera exe´cute´e. Une
allocation se re´fe`re alors a` un mapping statique de chaque partition ou taˆche des applications
IMA aux coeur d’un processeur multicœur.
Dans cette the`se, nous utilisons l’expression proble`me d’allocation pour de´signer les pre´occupations
concernant la manie`re dont la plate-forme logicielle doit eˆtre alloue´e spatialement aux coeurs
d’un processeur multicoeur, et en me´moire principale. Cela comprend les questions suivantes:
(i) sur quel coeur une partition ou taˆche donne´e sera exe´cute´e, (ii) dans quelle zone son contexte
me´moire sera stocke´ en DRAM et (iii) si plus d’un controˆleur me´moire est pre´sent sur la plate-
forme mate´rielle, quel controˆleur me´moire sera exploite´ par la taˆche ou partition au moment de
l’exe´cution. Aucune mention de la gestion du temps ni du de´coupage du temps n’est mentionne´e
dans de tels proble`mes.
Dans le cadre d’une deuxie`me contribution, nous proposons une formulation du proble`me
d’allocation d’applications IMA a` une plateforme multicoeur. La formulation propose´e cor-
respond a` une formulation mathe´matique d’e´quations, chaque e´quation repre´sentant une con-
trainte du syste`me. Pour re´soudre un tel proble`me, nous exploitons la programmation par con-
trainte, bien que d’autres techniques puisse eˆtre exploite´es a` la place, comme des heuristiques
de re´solution par exemple.
Dans la formulation du proble`me d’allocation propose´e dans cette the`se, nous exploitons
l’analyse temporelle de faisabilite´ de´crite dans le paragraphe pre´ce´dent afin de proposer une
approche pour la ve´rification d’une allocation en termes de respect d’e´che´ances temporelles.
L’analyse propose´e consiste en une condition suffisante de faisabilite´ et est de´finie dans le
proble`me d’allocation de´crit dans cette the`se comme une contrainte a` faire respecter par les
variables du proble`me d’allocation.
Comme mentionne´ pre´ce´demment, la pertinence de l’allocation se´lectionne´e est garantie
par l’analyse de faisabilite´ inte´gre´e au proble`me d’allocation. De´finie comme une contrainte
du proble`me, elle permet de syste´matiquement ve´rifier l’existence d’un ordonnancement dans
lequel toutes les e´che´ances du lgiciel sont respecte´es, et ce pour chaque allocation en cours
d’e´valuation par le proble`me de programmation par contraintes. Finalement, l’utilisation de
la programmation des contraintes pour de´finir la configuration d’allocation permet de gagner
du temps mais aussi de re´duire l’effort a` fournir pendant le cycle de conception d’un syste`me
donne´, par rapport a` une technique manuelle de recherche d’allocation et d’analyse de faisabilite´.
En effet, le proble`me d’allocation est NP-complet, et les e´quations de calcul de majorant suˆr
de WCET sont suffisamment complexes pour provoquer facilement des erreurs d’inadvertance
lorsqu’elles sont calcule´es manuellement.
De plus, de manie`re ge´ne´rale, exploiter la programmation par contraintes fait gagner du
temps dans le sens ou` cela e´vite la de´tection tardive d’une allocation qui se trouve eˆtre non
valide car ne respectant pas l’une au moins des e´che´ances du syste`me. L’analyse e´tant faite
en simultane´ avec la recherche d’allocation dans cette the`se, toute allocation non valide est
automatiquement rejete´e des potentielles solutions d’allocation. Sans une telle de´tection au
moment de la configuration de l’allocation, la dure´e du cycle de conception du syste`me aurait
e´te´ prolonge´e. En effet, la non-validite´ de l’allocation se´lectionne´e aurait e´te´ de´tecte´e plus
tard seulement, voire ne pas eˆtre de´tecte´e du tout, ce qui aurait pu avoir des conse´quences
catastrophiques au moment de l’exe´cution, par exemple via la violation d’une e´che´ance associe´e
a` une ope´ration critique.
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Proble`me d’Ordonnancement
Dans cette the`se, nous utilisons l’expression proble`me d’ordonnancement pour de´signer les
pre´occupations concernant la manie`re dont les e´le´ments de la plateforme logicielle (taˆches et/ou
partitions) sont temporellement alloue´es sur les coeurs d’un multicoeur, c’est-a`-dire comment
re´partir des tranches de temps CPU aux taˆches et/ou partitions de la plateforme logicielle.
Dans les syste`mes IMA, et tout logiciel critique en ge´ne´ral dans les syste`mes avioniques, les
plan d’ordonnancement sont statiques et configure´s a` l’avance lors du cycle de de´veloppement
du syste`me. Cela permet de s’assurer que le comportement du syste`me a` l’exe´cution a e´te´ ve´rifie´
et approuve´ a` l’avance au moment du design.
La de´finition d’un plan d’ordonnancement passe par: (i) la de´finition de dates d’activation
pour chaque taˆche et/ou partition, et (ii) la re´servation d’une dure´e a` partir de cette date pour
la taˆche ou partition concerne´e. Pour une partition IMA, l’ensemble de ces deux e´le´ments est
aussi appele´ ”feneˆtre temporelle”.
La se´curite´ des plans d’ordonnancement ainsi ge´ne´re´s est garantie via l’exploitation de
l’analyse d’ordonnancement propose´e dans cette the`se. Cette analyse ve´rifie que toutes les
contraintes temporelles de´finies pour le logiciel correspondant seront toujours respecte´es au
moment de l’exe´cution. En particulier dans le proble`me d’ordonnancement tel que propose´
dans cette the`se, une formulation de proble`me de programmation par contraintes recherche des
dates d’activation pour chaque taˆche et/ou partition, et l’analyse d’ordonnancement calcule les
bornes supe´rieures des WCETs des instances de taˆches dans une hyperpe´riode, ou MAF (MAjor
time Frame). L’analyse de´termine ensuite si toutes les e´che´ances sont tenues pour les datdes
d’activation et les WCETs calcule´s; si c’est le cas, le plan d’ordonnancement est dit valide. Le cas
e´che´ant, il est rejete´ et le solveur de contraintes ge´ne`re de nouvelles dates d’activation a` tester,
jusqu’a` ce qu’un plan d’ordonnancement valide soit se´lectionne´, ou que le solveur annonce ne
pas avoir trouve´ de plan valide dans tout l’espace de recherche du proble`me de´fini.
En plus de garantir le respect des e´che´ances dans le plan d’ordonnancement finalement
se´lectionne´, l’analyse d’ordonnancement propose´e dans cette the`se et inte´gre´e dans la formula-
tion du proble`me d’ordonnancement guide l’exploration de l’espace de recherche du proble`me.
De manie`re analogue au proble`me d’allocation, l’utilisation de la programmation des con-
traintes pour ge´ne´rer des ordonnancements permet d’e´conomiser du temps, mais aussi l’effort
de l’inte´grateur et/ou des fournisseurs d’applications, et aide a` pre´venir les de´tections tardives
de configurations non valides.
Me´thodologies pour l’Inte´gration Mate´rielle/Logicielle
L’ensemble des contributions de´crites dans les pre´ce´dents paragraphes ont e´te´ exploite´es ensem-
ble dans une contribution finale: la proposition de me´thodologies pour l’inte´gration de logiciel
IMA sur processeur multicoeur COTS.
Nous proposons deux strate´gies. Notre premie`re strate´gie d’inte´gration est conforme a` toutes
les exigences industrielles: nous l’appelons la strate´gie d’inte´gration one-to-all. Elle est base´e sur
une de´rivation statique de l’approche de traitement SMP (Symmetric Multithreaded Processing)
dans laquelle, au moment de l’exe´cution, une seule application est exe´cute´e sur l’ensemble des
coeurs d’une plateforme multicoeur par un OS unique. Avoir une unique application ordonnance´e
a` chaque instant sur tout coeur actif d’un multicoeur pre´serve la notion de partitionnement
robuste, en cre´ant une situation dans laquelle le seul type d’interfe´rence multicoeur existante est
intra-application, par opposition a` inter-application, ce qui est prohibe´ dans les syste`mes IMA.
La strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-all” peut eˆtre conside´re´e comme une me´thodologie pour
la re´utilisation d’applications IMA existantes sur COTS multicoeur, en toute se´curite´ et tout
en respectant les exigences cle´s en matie`re de standard IMA et d’objectifs de certification des
syste`mes actuels (partitionnement robuste, certification incre´mentale, bornage statique et suˆr
des WCETs, ...).
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Les applications non critiques (DAL E a` C) sont soumises a` des exigences de certification
moins strictes que les applications critiques. D’autre part, les processeurs multicœurs sont
encore a` l’e´tude par les autorite´s de certification cherchant a` re´glementer leur utilisation dans
les futurs documents de certification pour l’avionique. Au vu de la difficulte´ d’analyse pose´e par
les multicoeurs, les exigences de ve´rification temporelle peuvent e´ventuellement eˆtre assouplies
pour les applications non critiques, au moins dans les premie`res tentatives de re`glement. Sans
compter que certains documents de certification diffe´rencient les objectifs suivant si un module
avionique requiert un partitionnement robuste de ses applications ou non. Un exemple simple
de module ne ne´cessitant pas ce genre de partitionnement est un module inte´grant plusieurs
partitions provenant toutes de la meˆme application; toute interfe´rence existante entre coeur
reste alors intra-application.
Ces situations n’ont pas besoin d’une me´thodologie d’inte´gration aussi stricte que la strate´gie
”one-to-all”. A ce titre, nous proposons une seconde me´thodologie d’inte´gration, nomme´e
strate´gie ”one-to-one”. Cette strate´gie s’appuie sur une allocation statique de multi-traitement
assyme´trique (AMP) des partitions IMA aux coeurs d’une plateforme multicœur. Elle peut eˆtre
applique´e dans le contexte d’applications IMA jusqu’a` DAL C, ou pour des applications IMA
multi-partition tant que toutes les partitions alloue´es a` la plateforme multicoeur proviennent de
la meˆme application. Elle peut e´galement eˆtre utilise´e dans le cadre de l’inte´gration de logiciel
critique non IMA a` une plateforme multicoeur fe´de´re´e. La strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-one”
permet d’obtenir une re´duction maximale du nombre de calculateurs embarque´s dans un syste`me
avionique possible graˆce a` nos techniques d’analyse temporelles et a` la se´lection de configurations
suivant des objectifs d’optimisation. Cependant, le prix a` payer pour ces syste`mes optimise´s est
l’absence d’un partitionement temporel entre applications, et donc de partitionnement robuste,
dans le syste`me re´sultant.
Chacune des deux strate´gies propose´es est divise´e en plusieurs activite´s, afin d’effectuer
l’allocation, la ge´ne´ration d’ordonnancement, ainsi que toutes les ve´rifications correspondantes.
Ces activite´s sont de´finies sous la forme de proble`mes de programmation par contraintes afin de
permettre leur automatisation, et donc de re´duire le temps et l’effort passe´ a` effectuer ces taˆches.
La programmation par contraintes permet e´galement d’introduire des objectifs d’optimisation
de manie`re a` se´lectionner, parmi les solutions du proble`me exprime´, celle optimisant le plus
possible les crite`res de performance de´finis au pre´alable.
La description de´taille´e des activite´s mene´es dans chacune des strate´gies, ainsi que la formu-
lation des proble`mes de programmation par contraintes correspondants, sont pre´sente´s dans le
chapitre 6.
En re´sume´, en raison de la combinaison de toutes nos contributions dae cette the`se, les
me´thodologies d’inte´gration IMA propose´es pour l’inte´gration multicoeur sont:
• Comple`tes, e´tant donne´ que les analyses temporelles propose´es et les mode`les exploite´s
peuvent eˆtre conside´re´s comme une justification fiable pour les autorite´s de certification
du fait que les majorants supe´rieurs des WCETs calcule´s incluent les interfe´rences inter-
coeur pire cas;
• Fiables, puisque toutes les techniques d’analyse mises en œuvre sont base´es sur des tech-
niques d’analyse statique produisant une enveloppe supe´rieure de tous les de´lais poten-
tiellement soufferts par toute taˆche a` l’exe´cution dans le pire sce´nario;
• Simples d’application, puisque toutes les activite´s d’inte´gration sont automatise´es en util-
isant la formulation ade´quate de programmation par contrainte propose´e dans cette the`se;
• Flexibles, puisque tout mode`le, analyse ou activite´ de chaque strate´gie peut facilement
eˆtre modifie´e, de manie`re a` s’adapter a` une modification de l’environnement ou pour mise
a` jour suite a` e´volution de l’e´tat de l’art des techniques d’analyse;
• Optimise´es, puisque chaque e´tape comprend des fonctionnalite´s d’optimisation via l’expression
de contraintes supple´mentaires et de fonctions objectifs choisies en fonction des objectifs de
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performance industriels, afin de guider l’exploration exhaustive de l’espace de conception
vers les solutions les plus optimise´es suivant la propre de´finition de l’industrie ae´ronautique.
En particulier, la me´thodologie d’inte´gration ”one-to-all” est conforme aux principales exi-
gences de certification courantes, ce qui en fait une ve´ritable solution potentielle pour de´marrer
l’inte´gration IMA base´e sur multicœurs de`s aujourd’hui. Enfin, malgre´ leurs diffe´rences, les deux
strate´gies propose´es peuvent eˆtre utilise´es pour la re´utilisation de logiciels existants sur COTS
multicoeur, que ce soit pour des architectures IMA ou fe´de´re´es.
Strate´gies d’Inte´gration SW/HW Propose´es
Pre´sentation Ge´ne´rale
Le principal challenge lorsque l’on souhaite inte´grer des applications IMA a` une plateforme
mate´rielle donne´e, est la de´termination des besoins en temps CPU de chaque partition. Pour ce
faire, au niveau partition, il y a besoin dans un premier temps de descendre au niveau taˆches
pour de´river les besoins en temps CPU de chacune des taˆches d’une partition donne´e. Une
fois les besoins de chaque taˆche connus, il est possible d’en de´duire les besoins de la partition
correspondante.
Comme mentionne´ pre´ce´demment, nous proposons deux strate´gies pour l’inte´gration d’applications
IMA sur des plateformes multicoeur:
• La strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-all” (cf. figure 1): dans cette strate´gie, une
seule partition est exe´cute´e a` un instant donne´ sur le multicoeur conside´re´, en utilisant
tout ou partie des coeurs disponibles. Pour ce faire, chaque fournisseur d’application se
charge d’allouer les taˆches a` l’inte´rieur des partitions aux diffe´rents coeurs pour de´cider qui
s’exe´cutera sur quel coeur. La migration n’est pas autorise´e. Les taˆches qui appartiennent
a` la meˆme partition mais sont alloue´es a` des coeurs diffe´rents seront ordonnance´es de
manie`re simultane´e.
De plus, dans la strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-all”, chaque fournisseur travaille inde´pendamment
des autres fournisseurs d’applications, sans savoir quoi que ce soit des autres applica-
tions qui seront inte´gre´es sur le meˆme multicoeur. Cela correspond a` la manie`re dont
l’inte´gration a lieu dans le processus actuel d’inte´gration IMA.
Ainsi, la strate´gie ”one-to-all” est en ligne a` la fois avec le concept de partitionnement
robuste, et d’incre´mentalite´ des e´tapes de de´veloppement et ve´rification. Ces deux concepts
sont tre`s importants pour les syste`mes IMA, en particulier du point de vue des objectifs
de certification logicielle.
• La strate´gie d’inte´gration ” one-to-one” (cf. figure 2): dans cette strate´gie, chaque
coeur a son propre plan d’ordonnancement comme s’il s’agissait d’un processeur a` part
entie`re. Une partition ne peut eˆtre alloue´e qu’a` un seul coeur; toutes les taˆches d’une
partition sont conside´re´es alloue´es au meˆme coeur que leur partition. Ainsi, le niveau
partition peut eˆtre abstrait au moment du calcul des WCETs et le plan et l’analyse
d’ordonnancement sont effectue´s au niveau taˆche. Le plan d’ordonnancement niveau
partition est ensuite de´duit naturellement du plan d’ordonnancement niveau taˆches via
l’identification de la partition a` laquelle chaque taˆche appartient par de´finition.
Dans la strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-one”, toutes les e´tapes – depuis l’allocation jusque la
ve´rification d’ordonnancement – peuvent eˆtre effectue´es par la meˆme personne, qui posse`de
toutes les informations de toutes les applications alloue´es au meˆme module multicoeur.
Cela pourrait par exemple correspondre a` la nouvelle signification du roˆle d’inte´grateur
module dans un contexte multicoeur.
Nous de´crivons ici un peu plus en surface chacune des deux strate´gies d’inte´gration propose´es
dans cette the`se. Plus de de´tails sont donne´s dans le chapitre 6.
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Strate´gie d’Inte´gration ”One-to-All”
Figure 1: Strate´gie d’Inte´gration ”One-to-All”
La strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-all” consiste a` allouer de fac¸on statique le contenu de
chaque partition sur les coeur d’une plateforme multicoeur afin que chaque partition monopolise
tous les coeurs du multicore pendant les intervalles de temps ou` la partition est exe´cute´e. La
figure 1 donne un exemple de plan d’ordonnancement re´sultant de la strate´gie d’inte´gration
”one-to-all”. Le plan d’allocation propose´ garantit que toute interfe´rence inter-core correspond
a` une interfe´rence intra-partition, la situation re´sultant devenant e´quivalente a` des conceptions
monocoeur. L’absence d’interfe´rence inter-applications rend la strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-
all” conforme avec l’exigence de partitionnement robuste des syste`mes IMA.
Comme le montre la figure 1, la strate´gie ”one-to-all” est divise´e en trois e´tapes. Ces e´tapes
ont e´te´ de´finies en fonction des activite´s a` mener, et en fonction des de´limitations des roˆles des
personnes actuellement implique´es dans un processus d’inte´gration IMA. Nous de´crivons rapide-
ment les trois e´tapes dans les prochains paragraphes. Une reprsentation graphique plus comple`te
est e´ventuellement donne´e via la figure 6.1 page 150. Le de´tail de la strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-
to-all” est donne´ dans le chapitre 6.
Allocation Logicielle/Mate´rielle La premie`re e´tape de la strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-
all” consiste a` allouer les taˆches e chaque partition IMA aux coeurs d’une plateforme multicoeur,
puis a` de´river les besoins en temps CPU de chaque partition en fonction de l’allocation ainsi
se´lectionne´e. Les entre´es de cette e´tape sont les mode`les du logiciel et de la plateforme mul-
ticoeur utilise´e. La sortie de cette e´tape est une affectation de chaque taˆche a` un coeur et un
expace me´moire, ainsi qu’unmajorant supe´rieur du WCRT de chaque taˆche base´ sur l’analyse
de faisabilite´ propose´e dans cette the`se et de´crite pre´ce´demment.
Comme mentionne´ pre´ce´demment, l’allocation logicielle/mate´rielle est effectue´e en allouant
des taˆches aux coeurs pour chaque partition; les taˆches seront ordonnance´es de fac¸on a` ce
qu’a` chaque instant, les seules taˆches exe´cute´es sur tout le multicoeur appartiennent toutes a` la
meˆme partition. Cette e´tape est effectue´e par chaque fournisseur d’application, sur leurs propres
partitions et inde´pendamment des autres applications.
Dans cette e´tape d’allocation, chaque fournisseur d’application est e´galement responsable
de la ve´rification de la faisabilite´ de l’allocation se´lectionne´e. Cela revient a`, pour l’allocation
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se´lectionne´e, ve´rifier s’il sera toujours possible de trouver au moins un plan d’ordonnancement
dans lequel toutes les e´che´ances temporelles de l’application concerne´e soient respecte´es. Le
cas e´che´ant, l’allocation est conside´re´e comme non valide et doit eˆtre modifie´e. Les contraintes
temporelles a` respecter pour chaque application peuvent eˆtre exprie´mes au niveau taˆche comme
ua niveau partition. Et chaque fournisseur ne connaissant que ses propres partitions, ils ne
ve´rifient a` cette e´tape que les contraintes au niveau taˆche.
La ve´rification inclut le calcul de WCRT pour chaque taˆche, via l’analyse de faisabilite´ pro-
pose´e dans cette the`se. Les WCRT sont calcule´s avec prise en compte d’interfe´rences multicoeur
dues au partage de ressources entre les taˆches exe´cute´es en simultane´ sur des coeurs diffe´rents.
Ces WCRTs sont e´galement exploite´s pour de´duire le temps CPU total que chaque partition
requiert pour l’exe´cution de ses taˆches.
Enfin, les entre´es de cette e´tape sont les mode`les du logiciel et de la plateforme mate´rielle.
Les sorties sont les besoins en temps CPU de chaque partition.
Ve´rification de l’Allocation au niveau Module et Ge´ne´ration d’un plan d’Ordonnancement
au niveau Partition La seconde e´tape de la strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-all” consiste a`
ve´rifier que l’allocation de toutes les partitions dans leur ensemble pourront eˆtre attribue´es assez
de temps CPU comme demande´ par chaque fournisseur d’application respectivement, tout en
respectand les contraintes temporelles des partitions.
Si la ve´rification e´choue, c’est-a`-dire s’il n’est pas possible a` l’inte´grateur module d’allouer as-
sez de temps CPU pour chaque partition sans violer l’une au moins des contraintes de pe´riodicite´
des partitions, alors l’inte´grateur module doit ne´gocier avec tout ou partie des fournisseurs
d’applications pour modifier les besoins en CPU des partitions. Plusieurs ite´rations peuvent
eˆtre ne´cessaires, avant que la ve´rification d’allocation ne finisse par prouver qu’une allocation
de partitions donne´e respecte toutes les contraintes temporelles des applications.
La suite consite en la ge´ne´ration d’un plan d’ordonnancement des partitions. L’inte´grateur
module doit de´finir des feneˆtres temporelles pour chaque partition selon leur pe´riodicite´ respec-
tive. S’il ne parvient pas a` trouver un ordonnancement valide dans lequel toutes les e´che´ances au
niveau partition sont respecte´es, l’inte´grateur ne´gocie des modifications avec un ou plusieurs four-
nisseurs d’applications. Plusieurs ite´rations peuvent eˆtre ne´cessaires jusqu’a` ce que l’inte´grateur
module parvienne a` ge´ne´rer un ordonnancement valide au niveau partition.
Ge´ne´ration et/ou Ve´rification d’Ordonnancement niveau Taˆche La dernie`ere e´tape
de la strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-all” consiste soit:
• Pour les partitions dont les taˆches sont non-pre´emptives: ge´ne´rer un plan d’ordonnancement
statique dans lequel toutes les e´che´ances temporelles de l’application sont respecte´es;
cela inclut le respect des feneˆtres temporelles de la partition, c’est-a`-dire ve´rifier que les
exe´cutions de toutes les instances de taˆches de la partition ont toujours lieu dans les limites
des feneˆtres temporelles de la partition.
• Pour les partitions dont les taˆches sont pre´emptives: a` ve´rifier qu’il existera toujours, pour
les feneˆtres temporelles de´finies au niveau partition, un ordonnancement valide dans lequel
toutes les e´che´ances de l’application seront respecte´es.
Les entre´es de cette e´tapes sont le plan d’ordonnancement niveau partition. Il est important
de rappeler que les fournisseurs d’application travaillent inde´pendamment les uns des autres.
Ainsi, chaque fournisseur d’application ne connait que les feneˆtres temporelles de ses propres
partitions dans de plan d’ordonnancement niveau partition. L’inte´grateur module est le seul a`
connaˆıtre le plan d’ordonnancement des partitions complet.
Chaque fournisseur d’application cherche a` ve´rifier l’existence d’un plan d’ordonnancement
valide niveau taˆche. Le cas e´che´ant, soit le fournisseur ope`re des modifications a` son niveau pour
trouver un arrangement valide, soit il ne´gocie avec l’inte´grateur module, pour obtenir plus de
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temps CPU pour sa partition par exemple. Plusieurs ite´rations peuvent eˆtre ne´cessaires avant
que tous les fournisseurs ne parviennent a` prouver l’existence d’un ordonnancement valide pour
toutes leurs partitions respectivement.
Strate´gie d’Inte´gration ”One-to-One”
Figure 2: Strate´gie d’Inte´gration ”One-to-One”
Comme illustre´ dans la figure 2, la strate´gie ”one-to-one” consiste en un processus line´aire
pouvant eˆtre divise´ en deux e´tapes: la ge´ne´ration d’une allocation logicielle/mate´rielle, et la
ge´ne´ration d’un plan d’ordonnancement.
Allocation Logicielle/Mate´rielle La premie`re e´tape d’inte´gration consiste a` allouer la plate-
forme logicielle sur la plateforme mate´rielle, c’est-a`-dire de´cider quelles partitions s’exe´cuteront
sur quel coeur a` l’exe´cution. Les taˆches d’une partition donne´e seront alors exe´cute´e sur le coeur
sur lequel leur partition a e´te´ alloue´e. Les inconnues fixe´es a` la fin de cette e´tape repre´sentent
donc l’identification du coeur sur lequel chaque partition et/ou taˆcheest alloue´e, mais aussi les
WCETs et WCRTs des taˆches. En effet, afin de s’assurer de la validite´ de l’allocation qui sera
se´lectionne´e, l’e´tape d’allocation inclus une e´tape d’analyse des temps de re´ponse des taˆches,
base´e sur l’analyse propose´e dans cette the`se pour produire un majorant suˆr des WCETs des
taˆches. L’analyse permet e´galement de s’assurer que, pour l’allocation se´lectionner, il existera au
moins un plan d’ordonnancement dans lequel toutes les e´che´ances temporelles des applications
seront respecte´es.
Ge´ne´ration d’Ordonnancement Une fois l’allocation se´lectionne´e, l’e´tape suivante consiste
a` configurer le plan d’ordonnancement statique qui sera suivi a` l’exe´cution. Dans la starte´gie
”one-to-one”, les taˆches sont suppose´es non pre´emptives, et l’ordonnancement est ge´ne´re´ au
niveau taˆche. Chaque taˆche appartenant a` une partition donne´e, le plan d’ordonnancement
niveau partition est directement de´duit du plan d’ordonnancement niveau taˆche.
Les donne´es d’entre´e de cette e´tape sont les sorties de l’e´tape d’allocation logicielle/mate´rielle.
Les inconnues sont les dates de de´but d’exe´cution des taˆches. Les WCETs de chaque instance de
taˆche sont e´galement des inconnues, de´termine´es graˆce a` l’analyse d’ordonnancement propose´e
dans cette the`se et qui est exploite´e lors de l’e´tape de ge´ne´ration d’ordonnancement. Cette
analyse sert notamment a` s’assurer que les dates d’activation des instances des taˆches sont
cohe´rentes avec les e´che´ances temporelles des applications logicielles correspondantes. La sortie
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de l’e´tape de ge´ne´ration d’ordonnancement est alors un plan d’ordonnancement statique pour
lequel l’analyse a ve´rifie´ qu’il me`nera toujours au respect des e´che´ances temporelles a` l’exe´cution.
Evaluation
Les contributions de the`se ont e´te´ e´value´es sur plateforme re´elle, c’est-a`-dire sur un processeur
multicoeur identifie´ comme potentielle cible pour utilisation dans un syste`me avionique. Nous
avons se´lectionne´ le processeur P4080 de Freescale [9]. Le RTOS exploite´ pour l’ordonnancement
est le VxWorks653 3.1 Multicore Edition de Wind River Inc [14]. Les proble`mes de program-
mation par contrainte ont e´te´ re´solus en utilisant le solveur de contraintes de IBM/ILOG, CP
Optimizer [6]. Pour effectuer l’analyse des temps d’exe´cution en isolation des taˆches, nous avons
exploite´ le logiciel aiT Analyzer d’Absint [2].
L’e´valuation des deux strate´gies a re´ve´le´ leur pertinence et suˆrete´, par l’absence de violation
d’e´che´ance temporelle, dans toutes les configurations teste´es sur plateforme re´elle et pendant
toute la dure´e de l’observation du comportement du syste`me.
Le gain en optimisation des syste`mes via l’exploitation de la programmation par contraintes
a e´te´ observe´ lors de la comparaison des re´sultats des strate´gies d’inte´gration ”one-to-one” et
”one-to-all” a` une strate´gie base´e allocation et ordonnancement ignorant comple`tement les in-
terfe´rences multicoeur. Cette dernie`re strate´gie correspond a` l’e´tat de l’existant avant notre
the`se, a` notre connaissance. Les re´sultats montrent que les configurations se´lectionne´es en sortie
de l’une ou l’autre de nos strate´gies a toujours un taux d’utilisation total plus bas que dans les
solutions exhibe´es par la strate´gie ignorant les interfe´rences.
Pour les deux strate´gies propose´es dans cette the`se, chaque proble`me de programmation
par contraintes est re´solu en quelques secondes. Une allocation et un plan d’ordonnancement
ge´ne´re´s manuellement auraient pris plusieurs jours, ne serait-ce qu’a` cause du calcul de WCETs
et WCRTs qui sont complexes. Sans compter qu’il serait tre`s difficile de ge´ne´rer un ordonnance-
ment optimise´ manuellement, ce qui aurait pris plusieurs tentatives manuelles. Par opposition
a` une recherche manuelle, il est plus facile d’essayer diffe´rentes configurations, les valides et
les invalides e´tant clairement et rapidement expose´es par le solveur de contraintes. De plus,
l’utilisation de l’une de nos strate´gies d’inte´gration supprime le risque de de´tection tardive de con-
figurations non valides, les ve´rifications temporelles e´tant mene´es en simultane´ avec l’allocation
et l’ordonnancement respectivement.
Finalement, une autre nouveaute´ apporte´e aux concepteurs de syste`mes par nos strate´gies
d’inte´gration est le gain de visibilite´ sur l’impact des interfe´rences multicoeur sur l’existence de
configurations valides. Le processus d’inte´gration est maintenant plus flexible, car le gain de
temps et d’efforts permet aux concepteurs de syste`mes d’effectuer des ve´rifications supple´mentaire,
d’essayer de nouvelles combinaisons d’allocations (par exemple allouer plus d’applications au
meˆme module), etc.
Pour re´sumer, les objectifs de la the`se en ce qui concerne la compatibilite´ des stare´gies
d’inte´gration propose´es avec les contraintes de certification ont e´te´ atteints. Les objectifs sec-
ondaires de l’optimisation de la conception et de la re´duction du time-to-market ont e´galement
e´te´ atteints graˆce a` l’exploitation des techniques de programmation par contraintes pour au-
tomatiser les e´tapes de chaque strate´gie d’inte´gration.
En plus des aspects fonctionnels des contributions de cette the`se, la ge´ne´ricite´ des strate´gies
propose´es a e´galement e´te´ ve´rifie´. Tout d’abord, on peut remarquer l’inde´pendance des strate´gies
vis-a`-vis de la plateforme mate´rielle exploite´e et du RTOS: les seuls adhe´rences se trouvent au
niveau de la mode´lisation de la plateforme multicoeur, et ces adhe´rences sont soit: (i) des
e´le´ments basiques de mode´lisation multicoeur, comme par exemple la fre´quence CPU; (ii) soit
des parame`tres mate´riels caracte´ristiques du composant mode´lise´, pre´sent dans tout composant
du meˆme type et dont la valeur est obligatoirement fournie par le concepteur de processeur.
Ainsi, les travaux pre´sente´s dans cette the`se peuvent eˆtre utilise´s pour tout multicoeur base´ bus,
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et ne se restreignent donc pas a` une unique famille de processeurs particulie`re.
Conclusions
La strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-all” est base´e sur une approche statique SMP ou`, au moment
de l’exe´cution, une seule application est exe´cute´e sur tous les noyaux d’une plateforme multi-
coeur. La strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-one” repose sur une approche AMP statique ou` chaque
noyau est conside´re´ comme un processeur distinct a` l’exe´cution, chaque coeur ayant son propre
schedule.
Pour couvrir la ve´rification temporelle du syste`me, les deux strate´gies comprennent: (i)
une analyse de faisabilite´ exploite´e pendant la phase de configuration de l’allocation, et (ii)
une analyse d’ordonnancement exploite´e dans le proble`me d’ordonnancement. L’analyse de
faisabilite´ est base´e sur une de´rivation de l’analyse du temps de re´ponse pour s’adapter aux
architectures IMA et aux plateformes multicœurs. Un mode`le d’interfe´rence a e´te´ propose´ afin
de produire un majorant supe´rieur des de´lais d’interfe´rence dans la situation la plus de´favorable
subies par chaque taˆche. L’analyse d’ordonnancement re´utilise le mode`le d’interfe´rence, ainsi que
la connaissance des plans d’ordonnancement des autres coeurs respectivement afin de calculer
des majorants supe´rieurs de WCET pour chaque instance de taˆche dans une hyperpe´riode, et
ve´rifie que toutes les e´che´ances temporelles sont respecte´es.
Enfin, chaque e´tape de chaque strate´gie d’inte´gration est exprime´e sous la forme d’un
proble`me de programmation par contraintes, afin de permettre l’automatisation des activite´s
d’allocation, ge´ne´ration et ve´rification d’ordonnancement. De plus, l’exploitation des techniques
de programmation par contraintes permet e´galement d’e´conomiser du temps et et raccourcir
le cycle de conception du syste`me, mais aussi de re´duire les efforts a` fournir pour effectuer les
diffe´rentes ve´rifications. Cela permet e´galement d’optimiser les choix d’allocation et ordonnance-
ment, via la de´finition de fonctions objectives dans chaque proble`me exprime´, afin de se´lectionner
la solution de configuration la plus optimise´e suivant des crite`res industriels.
Degre´ de Confiance des Analyses Temporelles Deux analyes sont propose´es. La premie`re
est une analyse de faisabilite´, ou analyse temporelle servant a` de´terminer si, pour une alloca-
tion des applications et taˆches sur les coeurs d’un multicoeur donne´e, il sera toujours pos-
sible de trouver un plan d’ordonnancement dans lequel toutes les e´che´ances temporelles de
la plateforme logicielle seront toujours respete´es a` l’exe´cution. La seconde est une analyse
d’ordonnancement, ou analyse temporelle servant a` de´terminer si, pour une allocation et un
algorithme d’ordonnancement donne´s, toutes les e´che´ances de la plateforme logicielle seront
respecte´es a` l’exe´cution.
Les deux types d’analyses propose´es reposent sur un mode`le statique d’interfe´rence. Aucune
hypothe`se n’est faite sur les dates d’arrive´e des requeˆtes me´moire au niveau de l’interconnect
ou bien des controˆleurs me´moires. Le but des mode`les construits est de de´river une enveloppe
supe´rieure des situations pire cas d’interfe´rence inter-coeurs de manie`re a` produire un majorant
absolu des WCET et WCRT des taˆches d’une application IMA. Ainsi, les valeurs d’interfe´rence
calcule´es pour chaque taˆche correspondent a` une valeur toujours supe´rieure a` la re´elle dure´e
d’interfe´rence que cette meˆme taˆche peut subir dans la pire situation possible. On peut dire que
les analyses propose´es ont la meˆme valeur qu’une analyse exhaustive, sous couvert de l’hypothe`se
de composabilite´ de la plateforme mate´rielle exploite´e. A ce titre, l’analyse re´sultant est suˆre,
par opposition a` une analyse base´e sur un e´chantillon de mesures par exemple.
Modularite´ et Flexibilite´ des Mode`les d’Interfe´rence et d’Analyses Temporelles Pro-
pose´s. Les analyses temporelles pre´sente´es dans cette the`se permettent de ve´rifier la validite´
des coix de configurations faits lors de l’inte´gration de la plateforme logicielle sur la plateforme
mate´rielle. L’un des avantages notoires du mode`le d’interfe´rence propose´ est la modularite´ des
e´quations du mode`le: il est possible de modifier ou raffiner les mode`les d’interfe´rences de manie`re
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rapide et sans ne´cessiter une refonte comple`te des aalyses temporelles exploitant les e´quations
mode´lisant les interfe´rences.
Une telle modularite´ rend e´galement flexible l’utilisation des analyses propose´es. Dans les
premie`res phases de de´veloppement d’un nouveau logiciel IMA, il est possible de remplacer
les e´quations de´taille´es du mode`le d’interfe´rence par un mode`le gros grains pour se faire une
estimation des interfe´rences encore plus en avance de phase. L’analyse permet alors de donner,
pour chaque allocation ou plan d’ordonnancement e´value´, une re´ponse quasi instantane´e quant
a` la faisabilite´ du respect des e´che´ances temporelles.
La flexibilite´ des mode`les d’interfe´rence propose´s se manifeste e´galement de par le fait qu’ils
peuvent eˆtre utilise´s a` la fois dans la ve´rification de faisabilite´ d’une allocation, et dans la
ve´rification d’ordonnancement une fois des dates d’activations se´lectionne´es. Malgre´ le fait
que les taˆches et les partitions soient mode´lise´es via des parame`tres diffe´rents dans les e´tapes
d’allocation et d’ordonnancement, aucune modification des mode`les d’interfe´rence n’a a` eˆtre
faite, la diffe´rence e´tant faite de fac¸on logique au niveau des e´quations de calcul de WCET pour
l’allocation et pour l’ordonnancement.
En conclusion, de telles caracte´ristiques confe`rent aux techniques d’analyse temporelle pro-
pose´es dans cette the`se une proprie´te´ significatie pour l’industrie: l’adaptation a` l’e´volution des
plateformes, a` la gestion d’osbolescence, mais ausi l’adaptation des mode`les d’interfe´rences aux
avance´es re´alise´es dans la litte´rature au fil des anne´es futures.
Portabilite´ et Re´utilisation des Contributions. Les deux principaux freins a` l’extension
des techniques d’analyse statique monocoeur aux architectures multicoeur sont:
• La complexite´ des architectures multicoeur. Les ressources partage´es impliquentun certain
nombre de couplage de chemins conduisant a` l’explosion du nombre d’e´tats a` conside´rer
dans le cadre d’une analyse temporelle exhaustive comme le sont les analyses statiques
monocoeur exploite´es dans l’avionique.
• Le manque d’informations sur certaines ressources partage´es duˆ a` des protection de pro-
prie´te´ intellectuelle par les fabricants de processeurs. Ce manque vient augmenter le
proble`me des ressources dont le comportement n’est pas de´terministe et ne peut eˆtre
mode´lise´ de manie`re pertinente, par exmeple les ressources dont l’arbitrage exploite une
heuristique base´e sur les performances moyennes et les derniers arbitrages passe´s.
A notre connaissance, aujourd’hui, toute tentative pour re´aliser une analyse WCET au niveau
code et de manie`re statique a conduit a` une explosion du nombre d’e´tats a` conside´rer dans ladite
analyse, et donc a` un proble`me intractable.
Les analyses temporelles propose´es dans cette the`se sont des analyses statiques, et ne tombent
pas dans ce proble`me d’explosion du nombre d’e´tats ni d’intractabilite´. Cela est duˆ au choix
strate´gique d’effectuer l’analyse a` un degre´ d’abstraction plus e´leve´: au niveau ordonnancement
plutoˆt qu’au niveau code. Les mode`les des ressources partage´es causant des interfe´rences re-
posent uniquement sur des parame`tres essentiels de ces ressources, en ce sens qu’il s’agit de
parame`tres dont le fabricant est tenu de donner la valeur lors d ela commercialisation de la
ressource correspondante. Ainsi, cette the`se a su ge´rer a` la fois le proble`me de complexite´ des
architectures multicoeur puisque les contributions ne risquent pas de tomber dans le proble`me
d’explosion du nombre de´tats et d’intractabilite´, et le manque d’informations par protection
intellectuelle.
Pourquoi Deux Strate´gies d’Inte´gration Le fait de proposer deux strate´gies diffe´rentes
pour l’inte´gration a e´te´ motive´ par les diffe´rentes proprie´te´s des deux propositions. Bien que la
strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-all” respecte toutes les exigences obligatoires pour la certification
des syste`mes ae´rospatiaux, la strate´gie ”one-to-one” offre autant de re´duction du nombre de
plateformes embarque´es dans un syste`me avionique que possible (c’est-a`-dire en utilisant des
techniques d’analyse compatibles avec DO-178) pour les fonctions DAL A tout en utilisant
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l’analyse temporelle propose´e dans cette the`se. Cependant, la strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-
one” ne premet pas de re´pondre a` l’exigence de partitionnement robuste pour les fonctions DAL
A, ce qui implique de de´terminer un autre moyen que le partitionnement robuste pour empeˆcher
la propagation de faute en cas de proble`me, et parvenir a` convaincre les autorite´s de certification
de la validite´ du moyen mis en place. Cela signifie qu’en cas d’usage pour des plateformes
ne´cessitant un partitionnement robuste des applications, la strate´gie ”one-to-one” ne´cessite un
savoi suppe´lmentaire non disponible aujourd’hui, contrairement a` la strate´gie ”one-to-all”, qui
pourrait imme´diatement eˆtre utilise´e dans un contexte industriel.
La strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-one” est tout de meˆme propose´e comme contribution de
cette the`se, car elle peut eˆtre utilise´e:
• Pour des fonctions moins critiques pour lesquelles il n’est pas obligatoire d’interdire les
acce`s simultane´s aux ressources partage´es au moment de l’exe´cution, et pour lesquelles un
processur de de´veloppement incre´mental n’est pas requis.
• Pour la conception de modules IMA dans lesquels une seule application par module est
inte´gre´, chaque application e´tant divise´e en plusieurs partitions. Dans ces cas, toute in-
terfe´rence inter-coeur demeure intra-application. Ainsi, on peut conside´rer que les modules
re´sultants respectent la contrainte de partitionnement robuste des applications IMA. Cela
vise tout DAL, y compris les applications DAL A.
• Pour l’inte´gration non IMA, c’est-a`-dire pour porter un logiciel non IMA – les commandes
de vol par exemple – sur un processeur multicoeur.
Pour de telles fonctions, l’utilisation de la strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-one” conduit a` des
conceptions optimise´es dans lesquelles la re´duction du nombre de processeurs a` embarquer pour
inte´grer toutes les applications avioniques du syste`me a e´te´ re´alise´e autant que possible. Dans
toutes les autres configurations, c’est la strate´gie d’inte´gration ”one-to-all” qu’il faudra exploiter.
Ainsi, les deux strate´gies d’inte´gration propose´es dans cette the`se sont comple´mentaires l’une
de l’autre.
Perspectives
Les strate´gies d’inte´gration et analyses temporelles associe´es dans cette the`se fournissent une
base de travail pour l’allocation logicielle/mate´rielle et la ge´ne´ration de plan d’ordonnancement
ve´rifie´es en avance de phase pour des syste`mes IMA base´s sur multicoeur. A ce titre, cer-
taines pistes de travaux futurs peuvent eˆtre identifie´es, comme par exemple l’expe´rimentation
de diffe´rents crite`res d’optimisation pour les proble`mes dege´ne´ration d’ordonnancement de´finis
dans chaque strate´gie d’inte´gration.
En dehors de la charge CPU, une pre´occupation commune des concepteurs de syste`mes
avioniques est le nombre de changements de contextes de partitions implique´s par un plan
d’ordonnancement donne´. Ces changements de contexte repre´sentent des de´lais venant s’ajouter
a` l’exe´cution des traitements logiciels de l’application concerne´e, et ils ne sont en ge´ne´ral pas
comptabilise´s dans les budgets de temps CPU de´finis pour chaque feneˆtre de partition. En
effet, la commutation de partition n’est pas gratuite et le temps passe´ a` changer les contextes
peut entraˆıner des de´passements de fenetres temporelles des partitions dans une hyperpe´riode.
Par conse´quent, il pourrait eˆtre inte´ressant de chercher a` optimiser les plans d’ordonnancement
ge´ne´re´s par nos proble`mes de programmation par contrainte de manie`re a` minimiser le nombre
total de changement de contexte de partition. A notre connaissance, la litte´rature n’offre aucune
approche – autre qu’empirique – pour la mode´lisation des changements de contexte [106, 75]. La
raison principale tient a` l’adhe´rence forte des de´lais de changement de contexte, a` la plateforme
mate´rielle exploite´e. Les traitements re´alise´s lors d’un changement de contexte de´pendent de
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l’OS et du processeur utilise´s, et ne sont pas divulgue´s dans les de´tails par les fabricants cor-
respondants. Pallier a` ce manque pourrait correspondre a` une perspective future inte´ressante
d’ame´lioration des travaux de cette the`se.
Une autre optimisation possible des plans d’ordonnancement ge´ne´re´s est la re´duction des
interfe´rences inter-coeur. Celle-ci peut eˆtre re´alise´e en re´duisant autant que possible le nom-
bre total d’exe´cutions paralle`les sur les diffe´rents coeurs du multicoeur exploite´. Un objectif
d’optimisation encouragerait la se´lection de plans d’ordonnancement dans lesquels aucune taˆche
exploitant le meˆme chemin vers la me´moire ne sont ordonnance´es simultane´ment, les seules
exe´cutions paralle`les alors plannifie´es visant des couples de taˆche qui ne peuvent interfe´rer les
unes avec les autres. Deux taˆches n’interfe`re pas si elles ne sont pas alloue´es au meˆme controˆleur
me´moire par exemple.
De´finir une fonction objectif minimisant les interfe´rences signifierait alors que, chaque fois
que cela est possible, le solveur de contraintes guidera le processus de re´solution du proble`me
d’ordonnancement vers des plans d’ordonnancement dans lesquels aucune interfe´rence inter-
application n’a lieu. Il est important de noter que si une telle situation est rencontre´e, cela sig-
nifie qu’il est e´ventuellement possible d’augmenter le nombre de partitions pouvant eˆtre inte´gre´es
sur le meˆme module. Cela favorise encore plus la re´duction du nombre de processeurs embarque´s
dans le syste`me correspondant, et donc la re´duction du volume et de la charge totale du syste`me
final.
Outre l’optimisation de la conception, une autre piste inte´ressante serait de raffiner davan-
tage le mode`le d’interfe´rence exploite´ dans les analyses temporelles, de manie`re a` couvrir plus
de ressources mate´rielles partage´es par les coeurs d’un multicoeur au moment de l’exe´cution.
Compte tenu de la complexite´ et de l’explosion du nombre d’e´tats a` analyser lorsque l’on mode´lise
toutes les ressources partage´es, un compromis doit eˆtre trouve´ entre la de´termination d’un bon
niveau d’abstraction du mode`le d’interfe´rence et le nombre de ressources partage´es repre´sente´es
dans le mode`le d’interfe´rence. Par exemple, pour encourager la re´utilisation de l’e´tat de l’art,
la repre´sentation des interfe´rence multicœur propose´e par Altmeyer et al. [19] est plus de´taille´e
que dans cette the`se, et par conse´quent pourrait produire des majorants superieurs moins pes-
simiste des WCRTs et WCETs des taˆches. Cependant, ces travaux sont concentre´s sur l’analyse
d’ordonnancement, et partent d’une allocation et un plan d’ordonnancement pre´de´finis en entre´e
du proble`me; d’autre part, l’ordonnancement hie´rarchique telle que de´finie dans les architec-
tures IMA n’est pas conside´re´e. Ainsi, il serait inte´ressant de chercher a` fusionner les travaux
d’Altmeyer et al. avec les contributions de cette the`se.
Pour finir, comme mentionne´ pre´ce´demment, en tant que premiers travaux vers une strate´gie
d’inte´gration comple`te pour l’exploitation de multicoeurs dans les syste`mes avioniques, nous
nous sommes limite´s a` un seul processeur multicoeur pour e´tudier les interfe´rences, l’allocation
et l’ordonnancement d’applications IMA. Les syste`mes avioniques inte`grent ge´ne´ralement plus
d’un processeur a` bord, relie´s entre eux a` travers diffe´rents re´seaux d’interconnexion. Main-
tenant que cette the`se apporte des techniques d’analyse temporelle IMA multicoeur, il serait
inte´ressant de ge´ne´raliser nos contributions de the`se a` une plateforme mate´rielle constitue´ de
plusieurs multicoeurs interconnecte´s. La palteforme logicielle alors conside´re´e consisterait en
l’inte´gralite´ des applications logicielles devant eˆtre embarque´es dans le syste`me avionique a` con-
cevoir. Le proble`me d’allocation chercherait a` allouer les applications aux diffe´rents multicoeurs,
et l’ordonnancement comprendrait les de´lais de communication inter-modules.
Dans la litte´rature, les travaux cherchant a` traiter ces deux activite´s font habituellement
l’hypothe`se qu’a` l’e´chelle de chaque proce´sseur pris se´pare´ment, il sera possible de trouver une
allocation et un ordonnancement valides. Ainsi, notre the`se est comple´mentaire de ce genre de
travaux. Il serait alors inte´ressant de combiner les deux ensemble pour ge´rer l’inte´gration des
syste`mes distribue´s exploitant des multicoeurs.
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Organisation du Manuscrit
Les premiers chapitres constituent les fondements de cette the`se. Le chapitre 1 pre´sente les
de´fis pose´s par les multicores pour l’industrie ae´rospatiale, la proble´matique de cette the`se, ainsi
qu’une bre`ve description des contributions de cette the`se.
Le chapitre 2 fournit les connaissances de base ne´cessaires pour comprendre les contribu-
tions de cette the`se: la terminologie est brie`vement pre´sente´e avant de de´crire le concept IMA
et les re´glementations de certification impose´es sur les syste`mes ae´rospatiaux. Le chapitre se
poursuit ensuite avec une description des connaissances ne´cessaires pour comprendre la the´orie
de l’ordonnancement et les the´ore`mes exploite´s comme base des contributions de the`se.
Le chapitre 3 pre´sente un aperc¸u de la litte´rature autour des challenges pose´s par l’inte´gration
de syste`mes temps-re´el dans des environnements multicœur.
Les quatre chapitres suivants pre´sentent les contributions de cette the`se. Sauf mention
explicite dans ces chapitres, l’ensemble des travaux de´crits dans ces chapitres est la seule con-
tribution de l’auteur de cette the`se.
Le chapitre 4 pre´sente tous les mode`les et parame`tres exploite´s dans les contributions de
the`se, les hypothe`ses de cette the`se ainsi qu’une pre´sentation ge´ne´rale des strate´gies d’inte´gration
propose´es dans cette te`she. Ensuite, sont pre´sente´s les mode`les d’architecture logicielle et
mate´rielle qui sont conside´re´s dans cette the`se. Le chapitre termine par une bre`ve descrip-
tion des contraintes conside´re´es dans les proble`mes d’allocation et d’ordonnancement aborde´s
dans cette the`se.
Le chapitre 5 pre´sente les me´thodologies d’analyse temporelle qui ont e´te´ mises en œuvre dans
cette the`se. En particulier, le mode`le d’interfe´rence et les e´quations exploite´es pour le calcul des
WCET et temps de re´ponse pire cas (WCRT) des taˆches sont expose´s. Deux types d’analyse
temporelles sont propse´es, en tant qu’analyses exploite´es respectivement lors de la recherche
d’allocation logicielle/mate´rielle et lors de la configuration d’un plan d’ordonnancement. Le
chapitre se termine par une sous-partie re´sumant les analyses propose´es et discutant de leurs
avantages et de leurs limitations.
Le chapitre 6 pre´sente les deux strate´gies propose´es dans cette the`se pour l’inte´gration IMA
sur COTS multicoeur. Un bref aperc¸u de chaque strate´gie d’inte´gration est donne´ en premier,
avant de pre´senter se´pare´ment – dans les de´tails et dans l’ordre chronologique – les activite´s
re´alise´es dans chaque strate´gie. Le chapitre se termine par une sous-partie qui re´sume les
strate´gies d’inte´gration propose´es, puis discute des avantages et des inconve´nients de chaque
strate´gie.
Le chapitre 7 pre´sente l’e´valuation des travaux re´aalise´s dans cette the`se: des explications
sur les expe´rimentations mene´es sont d’abord fournies, avant que plus d’information sur la fac¸on
dont la plateforme logicielle de test a e´te´ construite ne soient donne´es. Le chapitre poursuit
avec la pre´sentation et l’analyse des re´sultats obtenus, et se termine par une section re´sumant
les re´sultats ge´ne´raux et discutant des re´alisations et des limitations rencontre´es lors de la mise
en place des activite´s de test.
Pour terminer, le chapitre 8 propose un bref re´sume´ des contributions propose´es dans cette
the`se, ainsi qu’une discussion globale en ce qui concerne le respect des objectifs principaux de
cette the`se, avant de donner une conclusion ge´ne´rale sur les re´alisations et de finir avec les
travaux futurs que cette the`se propose en perspectives.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivations
For hard real-time systems, predictable delays for software runtime execution are as important as
the correctness of the computational results. In particular for safety-critical systems, a failure to
deliver correct results that are both correct and on time may lead to a system-level dysfunction
with severe consequences, such as significant loss of money or human life. Aerospace systems
fall into this category of systems, and must therefore undergo a strictly regulated design and
verification cycle coupled with a strict certification process before being allowed to be operational
and commercialized. For instance, regarding the safety critical software embedded in an avionic
system, each software operation must be analyzed at design time in order to derive a safe upper-
bound on its execution time duration at runtime, but also in order to configure accordingly
and in advance the runtime behavior of the entire system, all the while being able to show the
corresponding verification results as a justification to certification authorities to convince them
of having successfully done so.
Certification is very important when designing an aerospace system, and represents a signifi-
cant amount of effort and verification in order to achieve compliance to certification regulations.
Whenever a modification is performed on a part of an avionic system, all parts of that system
which are impacted by the modifications must be re-verified and their compliance to certification
regulations re-proven.
One way to try and reduce the additional time and effort spent due to design modifications
is to adopt a design approach favoring modularity and independence. For instance, the software
embedded in an avionics system represents several applications, which are not necessarily devel-
oped by the same application supplier. However, each application is developed independently
from one another for safety reasons. This also enables designers to make sure that each appli-
cation can be analyzed independently from each other, so that modifying one function has no
impact on all other functions. As such, only the modified function(s) will need to be re-verified
and re-certified; the resulting development, verification and certification processes are then said
to be incremental [172].
In addition to incremental certification, the modularity of a system is also enhanced by im-
plementing an Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) architecture [1], according to which software
applications are further divided into sub-elements that are to be executed strictly independently
from each other at runtime, thus ensuring a temporal and spatial isolation. Such a separation
is often referred to as time and space partitioning.
To sum up, the concepts of incremental certification and IMA architecture both ensure the
modularity of an avionic system, and require verification analyses to be performed in the same
spirit of separation of concerns. In that sense however, the knowledge and experience of avionic
system designers are crucial to certify avionics systems.
The software embedded in aerospace systems is preferably integrated on hardware platforms
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that have a long in-service history in the aerospace industry, and which are deemed reliable
according to systems designers expertise. The main motivation behind such a choice is to rely
on electronics which has had time to be extensively tested and has then been proven to be
compatible with all requirements of the corresponding avionic systems. Doing so facilitates the
design of future avionic systems as well, since it is easier to reuse hardware which behavioral
characteristics are well known from experience due to usage in previous systems.
Until now, hardware platforms embedded in avionic systems contain only single-core proces-
sors. However, now that processor manufacturers are capable of producing powerful multicore
processors, it is predicted that manufacturers will definitively stop producing single-core pro-
cessors, including the ones embedded in current avionics systems. Avionics industries do not
represent a market share big enough for processors manufacturers. As such, processors man-
ufacturers would not benefit from keeping producing single-core processors only for avionics
industries. As a consequence, avionics industries will soon have no other choice than to move
to multi- and/or manycore processor designs.
The advent of multicores can be beneficial for design and cost optimization by reducing
the embedded weight and energy in avionic systems, one core being able to handle the load
of one previous single-core. However, all certification regulations and design procedures linked
to software must be updated in order to take into account multicore-based hardware platforms
[109]. For instance, a new definition of IMA architecture for multicore platforms must be set,
since by nature multicore architectures go against the principle of independence of software
execution at runtime. Indeed, because of the concurrent accesses to shared resources inside the
multicore chip occurring at runtime, temporal isolation is difficult to achieve at runtime on a
multicore platform.
Therefore, all analysis and verification activities usually taking place in a system design cycle
must be updated with tools and techniques capable of analyzing multicore platforms. Inter-core
interference at runtime must be safely bounded during the analysis in order to be able to safely
configure in advance the runtime behavior of the system at design time. Only then, system
designers would be able to properly use multicore platforms for aerospace systems and to rebuild
the knowledge and know-how necessary to master multicore-based avionics systems.
Such changes are problematic in the case of software porting from single- to multicore sys-
tems, mainly because of the current lack of software analysis tools or techniques capable of
upper-bounding tasks Worst-Case Execution Times (WCET) safely [171]. Concurrent resource
access requests generated by each core cause additional interference at runtime, leading to sig-
nificant waiting delays increasing tasks execution times. In addition, the level of complexity and
coupling of the resource sharing in multicores makes it difficult or even impossible for current
timing analysis techniques for safe WCET upper-bounding to be adapted to multicore environ-
ments without becoming intractable or overly pessimistic. Another difficulty adding up to the
complexity of shared interference is the fact that information on the multicore architecture that
is crucial for the WCET analysis is undisclosed in most Components Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
multicores, due to protection of intellectual property rights and patented designs. Moreover,
some request arbitration policies might be too complex to be properly represented as well, so
that there is no certainty that any workaround proposed to cope with these issues will lead to
a safe timing analysis for multicore COTS.
In the end, there currently exists no solution to the challenge of safe WCET analysis on
multicore. Without such solution, resource contentions cannot be properly bounded beforehand,
so that there is no way of configuring a safe runtime behavior in advance, nor of ensuring in
advance that all deadlines of a system will never be violated at runtime. Such lack of safe WCET
analysis techniques for multicore systems is jeopardizing the exploitation of multicore platforms
in aerospace systems, which makes it one of the most studied research topic both in academia
and industry [90, 129, 119, 66, 64].
As mentioned before, the difficulty of analyzing timing behavior on multicore systems exists
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for all real-time systems. The literature is full of various propositions to tackle the problem at
hand [64]:
• Some works propose new middleware services to monitor every access to shared hardware
resources, in order to enforce deterministic runtime behaviors by getting rid of inter-core
interference [46];
• Other works propose new multicore designs where each core has its own private resources
[7, 181, 149];
• Similar works focus on implementing new hardware devices to be added to an existing
architecture in order to control the sharing of some resources, hoping that such new devices
will either be implemented in custom multicore processors for industries or selected by
platform vendors for their next COTS generation [111, 130, 170];
• A different kind of strategy that exists in the literature as well consists in proposing new
execution models for multicore-friendly software development [58];
• Other works propose new timing analysis techniques for shared resources interference
bounding or estimation, relying or not on some software and/or hardware modifications
[19, 67, 85, 91, 111, 116, 118, 122, 127, 51].
Each approach has its own advantages. However, the first drawback is that all of them
are not considered sufficient or valid for the certification of IMA architectures. The other main
drawback common to all approaches in the literature is the non respect of key aerospace systems
requirements, to which they consequently cannot be applied without high costs, dependence to
some manufacturer or giving up some key principles of the current certification acceptance pro-
cess.
This thesis has been initiated and funded by Airbus Group Innovations Toulouse, as a
CIFRE (training contract for performing research in private companies) PhD with the IRIT
lab in Toulouse. The main goal of the thesis is to propose an approach for integrating legacy
IMA software – i.e. sequential software developed for single-core platforms – onto a multicore
processor, without any hardware nor software modification: the approach much comply as much
as possible with incremental certification acceptance process and key IMA concepts. To do so,
multicore interference must be taken into account in the proposed contributions. In this thesis,
we focus on inter-core interference due to sharing access to the main memory.
The motivation of this thesis is to stick as much as possible to current industrial processes,
in order to maximize the chances of acceptation of the proposed contributions by aerospace
industries and certification authorities by minimizing the changes and effort of adaptation that
would be necessary to adopt the newly proposed process.
A secondary goal of this thesis is to improve design optimization by benefiting from the
performance gain that can potentially be brought by multicore processors.
Finally, the following list gathers strong choices that have been selected as guidelines for our
contributions, in order to increase their chances of being considered as a solution for the next
generation of aerospace systems:
• The proposed contributions must be applicable to DAL A IMA applications. Indeed, as
briefly mentioned before, every attempt of solution proposed in the litterature is either
not applicable to IMA systems, or requires a high amount of modifications and efforts in
order to be used for IMA systems; moreover, no solution targeting IMA systems covers all
of the multicore challenges hindering the usage of multicores in avionics systems.
• The proposed contributions should not be specific to one particular hardware platform or
rely on the know-how of some specific supplier;
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• In particular, the contributions should not rely on any hardware modification or assume
specific hardware architecture characteristics, so that COTS platforms can be used instead
of implementing ASICs or relying only on one specific COTS product line or one specific
COTS manufacturer. The contributions should rely only on COTS-friendly configuration
mechanisms instead, so that no special additional hardware is needed;
• The contributions should not involve any software modification as well, so that legacy
software can be reused and no special additional study and/or regulations are required to
certify the software platform considered, and the overall approach proposed for multicore
integration can be used in an as nearest future as possible;
• The approach proposed in the thesis should reuse as much as possible existing works from
the literature to cope with multicore challenges, even if these works represent only partial
solutions to the multicore challenge. Our motivation is to promote research-to-industry
transfer; however, it is also important that only realistic techniques should be considered,
fitting real world constraints of industrial systems and processes;
• In the same line of idea, the realism of the proposed solutions is mandatory, even if it
means designing under-optimized systems. In particular, it is important not to make any
assumption that is unapplicable to current COTS multicores or ignores current unavoidable
situations at runtime.
• The thesis outcome should promote as much automation as possible in the proposed con-
tributions, in an effort to shorten the time-to-market but also to reduce additional efforts
to be made by suppliers and integrators when handling new technologies such as multicores
in future aerospace systems.
• Finally, the thesis contributions should respect the current development and certification
processes as much as possible. Even if they are not suited for multicore environments,
respecting as many legacy design and certification rules as possible is truly likely to help
reducing the time that would be spent negotiating with certification authorities to inves-
tigate new mechanisms and configuration choices.
The proposed contributions are based on a generic, bus-based multicore architectural model.
All assumptions about affecting the hardware configuration can be implemented using classic
configuration choices usually offered in COTS platforms.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis proposes two complete methodologies or strategies for IMA integration on multicore
COTS. Each one has different advantages and different drawbacks, and therefore may respec-
tively be used for different situations and systems to be designed. One strategy fits all avionic
and certification requirements but is likely to result in poorly optimized designs, and the other
one generates configurations that are as optimized as possible but does not respect some of
the current key certification requirements, which makes it not suitable for applications with the
highest levels of criticality.
The proposed integration strategies are said to be ”complete” because we provide all the
metrics necessary to go through all steps of the proposed integration strategies. They cover the
allocation of the software platform onto the hardware platform, the schedule generation but also
timing analyses. To sum up, the contributions of this thesis consist in:
• Interference-aware timing analysis models and techniques for early timing verification and
enforcement of a deterministic runtime behavior of the system: in particular, we propose
(i) a mathematical model of shared resources exploited to derive a safe upper-bound on
tasks worst-case interference delay due to each shared resource respectively, and (ii) an
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approach for performing a safe response time analysis for IMA architectures in multicore
environments. The resulting analysis has been derived into two different approaches:
one dedicated to verifying the validity of a software/hardware allocation by performing a
response time analysis, and one dedicated to deriving safe WCET upper bounds for tasks
and CPU time windows for partitions when an allocation and a schedule have been set.
This contribution is presented in details in chapter 5, and has been published in [116].
• A Constraint Programming (CP) formulation for performing automated, optimized and
safe software/hardware allocation of IMA applications onto multicore platforms. The
approach is safe in the sense that the feasibility of the solution selected by the constrained
program is ensured since the timing analysis implemented in this thesis is embedded as a
constraint of the CP. This contribution is covered in chapter 6 and has been published in
[118].
• A CP formulation for performing automated, optimized and safe schedule generation for
IMA applications on multicore platforms. It is said to be safe because the constrained
program embeds the schedulability analysis proposed in this thesis as a constraint, in
order to ensure the validity of the solution selected by the constrained program. This
contribution is covered by chapter 6 and has been published in [116, 118]. This contribution
has been mentioned in our pulications [116, 118, 117].
• Two processes for safe IMA integration on multicore platforms: as mentioned before, one
of the two respects all most important certification characteristics of current IMA systems,
and the other offers maximum design optimization for less critical IMA applications. Each
strategy covers the allocation of the IMA software platform onto the multicore platform,
and the generation of a schedule for each core of the multicore processor. To do so,
safely and automatically in order to save time and effort, the three previously mentioned
contributions of this thesis are exploited. This contribution is extensively explained in
chapter 6, and has been published in [117].
The work presented in this thesis has been evaluated on a real platform. The evaluation
has been performed on the Freescale/NXP QorIQ P4080 processor [9]. A software case study
has been built by the author of this thesis by exploiting open source code from the TacleBench
benchmark suite [13]. We applied the proposed strategies for allocating and scheduling the con-
structed IMA case study on the P4080 processor [9] using Wind River IMA RTOS, VxWorks653
3.1 Multicore Edition [14]. The evaluation consists in implementing on the P4080 target the
configuration selected when applying one of our two strategies, and verifying that no deadline
was missed when observing the system’s runtime behavior.
The following paragraphs describe in more details each proposed contribution.
Interference Bounding and Safe Multicore Timing Analysis
This thesis proposes a sufficient feasibility test that is interference-aware, and compatible both
with IMA applications and both homogeneous and heterogeneous multicore processors. To do
so, we propose a mathematical model of the main memory and interconnect to be exploited to
perform a static timing analysis and derive safe upper-bounds of tasks interference delays due
to shared resources. The resulting analysis includes safe WCET and WCRT upper-bounding.
The model is based on an extension of the classic response time analysis in order to fit IMA
architectures and multicore environments. It also includes the computation of safe upper-bounds
on multicore interference. Such bounds are crucial to formally prove the feasibility of the system,
but also to build a safe schedule which has been verified beforehand to guarantee a deterministic
behavior at runtime. Detailed explanations on the proposed timing analyses are provided in
chapter 5.
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Allocation Problem
In this thesis, we use the expression allocation problem to address concerns about how the
software platform should be spatially allocated to the cores and memory of a multicore platform,
i.e. (i) on which core a given partition (resp. task) is going to be scheduled at runtime, (ii) where
its memory context should be stored in DRAM and (iii) if more than one memory controller
is present on the hardware platform, which one it will exploit at runtime. No mention of time
management or time slicing is mentioned in such problems.
As a second contribution, we exploit the resulting IMA, multicore interference-aware timing
analysis described in the previous subsection, in order to implement a CP formulation for the
software/hardware allocation. The proposed timing analysis consists in a sufficient condition for
feasibility, and is defined as a constraint to be verified by the variables of the allocation problem.
During the allocation process, the module integrator decides, for a given module consisting of a
given multicore processor, on which core each partition or task will be scheduled. In the case
of partitioned scheduling on a multicore processor, the integrator should decide on which core
each partition will be allocated. An allocation then refers to a static mapping of each partition
or task of the IMA applications to the cores of the multicore processor.
As mentioned earlier, the safeness of the selected allocation is guaranteed by exploiting the
proposed feasibility analysis to guide the design space exploration, so that the existence of a
schedule where all timing requirements will always be met at runtime is guaranteed as soon as the
allocation is set. Eventually, using constraint programming to set the allocation configuration
enables to save time but also effort during the design cycle of a given system, the allocation
problem being NP-hard and WCETs upper-bounding equations being complicated enough to
easily cause inadvertent errors when computed manually.
In addition, potential time is saved when using constraint programming also because of
the fact that expressing all timing constraints in the allocation problem reduces the risk of late
detection of invalid allocations. Since all requirements of the system are expressed as constraints,
and if one of them cannot be fulfilled by any solution of the allocation problem search space, then
the expressed allocation CP is able to raise awareness of the situation to the software integrator
and designers. Integrator and designers then know that some modifications must be performed
until a valid solution can be found. Without such early detection of potentially problematic
situations, the length of the system design cycle would have been extended. Indeed, the non
validity of the selected allocation would have been detected later only, or may even not have
been detected at all, which would have had catastrophic consequences at runtime, for instance
a deadline miss in the context of a critical operation.
Scheduling Problem
In this thesis, we use the expression scheduling problem to address concerns about how elements
of the software platform (tasks and/or partitions) should be scheduled on the cores of a multicore
platform, i.e. how to distribute CPU time slices to the tasks and/or partitions of the software
platform. In IMA systems and for any critical software in general in avionics systems, static
schedules are built and configured in advance, to make sure the runtime behavior has been
verified and approved in advance at design time. Such static CPU time slicing implies defining
in advance time intervals, each interval being temporally defined by a duration (or time budget)
and a start date (or activation offset).
The safety of the generated schedules is guaranteed by exploiting the timing analysis proposed
in this thesis to verify that all timing requirements will be enforced at runtime. In particular
in the scheduling problem, activation offsets and WCETs upper-bounds are computed in order
to build a static schedule for partitions and/or tasks in one complete cycle of repetition of
the schedule, also called MAjor Frame (MAF). In addition to guaranteeing the safety of the
final schedules, the timing analysis embedded in the scheduling problem formulation guides the
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design space exploration when selecting activation offsets, so that the finally selected schedule is
optimized as much as possible given the characteristics of the system. Eventually, analogously
to the allocation problem, using constraint programming to build schedules saves time but also
effort, and helps preventing late detections of invalid configurations.
Methodologies for Safe Integration of IMA
As a final contribution, we exploit the proposed timing analyses, allocation and schedule gener-
ation CP formulations to implement methodologies for the safe integration of IMA applications
onto multicore platforms.
We propose two strategies. Our first integration strategy is compliant to all industrial re-
quirements: we call it the one-to-all integration strategy. It is based on a static derivation
of the Symmetric Multi-Processing (SMP) approach where at runtime only one application is
scheduled on all cores of a multicore platform. Scheduling only one application on all cores at
runtime preserves the concept of robust partitioning by creating a situation where the only kind
of multicore interference is intra-application, and not inter-application, which is forbidden in
current IMA systems.
The one-to-all integration strategy can be seen as a consolidated methodology for reusing
legacy IMA applications on current multicore COTS, safely and while being compliant to key
certification requirements of current systems, such as robust partitioning, incremental certifica-
tion or static WCET upper-bounding.
Non-critical applications being submitted to less strict certification requirements than time-
and safety-critical applications, and multicore processors still being under study by certification
authorities in order to decide how to regulate the resource sharing challenge in future certifica-
tion guidance documents for critical avionics, the requirements may eventually be relaxed for
non-critical applications at least in the first regulation attempts. As such, we propose a second
integration methodology which achieves as much SWaP reduction as possible while still com-
puting safe WCET upper-bounds. This strategy relies on a static Assymetric Multi-Processing
(AMP) allocation of IMA partitions to the cores of a given multicore platform. This strategy is
referred to as the one-to-one integration strategy. It can be applied for non-IMA software, or in
the context of multi-partition IMA applications, as long as all partitions allocated to the multi-
core platform are from the same application. It cannot be applied for allocating more than one
IMA application onto the same multicore platform since tasks WCETs – and therefore, the ding
partitions time slices – are computed depending on the knowledge of all cores schedules, which
violates the concept of independence. The one-to-one integration strategy enables to achieve
maximum SWaP reduction as can be possible using our timing analysis techniques. However,
the price to pay for such optimized systems is the absence of a strong time partitioning in the
resulting system.
Each strategy is divided into several activities, in order to perform the allocation, the schedule
generation and all corresponding verifications. These activities are formulated as CPs in order
to avoid having to perform them manually, and therefore to gain in effort, time and design
optimization. The CP associated to each activity in each integration strategy proposed in this
thesis will be exhaustively presented in chapter 6. As already explained earlier, all expressed
CPs take into account multicore interference when performing timing verification during the
corresponding configuration search process of the expressed CP.
To sum up, as a result of the combination of all our contributions in this thesis, the proposed
IMA integration methodologies for multicore usage are:
• Complete, since the proposed timing analyses and the exploited models can be brought as
justification to certification authorities of the fact that the produced WCET upper-bounds
and schedule cover multicore interference;
• Safe, since all implemented analysis techniques are based on static analysis techniques;
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• Seamless, since all integration activitites are automated using the adequate CP formulation
proposed in this thesis;
• Optimized, since each CP includes optimization features through additional constraints or
smart objective functions to guide the exhaustive design space exploration.
In addition, the first integration methodology is compliant to major certification requirements,
which makes it a true potential solution to start multicore-based IMA integration beginning of
today. Indeed, although being different, both strategies may be used for legacy software reuse
on multicore COTS, would that be for critical applications, IMA or not.
1.3 Thesis Outline
The first chapters lay the fundations of this thesis. Chapter 1 introduces the challenges brought
by multicores for aerospace industries, the problem statement of this thesis as well as a brief
description of the contributions in this thesis.
Chapter 2 provides the background knowledge required to understand the contributions
of this thesis: the terminology is briefly introduced before describing the IMA concept and
the certification regulations imposed on aerospace systems. The chapter then continues with
the background knowledge necessary to understand the scheduling theory behind timing and
schedulability analysis.
Chapter 3 presents an overview of the literature revolving around hard real-time systems
integration in multicore environments.
The next four chapters then present the contributions of this thesis. Unless explicitly men-
tioned in these chapters, their content is the sole contribution of the author of this thesis.
Chapter 4 introduces all models and parameters exploited in our contributions: the assump-
tions of this thesis and a general introduction of the proposed integration strategies are presented
first. The software and hardware architecture models are then described, before presenting the
constraints considered in the allocation and scheduling problems addressed in this thesis.
Chapter 5 presents the proposed timing analysis methods that have been implemented:
this includes details about the interference model and the equations for the computation of
tasks WCET and Worst-Case Response Times (WCRT), for the allocation and the scheduling
problems. The chapter ends with a section summarizing the proposed analyses and discussing
about their advantages and shortcomings.
Chapter 6 presents the two strategies we propose for IMA integration on multicore COTS. A
brief overview of each integration strategy is given first, before separately presenting in details
and in chronological order the activities performed in each strategy. The chapter ends with a
section summarizing the proposed integration strategies and discussing about the advantages
and drawbacks of each strategy.
Chapter 7 presents the evaluation of our work: we first explain which verifications are per-
formed to evaluate our work and then explain how a case study was built for the tests. We
then present the different test results and the corresponding conclusions that could be drawn.
Finally, the chapter ends with a section summarizing the overall results and discussing about
the achievements and shortcomings of the contributions and testing activities.
Finally, chapter 8 gives a brief summary of the proposed contributions, along with an overall
discussion with regards to the primary objectives of this thesis, before giving a general conclusion
on the achievements and concluding with future work related to this thesis.
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Chapter 2
Background
This thesis exploits metrics and methods of the academic real-time computing world, in order to
propose solutions for the industrial world. Both academic and industrial wordings are therefore
employed throughout this thesis. This chapter presents all the background knowledge necessary
to understand the work that has been done in this thesis, and covers both industrial vocabulary
and academic scheduling theory. A brief definition of general concepts linked to the context of
the thesis are presented in the ”terminology” section, while a more detailed presentation of the
key concepts of this thesis are presented in dedicated sections. Readers who are already familiar
with IMA systems, software integration processes and scheduling theory may skip this chapter.
2.1 Terminology
Allocation As mentioned in the introduction chapter, we use the expression allocation problem
to address concerns about how the software platform should be spatially allocated to the cores
and memory of a multicore platform, i.e. (i) on which core a given partition (resp. task) is going
to be scheduled at runtime, (ii) where its memory context should be stored in DRAM and (iii) if
more than one memory controller is present on the hardware platform, which one it will exploit
at runtime. No mention of time management or time slicing is mentioned in such problems.
Scheduling As mentioned in the introduction chapter, we use the expression scheduling prob-
lem to address concerns about how elements of the software platform (tasks and/or partitions)
should be scheduled on the cores of a multicore platform, i.e. how to distribute CPU time slices
to the tasks and/or partitions of the software platform. Such CPU time slicing implies defining
in advance time intervals, each interval being temporally defined by a duration (or time budget)
and a start date (or activation offset).
Timing Analysis - Feasibility, Schedulability Analysis: in this thesis, the term timing
analysis refers to the analysis of the temporal behavior of a system at runtime. Such analysis is
often linked to scheduling-related activities, a schedule consisting in a chronograph of activations
and executions of tasks at runtime.
Two kinds of analyses can be identified: feasibility analysis and schedulability analy-
sis. The feasibility analysis is usually performed ahead of the schedulability analysis for early
verification and configuration. The classic definitions are the following.
A schedule is said to be feasible if it satisfies a set of constraints. A task set is said to be
feasible if there exists an algorithm able to generate a feasible schedule for the corresponding
task set. A task set is said to be schedulable with a given scheduling algorithm, if such algorithm
is able to generate a feasible schedule. Performing a feasibility analysis consists in analyzing
if a given task set is schedulable according to a given scheduling algorithm. Performing a
schedulability analysis consists in verifying that a given schedule for a given algorithm satisfies
all timing, resource and precedence constraints of the system.
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As such in this thesis, a feasibility analysis is performed during the software/hardware allo-
cation phases, and a schedulability analysis during schedule generation phases.
Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET) In this thesis, the Worst-Case Execution Time
(WCET) of a task is referred to as the total time elapsed from the start of its execution and
the end of the same execution, in a multicore environment. As such, the computed WCETs
include the duration corresponding to the actual execution of the task entry point on the core
processing unit, and also all additional overheads and waiting delays suffered by the task at
runtime. One example of additional waiting delays is inter-task interference due to sharing
access to the resources of the multicore platform with the tasks running in parallel on the other
cores. Resources do not have an unlimited bandwidth. As such, when several tasks try to access
concurrently to the main memory for instance, some of the tasks need to wait for their turn to
access the memory, which results in additional overheads delaying the end of their execution.
Software Platform, Hardware Platform, Module In this thesis, all avionics software
applications to be embedded in a system is referred to as software platform. In an analogous way,
all hardware components and especially the multicore processor to be exploited as a computing
resource in the corresponding system is referred to as hardware platform. In addition in avionics
systems, a computer system composed of one or several applications embedded onto a hardware
platform is often referred to as module.
System Designer, Application Supplier, Module Integrator: when designing an avion-
ics system, three profiles interact iteratively with each other and in a complementary fashion.
System designers are the owner of the final system to be designed, and decide of the high level
requirements and configuration of the system, for instance the choice of the hardware platforms
to be embedded in the system. Application suppliers are in charge of developing the software
avionics functions assigned to them by system designers. The module integrator is responsi-
ble for getting all applications, and integrating them on the hardware platform so that the
corresponding applications satisfy all timing requirements of the system.
Avionics Functions, Applications: several avionics functions are usually embedded in air-
crafts, such as the autopilot or the fuel management system for instance. The software imple-
mentation of these functions is also referred to as applications. In this thesis, the terms avionics
functions and applications are used interchangeably. Some functions may require to be imple-
mented separately and independently from each other for safety reasons, especially to avoid
common faults in both nominal and back-up systems due to fault propagation from a faulty
application to a healthy one. As such, the functions to be embedded in one given aircraft can
also be developed by different application suppliers, in charge of designing, testing and verifying
them independently. The independence of the design and verification of each function ensures
the global system to be designed in a modular fashion, limit the impact on other applications of
a fault occurring in some application, and be able to seek incremental certification acceptance
[172, 141].
Constraint Programming (CP): constraint programming consists in expressing a problem
using mathematical equations to be solved in order to find a solution. The equations are referred
to as constraints: a constraint is a logical relation between unknown variables. Solving a con-
strained program then corresponds to finding a value for each variable such that all constraints
are satisfied by the variables. Each variable is defined with a predefined definition domain.
Formally, a CP consists in a tuple pX,D,Cq where X is a set of variables X “ x1, ..., xn, D
is the function associating each variable xi with its domain Dpxiq, and C is the set of constraints
of the problem C “ C1, ... , Cm. Depending on the nature of the constraints (linear, quadratic,
non-linear, etc.), different algorithms are used to solve the corresponding CP. It is important
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to note that the solving algorithms exploited for solving CPs are not the prior concern of this
thesis, and will therefore not be discussed in this manuscript. Eventually, as more than one
solution to a given CP might exist, an objective function can be defined, to express a quantity
that must either be minimized or maximized. The objective function thus classifies the valid
solutions so that the one with the best fitting value of the objective function will be chosen,
among the solutions satisfying all constraints of the problem.
Multicore Processors: a multicore is a processor in which more than one Core Processing
Unit – or CPU, or core – is embedded: the CPU is the processing unit responsible for code
execution at runtime in a processor chip. To optimize average performance, multicore manu-
facturers often choose to embed smaller and faster memories in their processors designs, called
cache memories. A cache is used to store some of the last data that have been used by a core.
When a new data must be stored and the cache is full, the choice of which previous data to
evict from the cache in order to store the new data in its place is done according to a specific
eviction policy. Since the size of a cache is limited, COTS usually embed more than one cache,
cascaded into levels and forming a hierarchy defining the order in which the cache levels are
accessed. At runtime, each data to be used by the cores is first checked in the closest cache to
the corresponding core; if it is not found, it is looked for in the next level, and so on until it is
found either in some cache level or in the main memory.
2.2 IMA Systems in the Aerospace Industry
History
In the past, previous aircraft systems were implemented using federated architectures [167]:
each avionics function was integrated on a separate computing resource, in a ”one function
equals one computer” fashion. The isolation of applications implied by such an architecture
promotes safe fault containment at runtime, but at the cost of aircrafts embedding excessive
weight, volume and cables in order to supply enough power to and connect all the modules.
Since the first aircrafts, avionics systems evolved into more sophisticated systems. Aircrafts
embed smarter functionalities than in the first aircrafts, and the number of new functionalities
added to modern systems compared to previous architectures keeps growing exponentially, so
that the concept of ”one function equals one computer” - and thus the corresponding amount
of computing resources, weight and power to be embedded in these aircrafts - could no longer
be maintained.
The solution was found in a new type of architecture: the Integrated Modular Avionics
(IMA) architecture [141]: in this architecture, several functions share the computing resource
of the same computer at runtime. IMA successfully enabled to reduce the Space, Weight and
Power (SWaP) embedded in the aircrafts in which it was implemented (for instance in the
A380 and A350). In fact, by integrating more than one function into a module, IMA enables to
share some components such as processing resources, power supply or I/O management services,
which in turn reduces the thermal dissipation and fuel consumption of the system. Another main
advantage of using IMA architectures is the ability to exploit generic modules: the IMA concept
was conceived in parallel of the corresponding integration process, favoring the independence
of a given application to all other applications and to the hardware platform during the design
phase.
IMA cannot be applied to all avionics applications. In fact, applications integrated onto the
same module are not allowed to cause interference to each other, and the mandatory condition
for an aerospace system to implement IMA is to be able to guarantee a system behavior that
is identical to the behavior of a system in a federated architecture. More precisely, one must
guarantee the same level of segregation between applications in one module than if each function
was integrated in a federated architecture, i.e. alone on a separate module. Functions of different
criticality levels (or Design Assurance Level or DAL, as will be defined later in this chapter) can
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consequently be implemented on the same module without risking to influence one another at
runtime.
Eventually, depending on the considered function, it may or may not be possible to exploit
the IMA architecture, as some functions are considered too critical to be sharing CPU usage with
any other function; it is the case for the fly-by-wire control command function for instance. To
guarantee the same level of separation between IMA applications as in federated architectures,
the concept of time and space partitioning has been implemented, also referred to as robust
partitioning.
Definition
The Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) architecture consists in a software architecture where
several avionics functions share the same module. IMA software architectures are submitted to
design and implementation rules stated in the ARINC 653 [1] (Avionics Application Standard
Software Interface) specification, describing how to perform time and space partitioning in safety-
critical avionics Real-Time Operating Systems (RTOS).
The IMA architecture divides avionics functions into partitions, each partition containing
one or several processes. In the literature, IMA processes are equivalent to thread or tasks; as
such, to ease understanding of the reader by matching the IMA terminology to the literature’s,
IMA processes are often referred to as tasks throughout this thesis.
A function can be represented by one or several partitions, each partition defining the memory
context of the tasks it contains. All processes of the same IMA partition share the same memory
address space, and two processes from two different partitions cannot access each other’s memory
space. Such a property of IMA architectures is called spatial partitioning.
Each partition is defined as periodic, the period value corresponding to the rate at which a
partition is requesting CPU usage. It is linked to its own tasks respective periods. The partition
period usually is equal to the Greatest Common Divider (GCD) of its tasks periods. At runtime,
the execution of a task is constrained to happen within the boundaries of its partition CPU time
slices. This corresponds to a strict time partitioning. Finally, according to the ARINC 653
standard [1], the RTOS exploited in IMA systems must support time and space partitioning in
order to allow partitions of different criticality levels to be executed on the same module without
affecting each other in any unexpected way.
The runtime behavior of an IMA system is managed at partition level, under the control
of the system integrator, and is defined statically and maintained with configuration tables. In
particular, each module has a configuration table to define the static schedule to be enforced
at runtime. The module OS manages partitions, i.e., the entity scheduled by an IMA module
RTOS at runtime is a partition. Partitions are scheduled according to a static, cyclic pattern
defined at design time by the system integrator. The same pattern is repeated throughout the
entire runtime operation of the module. The duration of that pattern is referred to as the MAjor
time Frame (MAF) of the module.
During a MAF cycle, partitions are activated one after the other by being assigned one or
several partition time windows or partition time slices: a window is defined by (i) an offset,
or activation date at which the module processing resources are reserved for a given partition
runtime usage; and (ii) a duration, corresponding to a quantity of execution time exclusively
reserved for the corresponding partition usage.
As mentioned before, the MAF pattern, i.e. order of activation of the partitions, as well as
the partition time windows, are defined by the system integrator through configuration tables.
The resulting pattern corresponds to the module schedule to be enforced at runtime. It is
important to note that although the windows are defined by the system integrator, the duration
of each window is computed separately by the applications suppliers and fed to the system
integrator as input to be used to construct the module schedule.
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At runtime during a given partition time window, the partition tasks execute concurrently
on the module processing resources; a task cannot cross the boundaries of its partition time
window. As such, the size of the time slices to be reserved for each partition must be assessed
according to their respective tasks needs to ensure all tasks will have enough CPU time resource
to complete their execution as defined by their normal behavior. However, tasks inside each
partition are not directly visible outside of the partition from the point of view of the module
OS and the system integrator [1]: it is therefore the job of each application supplier to derive their
respective partitions CPU time needs (i.e. duration required in their time windows) according
to the tasks runtime needs, in order to provide the system integrator with accurate information
on the durations of each partition time window to be defined in the module schedule to be
constructed.
To sum up, in IMA architectures, each function is implemented as one or several partitions
and each partition contains one or several tasks. Different functions can then be integrated
onto the same module provided that each partition is temporally and spatially isolated from
each other at runtime. Temporal separation can be ensured by statically configuring the timing
schedule to be enforced at runtime, a schedule in which each partition is given distinct time win-
dows for its tasks execution. Spatial isolation is ensured by strictly separating memory context
and hardware resources such as I/Os for each partition.
Finally, this thesis addresses the issue of software integration for IMA systems on multicores.
As such, software functions implemented using the IMA architectural model will often be referred
to as IMA software, functions or applications, and systems composed of IMA functions will be
referred to as IMA systems. Similarly, software integration for IMA systems will often be referred
to as IMA integration, module integration or simply integration.
Software Integration Process
The software integration phase of a real-time embedded system design consists in assigning the
software platform onto the hardware platform of the system to be designed, and generating a
static schedule to configure in advance the runtime behavior of the system.
The integration process of an IMA system involves: (i) system designers defining the gen-
eral requirements of each function, (ii) application suppliers, in charge of designing one or
several avionics function(s), and (iii) a module integrator, in charge of orchestrating the soft-
ware/hardware integration of the system’s module(s). The module integrator is in charge of
ensuring the feasibility of the integrated architecture. To do so, he discusses with each appli-
cation supplier to gather their partitions needs respectively, for instance in terms of CPU time,
periodicity of execution, memory space, I/Os... Although application suppliers know which
hardware platform their respective applications are going to be integrated onto, they do not
know anything on the applications of the other application suppliers to be integrated onto the
same module. As such, each supplier relies on discussions with the system designers and the
feedback of the module integrator to make sure their respective applications needs are in line
with the module capabilities. For instance, the integrator may ask a supplier for modifications,
and the corresponding supplier must comply if possible, or discuss with the integrator in order
to find an acceptable compromise.
Based on the information given to them by each supplier, the module integrator builds a
static schedule of partitions activations on the corresponding module. The module integrator
then verifies that it is possible to satisfy all time budgets and periodicity needs. If it is not the
case, the module integrator discusses again with some or all the application suppliers to negoti-
ate other CPU time budgets and/or partition periods until he is able to build a valid schedule
satisfying all timing requirements. In case the negociation is not successful, the integrator may
decide to integrate some applications to another module.
It is important to note that the module integrator does not know anything about the tasks
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inside each partition, so it is the job of application suppliers to perform timing analysis at task
level on their respective applications. To do so once a schedule has been set for instance, the
module integrator communicates the dates of the time windows of each partition to the corre-
sponding application suppliers respectively, for them to perform some schedulability analysis at
task-level.
In addition, application suppliers operate with no knowledge of the applications of other
suppliers that will be allocated to the same module. As such, the timing analysis results are
guaranteed to be independent from the other applications. Such an independence ensures the
modularity of the platform/process, but also the possibility to follow an incremental certification
process.
2.3 Safety and Certification Regulations
One major goal of aerospace systems is the safe transportation of passengers to their destination.
As such, the safety of an aerospace system is ensured by guaranteeing the absence of catastrophic
outcomes for the passengers and for the company. The safety ability of an aircraft to do so is
guaranteed thanks to strong regulations guiding the design cycle of a system, and certification
requirements that must be fulfilled according to a certification process in order to get the approval
from certification authorities of the operationalization and industrialization of the corresponding
aircraft. The certification authorities in Europe and the United States of America respectively
are the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) [4] and the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) [5]. Certification regulations published by the EASA are called Joint Aviation Regulations
(JARs) [8]; regulations from the FAA are called Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs) [5]. Finally,
another entity coordinating the development of standards and specifying Avionics Recommended
Practices (ARP) for transport industries (automotive, aerospace and commercial vehicles) is
SAE International (Society of Automotive Engineers) [12].
Certification Standards and Recommended Practices Documents
Certification regulation standards cover all parts of an aerospace system, from the selected hard-
ware components to the final integrated system. Some of these regulations are complementary to
one another, and are therefore interacting with each other. For instance, the main certification
guidance documents impacting the software/hardware integration, verification and certification
of IMA systems are the following:
• The DO-178 (Software Considerations in Airborne Systems and Equipment Certification)
[10], which targets embedded software certification regarding the system’s requirements,
including timing considerations;
• The DO-297 (Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) Development Guidance and Certification
Considerations) [141], which provides insight on the activities to be conducted for software
certification of IMA systems, and in particular, the analysis techniques that are considered
relevant for certification authorities;
• The DO-254 (Design Assurance Guidance for Airborne Electronic Hardware) [140], which
targets hardware processing units development for usage in avionics systems;
• The ARP4754 (Guidelines For Development Of Civil Aircraft and Systems) [11], which
supports the DO-178 and DO-254 standards, and regulates the design and development of
embedded systems for usage in avionics;
• The ARP4761 (Guidelines and Methods for Conducting the Safety Assessment Process
on Civil Airborne Systems and Equipment) [139], which is used in conjunction to the
ARP4754 in order to demonstrate compliance to airworthiness regulations for transport
category aircraft.
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The thesis target verification activities as requested in the DO-178 and DO-297. Figure 2.1
summarizes the relations between these documents. Finally, to obtain certification acceptance
regarding a part or the entire system, one must abide by the corresponding regulations and
provide all required proofs of correctness to certification authorities.
Figure 2.1: Relations Between Avionics Certification Guidelines Documents [11]
Design Assurance Levels (DALs)
Software functions are classified into different levels of criticality, depending on the impact of
a failure related to the function. Regarding software-level certification, the verification to be
performed and the confidence level of the proofs to be brought to certification authorities depend
on the criticality level of each function. Safety levels have been defined in order to formalize
the certification process for each level of criticality, which are commonly called Design Assur-
ance Levels. One DAL is assigned per function. DALs go from A (most critical level) to E
(less critical level) according to the classification given in table 2.1: the severity of a failure
is assessed according to its effect on passengers. Depending on that effect, different degrees of
correctness verification are requested. For instance, DAL A applications are required to undergo
a safe timing analysis at design time to safely bound execution times, whereas no such analysis
is required out of DAL E applications.
The more severe the failure, the higher the DAL level, and the higher the effort that has
to be made during the design, implementation and verification. In particular, the verification
involves strong proof of correctness of the corresponding function’s runtime behavior.
In IMA systems, robust time and space partitioning enables modules to be composed of
functions with different DALs. The robust partitioning implemented in IMA architectures allows
for each application integrated onto the same module to be qualified according to their respective
DALs. Without IMA and robust time and space partitioning, all applications on a given module
would have to be verified and certified according to the highest of their respective DALs. Finally,
the complete module must be qualified according to the highest DAL of its applications.
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DALs A B C D E
Severity
ofa
failure Catastrophic Hazardous Major Minor No Effect
Effectonpassengers
multiple
fatalities
serious or
fatal
injuries
to a
small
number
of persons
physical
distress,
possibly
including
inuries
physical
discomfort none
Probability of
occurence ă 10´9 ă 10´7 ă 10´5 ă 1´3 ´
Table 2.1: Design Assurance Levels (DALs) as Defined in [10, 11, 139, 140]
2.4 WCET Analysis
The validation of the runtime behavior of a given system includes a phase where execution times
are evaluated. In particular, designers often try to upper-bound the Worst-Case Execution Time
(WCET) of a task in advance, in order to make sure all implemented safety measures and runtime
configuration remain applicable in the worst-case timing situation. WCET analysis techniques
consist in identifying the worst possible situation leading to the maximum execution time for
each task at runtime, then identified as WCET of each task respectively. If despite these WCETs,
all deadlines of the system are still respected, then the system will always be able to respect its
deadlines at runtime. Indeed, WCETs are maximum upper-bounds on the tasks actual execution
times at runtime; as such, if a task WCET respects its deadline then any other execution time
duration will respect the corresponding deadline, since it will remain lower than the WCET by
definition.
Classification
Many WCET computation techniques exist, and can roughly be divided into three categories
[169]:
• When performed while the code is running, the timing analysis is said to be measurement-
based; each task is executed on the hardware or in a time-accurate simulator, while its
execution time is measured. Various input data values are tested, to cover multiple sce-
narios that may lead to the maximum execution time of the task. However, such analyses
cannot cover all possible scenarios and provides no certainty that the worst-case scenario
has actually been observed [168].
• When performed on a model of the system, the timing analysis is said to be static; the
hardware and software architectures, including tasks, are represented by several parameters
in order to compute an upper bound of the corresponding WCETs. Such analysis does
not actually execute the task on a hardware platform or in a simulation environment,
but is rather based on an abstract representation of a task program. A classic example
is static code analysis, as performed by the commercial tool aiT Analyzer [2] to perform
WCET analysis at code level in single-core environments. Another example of static
analysis metrics are response time analyses [137], where tasks respective entry points are
abstracted by a higher level model of the tasks.
• When relying both on measurements at runtime and models analysis, the timing analysis is
said to be hybrid. Concepts from both measurement-based and static-based approaches are
combined. Examples of application of a hybrid timing analysis to compute WCET bounds
is the commercial tool SymTA/S [74], or the MBPTA (Measurement Based Probabilistic
Timing Analysis) as done in the PROXIMA project [51] for instance.
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Figure 2.2: Execution Times Distribution for a given Task [169]
Figure 2.2 illustrates the distribution of execution times that can be observed for a given
task at runtime, the corresponding real WCET, and the WCET bounds computed using a static
timing analysis. Static analyses are safe in the sense that they produce upper-bounds on the
execution time that are guaranteed to never be exceeded at runtime, since all possible input
data values of the task are considered during analysis.
A static analysis covers all possible traces of execution that could happen at runtime, without
actually needing the system to run in order to do so. These analyses are usually focused on
identifying the worst-case runtime scenario, in order to produce a maximum upper-bound of
the WCET of the given task, which will then correspond to a maximum upper-bound that is
applicable to absolutely all situations that can happen at runtime for that task.
The static timing analysis is the only method that guarantees safe WCET estimates. Measurement-
based and hybrid techniques are usually less complex than static techniques. However, the
produced upper-bounds are not ensured to be safe since there is no proof that the actual worst-
case runtime situation has effectively been observed and therefore that the corresponding actual
WCET has indeed been measured. As such, as illustrated in figure 2.2, only static timing analysis
techniques can be considered as producing safe WCET upper-bounds for certification authorities.
Moreover, static analysis techniques are considered formal proofs of correctness for certifica-
tion authorities since they are focused on exhaustive analyses based on the worst-case situation.
However, such analyses inevitably produce pessimistic timing upper-bounds, as the considered
worst-case actually corresponds to a situation that is always worse than the actual worst-case
situation that could happen at runtime. As illustrated in figure 2.2, the corresponding pessimism
corresponds to the difference between the maximum WCET bound produced using static timing
analysis and the actual WCET. On the other hand, pessimistic predictions are not prohibitive
for the aerospace industry. In fact, the embedded pessimism can be seen as additional safety
margins added to the computed WCET upper-bounds, provided that tasks are forced to hold
the CPU until the end of the duration of the corresponding pessimistic bound computed by the
analysis, even if their real execution finishes earlier. Safety margin is a concept commonly ac-
cepted in the aerospace industry, who would rather work with slow designs embedding too large
safety margins but which runtime behavior is deterministic, rather than with highly optimized
but non-deterministic systems.
Eventually, for a given static analysis technique, if the embedded pessimism is too impor-
tant, the resulting schedules built using the corresponding WCET upper-bounds lead to CPU
under-utilization at runtime. The consequence is the design of systems embedding much more
hardware modules than could have been achieved if the WCET bounds were less pessimistic.
As such, even though pessimism is tolerated, the WCET upper-bounds produced by a static
analysis should be as close to the real WCET as possible. This is also referred to as tightness
of the analysis.
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Because aircraft certification is the main challenge of the present work, this thesis is focused
on static timing analyses. As such, the rest of this chapter will be focused on presenting the
main static timing analysis techniques of the literature that are commonly used in single-core
environments.
Code Analysis
Static WCET analysis at code level derives its timing information from the analysis of the
corresponding program code, while using abstract models of the hardware architecture. Unlike
the measurement-based and hybrid timing analysis approaches, static code analysis performs an
exhaustive analysis of all possible input values to single out the longest control flow path of the
program leading to the maximum execution time. The control flow graph of a program is usually
built on the assembly or machine level of the code, in order to represent low level instructions
individually and give them a corresponding maximal execution time duration. Basic blocks of
instructions are identified, as a maximal sequence of instructions that can be entered and exited
only at the first and the last instruction respectively. To construct the corresponding control
flow graph, the program is identified as a set of connections between these basic blocks, in which
each end-to-end path corresponds to a possible execution trace at runtime.
The efficiency and reliability of WCETs produced by a static analysis highly depend on
the abstract models used to represent the hardware platform. The more detailed the hardware
model, the more accurate – and thus, the less pessimistic – the produced WCET upper-bounds.
However, the price to pay for a detailed hardware model and accurate WCET bounds is unre-
alistic analysis times due to the complexity of programs to analyze and exponential numbers
of state spaces to evaluate when exploring programs control flow graphs. In general, the level
of abstraction of the system model influences the tightness and quality of the produced WCET
bounds.
Scheduling Theory
Figure 2.3: Classic Task Model [105]
Real-time software applications are often assimilated to a set of periodic tasks, which interact
in real-time according to their environment. Tasks have temporal constraints, often represented
as a certain amount of time within which they respectively must have completed their execution
in order to ensure a correct runtime behavior of the resulting system. As such, Liu and Layland
[105] proposed to represent a task τi as: an execution duration Ci; a relative deadline Di
corresponding to the amount of time it has from the moment it started running to complete its
execution; and a period Ti corresponding to the time interval between two successive activations
of the task. A simplified representation of such a task model is given in figure 2.3. In this model,
Ci represents the maximum amount of time for a processing resource to execute the software
code – also called entry point – of a task τi in isolation, i.e. when τi has exclusive access to all
resources necessary to its execution. Ci is also referred to as execution duration in isolation
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in the literature as well as in this thesis. It is important to note that Ci is not the WCET of τi
in a multicore environment, but rather a single-core environment. In this thesis, in a multicore
environment, the WCET includes environment-related delays, such as intercore interference for
instance.
From the point of view of a processing resource, a task τi represents a workload of ui “ CiTi .
The task τi requires to be scheduled every Ti time units, i.e. a task wakes up every Ti time
units. When a task is selected by the OS to be scheduled on a given processing resource, the
task is said to be activated.
An execution of a task is often referred to as instance. For a given task instance, the
response time refers to the time duration elapsed from the moment the instance awakes, to
the end of execution of the instance. The Worst-Case Response Time (WCRT) of a task
τi is the biggest response time of all its instances; it is denoted Ri in the scheduling theory, as
well as in this thesis. A task is then said to be schedulable if and only if all instances of that
task are able to complete their execution within the deadline limitation, i.e. if Ri ď Di. A set
of tasks is said to be schedulable if all tasks are schedulable.
In the scheduling theory, two types of analysis can be identified: feasibility analyses, and
schedulability analyses. Both analyses view a task according to its runtime behavior in order
to determine whether the task will always have enough processing resource to be executed as
expected according to a behavior predefined during application design. These analyses belong
to the scheduling theory, and abstract a task code by only representing the task according to
runtime parameters such as priority level or periodicity for instance [105].
Feasibility Analysis A feasibility analysis focuses on determining whether a set of tasks,
given a scheduling algorithm, can be scheduled on a given processing resource without any task
missing some deadline at runtime.
In fact, feasibility analyses can be used in advance to help setting design choices such as
deciding which tasks will be executed on which processing resources for instance; it identifies
which combinations of task-to-processing resource allocation will lead to systems where some
tasks cannot respect their deadlines for instance. Scheduling analyses are performed once a task-
to-processing resource allocation choice has been made and once a schedule has been statically
set for each processing resource.
Three main techniques exist to perform a feasibility analysis:
• processor utilization analysis, relying on the computation of a processing resource utiliza-
tion or workload,
nTř
i“1
Ci
Ti
where nT is the number of tasks executing on that processing
resource. If the total workload of a task set on a given processing resource remains smaller
than a certain value depending on the scheduling policy, the system is ensured to be
schedulable.
• processor demand analysis, in which the cumulated sum of executions of task instances in a
given time interval on a processing resource is computed. The resulting function depending
on the considered time interval is called the demand bound function, and is plotted in order
to verify that it always remains under the curve of the corresponding processor availability
function.
• response time analysis, which determines the WCRT for each task Ri and compare them
with the corresponding deadline Di to check whether all deadlines can still be enforced at
runtime despite the worst-case scenario.
While the first two techniques analyze busy periods of a processing resource, the third ap-
proach implicitly leads to the computation of an upper-bound of tasks WCRTs including block-
ing times due to potential runtime overheads and dependencies between tasks. One of the main
contribution of this thesis is to propose a response time analysis fit for IMA architectures and
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multicore platforms. As such, the next section of this chapter will be focused on defining in
greater details the response time analysis.
Scheduling analysis Compared to code-level WCET analyses, the primary goal of schedula-
bility analyses is to assess beforehand whether a task will always be able to respect its timing
requirements at runtime. In fact, part of validating real-time systems consists in proving that all
tasks of the system respect their deadlines and other timing-related constraints such as commu-
nications and synchronizations for instance. Finally, an analysis performed in order to evaluate
the possibility that all tasks will do so when using a given processing resource is called feasibility
analysis. An analysis performed on a given schedule for a given task set and processing resources
is called schedulability analysis. Both analysis metrics belong to the scheduling theory.
2.5 Response Time Analysis
This subsection presents the necessary background knowledge to understand the task-level tim-
ing analysis approach presented in this thesis. Every aspect of the analysis presented in this
subsection presents models of the scheduling theory as currently commonly admitted among the
real-time community; as such, it is important to keep in mind that none of the aspects presented
in this subsection is intended for – and as such, applicable to – IMA architectures nor multicore
processing resources.
Classic definitions of the response time analysis are given for software functions defined as
a set of tasks only, with no representation or any equivalent of the partition level that exists
in IMA architectures. As mentioned earlier, the adaptation of the techniques presented in this
subsection to IMA architectures is in fact one of the contributions of this thesis, as will be
presented in chapter 5.
In the rest of this section, the words ”processing resource or ”processor” are used to refer to
an environment consisting in one single-core processor. Finally, the response time analysis will
first be presented for preemptive task sets, and later on for non-preemptive task sets.
Classic Response Time Analysis
The response time analysis is a static analysis focused on determining whether the WCRT of a
task τi, denoted Ri, is smaller than the corresponding task deadline, denoted Di. The worst-
case situation being considered to be the one leading to the longest response times, Ri is also
often assimilated to an upper-bound on all possible values of τi response time that can occur
at runtime. As a consequence, if Ri is smaller than Di, then all other response times will be
smaller than Di as well. The response time analysis is therefore said to be a sufficient condition
of schedulability for a given task set.
In order to understand how Ri is computed for each task τi, it is necessary to introduce the
notion of busy period for a given processing resource.
In this thesis, all tasks are periodic. As such, two successive executions of a task occur
according to its period. When scheduling a set of periodic tasks on a given processing resource,
there exists a pattern of execution that is repeated infinitely at runtime. The smallest pattern
repeated over time corresponds to a time interval called hyperperiod. In order to verify if a
system respects all its deadlines at runtime, it suffices to perform a timing analysis on one
hyperperiod in order to cover the entire runtime behavior of the corresponding system. As such,
the hyperperiod is also sometimes referred to as feasibility interval. The length of the feasibility
interval corresponds to the Least Common Multiple (LCM) of the tasks periods.
Within the hyperperiod, time intervals where the processing resource is busy executing one
of the tasks are analyzed. More specifically, in order to consider the worst-case situation, the
notion of busy period for a given processor has been introduced, as a time interval in which the
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processor in fully utilized [137]. In single-core processors, the longest busy period for a given
processor occurs when all tasks are initially released at the same time date. This time date can
be considered as the time origin for simplification purposes: all tasks are awake and ready to
be scheduled, and must be scheduled so that they end their execution before their respective
deadline.
The length of the busy period of a given processing resource depends on the considered task
set. For a given time interval r0, tr, a periodic task τi is activated
Q
t
Ti
U
times, where Ti is its
period. If the execution duration of τi is denoted Ci, then the workload W ptq of the processor
in a time interval r0, tr is computed as follows:
W ptq “
nÿ
i“1
R
t
Ti
V
Ci (2.1)
where n is the number of tasks scheduled on the processing resource.
W is a step function. The affine function fptq “ t represents the maximum workload ca-
pacity of the processor. The first time instant t at which the equality fptq “ W ptq is verified
corresponds to the processor having completed the execution of all tasks awoken before t. More
information, along with illustrative examples, can be found in [137].
Such a reasoning can be exploited in order to compute the response time Ri of a given task
τi released at the time origin 0. Let t be the time instant corresponding to the end of execution
of τi in the worst-case situation. Then the time interval r0, tr represents the processor busy
period limited to tasks having an equal or higher priority than τi. Let hppτiq represent the set
of such tasks. Then the cumulated workload corresponding to tasks of hppτiq, Wi, is computed
as follows:
Wiptq “ Ci `
nÿ
j“1
τjPhppτiq
R
t
Tj
V
Cj (2.2)
Since τi was released at the time origin and t is the instant when τi completed its execution,
the smallest solution of the equation Wiptq “ t corresponds to the WCRT of τi, Ri. As a
consequence, Ri is computed as a solution of the following equation [81]:
Ri “ Ci `
nÿ
j“1
τjPhppτiq
R
Ri
Tj
V
Cj (2.3)
Equation (2.3) is usually solved iteratively: Ri is the smallest fixed point solution of the
equation WipRiq “ Ri. Another way to solve equation (2.3) is to find the smallest integer value
which satisfies equation (2.3). In this thesis, the second option is exploited in order to compute
tasks WCRTs.
Response time analysis for non preemptive task sets
As implicitly accounted for in equation (2.3), the classic response time analysis covers task sets
which are preemptive.
When non-preemptive task sets are considered, one must take into consideration the fact
that a task becomes ready to be scheduled while a task form a lower priority level is already
running. The task cannot start its execution before the end of the currently active task since
preemptions are not possible.
In the worst-case situation, a task τi is blocked by the task of lower priority than itself
that has the longest execution duration, which corresponds to the additional delay max
jPr1;nsztiu
τjRhppτiq
Cj
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being suffered by τi at runtime. The corresponding equation to compute a task WCRT in a
non-preemptive environment is then the following [137]:
Ri “ Ci `
nÿ
j“1
τjPhppτiq
R
Ri
Tj
V
Cj ` max
jPr1;nsztiu
τjRhppτiq
Cj (2.4)
To simplify the explanations, the rest of this section presents derivation of the classic response
time analysis for preemptive task sets only.
Context Switch Overheads
Every time a task is about to start running on a CPU, its context is loaded into the memory.
This corresponds to operations performed by the OS between each task switch at runtime in
order to save the context of the task that just finished executing, and to load the context of the
next task to be scheduled. The time elapsed while doing so at runtime is called a context switch
overhead, and is often denoted CSW in the literature. To include context switch overheads in
the computation of tasks WCRTs, the response time analysis equation is usually modified as
follows:
Ri “ pCi ` CSW q `
NTÿ
j“1
τjPhppτiq
R
Ri
Tj
V
pCj ` CSW q (2.5)
where CSW is a maximum bound of the overhead occurring at runtime to switch from the task
that just finished executing to the task starting its execution right afterwards.
Waiting Delays Consideration
Contrary to context switch delays which can be represented as constant over time, some ad-
ditional overheads occurring at runtime are variable and cannot be represented as constants.
These overheads may actually correspond to blocking delays suffered by tasks during their ex-
ecution. These additional delays depend on the complete system’s schedule and configuration.
To include such delays in the classic response time analysis, additional terms are often added to
wi’s equation, each new term corresponding to a specific overhead caused by a resource during
a task execution. The resulting equation to compute the WCRT is then the following:
Ri “ Ci `
NTÿ
j“1
τjPhppτiq
R
Ri
Tj
V
ˆ Cj `
#Resourcesÿ
k“1
Ii,kpRiq (2.6)
where #Resources represents the number of resources causing waiting delays during τi’s exe-
cution, and IkpRiq is a maximum bound of the waiting delay caused to τi by the kth shared
resource.
Jitters
In theoretical models of the scheduling theory, every blocking action – access for granting/releasing
a semaphore, setting/waiting for an event, etc. but also messages reading and writing – happen-
ing during a task execution is assumed to occur either at the beginning or at the end of execution
of the task. For instance according to this model, a task accesses all the messages it consumes
as soon as it wakes up, and produces all messages at the end of its execution. Analogously, if at
some point in its entry point, a task needs some event or other synchronization resource to be
available, then the test on whether the event or resource availability condition is verified or not
is performed as soon as the task wakes up.
This is usually not true in practice, as tasks make calls to blocking actions in the middle of
their executions. However, such a model enables to simplify the representation of dependence,
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Figure 2.4: Tasks Defined with Jitters upon First Activation
Figure 2.5: Classic Holistic model
along with the schedulability analysis. In this model, a task that just woke up can be scheduled
only once all input messages, event or synchronization resource it exploits are available. To
link such a model with the reality of industrial software, one makes the assumption that the
software is broken down into tasks entry points so that each function call leading to a blocking
action such as taking a semaphore, reading a message, verifying the occurrence of an event,
etc. corresponds to the beginning of some task entry point, and the corresponding function call
leading to releasing a semaphore, writing a message, setting an event, etc. corresponds to the
end of the respective task entry point.
Finally, the delay between the moment the task woke up and the moment it can be activated
by the OS is called release jitter, or jitter upon activation. A task jitter is denoted Ji in
the literature as well as in this thesis.
As illustrated in figure 2.4, in presence of jitters the WCRT Ri of a task τi is decomposed
into: (i) the jitter Ji suffered by τi, and (ii) the time elapsed between the moment when τi started
its execution and finished its execution. In this thesis, we refer to the latter as the Worst-Case
Execution Time (WCET) of τi and we denote it wi. Equation (2.3) stands for independent
tasks, i.e. tasks that are not involved in any precedence relation or consuming data produced
by another task. In order to take into account eventual jitters upon first activation, equation
(2.3) is modified as follows: $’’&’’%
Ri “ Ji ` wi
wi “ Ci `
NTř
j“1
τjPhppτiq
Q
wi`Jj
Tj
U
Cj (2.7)
Message passing
As illustrated in figure 2.5, and since no multi-threading is implemented regarding real-time
avionics software, the time spent reading and writing messages are considered to be part of
tasks execution, for they correspond to the CPU being busy handling the read/write requests of
the corresponding task. This means if a task τi sends messages to other tasks, the time during
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which each message is written at runtime is considered to be a part of the task execution time.
As a consequence, a task execution time now includes two additional durations:
• The time needed by τi to read all messages it receives, msgsreadi;
• The time needed by τi to write all messages it sends, msgswritei.
where msgsreadi and msgswritei compute the corresponding interference delay when τi respec-
tively reads/writes its messages in the main memory. To our knowledge, no particular model
of the msgsreadi and msgswritei functions respectively have been commonly admitted by the
community as of today.
In scheduling theory, these two durations are added to the tasks response times according to
the classic holistic model illustrated in figure 2.5: for all messages, the reading phase happens
at the beginning of each task, and the writing at the end of each task. To match such a model,
wi’s equation can be updated as follows:
wi “ msgsreadi
`
¨˚
˚˝˚˚
Ci `
NTř
j“1
τjPpartpiq
τjPhppτiq
Q
wi`Jj
Tj
U
Cj `
#Resourcesř
k“1
Ii,kpwiq
‹˛‹‹‹‚
`msgswritei
(2.8)
where the term in parentheses corresponds to the right-hand side of wi’s equation; the first and
the third term respectively refer to the duration of the reading and the writing phases described
in the previous paragraphs.
2.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented the background knowledge required to understand the extent of our
contributions. The chapter began with a definition of the main general terms employed through-
out this thesis, before presenting the basis of IMA and certification concerns in the aerospace
systems design life cycle. A classification of existing timing analysis for WCET computation
has then been given, with special attention to static techniques since it is at the core of the
contributions of this thesis. The chapter then concludes with the current summary.
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Chapter 3
State of the Art
The multicore challenge has been around for several years. Many works thoroughly studied the
origin of the difficulty of performing safe WCET analysis when using complex multicore hardware
architectures such as current COTS. As a consequence, many different approaches were taken
in order to tackle the multicore challenges at hand. This chapter presents the related work of
the literature dealing with the challenges brought by multicores in hard-real-time systems.
3.1 Overview
The multicore problem is vast and multifold. Resource sharing coupled with non deterministic
architectures and arbitration policies result in difficulties to predict safe WCET upper bounds.
Multiple roles and industries involved in hard real-time systems design are impacted, from the
software developer to the manufacturer, the system designer to the provider of RTOS. As such,
there exists more than one potential approach to tackle the multicore challenge.
This chapter is an attempt at presenting an overview of the literature related to the multicore
challenge addressed in this thesis, i.e. allocating, scheduling and performing timing analysis on
multicore platforms for hard real-time systems. Related works are roughly classified according to
the approach chosen by the respective authors. Each identified category of approach is presented
in a dedicated section. Categories remotely related to- but not in the scope of this thesis are
briefly presented as well. A brief statement is given at the end of each section to compare with
the scope of this thesis.
3.2 Execution Models
When dealing with multicores, some works of the literature propose to control the access to
shared resources in a multicore platform by redesigning tasks software into several pieces of
software explicitly separating shared resource access phases and non-access phases. The goal
is to compute interference-free schedules by never overlapping shared resource access phases of
two active tasks on different cores.
Schranzhofer et al. [151] studied different shared cache accessing models and compared them
in terms of schedulability. They draw conclusions in favor of separating resource accesses from
computation phases, and consequently propose to use a dedicated access model with superblocks
executed sequentially.
Pellizzoni et al.[131] proposed the Predictable Execution Model (PREM) as an execution
model where each task has a data acquisition phase during which data necessary to the task
execution are fetched either from the memory or from the cache, followed by an execution phase.
Durrieu et al. [58] proposed a similar execution model then exploited to implement a pre-
dictable Flight Management System (FMS) on a multicore COTS. The execution model contains
three phases: (i) a resource access phase at the beginning of a task execution in order to fetch
all data necessary to its execution; (ii) a pure computation phase during which no access to any
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shared resource is performed; (iii) and another resource access phase at the end of execution
of a task during which all produced and updated data is written back in memory. A schedule
is built so that two resource access phases of two scheduled tasks on two different cores never
overlap in time, in order to make sure that only one task is accessing a given shared resource
at any given time. These works are later reused in [68] coupled with memory partitioning and
static scheduling in order to propose a toolchain for a safe and interference free deployment of
avionics applications on multicore systems.
Boniol et al. [32] proposed the same kind of execution models, but considered that multiple
resource access phases – interleaved with pure computation phases – can happen throughout
the execution of a task. The approach also includes cache consideration in order to improve
the determinism of tasks runtime execution. To do so, resource access phases – also referred
to as communication phases – are preceded with actions to flush the shared cache and load in
cache the context of the next task to be scheduled, along with all data it may access in its first
resource access phase.
Kim et al. [87] proposed a similar distinction between resource access and pure computation,
but at partition level for IMA systems. In a given partition-level schedule, the time allocated to
each partition is divided into exclusive resource access phases and pure computation phases. The
identification of such phases is exploited when building a schedule, in order never to schedule
two resource access phases in overlapping time intervals on two different cores, but allowing
”computation” phases to overlap.
Statement
New execution models are very promising for future multicore based systems, as they will enable
to fully benefit from the performance gain that can be achieved with multicores. However,
proposing new ways for software development exclusively targeting multicore architectures is
out of the scope of this thesis, as our goal is to reuse legacy software. Moreover, the proposed
execution models are not mature yet for industrial usage; one of the objectives of this thesis is
to propose an approach to enable multicore usage without having to wait for some approach
involved in the proposed works to be mature enough to be used in the avionics industry. For
these reasons, new execution models are not further considered in this thesis.
3.3 Dedicated Designs
As mentioned earlier, many different approaches were taken in order to tackle the multicore chal-
lenges at hand. Among them, many works of the literature emerged as propositions of predictable
multicore architectures, hardware components, monitoring and/or hypervising frameworks.
Multicore Processor Designs Some proposed custom multicore designs aimed at simplifying
WCET analysis by proposing simpler, white box multicore architectures exploiting predictable
arbitration policies and components.
For instance, Edwards and Lee [59] presented an architecture focused on providing repeatable
timing behaviors through constant instruction execution times and programs path balancing.
Later on, Zimmer et al. [181] designed a new PRET machine architecture called Flex-PRET for
mixed criticality systems support. The proposed architecture relies on fine-grained multithread-
ing and scratchpad memories in order to provide isolation capabilities for hard real-time tasks
while offering quality of service for soft tasks.
Schoeberl [149] designed ”Patmos”, a java processor architecture for embedded real-time
systems and provides the complete handbook and datasheet of the corresponding architecture
in order to enable to perform timing-accurate analysis. The T-CREST European project (2007
- 2013) [150] then exploited Patmos in order to build a time-predictable multicore platform
guaranteeing predictable and low WCETs for hard real-time systems.
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The RECOMP (REduced Certification cOst for trusted Multicore Platforms) [133] project
(2010 - 2013) targeted the design of a multicore architecture for enabling cost-efficient certifica-
tion and re-certification of safety-critical systems.
Similarly, the MERASA (Multicore Execution of parallelized hard Real-time Applications
suppoRting Analyzability) [164] project (2007 - 2010) aimed at designing a multicore architecture
fitting all hard real-time industrial needs, for usage in avionics, automotive and railway indus-
tries. To do so, hardware components showing interesting features for hard real-time systems
were identified first in order to be exploited in the resulting multicore architecture proposed.
The parMERASA (parallelized MERASA) [163] project (2011 - 2014) then started as a
follow-up project on MERASA, and was focused on proposing a timing analyzable manycore
architecture and enabling software parallelization for hard real-time industrial systems.
The PREDATOR (Design for Predictability and Efficiency) [170] project (2008 - 2011) pro-
posed a generic methodology of conception fitting industrial requirements by identifying guide-
lines for the definition of the hardware platform to be used for hard real-time systems, according
to the ”architecture follows application” concept.
Hardware Component Designs Other similar works of the literature are focused on propos-
ing custom component designs in order to control – or get rid of – interference when accessing
shared resources in a multicore platform. The goal of these works is to inspire multicore manu-
facturers with designs potentially approved by hard real-time systems industries for their future
multicore COTS. For instance, Obermaisser and Weber [124] introduced a system model with
gateways and end-to-end channels for mixed criticality systems on network-based heterogeneous
multicores. Kim et al. [88] presented an approach for WCET-aware dynamic code management
using scratchpads for software-managed multicores.
Several works of the literature focused on proposing predictable memory controllers able to
monitor the access to the main memory and enforce a predictable access scheme at runtime
[15, 128, 77, 136]. Akesson et al. [15] proposed a predictable SDRAM memory controller named
Predator. The proposed design is capable of enforcing a minimum bus bandwidth, along with
a maximum latency for each memory access request generated by the cores of a same multicore
thanks to a non-fair arbitration that requires knowledge about requestors. Paolieri et al. [128]
proposed an analyzable memory controller that implements fair round robin arbitration. Hassan
and Patel [77] presented a criticality-aware bus arbitrator for mixed-criticality systems. Reineke
et al. [136] introduced the PRET DRAM controller, based on memory bank privatization in
order to enforce predictability and temporal isolation at runtime.
Other propositions in the same line of idea focus on finding new arbitration policies for shared
resources requests servicing. For instance several works focused on cache block eviction policies
[98, 135, 92, 179], either to minimize tasks interference delays [135] or to prioritize high criticality
tasks resource accesses over non-critical tasks in mixed criticality environments [98, 92, 179].
Interference Monitoring based on Middleware Layers Modifications Some propose
approaches based on hypervising techniques in order to reduce or get rid of interference when
accessing shared resources of a multicore processor.
For instance, Liu et al. [107] proposed to suppress memory interference by modifying the
OS memory management subsystem; the approach consists in implementing a page coloring
based bank level partition mechanism to allocate specific DRAM banks to specific cores or
tasks. Similarly, 2014 Yun et al. [177] proposed a DRAM bank-aware memory allocator named
PALLOC, aiming to achieve resource isolation on multicore platforms. PALLOC relies on cache
and memory partitioning at application-level by allocating memory banks to applications by
leveraging the page-based virtual memory system.
Rajkumar et al. [134] proposed a resource kernel for real time resource management for
multimedia applications. Jean [80] implemented hypervising techniques for controlling resource
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accesses by cores in a multicore environment and enforce runtime determinism for future usage
in avionics systems. Desenfants et al. [56] presented HIPPEROS, a multicore embedded real-
time operating system kernel targeting safe WCET analysis and predictable runtime behavior.
The European project MULTIPARTES [162] focused on resource isolation requirements that are
mandatory in IMA architectures. Xtratum [180], the outcome of the project, exploits hypervising
and virtual machines concepts in order to isolate clusters of cores and RTOS from each other
so that each cluster can use its own areas of shared resources, the access to which is partitioned
and monitored by a hypervising layer at runtime.
Van Kampenhout [165] proposed to create hardware partitions in order to allocate time
windows for the usage of all shared resources to only one software application on the entire
multicore at any given time. To do so, the author proposed to allocate the software partitions
to hardware partitions, and then allocate them on cores.
Nowotsch [122, 123] pre-computed CPU time budgets to be allocated to each task and relies
on monitoring techniques to enforce these bounds at runtime. A linear model for computing task
interference and WCET bounds based on the number of resource access requests is proposed.
Any task CPU time budget overrun is prevented at runtime by a hypervising layer that enforces
the computed time budgets.
Finally, the approach in [111] proposed a single-core equivalence to implement legacy IMA
applications on multicore, but does not offer interference-aware tasks response times computa-
tion. Instead, it relies on hardware-specific components to manage a server-based time sharing
of applications.
Statement
The proposed architectures are targeting hard real-time systems and therefore usually present
the main characteristics and safety components traditionally sought out by avionics industries
in hardware platforms. However, although related, such works are not in the scope of this thesis,
since the thesis aims at using COTS multicores.
The same statement can be made about the propositions of custom hardware components
designs or requests arbitration policies. These works would require multicore and/or RTOS
manufacturers to implement them in their designs in order for the corresponding works to be
exploitable. For these reasons, dedicated designs are not further considered in this thesis.
3.4 Software-Based Resource Access Monitoring Approaches
Aside from dedicated designs, other works propose to control (monitor or limit) the resource
accesses times or impose budgets for each resource and each application. To do so, such ap-
proaches rely either on specific scheduling policies, or on specific, custom hardware features.
The difference with works presented in the previous section is that they rely on hardware or
hypervising features that are either currently available in current COTS, or assume they will be
in future COTS; they are focused on proposing a way to use them, and not a way to actually
implement them, contrary to the previous section.
The goal of these works is not to characterize but rather get rid of multicore-induced in-
terference, so that single-core analysis techniques can be exploited. The proposed works often
consist in restricting access to shared resources, either physically (partitioned space allocation
for instance), temporally (by controlling when a core can access a specific resource for instance),
or both.
Several works proposing resource access monitoring techniques target shared cache usage in
multicores [86, 20, 161, 42]. Kim et al. [86] proposed to partition the cache and main memory
accordingly in order for the entire memory hirerarchy to be partitioned at task-level. To do so,
the approach relies on OS-level cache management capabilities. An algorithm for finding the
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best task-to-core allocation regarding the minimization of core utilization is then proposed. The
approach proposes a static model for intra-core cache interference, including warm-up delays
and preemption-induced delays. The resulting delays are then included in a sufficient condition
of schedulability according in a fixed priority preemptive context, either based on utilization
bounds or response time analysis.
Altmeyer et al. [20] presented an algorithm to find the best task level cache partitioning con-
figuration for which the existence of a feasible schedule is guaranteed. The proposed algorithm
is based on the branch and bound heuristic, and takes a schedule as input. Tasks sensitivity to
each cache partitioning configuration is taken into account depending on the size of the cache
partition.
Tan and Mooney [161] claimed to be the first ones to link tasks priorities with cache lines
usage. Each cache line is assigned a priority, and a task can use all cache lines with a priority
equal or lower than the task priority. They propose a cache controller in order to dynamically
monitor the priority and usage of each cache line.
Chisholm et al. [42] proposed criticality-aware optimization techniques for last level shared
cache areas allocation to mixed criticality software systems allowing for schedulability improve-
ment in multicore environments.
Suhendra and Mitra [159] proposed to combine cache partitioning and locking in order to
cope with the problem of interference characterization in WCET analysis. The final goal of the
approach is to achieve predictable L2 cache configuration and performance preservation. To do
so, all levels of partitioning (none, core-level, task-level) have been evaluated for comparison
purposes, both with and without cache locking (dynamic or static).
Resource monitoring techniques were also proposed for bus requests arbitration, in order
to separate each core access to the shared interconnect and therefore to get rid of inter-task
interference at runtime [138, 43, 36, 47, 48, 50].
Rosen et al. [138] presented an approach for bus access optimization for TDMA bus-based
mutlicore platforms. A TDMA schedule is generated regulating the time intervals within which
each core is allowed to generate requests to the bus; for a given TDMA schedule, the resulting
additional delays caused by cache misses are evaluated and used as feedback to refine the TDMA
schedule. Another implementation of TDMA-based bus requests scheduling is presented by Cilku
et al. [43].
Similarly to [138], Burgio et al. [36] proposed an adaptive TDMA bus allocation and elastic
scheduling, the elasticity characteristic being due to the fact that tasks periods are variable.
The approach focuses on finding the best set of periodicities leading to a schedulable system on
multicore.
Dasari et al. [47, 48, 50] proposed a response time analysis considering the contention of
the shared memory bus based on simulating the distribution of tasks requests to the front-side
bus. Observation points are included in tasks codes in order to check the number of cache
misses that occurred up to these corresponding points, and the corresponding tasks WCETs are
progressively increased depending on the requests emitted on other cores that are potentially
interfering at runtime, according to a custom algorithm. Once WCETs stopped increasing, the
algorithm performs a timing analysis to check the feasibility of the system.
Finally, another class of related works proposing resource monitoring tries to consider more
than one multicore shared resource at a time. For instance, Yoon et al. [176] proposed to
monitor both cache and bus access, along with computing a TDMA bus schedule, in order to
optimize performance. Their approach determines the optimal allocation and scheduling of tasks
on cores, bus and cache of a multicore platform; they then propose a WCET analysis based on
the knowledge of the implemented TDMA bus schedule.
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Statement
These works cope with the difficulty of modeling interference in multicore systems by controlling
resource access, for example by identifying time windows during which each core is allowed access
to the corresponding resource. Although such techniques are very interesting, their application
to an avionics system depends on the existence of a firmware layer with such capabilities. COTS
RTOS and multicores usually do not propose such monitoring capabilities, and any custom layer
added to a design must undergo an additional certification acceptance process, which implies an
extension of the time-to-market of the system to be designed. As such, the type of approaches
presented in this section are not further investigated in this thesis.
3.5 Mixed Criticality Approaches
Some work of the literature came up with new task models distinguishing soft real-time tasks
from hard real-time tasks, and building systems where hard real-time tasks are prioritized over
soft real-time tasks so that (i) no critical task suffers any deadline miss, and (ii) soft tasks are
scheduled as best as possible given the time left after safely scheduling critical tasks.
To the best of our knowledge, [166] was the first to propose to rename as ”mixed criticality
systems”, systems where some applications were prioritized over others according to criticality
levels. Since Vestal, the expression ”mixed criticality systems” is employed whenever tasks or
applications of different criticality levels are integrated onto the same hardware platform, and
a distinction is made between critical and non-critical applications when performing scheduling
analysis and/or generation.
An overview of the research on the topic of mixed criticality systems has been written by
Burns and Davis [37], covering the period since Vestal’s paper up to – and including – july
2016. In particular relatively to multicores and allocation/scheduling concerns, the first paper
addressing mixed criticality in multiprocessor environments was by Anderson et al. [21] accord-
ing to [37]. Anderson et al. [21] proposed to use slack times not exploited at runtime by high
criticality tasks for increasing quality of service of low criticality tasks. To do so, the authors
proposed five levels of criticality matching the DALs of avionics systems, to which they assigned
a separate scheduling policy. Applications with the highest criticality level (corresponding to
DAL A applications) are scheduled statically, contrary to applications of all other criticality lev-
els: DAL B applications are scheduled using preemptive EDF, DAL C and D global preemptive
EDF and DAL E global best-effort. Each core is expected to have its own hierarchical scheduler
implementation, and slack times are allowed to be passed along to other servers. Such an ap-
proach of slack reuse by other servers was then followed by several other works of the literature
[21, 115, 72, 71].
Another line of works using the mixed criticality model propose to compute an oﬄine sched-
ule with arbitrary WCETs, and dynamically perform changes to that schedule depending on
runtime outcomes [99, 67, 31, 91, 156]. Li et al. [99] proposed to exploit global scheduling
policies and migration capabilities in order to schedule mixed criticality tasks on homogeneous
multiprocessors.
Bletsas and Petters [31] addressed semi-partitioned scheduling, i.e. proposed a mix of parti-
tioned and global scheduling within the same multicore processor.
Kritikakou et al. [91] relied on runtime monitoring to dynamically adapt a scheduling plan,
thanks to regular comparisons of the remaining time available for each task before its deadline,
and its theoretical remaining execution time required to finish, computed in isolation at obser-
vation points. High criticality tasks execution times are therefore monitored at runtime in order
to identify when no further interference can be tolerated by the task; when it is the case, low
criticality tasks running in parallel with the high criticality task are aborted until the latter
completes its execution. Socci et al. [156] later extended the approach in [91] in order to take
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into account precedence constraints between task instances.
Some other works propose to build oﬄine schedules depending on tasks respective criticality
levels [67, 160, 70, 82, 79]. For instance, Giannopoulou et al. [67] exploited model checking
techniques to generate a reliable schedule, and thus safe bounds on tasks worst-case interference.
Selicean and Pop [160] proposed an approach for the generation of an allocation and a sched-
ule for applications on a multicore platform. Tasks are allocated to partitions first, which are
then allocated to cores and scheduled. Tasks of different SILs (criticality levels for automotive
systems) cannot be allocated to the same application, for reduction of certification costs pur-
poses. For the same reason, partitions having different SILs cannot be allocated to the same
core. System designers have the possibility to control part of the task-to-partition allocation,
by defining mutual exclusion constraints between tasks of the same SIL, or by asking for some
task to be allocated to a partition of a higher SIL. Finally, tabu search is used for the allocation,
and list scheduling techniques are exploited to buid oﬄine schedules.
Kelly et al. [82] proposed a SIL-dependent WCET analysis technique, while Goswami et al.
[70] proposed an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) algorithm to generate schedules for CPU
time usage by tasks but also bus accesses in order to optimize runtime performance.
Huang et al. [79] proposed to derive mutual exclusion constraints on tasks depending on
their criticality, to be applied when scheduling the corresponding tasks.To do so, the authors
propose to group tasks in classes according to mutual exclusion constraints, so that mutually
exclusive tasks are never scheduled in overlapping time intervals in the same multicore.
Other mixed criticality related works proposed to generate more than one schedule oﬄine
and perform mode changes online depending on runtime performances [53, 54, 26]. For instance,
Cortes et al. [45] proposed to compute several schedules oﬄine, and activate one of them online
depending on when tasks finish their executions at runtime. The selection of schedules is done
so that no deadline of any hard real-time task is missed, and the minimum possible number of
deadlines of soft-real time tasks are missed. The same concept is later implemented by Saraswat
et al. [143] using a constant bandwidth server, the capacity of which is optimized in order to
maximize the quality of service of the soft tasks.
De Niz et al. [53, 54] proposed an algorithm for optimal generation of multi-modal mixed-
criticality schedules on multiprocessor platforms. The approach first exploits an algorithm for
the allocation of tasks to cores based on a derivation of bin-packing problem, called ”vector
mixed-criticality packing algorithm” (vMCP). A second algorithm of schedule generation based
on the rate monotonic policy is then used, called ”Zero Slack Rate Monotonic” (ZSRM) and
which includes mode commutation capabilities; however, no interference consideration is made
in the proposed approach.
Baruah and Fohler [26] proposed to generate multiple schedules for mixed criticality sys-
tems; one schedule is computed as if all tasks were hard real-time tasks and corresponds to the
schedule to be shown to certification authorities at design time for certification acceptance. All
other schedules are less pessimistic and correspond to ”engineering modes”: at runtime, one of
these secondary schedules is exploited, and as soon as a low criticality task overruns its WCET,
a mode change is triggered in order to switch to the certification schedule.
Finally, another remarkable line of works proposed to search for the best priority levels
assignment to tasks in mixed criticality systems so that the overall system is feasible on a given
hardware platform [27, 148]. Baruah et al. [27] proposed a response time analysis for mixed
criticality systems coupled with a smart selection of tasks priorities depending on their respective
criticality levels.
Schneider et al. [148] proposed an oﬄine priority assignment algorithm using an ILP formu-
lation before generating schedules for mixed criticality applications on multicores, and is focused
on QoC-oriented efficiency for cyber-physical systems.
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Statement Mixed criticality techniques take advantage from breaking down tasks according
to their criticality level in order to secure high criticality tasks execution over low criticality
tasks, the mixed criticality concept did not convince aircraft industries and/or certification
authorities yet. In fact, all works based on this concept would require convincing them first
before being exploitable, which can take some time before being achieved. Such models would
in fact require to modify current standards for software certification, and probably require
additional precautions to be taken by application suppliers when developing avionics software.
As a consequence, works on mixed criticality are out of the scope of this thesis.
3.6 Hierarchical Scheduling Considerations
The IMA scheduling problem can be treated as hierarchical scheduling problems. In such prob-
lems, the overall system is seen as several sub-systems consisting of different applications to be
scheduled separately from each other at runtime. Hierarchical scheduling frameworks guarantee
independent execution of each subsystem, and prevents a given subsystem from causing a fail-
ure in another subsystem via providing enough CPU resources to each subsystem [28]. Several
server models currently exist to model the CPU resource allocation to subsystems in order to
determine the CPU budget needs of each subsystem according to their properties (periodicity,
scheduling policy, etc.) [95]. The CPU resource allocated to a given subsystem is exploited
in order to schedule the applications constituting that subsystem. The resulting schedules can
then be considered to have two levels: the top level corresponds to the CPU time allocation
to subsystems, while the bottom level corresponds to scheduling tasks inside each subsystem,
within the boundaries of the time windows allocated to their respective subsystems. As such,
exploiting a hierarchical scheduler to arbitrate CPU resource usage in partitioned environments
such as IMA systems is relevant.
Deng et al. [55] proposed a two-level hierarchical scheduling framework for open environ-
ments, each critical application corresponding to a separate server and all non-critical applica-
tions sharing the same server.
Kuo and Li [93] proposed an exact schedulability condition for such a two-level, rate mono-
tonic scheduling framework for task sets in which all periods are harmonic. Lipari and Baruah
[104, 101] later presented a framework for enforcing inter-application isolation for hard real-
time systems under an EDF scheduling policy for servers. An exact schedulability condition is
proposed, and each server is assumed to have knowledge of their task-level deadlines.
Mok et al. [114] introduced the notion of real-time resource model: the goal is to transfer
task-level resource needs to the server level through the resource model, so that the two levels
can exploit different scheduling policies while still being able to be analyzed separately and
guarantee the schedulability of the task-level when performing server-level analysis. To analyze
the resource model, the authors proposed a sufficient schedulability condition using a bounded-
delay model [62, 113]. Shin and Lee [154] later extended the approach to cover rate monotonic
and EDF scheduling schemes.
Aside from the bounded-delay model, a periodic resource model has been proposed, that
targets hierarchical systems with periodic needs of resource allocation [153]. Several works then
addressed the schedulability analysis of hierarchical systems exploiting the periodic resource
server under various scheduling policies [142, 102, 153, 18, 52, 152]. In particular, Saewong et
al. [142] introduced a worst-case response time analysis for rate monotonic scheduling; Almeida
and Pedreiras [18] and Davis and Burns [52] presented the notion of worst-case response time of
periodic resource servers; Shin and Lee [152] proposed schedulability conditions and utilization
bounds for periodic tasks under EDF and RM scheduling over both the bounded-delay resource
model and the periodic resource model.
Lipari and Bini [103] presented a hierarchical scheduling approach targeting schedule opti-
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mization by proposing an algorithm to find the minimum CPU budgets needed by each server for
their task-level schedule needs. Schiendorfer [145] later proposed to use constraint programming
in order to find optimized resource allocation and scheduling designs in hierarchical systems.
Chatha and Vemuri [39] proposed a framework for software/hardware co-design of hierarchi-
cal systems, named MAGELLAN, for multimedia applications. The framework uses an iterative
approach for partitioning and scheduling working on tasks control flow graphs. To do so, the
approach uses techniques such as clustering, and pipelining in order to optimize the execution
of control loops in the final design solution.
Some works related to hierarchical scheduling target IMA architectures. Lee et al. [96]
proposed a partition and channel-scheduling algorithm for partitions and messages scheduling in
an IMA system. The approach uses a two-level hierarchical schedule to activate partitions (resp.
message transfer channels) following a distance-constraints guaranteed cyclic schedule, and then
dispatch tasks (resp. messages) according to a fixed priority schedule. To enhance schedulability
and help optimize the system to be designed, the authors include heuristic algorithms for deadline
decomposition and message channel combining.
Al Sheikh et al. [16] proposed a CP formulation for the allocation and scheduling of IMA
applications onto multiprocessors, with strict end-to-end latency constraints due to partitions
periodicity and communications. The approach takes into account memory capacity constraints,
but also communications via AFDX networks: a tree of all possible virtual links routing and
corresponding schedules is drawn before the tree is progressively reduced until a valid path is
finally selected. The approach in [16] is focused on inter-modules communication delays, all
modules being based on single-core processors. As such, no interference such as what can be
experienced in multicores is occurring and therefore taken into account.
Kim et al. [87] proposed a CP for allocating and scheduling IMA partitions on homogeneous
multicore processors. The task-level is not considered in the proposed approach, but the parti-
tions characteristics are assumed to have been derived by designers according to their task-level
requirements. As an optimization feature, the CP objective function is set on minimizing the
number of cores to be used for a given IMA software platform. Yoon et al. [175] proposed to
address the same problem of IMA scheduling on multicores by exploiting holistic techniques to
achieve better design optimization.
Ouhammou et al. [126] propose a response time analysis for IMA applications scheduled using
a hierarchical periodic server. The approach is based on supply bound and resource demand
functions in order to propose a theorem for schedulability, to be integrated in the model-based
scheduling analysis MoSaRT framework [125].
Finally, [23] proposes two multicriteria algorithms for the allocation and scheduling of IMA
applications on distributed architectures. The approach focuses on ensuring end-to-end latency
constraints depending on computing resources characteristics.
Statement Works focused on hierarchical scheduling techniques rely on the knowledge of the
entire software platform when performing timing analysis and deriving the time budgets re-
quired per server. Relying on such a knowledge is however contrary to the spirit behind the
IMA concept, promoting independence of applications development and verification within the
same module.
In addition, although related works are said to be hierarchical, every proposed schedule gen-
eration process only considered the top-level schedule generation even when explicitly targeting
IMA systems. Usually, the top-level schedule is built based on bottom-level timing requirements
in order to determine the accurate size of time windows budgets to be reserved at the top-level.
As such, a bottom-level analysis for each partition is required prior to computing a top-level
schedule. However in the literature related to proposing a hierarchical scheduling analysis, ei-
ther the bottom level – i.e. the task level in an IMA system – is an input to the proposed
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approach and assumed to be correct, or it is configured at the same time as the top-level – i.e.
the partition level in an IMA system. In other words, in order to ensure that a feasible schedule
at bottom-level exists, schedulability analyses are proposed at both top-level and bottom-level
simultaneously.
In contrast, this thesis needs to check whether, for a given top-level schedule that is set as an
input, there exists a bottom-level schedule in which all timing requirements of the corresponding
subsystem are respected. And on the other hand, the bottom-level must have been character-
ized first prior to proposing top-level schedules. In fact, top and bottom levels must be handled
separately. The top level is configured without knowledge of the bottom-level schedule, and the
bottom level is constrained by the top-level schedule defined beforehand. As a consequence,
approaches for hierarchical scheduling in the literature do not match IMA integration process
in avionics industries.
Finally, to the best of our knowledge, the majority of the works of the literature about
hierarchical scheduling targets single-core environments, or multiprocessor environments based
on single-core chips. As such, these works do not consider interference delays due to sharing
access to hardware resources at runtime. No multicore interference consideration is present in
the works quoted in this section: they all target either distributed systems based on single-core
processors, or simply ignore multicore interference. As such, although the works presented in
this section could be inspiring for building CP formulations in this thesis for the allocation or
the schedule generation topic, they are not comparable to the contributions of this thesis.
3.7 Multicore Scheduling Approaches
This section presents related works of the literature which include some interference considera-
tions without relying on any modification of the software and/or hardware platform(s), nor on
specific capabilities enabling to control the time instants when tasks on each core emit requests
to a shared resource.
Multicore processors can be seen as a hardware platform with multiple processing units
capable of executing several software simultaneously at runtime. As such, and as a hot topic of
research among the real time community, many works in the literature emerged about scheduling
applications on multi-processing platforms [33, 61, 38, 78, 174, 17, 16, 83, 60, 112]. For instance
in [65, 33, 16, 127, 17] as well as some scheduling tools like Cheddar [155], SchedMCore [44],
MAST [69, 24] or SymTA/S [74], schedule generation capabilities are presented for multicore
environments. However, these works are either ignoring inter-core interference due to sharing
hardware resources, or aimed at multiprocessor systems.
In a multiprocessor system, several applications are executed in parallel and they each have
exclusive access of hardware resources of their own while running on their respective processors.
In a multicore environment, several applications run in parallel and share access to the same
hardware resources, which leads to waiting latencies at runtime which delay the end of execu-
tion of each task in the software platform. Such a difference between multiprocessor systems
and multicore systems makes any scheduling approach designed for multiprocessor systems, not
applicable to multicore systems. The resulting timing analysis is indeed performed without inter-
ference consideration, which leads to unsafe WCET upper-bounds, and therefore, unsafe designs.
To fill such a gap, many works later focused on the allocation and schedule generation
problem while considering interference due to sharing access to one or several hardware resources
in multicore environments.
Paoleri et al. [127] proposed to generate an allocation in multicore environments according
to inter-task interference using CP techniques. Interference consideration is based on a selection
of measurements of execution times at runtime in various allocation configurations, and using a
non-preemptive EDF scheduling policy. Tasks are placed on the cores first, and the schedulability
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of the resulting system is verified. If successful, the solution is stored and a WCET sensitivity
analysis is performed, corresponding to the measurement of tasks WCETs. These measured
execution times are then compared to the WCET obtained in the last solution previously found;
if the WCET of a task is bigger in the new solution, the task is allocated according to the last
previously found solution instead. A schedulability analysis is performed to check again that
the system is feasible at the end of the process, before repeating it until all tasks have been
allocated and the system is feasible.
Bui et al. [35] defined a genetic algorithm for determining a task-level cache partitioning
so that the worst-case total utilization ratio of the system is reduced as much as possible. To
do so, various cache partition sizes are evaluated: the size of the entire task memory context
is considered at first, and then reduced until the overall cache partitioning corresponds to a
feasible system.
Finally, other works propose to regroup tasks according to a common characteristic and
perform the allocation according to the so constituted groups [25, 22]. Anderson et al. [22]
proposed to group tasks according to the intensity of cache usage. In particular, tasks that are
intensively using the cache are grouped together into megatasks, and scheduled on the same
set of cores. A scheduling algorithm is proposed in order to minimize parallel execution of
such megatasks. Baruah and Brandenburg [25] targeted the allocation of tasks to processors or
groups of processors according to their affinities, and provided the corresponding schedulability
analysis. Processors defined as common affinities to several tasks are grouped in order to form a
cluster on which the corresponding tasks are scheduled globally, a cluster consisting in maximum
three cores each.
Statement
The works presented above are indeed in the scope of this thesis: they tackle the problem of
allocating and scheduling existing software on multicore platforms. However, some of them
do rely on some software modification, which is prohibited in this thesis. Moreover, no IMA
consideration is being made, and tasks response times are not evaluated safely using an over-
estimation of the worst-case situation. Finally, all software applications are considered altogether
during the allocation and/or schedule generation and analysis, which leads to an overall approach
that is not compatible with the current IMA development and verification process.
3.8 Non-Intrusive Static Timing Analysis Techniques
A last category of works related to timing analysis on multicore can be identified: static analysis
techniques for WCET upper-bounding, without requiring software or hardware modifications,
even though some of these works may be hardware architecture-specific.
Indeed in these approaches, the software and hardware platforms are untouched inputs of
the integration of multi-core processors problem. In that sense, such works are referred to as
non-intrusive. The goal of these approaches is to characterize the implicit resource sharing
between the cores of a multicore architecture. This part of the literature is the one that is the
most in the scope of this thesis of the entire state of the art around multicores.
Cache Interference
Several works of the literature are focused on cache-related delays in multicore environments.
For instance Lee et al. [94] proposed a schedulability analysis based on identifying the num-
ber of useful cache blocks encountered between in order to derive a preemption cost. Luniss
et al. [110] proposed another approach for cache-related preemption delays consideration in
hierarchical systems.
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Other than cache-related preemption delays, several works propose cache analyses covering
multicore interference in general [57, 94, 121, 158, 38, 110, 120].
Sasinowski and Strosnider [144] presented a dynamic programming algorithm for cache mem-
ory partitioning for real time systems. The proposed approach consists in a search algorithm for
determining how to partition the caches and the main memory in order to increase performance
at runtime. The search algorithm tries several configurations, and evaluates the system schedu-
lability thanks to a test embedded in the search algorithm. The approach relies on a cache
analysis in order to derive the maximum number of cache misses and a mathematical model of
the cache in order to derive an upper-bound of cache-related interference delay.
Pellizzoni and Caccamo [132] proposed an approach for evaluating tasks WCETs according
to their requests to the cache memory.
Guan et al. [73] proposed an approach for high-level cache aware scheduling analysis. Tasks
are scheduled online on the first core that becomes idle; the timing analysis is based on the
identification of tasks running in parallel on two different cores and which share the same cache
space.
Nagar and Srikant [120] presented a CP formulation for determining points in a task program
that would lead to worst-case interference from the perspective of a shared cache. Once identi-
fied, these points are exploited in a WCET analysis. This approach is based on the assumption
that considering the worst-case interference scenario at these program points for a given tasks
suffices to cover the task worst-case scenario, instead of having to consider the worst-case sce-
nario as the one in which interference occurs at all points of the task execution at runtime.
As multicores usually embed more than one cache level, some works of the literature tried
to consider multilevel cache hierarchies [63, 173, 76, 97].
Yan et al. [173] proposed a WCET analysis which considered both the L1 cache and shared
instruction L2 caches. Memory access requests are analyzed and classified as always hit or miss,
and the L1 and at the L2 level. The shared usage of the L2 is taken into account, in the sense
that each request targeting a cache set shared by at elast two cores is considered to be a miss.
Li et al. [100] later extended the work of Yan et al. by identifying tasks on different cores with
potentially overlapping life times in order to reduce the pessimism of the approach.
Schliecker et al. [146] proposed an approach for computing inter-task interference due to
shared resources based on a minimum distance between memory accesses. To do so, the max-
imum number of cache misses per core within a certain time interval is computed, and then
exploited as inputs to the computation of inter-core cache interference but also tasks respective
response times. While the approach in [146] targeted preemptive task sets, a similar approach
for non-preemptive sets is proposed by Dasari et al. [49]. Both [146, 49] focused on online
scheduling, trying to minimize tasks response times depending on the temporal occurrence of
requests.
Hardy et al. [76, 97] proposed to identify where memory blocks are cached at each cache
level, with the knowledge of whether they are going to be reused in the future and by which
task.
Memory Interference
Hyoseung Kim [84] proposed an extension of the response time analysis to cover main memory
interference delays. To do so, a detailed behavioral model of a DRAM memory is implemented
in order to distinguish the different situations that can influence the order of satisfaction of a
request issued by a task on a core to the main memory (last opened memory region, reordering
effects, etc.).
The work in [84] has later been derived by Yun et al. [178] in order to consider memory-
level parallelism, by acknowledging the fact that each core is able to generate more than one
request at a time. Both approaches in [84] and [178] assumed a single channel DRAM controller,
prioritizing reads over writes, and maintaining separate buffer queues for read and write requests.
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Multi-Resources Interference
Chattopadhyay et al. [41] proposed a shared cache and bus analysis in order to transpose the
effect of the cache analysis to the shared bus. The shared cache analysis is based on inter-task
conflicts and the individual task life times. The authors later extended their work in [40] in
order to further transpose the effect of the shared cache and bus analyses to other parts of the
processors pipeline, such as the branch prediction.
Bradford et al. [34] proposed a framework for modeling and computing schedules for real-
time systems using simulation techniques. Interconnect latencies are analyzed using network
calculus, even though it may not correspond to the functional behavior of internal buses of a
multicore chip. In order to take into account all other multicore interference, one has to provide
its own behavioral model for each hardware resource.
Altmeyer et al. [19] proposed a framework for static multicore scheduling analysis with
detailed interference consideration. The proposed analysis targets multicore architectures and
includes inter-task interference due to resource sharing. It includes multiple resource models
in order for the proposed approach to be generically applicable to all COTS architectures, and
relies on code level analysis in order to compute tight WCET bounds.
Statement
The approaches presented in this subsection rely on mutual analysis of in-parallel scheduled
tasks. However, for that purpose, information on all considered applications is required in
order to perform timing analysis and derive tasks WCET upper-bounds. In the case of IMA
applications, the analysis to be performed for one application partitions must be independent
from other applications, as required by the incremental verification process promoted for IMA
systems. As the software architecture considered in the related works mentioned in this section
are not IMA, the incremental process is not respected, and modifications to one application may
impact the analysis of all other applications.
The work in this thesis falls in the category of this section; it relies on the approach in
[84] as a basis of memory interference model. It has been modified in this thesis in order
to fit IMA architectures, but also to refine the interference model and tighten the produced
WCET upper-bounds. Finally, since this thesis is also about providing a methodology for
certification-compliant allocation and schedule generation, an adequate IMA, interference-aware
timing analysis is proposed to fit the resulting integration strategies. Further details will be
given in chapter 5 page 123.
3.9 Summary and Conclusions
In this section, we reviewed the literature focused on proposing techniques to analyze resource
sharing when integrating hard-real-time software onto a multicore platform.
As shown in this chapter, the literature is rich of works focused on one or several issues related
to integrating hard-real-time software onto multicore COTS platforms. However, to our knowl-
edge, in the literature, no consolidated approach to guide the transition of IMA applications
from single- to multicore platforms without involving any software or hardware modification
has been put forward so far. Some target the allocation problem, others target the scheduling
problem. Some ignore all interference, and some try to take them into account, safely or not. To
sum up, all works of the literature present at least one of the drawbacks that can be identified
on the matter of integrating up to DAL A IMA software onto multicore COTS platforms. These
drawbacks are listed hereafter.
IMA Hierarchical Level Considerations: The specific IMA architecture is mostly con-
sidered in scheduling analyses. However in these works, either only the top-level scheduling is
considered, or top-level and bottom-level timing requirements are evaluated altogether in order
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Figure 3.1: Summary of the State of the Art
to derive a schedule fitting every application needs. Such an approach is not compliant with the
key concepts of IMA, namely the independence of applications at runtime.
Rework Effort: The majority of works in the literature propose new multicore designs,
new hardware components or features to hopefully be included in future multicore designs,
new execution models, new software architecture designs, etc. The majority of these works are
academic solutions to an industrial problem; as such, they rely on the hope that industries –
processors manufacturers, avionics systems manufacturers, RTOS vendors, ... – will exploit their
work in their respective future products. As they imply a significant amount of rework, they
cannot correspond to a solution in the near future for immediate usage of multicore COTS in
aircrafts.
Certification Compliance: In all presented works, certification considerations are either
non existent or not sufficient for acceptance. For instance, the majority of the proposed timing
analyses violate the incremental verification concept. This is also true for some approaches
offering schedule generation techniques for hierarchical systems.
Even when some work is explicitly addressing IMA systems, no consideration of the incre-
mental certification concept, but also the separation of concerns as implemented in the current
engineering process – as described in chapter 2 subsection 2.2 page 61 – is made. For instance
in the current integration process, the task-level timing properties are analyzed first, and for
each application separately; then the resulting information is forwarded to the module integrator
which computes a top-level schedule according to these information, and then forwards partial
information to each supplier separately for feedback on the corresponding bottom-level schedule.
Such a process has consequences on the way the timing analysis, but also the allocation and the
schedule generation can be performed. Without consideration of such an engineering process,
any approach for one of these three topics cannot be applied to IMA systems.
To address these drawbacks, the approaches presented in the following chapters are focused
on covering every aspect of the integration of IMA software onto multicore COTS platforms.
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The IMA architecture is central to all contributions proposed in this thesis. The rework ef-
fort is minimized by considering COTS only, not relying on any modification of the software
architecture, the hardware platform or eventually the firmware layer either. Multicore interfer-
ence are modeled using static models so that tasks WCETs can be safely upper-bounded. A
schedulability analysis and a scheduling analysis rely on such interference models in order to
compute such bounds and determine in advance if a given allocation or schedule respects all
timing requirements of the system. The resulting analyses are compliant with the corresponding
DO-178C verification objectives expressed for DAL A applications. Certification compliance is
further ensured thanks to an adequate allocation and scheduling methodology proposed as the
one-to-all integration strategy. Finally, the complete integration industrial process is covered,
and in the case of the one-to-all integration strategy, enforces the current integration process
followed by application suppliers and module integrators in current avionics systems.
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Chapter 4
Integration Strategies Overview and
System Model
This chapter presents all models used throughout this thesis. The software integration phase
of a system design includes two major activities: (i) the allocation of the software partitions
on the hardware platform; (ii) the generation of a static MAF schedule deciding in advance
the reservation of time slots for partitions at runtime at each MAF cycle. Depending on which
integration strategy and/or which activity is considered, some elements of the system model are
represented differently. However, it is important to keep in mind that the goal of this chapter
is to provide a complete presentation of all models and parameters used throughout this thesis
depending on the considered strategy or process. Extended details on how each element is
computed will then be given in chapters 5 and 6.
This chapter is organized as follows. First, the assumptions are introduced, before a general
overview of the two integration strategies proposed in this thesis is given. The current chapter
then proceeds with the description of the models of the software and hardware architectures
considered in this thesis.
In the rest of this thesis, the software/hardware allocation activity will be often referred to
as allocation, and the partition- and/or task-level schedule generation as scheduling. In addi-
tion, the methodologies proposed for the integration will be referred to as ”strategies”, and the
allocation and schedule generation as ”processes” or ”activities” in the rest of this thesis.
4.1 Assumptions
In this section, we introduce all assumptions made in our work.
Core Allocation: we consider the case of static, fully partitioned scheduling on multicore,
where IMA partitions and/or tasks are statically assigned to the cores of the same multicore
processor. Extended details on how the allocation is done will be given in chapter 6.
Core Synchronization: we assume all cores of the same multicore platform to be synchro-
nized at runtime, and have core clock frequencies that are even multiples of each other respec-
tively.
This assumption is essential for the validity of the computed schedules, which rely on the
knowledge of the other cores schedules (cf chapter 5 for detailed explanations). In fact, the
WCETs and schedules generated using the approaches described in this thesis rely on this
assumption, as they are computed while setting and/or assuming knowledge of runtime activity
on other cores. If cores are not synchronized, it is more complicated to build a schedule and one
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must consider highly pessimistic scenarios in order to compute a safe WCET upper-bound for
each task.
AMP Real-Time Operating System (RTOS) We assume the work presented in this the-
sis to exploit AMP RTOS, even for an SMP usage of multicore processors.
Such an assumption has been made due to the fact that, at the time this thesis work has been
started, only AMP versions of ARINC 653 compliant RTOS where available. However, this does
not limit the usage of this thesis to AMP RTOS only; it only means additional considerations
for configuration have been taken into account in this thesis, which will be useless when using
an SMP RTOS for instance. As such, this thesis is able to adapt to both AMP and SMP RTOS
that will be made available in the electronic market in the future.
Scheduling policy: IMA partitions are scheduled statically, and are not preemptive. Inside
each partition, tasks can either be all preemptive or all non-preemptive, according to the choice
of system designers and function suppliers. Tasks are scheduled according to a fixed priority
policy, using priority levels assigned to them at design time. The partitions are scheduled accord-
ing to a schedule plan elaborated by the module integrator, without any priority or allocation
consideration.
This assumption is based on current IMA architectures definition.
Monolithic Tasks Executions All tasks must complete their respective execution within
the time window where the corresponding execution instance started running.
Such an assumption may be relaxed in current systems; however, such an assumption is
made in this thesis in order to simplify the problem, and be able to focus on multicore-related
challenges.
Timing Analysis during Schedule Generation: This thesis proposes an approach to au-
tomaticaly generate static, partition-level schedules for IMA systems based on multicores. How-
ever, as mentioned previously, tasks inside a partition can either be all preemptive or all non
preemptive. It is important to note that the CP proposed for schedule generation then applies
only for non-preemptive tasks. If one or several partitions implement preemptive tasks, the
generation of schedule is replaced with the verification of existence of a valid schedule, as will
be explained in details in chapter 5 section 5.1.2 page 126.
Harmonic Periods: we assume the periods of all partitions to be implemented on the same
multicore module to be harmonic.
In fact in IMA systems, all partitions periods are harmonic on each separated module.
Timing Composability: tasks WCRTs and WCETs are computed as if the hardware archi-
tecture was anomaly-free.
Current COTS multicores are usually not anomaly-free. To cope with anomalies and allow
our WCET model to be valid despite the anomaly-free assumption, we propose to enforce the
computed WCET for each task at runtime by not allowing any task to hold the CPU for the exact
amount of time represented by the computed WCET bound. The produced WCETs being safe
upper-bounds except for the advent of an anomaly occurring at runtime, the situation where a
task tries to overrun its WCET at runtime could be considered as the occurrence of an anomaly.
As such, although timing anomalies are not faulty events, we assume them to be treated as
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such at runtime: the computed WCETs are assumed to be enforced through health monitoring
mechanisms, and any task trying to overrun its WCET raises a faulty event. To do so, a specific
recovery action to be undertaken must be defined in the context of health monitoring.
Module and Hardware Platform Definition: we assume the hardware platform to consist
in only one module, embedding one multicore processor.
This assumption does not limit the use of our work, since it is complementary to works
tackling the problem of inter-module communications in IMA systems on multicore platforms,
such as in [23] for instance. Such works usually make the assumption that a schedule has already
been safely derived, which corresponds to the work done in this thesis for instance. As such,
our work can be exploited in addition to the works in [23] in order to add consideration of
inter-application communications in multicore-based, distributed IMA systems.
Inter-Application Communications. As mentioned earlier, inter-application communica-
tions are not addressed in this thesis. According to the ARINC 653 standard [1], these commu-
nications must be handled using ARINC 653 ports following one of the two protocols – queuing
or sampling – described in the standard. This implies additional memory considerations for the
ports memory context storing, and additional traversal time latencies and freshness considera-
tions regarding the transfer of the corresponding message from the producer to the consumer.
Such additional considerations represent significant work to be done regarding message
scheduling, processor and interconnects speeds, etc. They are therefore usually tackled as a
topic of their own. The complexity of such a problem explains why it has been identified as out
of the scope of this thesis for simplification purposes: indeed, our work can be seen as the first
step towards legacy IMA transfer to multicore COTS, our main focus being on the difficulty of
computing safe WCET bounds in multicore environments.
On the other hand, state of the art works on inter-application communications usually assume
that tasks and/or partitions allocation, schedulability and WCET analysis, schedule generation,
etc. – i.e. all activities covers in this thesis – have already been performed beforehand. In our
thesis, we make the assumption that inter-application communications will be handled once the
activities tackled by our work have been addressed. As such, our work is complementary to –
and therefore can be used in addition to – state of the art work related to inter-applications
communications.
Shared Data and Message-Based Communications: intra-applications message-based
communications are implemented using shared memory. All communications are implemented
using dedicated shared memory spaces, the size of which is specified by the corresponding
application supplier and is assumed to be large enough for one message. Each shared memory
space is strictly limited to the storage of the content of the corresponding message.
Tasks involved in communications may have different period values and/or belong to two
different partitions.
We consider the sending of a message by a task to another task to be completed with certainty
at the end of execution of the sender task only. As such, the receiver task considers the message
to be available only at the end of execution of the sender task.
Finally, partition-level communications are deduced from task-level communications. As
such, if two tasks from different partitions exchange messages or share data, the two corre-
sponding partitions are said to be involved in some inter-partition communications.
In the rest of this thesis, we use the term communications to refer to both message based
communications or data sharing between tasks allocated to different cores.
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It is important to note that communications are assumed to be the only valid justification
to implement shared memory in the system. Management of message queuing or sampling is
done as currently described by the ARINC653 standard [1].
Precedences Intra-application precedence relations can be defined, either between tasks or
between partitions of the same application.
The IMA standard forbids inter-application precedences. As such, this assumption corre-
sponds to an accurate feature of current IMA systems. However, if two partitions are involved
in some data exchange, we assume the system designer may want to enforce an ordering of the
partition windows occurence in the MAF schedule, as a preferred design choice rather than a
precedence requirement. Although it is not an actual precedence relation specified by system de-
signers, such design preferences fit the representation of precedence relation. As a consequence,
they are represented as such in this thesis for the sake of simplicity.
Core-Level Main Memory Privatization In this thesis, ideal multicore based designs are
the ones where the main memory is privatized at core level. By definition, each core is assigned
memory address ranges corresponding to the address spaces containing the memory contexts of
the partitions that have been allocated to these cores respectively. Although the IMA definition
requires out of partitions to have disjunct memory address spaces, in order to share some memory
areas. Two situations are then possible when two partitions are communicating: either they are
both allocated to the same core, or they are not. If all communications fall into the first
situation, then the main memory is indeed privatized at core level. If not, then at least two
cores share access to some memory space, in which case the main memory is not privatized
at core level. Strict main memory partitioning at core level can therefore truly be achieved
only if no inter-partition communication is implemented within the considered module, or if
all couples of partitions involved in inter-partition communications are allocated to the same
core. As a consequence, if there exists inter-partition communications, one would then only have
to carefully allocate shared memory areas to the main memory in order to achieve core-level
memory privatization whenever possible with regards to the communications, partition context
sizes and memory layout.
It is important to note that this reasoning is applicable to COTS multicores. As a conse-
quence, the main memory is to be privatized at core level whenever possible with regards to the
inter-partition communications and hardware core-to-memory path wiring.
Multicore Interference Multicore interference considered in this thesis are related to the
usage of the main memory by all the cores of a multicore processor. The corresponding shared
resources taken into account are the main memory space itself, but also the usage of main
memory controllers and the interconnect linking cores to the memory controllers. As such, we
abstract all devices of a multicore platform other than the cores, the main memory and the
interconnect, and focus on the interactions of the cores of a multicore processor with the main
memory.
Multicore Architectures Targeted in this Thesis We consider a hardware platform with
only one bus-based multicore processor. The study proposed in this thesis handles activities
and verification concerning the configuration of one multicore only. Therefore, every multicore
present on the hardware platform of the system to be designed must be considered separately.
As such, in the rest of this thesis, whenever we talk about partitions of a module, we actually
talk about the partitions allocated to the multicore of the module on which the software platform
has been allocated to.
Finally, we only consider one cache level in the hardware platform, corresponding to each
core’s L1 cache. As such, there is no shared cache considered in our contributions.
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Scope of the CP formulation The efficiency and optimality of the algorithms used to solve
the implemented CPs are not the concern of this thesis, and are therefore out of scope. In
addition, any mention of optimization achieved in this work is expressed with regards to SWaP
reduction and/or minimization of the objective function, which is therefore independent from
eventual techniques and algorithms to optimize the CP search process.
4.2 Proposed Integration Strategies
4.2.1 Brief Overview
The main challenge when integrating IMA applications onto a hardware platform is the deriva-
tion of time slices for each application according to their respective CPU time needs. In order
to derive accurate CPU time needs for each partition, one must first assess CPU time needs of
the tasks of each partition respectively.
We propose two strategies for the integration of IMA applications onto multicore platforms,
each strategy having its own advantages and drawbacks (see table 4.1):
• The One-to-All Integration Strategy (cf. figure 4.1): in this strategy, each supplier
is responsible for statically allocating tasks of each partition to the cores of the multicore
platform. Tasks of the same partition but on different cores are expected to be scheduled
in parallel, so that in the final partition-level schedule, only one partition is scheduled
on the entire multicore at any given time (cf figure 4.1). The outcome of the one-to-all
integration strategy is a static SMP-like scheduling table, similar to the one illustrated in
figure 4.1.
In this strategy of integration, the steps addressing activities performed by each application
supplier is assumed done by each of them independently of other application suppliers, on
its own partitions and without knowledge of any partition of any other supplier that will
be integrated onto the same module. This corresponds to the way the software integration
is currently carried out in IMA systems.
This strategy is in line with the robust partitioning and incremental certification accep-
tance requirements of avionics systems. It therefore currently represents a potential be-
ginning of solution for legacy IMA software porting to multicore modules.
• The One-to-One Integration Strategy (cf. figure 4.2): in this strategy, the soft-
ware/hardware allocation is performed at partition-level. All tasks belonging to the same
partition are allocated to the core to which the corresponding partition has been allo-
cated to. Then, during the schedule generation, the partition level is ignored as tasks are
scheduled independently of the partition they belong to (cf. figure 4.2). The outcome of
the one-to-one integration strategy is a static AMP scheduling table, similar to the one
illustrated in figure 4.2.
In this strategy, every step is performed by a single person, for instance either a system
designer or a module integrator. However, it cannot be used for critical applications requir-
ing strict robust time partitioning, as it does not prohibit inter-application interference at
runtime, unless all partitions actually belong to the same critical application. This version
is still proposed as a potential solution for future systems, for instance for integrating onto
a multicore platform:
– One multi-partition application alone on an entire multicore platform,
– Applications for which strict time partitioning may not be required and for which
system designer would accept the risk of having to reverify all applications if some
modification is applied to the corresponding module,
– Critical, non-IMA avionics software, i.e. in a multicore-based federated architecture.
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Each strategy will be extendedly presented in chapter 6. However in the next two subsections,
each strategy is presented briefly. The following subsection then compares both strategies in
order to better identify their differences;
4.2.2 One-to-All Integration Strategy
Figure 4.1: Overview of the One-to-All Integration Strategy
The one-to-all integration strategy consists in statically dispatching the content of each
partition on the cores of a multicore platform so that: (i) each partition uses all cores of the
multi-core and (ii) at runtime, only one partition is active on all the cores at a given time. Figure
4.6 gives an example of scheduling table resulting from the one-to-all integration strategy. The
proposed allocation scheme ensures any inter-core interference to correspond to intra-partition
interference, the resulting situation becoming equivalent to single-core designs provided that
such an allocation can be enforced.
Such an allocation scheme leads to one partition being scheduled on more than one core at
runtime. Unfortunately, there currently exists no IMA real-time OS able to handle such global
scheduling yet. As an alternative, we propose to implement such an allocation by breaking
down each partition into as many sub-partitions as they are cores available on the multi-core
platform, and allocate each sub-partition to a different core. Each sub-partition will be seen
by the OS as a separate partition, which enables the usage of AMP RTOS to implement an
SMP-like allocation strategy.
Eventually, the allocation, verification and schedule generation activities are dispatched
among the roles intervening in an IMA system design, according to the current integration
procedure defining the separation of concerns among the different roles and regarding the activ-
ities to be held at design time.
As implied by figure 4.1, we divided the integration strategy into three steps according to
the activities to be held and the roles implementing them. We briefly describe in the next
paragraphs the content of these three steps; a graphic representation is also given in figure 6.1
page 150.
It is important to note that if some partitions are defined with preemptive task sets, the
task-level schedule generated in the last step of the integration process only serves as a proof
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of existence of a valid task-level schedule, and will not correspond to the runtime task-level
schedule. On the contrary, if some partitions are defined with non-preemptive task sets, then
the generated task-level schedule may be kept by the corresponding application supplier as the
task-level schedule to be enforced at runtime by the system. In the rest of this section, we
describe in detail the three steps of the proposed strategy illustrated in figure 6.1.
SW/HW allocation The first step of the one-to-all integration strategy is about allocating
IMA partitions to the cores of a multicore platform, and deriving the needs of each partition
in terms of CPU time so that accurate time windows can be reserved to each partition in the
schedule to be configured. The input of this step are the models of the software and the hardware
platforms respectively, and the output is a task-to-core allocation along with an upper-bound
on the CPU time budget that must be allocated to each partition at runtime.
As mentioned earlier, the software/hardware allocation is done by allocating tasks to cores
for each partition, with the condition that each partition uses all cores. These steps are per-
formed by each application supplier, on her own partitions and independently from all other
partitions. This implies to implement sub-partitions as separate partitions at configuration time
if legacy software is reused, for an AMP OS to be able to reproduce the selected task-to-core
allocation. As the tasks of a same partition usually communicate through shared data in the
partition memory context, inter-task has to be taken into account when searching for a task-
to-core allocation. Two situations can occur: either (i) each partition can easily be divided into
sub-partitions according to the defined communications, in which case simple module configura-
tion at OS-level will suffice; or (ii) there exists no allocation combination where there is enough
memory to define additional necessary shared areas for all communications involving two tasks
allocated to different cores.
Aside from selecting a task-to-core allocation for each partition, each supplier is responsible
with the verification of the enforcement of all associated timing requirements in the selected
allocation. This includes estimating tasks WCETs in order to check whether the associated
deadline can be enforced even in the worst-case situation. Combined with the allocation setting,
WCETs are necessary to derive each partition CPU time budget as well. Finally, once a supplier
has selected an allocation, she can derive the CPU time budget needed by each partition for the
corresponding tasks execution. IMA partitions are often defined as periodic, and all partitions
periods are assumed to be multiple of each other. This enables the runtime schedule to be bro-
ken down into frames, one frame corresponding to the minor time frame (MIF) and a complete
pattern of the schedule corresponding to the major time frame (MAF) (see figure 44). As a
consequence, for a given partition, an application supplier must provide one CPU time budget
per frame for a complete MAF.
The first step of the integration strategy illustrated in figure 4.1 would have to be performed
by each supplier separately. The inputs of this step are the software and the hardware models.
The variables are the tasks to cores and memory allocation, but also the tasks WCETs and the
partitions CPU time windows. The output of this step is a task-to-core allocation, proven to be
correct. The correctness is ensured by embedding the interference-aware response time analysis
proposed in this thesis for static WCET upper-bounding. Doing so expresses the requirement
that all tasks are allocated exactly on one core, all cores are used by each partition, and every task
would always be able to respect its timing requirements, including deadline, communications,
precedence relations, etc. Eventually, tasks WCETs and core allocation are used in order to
derive the corresponding partitions CPU time budget needs per cycle.
Global allocation verification and partition-level schedule generation The second
step of the one-to-all integration process consists in verifying that the overall allocation and the
corresponding time budgets per core is feasible in practice, and also the generation of a partition-
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level scheduling table. To do so, the module integrator relies on the information gathered from
the output of the previous step by each supplier, and then proceeds with the verification of the
global allocation. If the verification fails, i.e. if it is not possible to satisfy all time budgets in
one MAF, the module integrator negotiates some changes with some or all application suppliers
until a valid allocation can be found.
The module integrator then performs design space exploration in order to generate a valid
partition-level schedule. If no valid schedule can be found for the partitions, the module in-
tegrator negotiates some changes with some or all application suppliers until a valid schedule
can be found. The partition-level schedule being the output of this step, the module integrator
provides, to each application supplier separately, the information of the schedule related to their
respective partitions.
Task-level schedule generation and/or verification The last step of the one-to-all inte-
gration process is the verification of existence of a valid schedule at task-level, for each partition
separately and given the partition-level schedule defined in the previous step. To do so, each
supplier takes as input the time windows allocated to its partitions by the module integrator,
and verifies if a valid schedule can be found for the tasks of the corresponding partition, within
the boundaries of the time windows of its partition. By the end of this step, if all partitions
schedules lead to the existence of valid task-level schedules, then the integration process ends
successfully with a valid partition schedule for the corresponding module.
4.2.3 One-to-One Integration Strategy
In this section, we present the integration strategy we propose for integration IMA applications
on multi-core COTS, without robust partitioning guarantees. This strategy is also named ”one-
to-one integration strategy”.
Figure 4.2: Overview of the One-to-One Integration Strategy
As illustrated in figure 4.2, the one-to-one integration strategy consists in the allocation,
schedule generation and WCET verification to be done in a linear process. The strategy can
be divided into two steps: allocation, and schedule generation. Each step embeds its own
verification activities.
As implied by figure 4.2, we divided the integration strategy into two steps according to the
activities to be held. We briefly describe in the next paragraphs the content of these steps; a
graphic representation is also given in figure 6.2 page 164.
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SW/HW allocation The first step consists in allocating the software platform onto the
hardware platform. The variables in this step represent the identification of the cores on which
each partition is allocated to, along with the tasks WCETs. The output of this step is a valid
allocation. To ensure the validity of the selected allocation, this step embraces the interference-
aware response time analysis proposed in this thesis as a means for safe WCET upper-bounding.
The response time analysis also allows to verify that there exists at least one schedule in which
no deadline will be missed at runtime for the selected allocation.
Schedule generation Once an allocation is selected, one then has to configure the static
schedule to be enforced at runtime. The input of this step is the selected allocation. The variables
in this step are the activation offsets and the WCETs of the tasks of the SW platform, the two
variables being combined in order to build the scheduling table to be enforced at runtime. The
output of this step is an optimized static schedule that has been verified to be correct regarding
timing requirements of the corresponding system. As in the one-to-all strategy, the correctness
is ensured by embedding the interference-aware timing analysis proposed in this thesis, as a
means for safe interference and WCET upper-bounding.
4.2.4 Comparison of the Two Strategies
Table 4.1 sums up the differences between the two strategies proposed as solutions for IMA
software integration on multicore COTS. In the one-to-all strategy, the software/hardware allo-
cation is done by allocating tasks to cores for each partition, whereas in the one-to-one strategy,
the task-to-core allocation is inherited from the partition-to-core allocation: partitions are al-
located to the cores, and all tasks of the same partition are allocated to the same core. In the
rest of this thesis, whenever we talk about a task’s core allocation in the case of the one-to-one
integration strategy, we are referring to the core to which its partition has been allocated to.
Indeed, as illustrated in figure 4.2 in the one-to-one integration strategy, the allocation is
performed as if each core corresponds to a separate computer on which to allocate software;
each core then has its own set of periods, and the smallest repeated pattern at runtime may
not correspond to the same period value for each core. In the one-to-all integration strategy,
there is only one hyperperiod – called MAjor time Frame (or MAF) in IMA systems – for the
entire multicore platform (cf. figure 4.1), and the schedule for an entire multicore platform is
built similarly to the way a schedule is built for a single-core processor. On the contrary, in the
one-to-one integration strategy, there is one MAF per core and the schedule of each core of a
multicore platform is built as a schedule for a separate single-core processor.
Static
WCET
Bounds
Legacy
Reuse
Robust
Parti-
-tioning
Incre-
-mental
Certifi-
-cation
Achieved
Design
Optimi-
-zation
Highest
Compatible
DAL
One-to-All
integration
strategy yes yes yes yes poor A
One-to-One
Integration
Strategy yes yes no no maximal C
Table 4.1: Comparison of the two Proposed Integration Strategies
In the rest of this thesis, we regularly talk about MAF as a general concept when no distinc-
tion between the strategies is made, despite the fact that the MAF corresponds to a different
definition in each strategy.
The various activities to be done during the integration are handled differently in both strate-
gies. In the one-to-all integration strategy, each activity is assumed to be handled by the same
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role as in the current IMA integration process (module integrator, application supplier, system
designer...) whereas the one-to-one integration strategy considers all activities are handled by
the same person; this would imply one of the current profiles to handle activities that are usually
out of their scope (for instance, having a module integrator performing a task-level timing anal-
ysis). Such a separation of concerns implemented in the one-to-all integration strategy forces
some elements of the software model – along with the allocation and the scheduling activities – to
be defined accordingly. For instance regarding the schedulability verification: in the one-to-one
strategy, the role performing the verification can do so with the knowledge of the entire software
platform, and therefore, rely on the knowledge of the value of the MAF. It is not the case in
the one-to-all strategy, where the module integrator must produce a partition table and verify
it, before each supplier can work on their own time windows allocated to the partitions they
designed respectively and verify that their partitions needs are all respected. This implies the
schedulability verification to be split into several steps, as will be explained in details in chapter 6.
As mentioned in the assumptions, we assume an AMP RTOS to be exploited when applying
the contributions of this thesis. However, AMP RTOS forbid the allocation of a partition to more
than one core, contrary to what is done in the one-to-all integration strategy. As a consequence,
a workaround to be able to still implement the strategy using an AMP RTOS has been found.
In practice, in order to implement the one-to-all integration strategy using legacy IMA
software with an AMP RTOS, partitions that can be scheduled simultaneously on different
cores at runtime are partitions belonging to the same application only. As such when reusing
legacy software, if an application is defined only as one partition, this means that only one
core will be active on the entire multicore when that application is scheduled at runtime. An
alternative to benefit as much as possible from software parallelization capabilities of multicore
architectures is to modify single-partition applications in order to turn them into multi-partition
applications. In the latter case, the corresponding suppliers would therefore have to redefine
their application so that it consists in several tasks that can be executed in parallel at runtime.
This thesis contributions assist suppliers in such situations. For each partition to be split
into several partitions, the proposed allocation problem formulation searches for the optimal
allocation for the tasks to the cores while considering them to be scheduled simultaneously at
runtime. The resulting task-to-core allocation then defines the new multi-partition definition of
the application. Extended details about how partitions are split into several partitions such that
their respective tasks can be scheduled on different cores in parallel as expected in the one-to-all
strategy will be given in chapter 6.
The separation of concerns in the one-to-all integration strategy serves the enforcement
of legacy certification requirements that are central to the IMA concept. More precisely, the
separation of concerns allows the one-to-all integration strategy to enforce robust partitioning
and be eligible to incremental certification acceptance. Indeed, WCETs are upper-bounded for
each application independently from each other; one modification on one application has no
impact on any other application which therefore do not have to be re-verified. These properties
are specific to the one-to-all integration strategy, as they are not verified in the one-to-one
integration strategy.
However, the one-to-all integration strategy may lead to designs that are less optimized than
in the one-to-one integration strategy, where every activity is handled altogether and guide the
selection of the final configuration. In addition, this strategy is easier to implement than the
one-to-all integration strategy in the sense that it is more straightforward. It also may lead to
more optimized system designs in terms of SWaP reduction achievement.
Finally, the fact that the one-to-all integration strategy manages to get rid on inter-application
interference while following an incremental design and verification process makes it eligible for
use with up to DAL A applications. The one-to-one integration strategy can be exploited for
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DAL A applications only in the case of one multi-partition DAL A application being allocated
alone on the entire multicore module. In all other cases, the one-to-one strategy can be used for
up to DAL C applications only, or non-IMA software.
4.3 Software Architecture Model
Several models are defined in order to represent the same element of a system, depending on
the activity to be performed. For instance, tasks are not represented the same way whether
the allocation or the schedule generation problems are considered; they are not represented
exactly the same way for both strategies either. This chapter presents all modeling elements
exploited to represent the software platform at some point of this thesis; extensive details on
which elements are used in which strategy/activity will be given in chapters dedicated to each
integration strategy.
Let AS represent the set of application suppliers involved in the development of avionics
functions considered for integration on the same module, and asi P AS denote the identifier of
the ith application supplier. Let then NasiP (resp. N
asi
T ) denote the total number of partitions
(resp. tasks of all partitions) the ith supplier designed or is in charge of designing, and NP (resp.
NT ) the total number of partitions (resp. tasks) in the software platform considered.
Finally, for simplicity of the models representation, we assume one application to be assigned
per supplier, and partitions pii and tasks τj of the software platform to have unique identifiers.
Core Allocation
The elements of the model representing the software allocation to the cores depend on which
integration strategy is addressed. Let NC denote the total number of cores available on the
considered multicore.
One-to-All Integration Strategy As illustrated in figure 4.6, in the one-to-all integration
strategy, the core allocation is done at task level. We represent such a task-to-core allocation
using a boolean matrix na defined as follows:
naij “
"
1 if τj is allocated to core i,
0 otherwise. (4.1)
The size of na depends on the supplier exploiting our approach; it is NC ˆ NasiT for the ith
supplier.
Some affinities between tasks and cores might be defined, as well as exclusion constraints.
We model such requirements by defining two boolean matrices taskCoreAff and taskCoreExcl
respectively as follows:
taskCoreAffij “
"
1 if τj must be allocated to core i,
0 if no such requirement has been expressed. (4.2)
taskCoreExclij “
"
1 if τj must not be allocated to core i,
0 if no such requirement has been expressed. (4.3)
As for na, the size of taskCoreAff and taskCoreExcl is NC ˆNasiT for the ith supplier.
One-to-One Integration Strategy As illustrated in figure 4.5, in the one-to-one-integration
strategy, the core allocation is done at partition level. We represent the partition-to-core allo-
cation using a boolean matrix a defined as follows:
aij “
"
1 if pij is allocated to core i,
0 otherwise. (4.4)
The size of a is NC ˆ NP , where NP is the total number of partitions designed by the corre-
sponding application supplier.
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Some affinities between partitions and cores might be defined, as well as exclusions require-
ments. We model such requirements by defining two boolean matrices coreAff and coreExcl
respectively, as follows:
coreAffij “
"
1 if pij must be allocated to core i,
0 if no such requirement has been expressed. (4.5)
coreExclij “
"
1 if pij must not be allocated to core i,
0 if no such requirement has been expressed. (4.6)
coreAff and coreExcl are of size NC ˆNP .
Task Model
As mentioned earlier, depending on whether the allocation or the scheduling problem is consid-
ered, the parameters used for tasks representation are slightly different. The task model used
for the allocation process is represented in figure 4.3, while the task model used for the schedule
generation problem is represented in figure 4.4. We present here all elements of the task models.
Basic Definition
The set of tasks designed by a supplier asa P AS is denoted T asa , the union of all T asa sets
corresponding to the set containing all tasks of the software platform, denoted T . Tasks are
denoted τi. We model a task τi as a vector pCi, Ti, Di, Hi, prioi, pidi, tRamiq, where Ci “
pC1i ... CNCi q and Hi “ pH1i ... HNCi q.
The elements of Ci give the execution duration in isolation of τi depending on which core it
is running: Cki is the worst-case duration of execution of the entry point of τi on core k when
considering that no other core is active during its execution. Similarly, Hi gives an upper-bound
on the maximum number of memory access requests that τi can issue during its execution in
isolation depending on which core it is assigned to. Ti is the period of τi and Di is its deadline.
The parameter prioi is the priority level of τi, prioi ă prioj meaning that τi has a higher
priority level than τj . We denote hppτiq the set of tasks of higher priority than τi.
@τi P T , hppτiq “ tτj P T | prioj ă prioiu (4.7)
The parameter tRami is the memory footprint of τi, and pidi is the index of the partition
τi belongs to, and it is an input provided by each application supplier. We assume each Di to
be smaller than or equal to Ti, as each execution of τi must be finished before the next periodic
activation. In IMA systems, Di is usually equal to Ti.
Since ”single-core duration in isolation” and ”multicore duration in isolation” are equivalent,
the Cki parameters can be deduced from single-core WCET analysis. Any analysis can be used;
however for safety-critical systems as in the aerospace industry, execution times must be upper-
bounded safely, in the sense that the timing analyses performed on a system remain valid even
in the worst-case situation. For this reason, we exploit static code analysis techniques to extract
the Cki parameters, thanks to tools like aiT Analyzer [2] for instance.
Similarly to Cki , a bound on each Hki can be extracted after static code analysis, for instance
by using the capabilities of aiT Analyzer again.
Task Model for the Allocation Problem
Figure 4.3 illustrates the task model used when addressing the allocation problem. We denote
the WCRT of τi as Ri. As illustrated in figure 4.3, Ri is broken down into (cf. figure ):
• wi, the time elapsed between the beginning and the end of execution of τi,
• Ji, the jitter that might appear upon the first release of τi.
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Figure 4.3: Task Model for the Allocation Problem
By definition, as illustrated in figure 4.3, wi includes all waiting delays suffered by τi due
to preemption or resource sharing. Moreover, wi being computed using a maximum WCRT
upper-bound, we assume wi can be considered to be a maximum upper-bound on the WCET of
τi. As such, wi will be referred as the WCET upper-bound of τi in the rest of this thesis.
Task Model for the Schedule Generation Problem
Figure 4.4: Task Model for the Scheduling Problem
Figure 4.4 illustrates the task model used when addressing the scheduling problem. For
each task τi, we define an array ptO1i ... tOnbActivii q of activation offsets of all instances of τi,
where nbActivi represents the total number of instances of τi in one MAF to be considered when
building a schedule at task-level. The parameter nbActivi is computed differently depending
on the integration strategy considered, and must include the total number of instances of τi in
one MAF so that all situations of inter-task interference potentially occurring at runtime are
covered when computing WCET bounds. Details on how nbActivi is computed in each strategy
will be given later in this chapter.
Each activation date tOki corresponds to the kth activation of τi, and therefore respects the
following property, in both integration strategies:
@τi P T ,@k P r1;nbActivis , pk ´ 1q ˆ Ti ď tOki ď k ˆ Ti (4.8)
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For preemptive tasks, tOki corresponds to the jitter upon first activation of the kth instance
of τi, scheduled only once in the MAF schedule; more details about such an equivalence will be
provided later in this chapter.
An analogous reasoning is used to build an array of WCETs pw1i .. wnbActivii q, where wki
corresponds to an upper-bound of the WCET of the kth instance of τi, as will be explained in
details later as well.
Partition Model
As for the task model, the partition model varies depending on the integration strategy and the
activity considered. For understanding purposes while introducing each parameter involved in
the partitions models, the reader may want to refer to the examples of schedules computed as a
result of each of the one-to-all and one-to-one integration strategies respectively, illustrated in
figures 4.6 (page 104) and 4.5 (page 104).
Basic Definition
The set of partitions designed by the ath supplier asa is denoted Pasa , the union of all Pasa sets
corresponding to the set containing all partitions of the software platform, denoted P. Partitions
are denoted pii. We define Pi as the period of pii, i.e. the time interval between two successive
time windows of pii. The task-to-partition allocation is an input provided by each application
supplier and is represented by the following boolean matrix PART :
PARTji “
"
1 if τi belongs to partition pij ,
0 otherwise (4.9)
The size of PART is NP ˆ NT in the one-to-one integration strategy, NasaP ˆ NasaT for each
supplier asa in the one-to-all integration strategy.
The parameter pidi of each task τi giving the index of the partition it belongs to is defined
as follows:
@pii P P, pidi “
NPÿ
j“1
j ˆ PARTji (4.10)
To ease explanations in the rest of this thesis, we use the notation τi P pij to express the
fact that a task τi belongs to partition pij .
This thesis work may be used both for preemptive and non-preemptive task sets. As such, we
define a boolean variable isPreemptivei configuring whether or not the task set inside partition
pii is preemptive, in order to be able to account for both cases in the contributions proposed in
this thesis; isPreemptivei is defined as follows:
@pii P P, isPreemptivei “
"
1 if tasks inside pii are preemptive,
0 otherwise. (4.11)
Partition Cycle
It is important to note that all tasks are periodic, and all tasks of the same partition may not
have the same periods. As such, not only is the schedule of activations of partitions periodic
over time – the MAF being the smallest pattern repeated infinitely – but inside each partition
is there a pattern of activation of its tasks that is repeated over time as well.
As mentioned earlier, such cycle is referred to as partition cycle throughout this thesis, and
can have a different length depending on the partition, as illustrated in figure 4.7. The length
of a partition cycle depends on the periods of activation of its tasks and corresponds to the
smallest repeated pattern over time. All periods being harmonic, the duration of the smallest
pattern of tasks activations inside one given partition pii corresponds to the maximum period of
its tasks max
pidj“i
pTjq.
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Partition Model for the Allocation Problem
We proceed define a CPU time budget Eki per partition pii for each frame k of their respective
partition cycle, as illustrated in figures 4.5 and 4.6 for both strategies. Eki corresponds to a
maximum bound on the worst-case CPU time budget that must be reserved for pii’s tasks in the
kth frame of one MAF. Although the general definition of the Eki is valid in both strategies, the
number of frames k to be considered depends on the strategy targeted.
In the one-to-one integration strategy, the number of frames to be considered in the allocation
problem is nFrames for all partitions, where nFrames is computed using equation (4.28) page
108 as will be explained later in this chapter.
In the one-to-all integration strategy, the number of frames to be considered is nFramesi
for each partition pii; each nFramesi is computed using equation (4.23) page 107 as will be
explained later in this chapter.
If the first CPU window of a given partition occurs earlier than the release of all its tasks,
then no task is scheduled at the beginning of the window. This is not ideal in a schedule since
this leads to slack times in each time window where the corresponding core is idle. Such a
situation also jeopardizes the enforcement of task-level timing requirements.
In fact, partition windows are dimensioned so that the WCET of all its tasks supposed to be
running in that window fit in it, and the expressed budgets do not take into consideration slack
times or tasks jitters upon first activation. Windows usually include a safety margin; however,
if tasks jitters have not been taken into account when dimensioning the partitions windows
or when configuring the schedule, then if the slack time occurring at runtime is bigger than
the safety margin introduced in the window, then a task may become unable to complete its
execution before the end of the partition window or overrun its deadline.
As a consequence, it is very important to translate task-level jitters upon first activation
information into partition-level jitters upon first time window information to make sure that,
during the feasibility and schedulability analyses, the partition windows respect their tasks jit-
ters and dependence constraints. To do so, we define a jitter for the first time window of each
partition pii respectively, denoted pJi. This jitter corresponds to the first window only, and is
exploited during the allocation search and the related feasibility analysis.
On the other hand, when configuring a schedule at partition-level, one must make sure that
partition windows are relevant for the corresponding task level. To be able to perform such a
verification and define relevant partition windows, we define a jitter for each partition window,
denoted as latestki for the kth window of pii. These jitters are exploited during the schedule
generation phase and in the corresponding schedulability analysis. The latestki parameters enable
to make the link between the task-level feasibility analysis and the partition-level feasibility
analysis. This will be explained in greater details later in chapter 5.
Additional Parameters Specific to the One-to-All Integration Strategy In the one-
to-all integration strategy, partitions memory footprints respectively are allocated to the main
memory depending on their tasks core allocation. The memory context of tasks allocated to
a given core will be stored in some main memory area addressable by that core. As will be
presented in section 4.4, the memory storage area has been divided into sub-areas linked to each
memory controller. Such subdivision usually corresponds to non unified memory architectures
where each memory controller allows access only to a portion of the main memory. It can also be
used in other, unified architectures but provided that the hardware platform offers safe memory
partitioning capabilities, as has been identified in the last revision of the ARINC 653 standard
[1] as IMA-friendly features for future multicore-based IMA systems. As such, our work is ap-
plicable to any multicore which architecture can be assimilated to the schema given in figure 4.9
page 112.
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When integrating several partitions onto a multicore module, the module integrator needs
to know the memory footprint per core of each partition in order to verify the realism of the
memory allocation regarding the actually available memory capacity. To be able to perform
such a verification, we define for each partition pii a vector ppRam1i ... pRamNMCi q where pRamki
denotes the size of the part of pii’s memory context supposed to be stored in some main memory
area that is addressable by the kth memory controller. By construction, pRamki corresponds
to the sum of the memory contexts of the tasks τj of pii that have been allocated to the kth
memory controller, tRamj . Each pRamki can be seen as a memory budget per core and is
computed according to the following relation:
@k P r1;NMCs,@pii P P, pRamki “
NTÿ
j“1
PARTij ˆ t2mckj ˆ tRamj (4.12)
where the boolean t2mckj is equal to one if τj uses the memory controller j and zero if it is not
the case, as will be explained later when defining matrix t2mc in equation (4.36) page 114.
Partition Model for the Schedule Generation Problem
Figure 4.5: Example of MAF Schedule Resulting from the One-to-One Integration Strategy
Figure 4.6: Example of MAF Schedule Resulting from the One-to-All Integration Strategy
To be able to compute a partition-level schedule, CPU time windows are reserved for each
partition pii according to their respective periodicity. A window – or partition window, or
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Figure 4.7: System Schedule Generation using each Partition CPU Time Budgets (One-to-All Integration
Strategy)
partition time window – consists in a start date and a duration – or CPU time budget. The
number of windows defined in the schedule for each partition depends on the period of the
partition, but also on the duration of the MAF. The total number of windows for a given
partition pii in the MAF schedule is denoted nbWindowsi.
The MAF is divided into frames of equal duration, denoted MIF. The number of frames in
the MAF is denoted nFrames. For a given integer k P r1;nFramess, the kth window of pii in the
MAF schedule is defined by the start date pOki , and the duration Ek
1
i , (with k1 P r1;nFramesis)
corresponding to one of the CPU time budgets of pii in its partition schedule: the next para-
graphs explain how to retrieve which CPU time budget Ek1i corresponds to the kth window of
pii.
As partitions periods may be smaller than the MAF, their respective partition cycles may be
repeated more than once per MAF. The number of repetitions depends on the partition period.
As such, all partitions may not have the same partition cycle duration and thus may not be
repeated the same number of times per MAF.
During the feasibility and schedulability analysis, the verification of timing-related require-
ments must be performed at least on a duration of the smallest pattern of activations of partitions
at runtime. Such a duration may be longer than each partition cycle, and as such, the vector
E1i , ... E
nFramesi
i q does not cover the entire length of the analysis time interval.
An example is illustrated in the context of the one-to-all integration strategy in figure 4.7.
The example, with three partitions, shows the difference between the number of windows in a
given partition cycle and the total number of windows allocated to it in one MAF schedule. As
illustrated, the same time budget Eki for a partition pii may occur more than once per MAF.
For instance, the partition cycle of pi2 is reproduced twice in the MAF. Indeed, each partition’s
period is either equal to the MAF or an even divider of the MAF by construction, and therefore
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each partition cycle may occur more than once in one MAF. As a consequence, for each frame k
in pii’s cycle r1;nFramesis, the window corresponding to the budget Eki may also appear more
than once, as illustrated in figure 4.7. In the case of pi2 in figure 4.7, the partition cycle of pi2
contains two frames, i.e. nFrames2 is equal to two. The partition cycle of pi2 is reproduced
twice in the MAF, leading to each time budget Ek2 occurring twice in the MAF schedule: the
first and third windows of pi2 both have a length equal to E12 , the second and fourth windows
have a length equal to E22 .
As such, depending on pii’s periodicity and the value of the module’s MAF, the correct
number of start dates must be derived in order to cover all time windows to be reserved for pii in
one MAF. To do so and therefore take into account the possible repetition of partitions budgets
Eki per MAF, we define all pii activation dates in one schedule in a vector ppO1i , ... pOnFramesi q
where pOki corresponds to the start date of the kth window of pii in the schedule, and nFrames
is computed using equation (4.24) page 107 in the one-to-all integration strategy, equation (4.28)
page 108 in the one-to-one integration strategy. By construction and as illustrated in figure 4.7,
the CPU time budget associated to pOki is Ek
1
i where k
1 corresponds to k modulo nFramesi if
pk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF is an even multiple of the partition period, and zero otherwise.
Ek
1
i “
"
Ek%nFramesii ifpk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF ” 0 mod pPiq
0 otherwise. (4.13)
Analogously, it is possible to identify in which partition window a task instance will be
scheduled in the MAF schedule. Let τj be a task belonging to partition pii, and τkj be an
instance of τj with k P r1;nbActivjs. Then τkj is scheduled in the k˜th window of pii if and only
if the following relation is verified:
pk˜ ´ 1q ˆ Pi “ pk ´ 1q ˆ Tj (4.14)
If this relation is true, then k corresponds to the index of the instance of τj scheduled in the
k˜th frame, and according to equation (4.13), k˜%nFramesi corresponds to the index of the CPU
time budget of the partition cycle of pii to be used as the duration of the k˜th window of pii.
MAF, MIF
The hyperperiod of a module is called Major time Frame (MAF) in IMA systems. It can be
divided evenly in one or several time frames of equal size called Minor time Frames, or MIFs.
The MAF, MIF and number of frames per MAF of a given module depends on the integration
strategy considered and on each partition cycle.
One-to-All Integration Strategy As illustrated in figure 4.6 in the one-to-all integration
strategy, there is only one MAF (resp. MIF) value for all cores. We denote gMAF and gMIF
the MAF and MIF of the resulting schedule respectively. The MAF corresponds to the smallest
pattern of activations repeated over time, and its duration is equal to the least common multiple
of the partitions cycle duration:
gMAF “ lcmpiiPP pnFramesi ˆ Piq (4.15)
where nFramesi ˆ Pi corresponds to the period of the partition cycle of pii (cf figure 4.7):
nFramesi ˆ Pi gives the duration of the cycle of pii by multiplying the period of occurence of
pii’s time budgets Pi by the number of frames inside pii’s cycle nFramesi. For instance in the
example illustrated in figure 4.7, nFrames2 is equal to two for partition pi2, since its partition
cycle consists in two frames corresponding to two different budgets E12 and E22 respectively.
Analogously to the MAF, the MIF corresponds to the greatest common divider of the par-
titions periods:
gMIF “ gcdpiiPP pnFramesi ˆ Piq (4.16)
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In the case of harmonic periods, the MAF and MIF respectively correspond to the maximum
and minimum partition periods and can thus also be computed as follows:
gMAF “ max
piiPP
pnFramesi ˆ Piq (4.17)
gMIF “ min
piiPP
pnFramesi ˆ Piq (4.18)
One-to-One Integration Strategy As illustrated in figure 4.5 in the one-to-one integration
strategy, each core may have a different MAF and MIF. Let MAFp (resp. MIFp) denote the
MAF (resp. the MIF) of core p. By definition, MAFp and MIFp can be computed as follows
for all core p:
@p P r1;NCs, MAFp “ lcmpiiPP papi ˆ nFramesi ˆ Piq (4.19)
@p P r1;NCs, MIFp “ gcdpiiPP papi ˆ nFramesi ˆ Piq (4.20)
Similarly to the one-to-all integration strategy, in case of harmonic periods, the MAF and
MIF of each core can be computed as follows:
@p P r1;NCs, MAFp “ max
piiPP
papi ˆ nFramesi ˆ Piq (4.21)
@p P r1;NCs, MIFp “ min
piiPP
papi ˆ nFramesi ˆ Piq (4.22)
Number of Frames and Task Instances
This subsection describes how the parameters nbActivi for each task τi, nFramesi for each
partition pii and nbFrames are computed. We provide here brief explanations on how these
parameters have a different impact in each strategy before providing the equations exploited for
computing the corresponding parameters respectively. Extended details about how each param-
eter is used will be provided in chapter 6 when detailing each integration strategy proposed.
One-to-All Integration Strategy In the one-to-all integration strategy, the number of
frames to be considered in one MAF depends on which activity (allocation or schedule gen-
eration) is performed and by which role (supplier or integrator). An illustration is given in
figure 4.7.
For intra-partition analysis purposes, one partition cycle is analyzed. The number of frames
nbFramesi per partition pii identifies the number of windows Eki in a partition cycle.
For each partition pii, the parameter nFramesi is computed as follows:
@asa P AS,@pii P Pasa , nFramesi “
max
pidj“i
pTjq
min
pidj“i
pTjq (4.23)
Periods being harmonic, nFramesi is always an integer for all partitions pii.
On the other hand, for partition level schedule generation, the total number of frames
nFrames into which the MAF schedule can be divided is exploited, in order for the mod-
ule integrator to be able to derive how many times each budget Eki is going to appear in the
overall schedule. The total number of frames in one MAF schedule is computed as follows:
nFrames “ gMAFgMIF (4.24)
Similarly to nFramesi, nFrames is always an integer.
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Finally, the number of activations per task nbActivi should cover all activations of τi in the
MAF schedule, including in situations where a partition cycle is repeated more than once per
MAF. It is therefore computed as follows:
@τi P T , nbActivi “
nbWindowspidi
nFramespidi
ˆ nFramespidi ˆ Ppidi
Ti
(4.25)
where nbWindowspidinFramespidi gives the number of repetitions of the partition cycle of pipidi in one MAF,
and nFramespidi ˆPpidi is the length of its partition cycle as explained earlier. Equation (4.25)
can be simplified as follows:
@τi P T , nbActivi “ nbWindowspidi ˆ Ppidi
Ti
(4.26)
Indeed, the MAF schedule consists in an even number of repetitions of partitions cycles. As
such, by construction, the number of windows specified by the module integrator for a partition
pim is an even multiple of the number of frames in the partition cycle of pim. As a result,
nbWindowspidi ˆ Ppidi is equal to the total duration of all repetitions of pipidi partition cycle in
one MAF. Dividing such a value by Ti for a given task τi provides the total number if instances
of τi scheduled during that time interval, i.e. the total number of activations of τi in one MAF.
One-to-One Integration Strategy In the one-to-one strategy, there is one MAF per core,
which are not necessarily equal. The time interval to be considered in the timing analysis must
take this fact into account in order to be able to consider all potentially interfering task instances
(cf. figure 4.4). More precisely, the analysis must be performed for all activations in the time
interval r0; gcd
pPr1;NC s
pMAFpqs. For instance, let MAFp and MAFq be the MAFs on cores p and q
respectively, with MAFp bigger than MAFq. Then to build a schedule for core p while accurately
taking into account inter-task interference due to tasks on core q, more than one MAFq must be
represented in the timing analysis; as such, in the one-to-one integration strategy, the number
of activation dates tOki generated for each task τi is computed according to the least common
multiple of the MAFs of the same module:
@τi, nbActivi “ lcmpPr1;NC spMAFpq
Ti
(4.27)
where MAFp is computed using equation (4.19).
Regarding the number of frames to be considered when building a schedule, the same rea-
soning can be made. The number of frames must cover the entire analysis time interval, and
divide the corresponding interval into frames of equal size, corresponding to the greatest com-
mon divider of partitions periods. The total number of frames to be considered is computed as
follows:
nFrames “
gcd
pPr1;NC s
pMAFpq
min
pPr1;NC s
pMIFpq (4.28)
Communication and Dependence Model
As stated in the assumptions, the term ”communications” refers to either shared data or message-
based communications. Dependence relations consist in simple precedence relations without
explicit data exchange. Communications and Dependences can be defined at two levels: task
level and partition level. As such, they are represented separately according to these two levels
as will be explained in the rest of this subsection.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.8: Representing Messages as Memory Accesses in Tasks Response Times: (4.8a) when using the
classic holistic model versus (4.8b) when using the model proposed in this thesis
Communications A message is seen as a maximum number of access requests to the main
memory per execution, corresponding to writing (resp. reading) the message in memory by
the task producing (resp. consuming) the message. The number of main memory accesses to
consider is computed as part of the maximum number of main memory accesses Hi each task τi
can perform in the worst-case situation, as presented earlier in the task model.
Figure 4.8b presents the model proposed in this thesis for communications-related latencies
consideration Figure 4.8a showing the classic message model exploited in the literature. As
displayed in the latter model, the latencies corresponding to a task reading and writing messages
are respectively added at the beginning and the end of execution of the corresponding task. This
corresponds to the assumption commonly adopted in the literature that all messages are read
at the beginning of execution, and written at the end of execution. However, contrary to us, the
classic model does not represent the actual message reading/writing in memory when evaluating
the additional latency corresponding to reading/writing each message.
In our model, any message manipulation (reading and writing) amounts to reading/writing
in main memory: to do so, messages are seen as a maximum number of memory reading/writing
requests, corresponding to actually reading/writing the message in memory. Given such a rep-
resentation, separating message reading/writing from the tasks execution as done in the classic
holistic model is not accurate as soon as an attempt to bound the worst-case inter-task inter-
ference due to sharing the main memory is made. Indeed, such a separation is artificial, and
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in reality, a task may as well read and/or write a message in the middle of its execution, as
illustrated in figure 4.8b. The corresponding memory access requests are then issued in the
middle of the task execution, and therefore should be treated no differently than any other
memory request generated by the task during its execution when evaluating how much memory
interference that task can suffer.
In the model we propose, the maximum number of memory accesses corresponding to read-
ing/writing all messages by each task τi respectively in the software platform are computed as
part of the maximum main memory accesses τi can issue per execution, Hi. As such, Hi being
exploited to compute the worst-case interference delay τi can suffer due to sharing access to
the main memory, without making any difference whether the considered accesses are due to
message reading/writing or pure computing, the resulting interference bound already contains
a bound of the worst-case message reading/writing latency of τi per execution. The computed
bounds are therefore produced independently of the origin of each memory access, exactly as
illustrated in figure 4.8b.
As a consequence, the model we propose in this thesis for safely upper-bounding message-
related latencies is more accurate than the classic one, and it successfully gets rid the inaccuracy
of the classic holistic model when it comes to interference consideration.
We represent communications at task-level by a boolean matrix msg defined as follows:
msgij “
"
1 if i ‰ j and τi sends messages to τj ,
0 otherwise (4.29)
In the one-to-one integration strategy, msg covers all tasks of the software platform and is of
size NT ˆNT . In the one-to-all integration strategy, one matrix msg is defined per application
supplier asa: each corresponding matrix covers tasks of that same supplier’s applications only,
and its size therefore is NasaT ˆNasaT . In addition, msgii is always null, as a task is assumed not
to send (resp. receive) any message to (resp. from) itself.
Inter-application communications are represented by a boolean matrix ipc, defined as follows:
ipcij “
$&%
1 if i ‰ j and some task belonging to pii produces data consumed
by some task belonging to pij ,
0 otherwise.
(4.30)
The size of ipc is NP ˆNP in both integration strategies.
Finally, it is important to note that msg and ipc are unidirectional so that the producer and
consumer of each message can easily be identified respectively.
Precedence Relations Tasks may have dependences without involving explicit data ex-
change. We model such precedence relations at task-level through the following boolean matrix
prec:
precij “
"
1 if j ‰ i and τi is a predecessor of τj ,
0 otherwise. (4.31)
As for msg, prec is of size NT ˆNT in the one-to-one integration strategy and NasaT ˆNasaT for
each supplier asa P AS in the one-to-all integration strategy.
According to this definition, precii is always null, as a task cannot be a predecessor and a
successor of itself.
Our model supports the expression of precedence relations between tasks of different par-
titions. The corresponding partitions can correspond to the sameapplication or not. However,
as mentioned in the assumptions, inter-application dependences are prohibited in IMA sys-
tem. Nevertheless, no protection against an integrator exploiting our contributions and defining
inter-applications dependences is implemented. The reason is to allow an integrator to guide the
automated schedule generation process by setting some partial partitions windows orderings, for
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simplicity of management of production and consumption of messages occurring in one MAF.
For the sake of simplicity of the explanations, such optional ordering preference choices are re-
ferred to as precedence in the rest of this thesis even though they do not actually correspond to
precedence requirements of the system to be designed.
To represent inter-partition precedence relations, we define a following matrix pPrec as
follows:
pPrecij “
"
1 if i ‰ j and the windows of pij must occur after teh windows of pii,
0 otherwise. (4.32)
The size of pPrec is NP ˆNP in both integration strategies.
Identification of Interfering Instances in a given Schedule
To be able to detect when two instances of tasks on different cores are scheduled in parallel,
we define a four-dimension matrix denoted overlapping, specifying whether the execution time
interval of τki overlaps (even partially) with the one of τmj .
Let Ikpiq “
“
tOki ; tOki ` wki
‰
denote the time interval in which τki is executed. Then for each
couple of task instances τki and τmj , overlappingi,j,k,m is non-null if τi and τj are not on the same
core and their respective intervals Ikpiq and Impjq overlap in time:
@τi, τj P T ,@pk,mq P r1;nbActivis ˆ r1;nbActivjs,
overlappingijkm “$’’’&’’’%
1 if pIkpiq X Impjq ‰ Hq
^
˜
NPř
r“1
PARTri ˆ
NCř
p“1
apr ˆ
NPř
n“1
PARTnj ˆ apn “ 0
¸
,
0 otherwise.
(4.33)
As will be explained in chapter 6, overlapping is used in order to guide the schedule generation
process towards solutions implying as less overlapping executions as possible.
4.4 Hardware Architecture Model
As illustrated in figure 4.9, we model a multicore platform with NC cores, each core p having
a clock frequency of Clkp respectively, as well as its own private cache memory, linked to the
main memory via an interconnect. If all cores have the same clock frequency, the notation Clk
can be used for simplicity.
For each core p, we define CSWp as an upper bound of the cores context switch overhead:
CSWp represents a maximum bound of the runtime overhead experienced when: (i) saving the
context of a task that just finished its execution on a given core and (ii) loading the context of
the task that will be executed right afterwards. Similarly to the cores clock frequencies, if all
cores are identical or have the same context switch overhead upper-bound, the notation CSW
can be used for simplicity.
L1 Cache
As mentioned before, we assume an architecture with only one cache level private to each core
p, having a total size cacheSizep in kb, consisting in nbCacheLinesp lines and an access latency
of cacheLatp ns.
The waiting delay suffered by a task τi when waiting for a data request corresponding to a
cache hit is accounted for in Cpi , as it is the case when using aiT Analyzer [2] for example. All
cache misses are assumed to lead to main memory accesses, and are thus accounted for in each
Hki by definition. The corresponding waiting delay suffered by τi when issuing a request then
consists in (i) the delay for the request to go through the interconnect, (ii) the delay to retrieve
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Figure 4.9: Multicore Hardware Architecture Model
the requested data in the main memory, but also (iii) the additional time spent by τi waiting
for its requests to be elected and serviced by the memory controller. The first delay is referred
to in this thesis as interconnect interference delay, and the latter two are merged into one delay
referred to as main memory interference delay. These interference delays are not accounted for
in Cpi ; they are computed using the timing analysis presented in chapter 5, and included in the
corresponding WCET bound wi, as will be explained in chapter 5.
Interconnect
The design of interconnects linking cores to the platform peripheral devices is often undisclosed
by processors manufacturers because of IP protection. In order to cope with such an issue, we
represent the interconnect using a simplified crossbar model in order to still be able to derive an
upper-bound on interconnect interferences. In such a model, one request to the main memory can
suffer interconnect interference caused only by requests that target the same memory controller.
In reality, interconnects between cores and the main memory often implement heuristics for
optimizing requests arbitration at runtime in order to guarantee short average execution times.
The resulting model results in shorter delays than with an actual crossbar as modeled in this
thesis. As such, the model used in this thesis may be seen as a relevant model that is not limiting
the usage of our work to any bus-based multicore COTS.
As a result, the interconnect enabling each core to access the main memory is represented
as a crossbar implementing a first come first serve arbitration policy. Only requests to the
same device are thus assumed to interfere with each other. As such, all requests directed to
different memory controllers do not interfere, contrary to requests directed to the same memory
controller. Indeed, for a given task τi allocated to a given core p, other tasks on other cores q
contribute to τi’s interconnect interference only if the task running on core q wants to access
the same memory controller.
The latency corresponding to one main memory request traversing the interconnect is a
hardware constant denoted lbus, and can usually be found in the datasheet of the exploited
multicore platform.
Main Memory
We consider a hardware platform with a main memory of DRAMSIZE kb capacity. Let NMC be
the number of memory controllers available on the hardware platform. As illustrated in figure
4.9, each memory controller enables access to distinct memory areas. We define one integer
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Figure 4.10: Model of Memory Banks
mcSizei per memory controller i to specify the size of memory area addressed by the memory
controller i.
Finally, as shown in figure 4.10, the memory is divided into banks, and each bank is divided
into columns and rows. When a request is treated by the memory controller, the bank to be
accessed is identified first, then the row. When a task issues a memory request, the waiting
delay suffered before the request is satisfied depends on the order in which the pending requests
are treated by the memory controller.
Memory Path Allocation
In this thesis, we often use the expression memory path to refer to the usage of a specific
memory controller of the hardware platform. When no confusion is possible, memory paths also
refers to the choice of a path from a core to the main memory: as cores and main memory are
linked via the interconnect and memory controllers, the choice of a memory path allocation is
equivalent to the choice of a memory controller allocation.
If the considered multicore has only one memory controller, then the processor is said to have
only one memory path. This corresponds to a high level simplification of the actual hardware
implementation of the memory controller, by considering only one request can be serviced by a
given memory controller at any given time.
Similarly, we mention cores sharing some memory path(s) to refer to two cores that
have been allocated to the same memory controller(s).
As mentioned in the ”Assumptions” subsection, we assume no memory sharing between par-
titions except for inter-partition communications. However, it is important to note that not
implementing any message passing does not mean being free of memory-related interference.
Indeed, cores still share the path to the main memory, for multicore COTS seldom implement
one path per core. Knowing which core uses which path to the memory depends on the memory
allocation, but also on the hardware architecture design. As illustrated in figure 4.9, the number
of paths to the main memory depends on the number of memory controllers.
We introduce a boolean matrix c2mc to represent the mapping of the cores to the memory
controllers available on the hardware platform.
c2mcij “
"
1 if core j is mapped to the memory controller i,
0 otherwise. (4.34)
Matrix c2mc represents the physically possible paths to each memory area, i.e. the hardware
wiring of the core-to-main memory paths. It is defined in both strategies and has a size of
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Figure 4.11: Example of Memory Path Sharing Scenario
NC ˆ NMC . To represent the actual software allocation to the memory paths, we define an
additional boolean matrix depending on the integration strategy considered.
One-to-one integration strategy For the one-to-one strategy, the memory paths allocation
is performed at partition-level. If a memory controller is allocated to one partition, it means the
tasks of the partition will use the corresponding path. A task cannot use a path that corresponds
to a memory controller that has not been allocated to its partition.
The partition-to-core allocation a and the core-to-path hardware implementation c2mc de-
termine which path can be used by each partition at runtime: indeed, a partition cannot be
allocated to a path that is not wired to its core. As such, c2mc gives all possibilities of memory
paths available to the partitions depending on their respective allocations to the cores of the
multicore platform.
On the other hand, a core may have access to two different memory paths, while its partitions
may be using only one of these two paths. In such cases, the paths that are indeed used by each
partition must be identified in order to improve the accuracy of the timing analysis and tighten
the produced WCET bounds. To do so, we introduce the following boolean matrix p2mc to
model the allocation of the partitions to the memory paths:
p2mcij “
"
1 if pii is mapped to the memory controller j,
0 otherwise. (4.35)
The size of p2mc is NMC ˆNP .
One-to-all integration strategy In the case of the one-to-all integration strategy, the mem-
ory path allocation is done at task level. Following the same line of reasoning than for the one-to-
one integration strategy, we define a boolean matrix t2mc which gives the task-to-memory-path
allocation:
t2mcij “
"
1 if τi is mapped to the memory controller j,
0 otherwise. (4.36)
The size of t2mc is NMC ˆ NasaT for each supplier asa P AS. Analogously to the partition-to-
memory-path allocation, the same kind of restrictions apply to t2mc regarding the hardware
paths implemented on the platform: a task cannot be allocated to a path that is not wired to
its core.
Shared Paths Identification
As briefly mentioned before, the identification of shared memory paths enables to tighten the
computed WCRT bounds. It is important to note that we refer to ”shared memory path” as
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Figure 4.12: Core-Level Path Sharing and Runtime Interference
the sharing of the access to some memory controller, and not to the interconnect, since the
interconnect is evidently shared by all cores whatever the memory and core allocation.
According to the interference computational model presented in chapter 5, shared paths must
be identified at core level. If two patitions (resp. tasks) which share the same path to the main
memory have been allocated to two different cores, then these two partitions are potentially
interfering at runtime when issuing requests to access the main memory. The corresponding two
cores are then also considered to share some path to the main memory.
It is important to note that such information is computed using partition- (resp. task-) to
core allocations, and not from matrix c2mc: we are indeed interested in paths effectively used
by cores at runtime, as given by definition by matrices p2mc and t2mc in the one-to-one and
one-to-all integration strategies respectively, whereas c2mc states all physically possible paths
to the memory for each core.
An example is given in figure 4.11 with three cores and two memory paths, assuming all cores
share access to all memory controllers of the hardware platform. All terms of the corresponding
matrix c2mc would then be equal to one to signify that all cores share access to all paths. The
purple lines represent the memory path allocation to the partitions or the tasks depending on
the implemented integration strategy, and therefore represents information contained in p2mc
and t2mc. In this example, core 2 will suffer no memory interference at runtime, despite the
fact that all cores are wired to both memory paths available to the memory area accessed by
core 2.
Another example is given in figure 4.12, where tasks on different cores 1 and 3 share access
to the same memory path but are never scheduled simultaneously, leading to zero inter-core
interference during these tasks instances execution despite the fact that core 1 and 3 do share
access to the same paths. As such, the information to take into account during analysis is the
one given by matrices p2mc and t2mc in each strategy respectively, and not the information
contained in c2mc, which would be likely to introduce unnecessary pessimism to the tasks WCET
bounds.
One-to-one integration strategy To identify memory paths shared by cores in the con-
text of the one-to-one integration strategy, we define the following boolean matrix isSharingMC:
isSharingMCpq “
"
1 if p ‰ q and cores p and q share some path to the main memory,
0 otherwise. (4.37)
IsSharingMC is of size NC ˆNC and can be deduced from matrices p2mc and a as follows:
isSharingMCpq “$’&’% 1 if pi ‰ jq ^
˜
NPř
i“1
NPř
j“1
api ˆ aqj ˆ
ˆ
NMCř
k“1
p2mcki ˆ p2mckj
˙
‰ 0
¸
0 otherwise.
(4.38)
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Indeed, if there exists at least one couple of partitions ppii, pijq allocated to cores p and q and
which have been allocated to the same memory path k, then cores p and q host partitions that
may interfere at runtime when simultaneously accessing the same main memory controller at
runtime, and isSharingMCpq is therefore equal to one. If no such couple of partitions exists,
partitions on cores p and q will not interfere with each other at runtime when trying to access
the main memory, and isSharingMCpq is equal to zero.
One-to-all integration strategy In the one-to-all integration strategy, only one parti-
tion is running at a time. An important information is then to know not only whether two cores
share some path to the memory, but also identify whether tasks of the same partition belonging
to one of these two cores share some path to the memory. Indeed if the tasks of a same partition
placed on different cores p and q do not share some memory path, then they will not cause any
interference delay to each other, even if cores p and q use the same path to the memory for two
different partitions. If tasks of a same partition but allocated to different cores do not share
some memory paths, then they will never cause memory interference to one another, even if the
cores they are allocated to share some memory paths.
As such in the one-to-all integration strategy, one must define one matrix per partition in
order to identify whether simultaneous accesses to the same memory paths can occur at runtime
in the windows of the corresponding partitions respectively. We define the following matrix
isSharingMC:
@pim P P, isSharingMCmpq “
$&%
1 if i ‰ j and some tasks of pim respectively located on cores
p and q share some path to the main memory,
0 otherwise.
(4.39)
The size of isSharingMC is NasiP ˆNC ˆNC for each supplier asi and can be deduced from
matrices PART , t2mc and na as follows:
@pim P P, isSharingMCmpq “$’&’% 1 if p ‰ q ^
˜
NTř
i“1
PARTmi.
NTř
j“1
PARTmj . pnapi ˆ naqjq .
ˆ
NMCř
k“1
t2mcki ˆ t2mckj
˙
‰ 0
¸
0 otherwise.
(4.40)
Equation (4.40) is defined using an analog reasoning to the one described for the definition
of equation (4.38). As mentioned before, the difference lays in the fact that cores and memory
paths are allocated to tasks inside partitions rather than partitions themselves, and as illustrated
in figure 4.1, tasks of the same partition are scheduled on all cores at any given time. As such,
inter-core interference may occur between tasks of the same partition only, which must reflect
on the definition of each isSharingMCpqm element.
4.5 Constraint Programming
In this thesis, we address the design space exploration search performed when looking for a
software/hardware allocation, and when generating a schedule configuring the runtime behavior
of the system to be designed. We propose to use constraint programming to express the allocation
and scheduling problems involved in the proposed integration strategies.
Each CP defined in this thesis has one of the following two goals: generate an allocation, or
generate a schedule. The corresponding set of constraints to be expressed in each CP depends on
the considered strategy. However, in both strategies, the same requirements must be enforced,
and therefore similar types of constraints must be expressed in each CP.
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The goal of this subsection is to briefly present the main types of constraints that will
be expressed when defining a CP for the allocation and the scheduling problems respectively.
Extended details about the actual implementation of these constraints in the expressed CPs will
be given later in chapter 6. The content of this section applies to both integration strategies
proposed in this thesis.
4.5.1 Allocation Constraints
The allocation process consists in allocating the software platform – composed of partitions and
tasks – onto the hardware platform – processing cores, main memory and memory paths. In the
process of doing so, several conditions must be respected. In particular, the following categories
of constraints are represented in all CP handling allocation concerns in both strategies proposed
in this thesis:
• Proper allocation constraints: this type of constraints is focused on basic allocation
constraints, such as ensuring all partitions and tasks are allocated exactly once to a core
and at least to one memory controller. This type of constraints also includes consideration
of allocation affinities and exclusion requirements, and the enforcement of the fact that all
cores and memory paths must be exploited. Finally, constraints verifying the coherence of
the evaluated allocations during the solving process are also covered (e.g. no overloaded
core, memory controller allocation coherent with the available memory space addressable
by each controller respectively, etc.)
• Constraints performing a feasibility analysis: this type of constraints ensures that
the selected allocation corresponds to a feasible system, where it will be possible to find at
least one schedule respecting all deadlines later during the schedule configuration phase.
This includes the computation of tasks WCRTs and jitters, partitions CPU time budgets,
etc.
• Allocation Optimization Constraints An example of allocation optimization con-
straint in the one-to-one integration strategy may be a constraint stating that if two
partitions are involved in some communications, then they should be allocated to the
same core and memory controller. This is considered as an optimization constraint since it
is not expressing a requirement, and it enables to reduce the amount of potential multicore
interference occurring at runtime. Indeed, it ensures the two partitions cannot try and
access the shared space storing the exchanged data concurrently at runtime, but rather
one after the other.
Another example of optimization constraint, in the one-to-all integration strategy only, is
a constraint limiting the number of shared memory controllers allocated to the tasks of the
same partition. Indeed, by construction of the one-to-all schedule (see figure 4.6), tasks
inside a same partition are susceptible to interfere at runtime, whereas tasks of different
partitions can share memory controller without causing interference to each other.
CP solvers usually allow an objective function to be defined. The main goal of such a function
is to order all valid solutions of the CP according to an optimization criteria. For instance in
the case of an allocation CP, the minimization of the CPU workload is often expressed as the
objective function. However, this does not correspond to the way CPU workload has been
handled during the design cycle of currently existing avionics systems: a threshold value is
usually set as a maximum value of CPU workload, in case additional software would be added
to the module in later design versions of the system.
This threshold value guides the design process since it corresponds to a requirement of
the system that must be enforced. However, previously designed systems relied on single-core
platforms; systems targeted in this thesis are multicore-based and may therefore suffer from
bigger workload sensitivity than monocore-based systems.
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In fact, a threshold CPU workload value could be enforced as a hard requirement to the
multicore allocation problem using the following constraint: ”the maximum CPU utilization
ratio fixed by system designers must be enforced on all cores”. However system designers usually
choose the threshold according to experience and good knowledge of the exploited hardware and
software platforms.
In single-core environments, these thresholds are carefully studied and set using knowledge
and know-how based on experience (previous systems, previous hardware and software behav-
iors) There exist no such knowledge and know-how in the multicore case to rely on when fixing a
CPU utilization threshold. As a consequence, for the same software platform and the workload
threshold defined for it in a monocore-based context, designers have no certainty that a solution
in a multicore environment exists.
To easily cope with such uncertainty and save time and effort spent during the allocation
phase, we suggest to define an objective function aiming at minimizing as much as possible each
CPU workload, instead of defining a maximum threshold as a constraint when the existence of
solutions respecting such a threshold is not known, and therefore taking the risk of such con-
straint rejecting all solutions that could have been considered valid, leading to a CP that fails
to find a solution to the allocation problem.
Other than CPU workload minimization as an objective function for the allocation CP,
minimizing multicore interference, or partitions CPU time budgets, are two suitable objective
functions for an allocation CP as well.
4.5.2 Scheduling Constraints
The schedule generation problem consists in finding activation dates and computing time slots
to be reserved for each partition (and tasks if the partition is non-preemptive at task-level).
In the process of doing so, several conditions must be respected. In particular, the following
categories of constraints are represented in all CP handling schedule generation concerns in both
strategies proposed in this thesis:
• Proper schedule generation constraints: this type of constraints is focused on basic
schedule generation constraints, such as ensuring the order of activation dates for a given
task matches the execution instance number of the task. Another important constraint is
to ensure that every activation date is an even multiple of the CPU clock, which defines
the instants when tasks are selected for execution by the OS and therefore able to start
executing.
The overall coherence of the generated schedule belongs to this type of constraints as
well: for instance, one must verify that all inter-task dependences defined in the software
platform are respected. The absence of overlapping executions on the same core must also
be verified.
• Schedule verification constraints: this type of constraints embraces a schedulability
analysis in order to ensure all deadlines of the systems are enforced in the generated
schedule. This includes the computation of tasks WCETs, the verification that all deadlines
are enforced, but also that the corresponding partition windows are enforced.
• Schedule optimization constraints: An example of schedule optimization constraint
may be a constraint stating that if a task is not scheduled concurrently to any other task
on the other cores, then that task does not suffer from multicore interference at runtime.
This is considered as an optimization constraints since multicore interference are sought
to be minimized as much as possible in general.
As for allocation problems, it is possible to define an objective function to guide the CP
search towards optimized schedules according to a custom criteria. An objective commonly
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chosen in the literature is the minimization of the total makespan. However, in IMA systems,
it is more important to reduce as much as possible the size of partitions windows, but also
multicore interference, than try and reduce the total makespan.
Another objective function that can be defined is to reduce as much as possible concurrent
executions on the cores, as it reduces runtime competition of tasks trying to access the same
shared resource.
4.5.3 Why Constraint Programming
CP was chosen as the approach for applying the integration strategies proposed in this thesis
because it matched the best the requirements and context of this thesis. Indeed, using CP enables
to focus on the problem formalization into matchematical variables and constraints, without
having to study which solving algorithm must be used depending on the types of equations
representing the problem. CP solvers that currently exist in the literature – no matter whether
licensed or free for use – often present capabilities of selecting the right solving algorithm adapted
to the type of equations of the expressed problem. In comparison, heuristics or user-defined
algorithms for solving the same problem may require specific knowledge of the algorithms in
order to use them properly.
Another justification lays in the portability of the usage of CP techniques. It is easy to
change the problem formulation by adding, deleting or modifying its equations. If a heuristic
was used instead, any change to the problem formulation may lead to changes to be made to
the algorithm. For instance when using a greedy algorithm such as best-fit to allocate tasks
onto a multicore platform, adding allocation criteria such as energy consumption limitation
may require to code a new loop inside the algorithm for this characteristic to be taken into
account. When using a CP formulation, it would be enough to just add an equation expressing
the energy consumption limitation into the CP problem formulation, without having to modify
the CP solving process and/or algorithm. As such, modifications to a CP problem does not
require modifying the CP solving process and/or algorithm. For similar reasons also, it may
be easier to move to a different CP solver than to switch heuristics for a given problem to be
solved.
Finally, it is easier to optimize the solving process when using a CP formulation of a problem
that has been formalized into a mathematical representation. When the solving process is taking
too long, one has the possibility to change the way of expressing the problem, by changing the
mathematical equations, adding new equations to help reduce the search space, etc. This can
hardly be done when using less flexible solving approaches such as heuristics. Heuristics are
usually selected in order to escape the intractability of some mathematical problems, but it is
hard to optimize or help the algorithm behind the heuristic when it is stuck. At the beginning
of this thesis, early work has been implemented using a heuristic named Midaco [147]. Midaco
consists in a machine learning algorithm for solving nonlinear mixed integer problems. While
this heuristic is able to explore large design spaces and proposes features for search optimization,
one has to learn about the algorithm in order to truly benefit from these features. Eventually
expressing the most complicated equations, the allocation problem that had been represented
became intractable for Midaco.
Finally, it is important to note that having selected CP as a representation of the steps of
the integration strategies proposed in this thesis does not limit the usage of this work. To reuse
the contributions of this thesis, one would have to follow one of the two approaches for SW/HW
integration described in chapter 6, which describes all the requirements that must be verified in
order to guarantee a correct runtime behavior of the system.
4.6 Discussions
This section reviews some elements presented in this chapter. More specifically, this section
discusses some modeling choices that have been made when representing the system model, and
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provides insight on the main motivation behind each choice.
One-to-All Integration Strategy: MAF cycle versus Partition Cycle. One may have
noticed that, although the MAF may be longer than each partition cycle, it suffices to use the
CPU time budgets per frame Eki of each partition cycle when building a partition schedule for
the entire MAF, i.e. use a vector of size nFramesi to create time windows for pii for a MAF
having nFrames frames.
The reason is that, in the one-to-all integration strategy, all interference are intra-partition.
As such, inter-task interference – and therefore, the corresponding partition CPU time budgets
– will not change depending on other partitions time windows in the schedule. The timing
analysis performed during the allocation phase has produced bounds on Eki that are valid for
each occurrence of Eki in the MAF of length gMAF . As such, the module integrator can work
with the Eki budgets, as illustrated in figure 4.7.
It may be interesting to note that each application supplier may then find out that these
budgets could have been tightened depending on the defined windows position in the MAF, but
the computed configurations and analyses still remain safe as is. As the work in this thesis
constitutes the first basis of legacy software transfer to multicore platforms with minimization
of rework and enforcement of key certification aspects, partitions CPU time budgets value opti-
mization can be considered as interesting future work for further increase design optimization.
Path Representation, Improvement of the Models Accuracy and the Tightening
of Interference Bounds. It is important to note that a software platform which does not
implement any message passing between partitions allocated ot different cores is not free of
memory-related interference, as cores may use the same path to the main memory at runtime
for computing purposes. Knowing which core uses which path to the memory depends on the
path allocation, but also on the chip design. In the one-to-one integration strategy, the partition-
to-core allocation a and the core-to-path hardware implementation c2mc determine which path
may be used by each partition at runtime and therefore have an impact on the possible values
of the elements of p2mc. Such information can be valuable from the timing analysis point of
view since it would enable to distinguish which tasks cannot interfere at runtime because they
are allocated to different memory paths, as illustrated in the example given in figure 4.11. The
same can be said in the one-to-all integration strategy, with matrices na, c2mc and t2mc instead
of a, c2mc and p2mc respectively.
The knowledge of which partitions (resp. tasks) uses which main memory path is useful
to compute tight WCRT bounds: at runtime, tasks which do not share any path to the main
memory with a task τi can be ruled out from the computation of Ri and wi. As such, although
identifying which partition (resp. task) is using which memory path can be used to identify
which partitions (resp. tasks of the same partition) share some path to the main memory, and
then reject non-interfering requests from their WCRT and WCET computation.
It is important to note that it is necessary to represent both the hardware path wiring c2mc
and the software path allocation p2mc (resp. t2mc). Matrix c2mc gives all possibilities of mem-
ory paths available to the partitions (resp. tasks) depending on their core allocation. On one
hand, a core may have access to two different memory paths, while its partitions (resp. tasks)
may be using only one of these two paths. In such cases, the paths that are indeed used by
each partition (resp. task) must be identified. On the other hand, some COTS may offer only
one path per core, and thus p2mc (resp. t2mc) can directly be derived from c2mc and the core
allocation a (resp. na). However, even in such cases p2mc still holds valuable information in
our model, since it enables to distinguish potentially interfering partitions from partitions that
will never interfere because they do not use the same path to the memory. In addition, if only
one memory path is possible per core, then partitions (resp. tasks) involved in message commu-
nications are forced to be allocated to the same core; in that case, c2mc would have influenced
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the allocation a (resp. na), so it would still have held valuable information.
Finally, it is also important to note that memory paths are not represented in the approach
in [84], which has been used as a basis for the interference analysis presented in chapter 5.
As a result, interference upper-bounds computed by using the work in this thesis are likely to
be more tight that the corresponding upper-bounds produced as a result of the application of
the approach in [84]. As such, the work we present in this thesis improves the accuracy of the
hardware model exploited for deriving WCET upper bounds compared to the approach proposed
in [84].
Shared Memory. When a message is produced, both the sending and the receiving parti-
tions (resp. tasks) need to be able to access the memory region where the message is stored
after reception. The memory allocation an memory path allocation must take into account such
constraints, as will be done in this thesis and explained in chapter 6.
For a given shared memory area, only the tasks of two partitions can access it: the parti-
tion containing the sender task and the partition containing the receiver task of the message
for which that shared memory has been specified. This means the shared area can potentially
be accessed simultaneously by two tasks: one for writing in memory, and another for reading
in memory. As such, sharing memory in these specific conditions generates some interference
between the two involved partitions. This translates at runtime into additional waiting delay
the corresponding message producer and consumer tasks can experience due to writing/reading
that message, if they simultaneously try to write/read the message in memory. Such a scenario
is considered when computing the WCET of each task in order to consider to worst possible
situation of interference due to shared resources. The corresponding interference delay suffered
by each task sending and/or receiving at least one message is accounted for in the inter-task
memory interference delays we compute thanks to our timing analysis, as will be explained in
chapter 5.
A task sending a message has a ”write only” authorization on the shared memory space
used for storing the corresponding message. A task receiving a message has a ”read only”
authorization on the shared memory space used for storing the corresponding message. Such
authorizations can be enforced at runtime using MMUs and health monitoring recovery actions
in case of detected violations; it is important to note that MMUs are currently implemented in
most COTS multicores. Such mechanisms also ensure that there cannot exist any problem of
data overwriting by two different tasks at runtime.
According to the IMA standard, message-based communications are formalized in two differ-
ent ways. Messages are either queued or sampled. Queueing is used when a message is destroyed
after being read by the receiving task(s). Sampling is exploited in situations where a message
is refreshed or rewritten in memory, and each receiving task works with the copy available at a
given time or an old version of the message, depending on the schedule and on the specifications
of the corresponding application. Situations of unplanned and undesired message overwriting
by the task sending the corresponding message are excluded by good software development
practices.
Either system designers decide it is not a problem, or they want to avoid such situations,
in which case the shared memory space to be used for the corresponding message exchange is
to be large enough to store more than one copy of the message, in order to allow for multiple
copies to be stored in memory at the same time. In the later case, additional mechanisms for
proper avoidance of data overwriting is assumed to be handled accordingly by software.
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4.7 Summary
In this chapter, we briefly introduced the two integration strategies proposed as a contribution
of this thesis. Each integration strategy includes a software/hardware allocation activity, and a
schedule generation activity where a static schedule is built for partitions in one MAF. These
two activities include timing analyses to verify beforehand that the configuration choices that
were made actually correspond to valid designs so that all timing requirements of the system
are guaranteed to always be respected at runtime.
Allocation and scheduling require different modelings of tasks and partitions; as such, tasks
and partitions have two different representations respectively. This chapter presented all param-
eters and models used in this thesis, and mentioned whether they were used for the allocation
and/or the schedule generation problems.
This chapter also explained how we represent the allocation and scheduling activities as CPs
in order to automate these activities, but also gain time in the design cycle of a system, and
ease the work of system designers and integrators. Although they could be expressed in one
formulation, the allocation and schedule generation CPs are to be solved separately: the reasons
lay both in the certification requirements and the difficulty of the CP solving process. Indeed,
current certification requirements imply that the allocation and the schedule generation are not
performed by the same persons. They also imply that allocation and schedule generation are
not handled as one big activity of a system design but rather in an iterative process consisting
in discussions, budgets assessment and verifications by different actors. Moreover, the allocation
and scheduling problems are both NP-hard on their own, which means the solving time grows
exponentially with the complexity of the expressed allocation or scheduling CP. This means
that every allocation or scheduling CP expressed in this thesis may become too difficult to be
solved even separately. As such, our first attempts at defining a combined CP performing both
he allocation and the schedule generation in one CP led to very long solving times, contrary to
when we expressed them as separate CPs.
Finally, this chapter expressed the list of constraints that must be verified either in the
allocation or the schedule generation problems. Each list includes optional constraints, for
optimization purposes. The chapter then concluded with a rationale subsection about the choice
of definition of each CP formulation.
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Chapter 5
Multicore Timing Analyses
This chapter presents the metrics proposed for performing timing analysis on multicore-based
IMA systems. As mentioned before, in current IMA systems, the timing analysis is performed at
task level first, and then derived at partition level. In fact, multicore interference are analyzed
at task level in order to derive a safe WCET upper-bound for each task, before computing the
corresponding partitions CPU time budget needs per partition cycle.
The first section of this chapter presents the computational model proposed in order to
compute each task WCRT and WCET in the context of IMA software and multicore archi-
tectures. We then present in details our approach for upper-bounding multicore interference
delays suffered by tasks at runtime due to sharing access to the main memory. The chapter
then describes the proposed timing-related verification to be performed respectively during the
allocation selection and the schedule generation.
It is important to note that this chapter is focused on how each timing analysis metric is
built, without positioning them with regards to the integration strategies proposed in this thesis:
this will rather be done in extended details in chapter 6.
Eventually, it is important to note that additional verification such as memory allocation
or affinity/exclusion constraints are not explained in this chapter, which will rather be done
in chapter 6. Although some definitions of feasibility and/or schedulability analysis in the
literature may include considerations for other resources than time, the current chapter focuses
on verifications that are strictly timing-related.
Finally, unless explicitly stated, all models and equations presented in this chapter are ex-
ploited in both integration strategies. The way they are used in each of them will be explained
in chapter 6.
5.1 Tasks WCRTs and WCETs Computation
This section describes the computational model proposed in this thesis for the safe WCRT
and WCET upper-bounds computation. Two timing analyses are proposed for WCET upper-
bounding: one for the verification of feasibility of a given allocation configuration, and one for
the verification of the enforcement of timing requirements in a given schedule configuration.
Subsection 5.1.1 relates to the allocation problem, while subsection 5.1.2 relates to the schedule
generation problem.
5.1.1 Tasks WCRTs and Allocation
The response time analysis consists in computing tasks WCRT upper-bounds and performing a
feasibility analysis for a given system. To do so, the system of equations (2.3) is exploited in the
case of a preemptive environment, equation (2.4) in the case of a non-preemptive environment.
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These systems of equations suit single-core architectures, but neither multicore nor IMA
architectures. We present here an adaptation suited for IMA and multicore architectures.
This thesis covers both preemptive and non-preemptive task sets. This has an impact on the
response time equations to be used during the analysis. To ease understanding of the reader, we
explain our derivations on the response time equations of preemptive tasks, before presenting
the final equations implemented that are applicable to both preemptive and non preemptive
task.
WCRT and IMA
The classic response time equations do not represent an equivalent of the IMA partition level.
In IMA architectures, the partition level has an impact on tasks WCRT since each partition is
allocated separate CPU time intervals in a schedule that condition which tasks are allowed to
run during these intervals. In fact, a task τi can only be preempted or blocked by tasks of the
same partition,the second equation of the system (2.7) can be updated as follows:
@τi P T , wi “ C 1i `
NTÿ
j“1
pidj“pidi^
τjPhppτiq
R
wi ` Jj
Tj
V
C
1
j (5.1)
where C 1i is the duration of execution of τi in isolation depending on the core it is executing
on, and as defined in chapter 4 and hppτiq is the set of tasks having a higher priority than τi as
defined by equation (4.7).
Equations declined from equation (2.3) for task response time computation are often solved
iteratively, Ri being a fixed point solution. Another way to solve equation (2.3) is to find the
smallest integer value which satisfies equation (2.3). In our case, we implement the second res-
olution technique, by using constraint programming to define Ri as the minimum solution of
equation (2.3).
Finally, we include consideration of context switch overheads using CSW as follows:
@τi P T , wi “
´
C
1
i ` CSW
¯
`
NTÿ
j“1
pidj“pidi^
τjPhppτiq
R
wi ` Jj
Tj
V´
C
1
j ` CSW
¯
(5.2)
where CSW represents the overhead corresponding to context switching from the task that just
finished its execution to the next task to be scheduled, τi.
WCRT and multicore
The classic response time analysis considers that the entire task set is to be scheduled on the
same core of a single-core hardware platform. An easy transposition to multicore environments
that can be found in the literature is to consider each core as a separate computing resource. The
system can be divided into as many sub-systems as there are cores, one subsystem corresponding
to a core and the partitions (resp. tasks) that are allocated onto that core. For each subsystem,
the system of equations (2.7) is then expressed while considering only tasks belonging to it, and
C
1
i corresponds to the task duration in isolation depending on the core τi (resp. its partition) is
allocated to, but also depending on the integration strategy.
In the one-to-one integration strategy, the core allocation is done using the partition-to-core
allocation matrix a. As such for each task τi, C
1
i can be computed thanks to the following
relation:
@τi P T , C 1i “
NPÿ
j“1
PARTji ˆ
˜
NCÿ
p“1
apj ˆ Cpi
¸
(5.3)
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In the one-to-all integration strategy, the core allocation is done using the task-to-core al-
location matrix na. As such for each task τi, C
1
i can be computed thanks to the following
relation:
@τi P T , C 1i “
NCÿ
p“1
napi ˆ Cpi (5.4)
Ignoring additional delays appearing in practice in multicore environments limits the accu-
racy of any feasibility analysis, as the computed WCRT and WCET bounds then do not actually
correspond to safe bounds. In this thesis, we propose an approach to safely bound such addi-
tional interference delays. According to our assumptions and configuration choices (see chapter
4), multicore interference is represented by concurrent accesses to the interconnect leading to
the main memory through its memory controllers.
The interconnect and main memory being used simultaneously by all active cores at run-
time, additional delays do appear, and should therefore be safely taken into account in the
computation of the WCRTs. While runtime overheads such as CSW are hardware dependent
and often modeled as additional constants added to a task execution duration in isolation as
done in equation (5.2), interference delays are usually not constant over time and depend on the
runtime activity of the other cores of the processor.
In the literature, interference due to shared resources is usually accounted for in the response
time bounds by adding a sum of interference delays caused by accessing each shared resource
separately. For instance, in the preemptive case, the updated system of equations (5.2) is the
following one:
@τi P T ,
$’’’&’’’%
Ri “ Ji ` wi
wi “
´
C
1
i ` CSW
¯
`
NTř
j“1
pidj“pidi^
τjPhppτiq
Q
wi`Jj
Tj
U ´
C
1
j ` CSW
¯
`
#Resourcesř
k“1
Ii,kpwiq (5.5)
where #Resources represents the number of shared hardware resources of the multicore con-
sidered, and Ikpwiq is a maximum upper-bound of the waiting delay caused by the kth resource.
As stated earlier, this thesis focuses on interference due to sharing some memory space or sim-
ply sharing access to the main memory. As such, two upper-bounds of interference delays are
produced for each task τi:
• The interference due to sharing (the path to) the main memory dRAM pwi, Hpi q depending
on the task τi considered and the core p on which τi is executing,
• The interference due to sharing access to the interconnect linking the cores to the main
memory dINT pwi, Hpi q depending on the same parameters.
The corresponding system of equation computing an upper-bound of tasks WCRTs in mul-
ticore environments is the following:
@τi P T ,
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
Ri “ Ji ` wi
wi “
´
C
1
i ` CSW
¯
`
NTř
j“1
pidj“pidi^
τjPhppτiq
Q
wi`Jj
Tj
U ´
C
1
j ` CSW
¯
`dRAM pwi, Hpi q ` dINT pwi, Hpi q
(5.6)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is executed. Detailed explanations on the imple-
mented computational models to bound additional interference delays are given later in subsec-
tion 5.2 of this chapter.
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Final Tasks WCRTs and WCETs
In this thesis, both preemptive and non-preemptive partitions are taken into account, which im-
pacts the equations exploited to compute the WCRTs. By exploiting isPreemptivem booleans
determining whether a partition pim is preemptive at task level or not, we propose the follow-
ing system of equations to cover both preemptive and non-preemptive cases when computing
WCRTs:
@pim P P,@τi P T | pidi “ m,$’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
Ri “ Ji ` wi
wi “
´
C
1
i ` CSW
¯
`
NTř
j“1
pidj“pidi
τjPhppτiq
Q
wi`Jj
Tj
U ´
C
1
j ` CSW
¯
`p1´ isPreemptivemq ˆ
¨˚
˚˝˚˚
max
τjPT ztτiu
pidj“pidi
τjRhppτiq
´
C
1
j ` CSW
¯‹˛‹‹‹‚
`dRAM pwi, Hpi q ` dINT pwi, Hpi q
(5.7)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is executed, C
1
i is computed according to equa-
tion (5.3) in the one-to-one integration strategy, (5.4) in the one-to-all integration strategy;
dRAM pwi, Hpi q and dINT pwi, Hpi q respectively are upper-bounds on the worst-case interference
delay τi can suffer due to sharing access to the main memory and interconnect and are con-
structed as will be explained in subsection 5.2.
At this stage, the computed bounds on tasks WCRT Ri and WCET wi suit IMA architec-
tures, multicore platforms, and include safe bounds on inter-core interference.
5.1.2 Task Instances WCETs and Schedule Generation
Subsection 5.1.1 is about deriving WCRT upper-bounds for the allocation feasibility analysis.
In this thesis, we also propose an approach to perform timing analysis during the schedule
generation phase of a system design.
In IMA systems, the task-level scheduling problem is constrained by the partition level: the
latter define valid time intervals within the boundaries of which their respective tasks are allowed
to be executed on the corresponding processing resource.
The analysis proposed in this thesis for the scheduling problem covers situations where tasks
of a partition can be either all preemptive or all non-preemptive. The task-level WCET and
schedulability analysis are performed differently depending on whether tasks are preemptive or
not.
If they are not preemptive, the schedule generation problem covers the computation of a static
task-level schedule to be enforced at runtime. In this case, the schedulability analysis covers
the verification of the enforcement of all timing requirements at task level in the computed task
schedule, but also the partition-level schedule enforcement by the task-level schedules inside
each partition respectively.
If the tasks of a partition are preemptive, the schedule generation problem rather focuses
on performing a feasibility analysis for a given partition-level schedule, i.e. verifying that there
would always exist some feasible task-level schedule for a given partition-level schedule imposed
at task level.
The following paragraphs present how tasks WCETs are computed in the partition-level
schedule generation phases. The approach depends on whether the considered tasks are pre-
emptive or not.
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Non-Preemptive Tasks
From the tasks point of view, the main difference between the allocation problem and the
schedule generation problem is that the allocation verification focuses on the maximum WCRT
each task could have at runtime in the worst-case situation, while the schedule verification
verifies that, for a given schedule, each task instance is able to meet its deadline and dependence
constraints. As such, in the allocation verification in the non-preemptive case, Ri is computed
as if τi was scheduled after all higher priority tasks. The resulting WCET wi then contains the
corresponding delay τi spends waiting to start its execution, as expressed in the second equation
of the system (5.7).
When performing the schedulability analysis, a schedule already exists, therefore it makes
no sense anymore to include a delay corresponding to tasks other than τi being executed in the
computation of its WCET wi. The following equation can then be used instead of the second
equation of the system (5.7):
@τi P T , wi “
´
C
1
i ` CSW
¯
` dRAM pwki , Hpi q ` dINT pwki , Hpi q (5.8)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is executed.
Equation (5.8) computes only one WCET to be used per task as a unique WCET upper-
bound for all instances of τi in one MAF. In contrast, computing one WCET upper-bound per
instance may enable to tighten the WCET bounds for some instances, for example if they are
not scheduled in parallel with any other task on the entire multicore platform.
As will be explained in chapter 6, the proposed CPs for schedule generation are able to tighten
each WCET depending on the task instance considered. To benefit from such bound tightening
abilities, the task model for the scheduling problem – as illustrated in figure 4.4 and presented
in chapter 4 – proposed in this thesis defines one WCET upper-bound per task instance, each
task therefore having a vector of WCET upper-bounds pw1i , .. wnbActivii q. Equation (5.8) can
therefore be updated to compute the WCET of each task instance τki , denoted wki , as follows:
@τi P T ,@k P r1;nbActivis,$’&’%
tOki P rpOk˜pidi ; pOk˜pidi ` Ek˜i s where k˜ P r1;nFramespidis | pk ´ 1qTi “ pk˜ ´ 1qPpidi ,
wki “
´
C
1
i ` CSW
¯
` dRAM pwki , Hpi q ` dINT pwki , Hpi q
(5.9)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is executed and k˜ P r1;nFramespidis is the index of
the frame of the partition cycle of τi corresponding to the execution of the kth instance of τi.
Preemptive Tasks
If tasks are preemptive, a static schedule for tasks cannot be enforced at runtime since it is not
possible to determine in advance when a task is going to be preempted at runtime. However,
one can perform a feasibility analysis by considering each task instance occurring in a MAF as
a separate task, executing only once per MAF, and which jitter upon first activation is equal to
or greater than the start of the partition window in which the instance is scheduled.
For instance, let τki be the task representing the kth instance of τi. Then τki can be considered
as a separate task having the following parameters:
• τki is scheduled only once per MAF and has a period value of a MAF.
• The jitter upon first activation of τki is greater than or equal to pOk˜pidi , where k˜ P
r1;nFramespidis is the index of the window in which τki is scheduled, computed using
the relation (5.43). For simplicity, the parameter tOki , corresponding to the task instance
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activation date in a non-preemptive setup, is considered to represent the jitter upon first
activation of τki in the case when τi is defined as preemptive.
• The priority of τki is equal to the priority of τi.
• The deadline of τki is equal to k ˆDi.
• The WCRT of τki is Rki .
• The WCET of τki is wki .
In such a model, the WCRT computed for each instance τki must include a term taking into
account the worst-case possible blocking delay suffered by this instance due to preemption by
higher priority instances τmj scheduled in the same frame as τki :
NTÿ
j“1
τjPhppτiq^
pidj“pidi
nbActivjÿ
m“1
pm´1qTj“pk´1qTi
S
wki ` Jmj
Tj
W´
C
1
j ` CSW
¯
(5.10)
The resulting analysis then consists in checking whether each instance WCRT respectively
remains smaller than the corresponding instance deadline.
To sum up, if a partition tasks are preemptive, the computed schedule does not actually
correspond to a schedule, and neither will it be enforced at runtime on the designed system.
Each task instance activation date tOki computed by a schedule generation CP then actually
corresponds to the jitter upon activation of the kth instance of τi, and wki corresponds to the
WCET of the kth instance of τi as if it were a task executed only once per MAF and which jitter
upon first activation is tOki .
Such equivalence enables us to reuse the response time analysis equations for preemptive
task sets that has been presented in the system (5.7) for the computation of WCRT and WCET
upper-bounds. The resulting timing analysis evaluates partition schedules for partitions with
preemptive tasks, i.e. checks whether a feasible task-level schedule could be found within the
boundaries of a given partition-level schedule. The resulting equation to compute each task
instance WCET is the following:
@τi P T ,@k P r1;nbActivis,$’’’’’&’’’’’%
tOki P rpOk˜pidi ; pOk˜pidi ` Ek˜i s where k˜ P r1;nFramespidis | pk ´ 1qTi “ pk˜ ´ 1qPpidi ,
wki “
´
C
1
i ` CSW
¯
`
NTř
j“1
τjPhppτiq^
pidj“pidi
Q
wi`Jj
Tj
U ´
C
1
j ` CSW
¯
` dRAM pwki , Hpi q ` dINT pwki , Hpi q
(5.11)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is executed and k˜ is the index of the frame of the
partition cycle of τi corresponding to the execution of the kth instance of τi.
Final Task Instances WCETs in the Schedule Generation Problem
The system (5.9) is exploited to compute WCETs upper-bounds for non-preemptive task in-
stances, while the system (5.11) is exploited for preemptive tasks. The two systems can be com-
bined into one unique system covering both situations thanks to the parameters isPreemptivepidi
enabling to know whether a task τi is preemptive or not. The resulting system of equations is
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the following:
@τi P T ,@k P r1;nbActivis,$’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’%
tOki P rpOk˜pidi ; pOk˜pidi ` Ek˜i s where k˜ P r1;nFramespidis | pk ´ 1qTi “ pk˜ ´ 1qPpidi ,
wki “
´
C
1
i ` CSW
¯
` dRAM pwki , Hpi q ` dINT pwki , Hpi q
`isPreemptivepidi ˆ
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ NTř
j“1
τjPhppτiq^
pidj“pidi
nbActivjř
m“1
pm´1qTj“pk´1qTi
R
wki `Jmj
Tj
V´
C
1
j ` CSW
¯‹˛‹‹‹‚
(5.12)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is executed and k˜ P r1;nFramespidis is the index of
the frame of the partition cycle of τi corresponding to the execution of the kth instance of τi.
where p is the index of the core on which τi is executed, C
1
i is computed according to equa-
tion (5.3) in the one-to-one integration strategy, (5.4) in the one-to-all integration strategy;
dRAM pwi, Hpi q and dINT pwi, Hpi q respectively are upper-bounds on the worst-case interference
delay τi can suffer due to sharing access to the main memory and interconnect and are con-
structed as will be explained in subsection 5.2.
At this stage, the computed bounds on tasks WCRT Ri and WCET wi suit IMA architec-
tures, multicore platforms, and include safe bounds on inter-core interference.
5.2 Multicore Interference Computation
In this section, we present the model we propose to compute safe upper-bounds of inter-core
interference. We use a bottom-up approach in order to first bound interference at core level,
then derive the corresponding interference delays at task level. The corresponding implications
at partition level will be extracted from the task level when computing each partition CPU time
budget per frame Eki , as will be explained later.
As mentioned in chapter 4, caches are private to each core, which implies the absence of inter-
core cache interference. The multicore interference addressed in this thesis targets interference
due to sharing the path from cores to the interconnect, and interference due to sharing the
path from the interconnect to the main memory space through its memory controllers. To
ease explanations, the former is referred to as interconnect interference, and the latter
as memory interference. In order to compute interconnect and memory interference upper-
bounds for each task, we define one function per interference type, denoted in previous equations
as dRAM and dINT respectively. They are based on the hardware platform model and take as
input the tasks characteristics in order to produce a safe upper-bound of the corresponding
worst-case interference delays. In the current section, we present how we built functions dRAM
and dINT . These two functions are currently under evaluation, which necessitates a software
case study leading to a feasible schedule in which parallel executions of interfering tasks are
occurring, in order to be able to compare the measured maximum interference delays suffered
by tasks and the corresponding interference upper-bounds computed by functions dRAM and
dINT .
Main Memory Interference Function, dRAM
When accessing the main memory, a task may suffer additional waiting delays at runtime due
to sharing the multicore resources with other tasks executed concurrently on other cores. The
corresponding delay depends on the task WCET wi and the maximum number of accesses to
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(a) Multicore Architecture Covered by the Work in
this Thesis
(b) Multicore Architectures Covered by the Ap-
proach in [84]
Figure 5.1: Multicore Architectures
the main memory it can generate during one execution. The main memory access latency is not
constant over time and depends on other cores activities: indeed, tasks which execution time
slot overlaps in time at least partially with τi’s but on a different core may simultaneously emit
requests to the main memory during the execution of τi.
We present here the mathematical model we propose for computing static upper-bounds of
memory interference delays. The contributions described in this subsection have been presented
in [118]; a first version, without path modeling and less tightened bounds, was first presented in
[116].
Definitions and foreword
Whenever a task on a core wants to access a peripheral device of the hardware platform, it is
translated into the corresponding core sending a request through the bus interconnecting cores
to the peripheral devices. The bus is in charge of redirecting the request to the corresponding
device. As such, when a task wnats to fetch some data from the main memory, the correspond-
ing core emits a request through the bus, and the bus redirects the request to the main memory.
Then entry point to the main memory is the memory controller. When more than one mem-
ory controller is available, the bus redirects the request to the memory controller handling the
memory area targetet by the request.
In this subsection, we explain how dRAM is computed. We used the model in [84] as a
basis to our memory model. The approach in [84] relies on the knowledge of tasks to cores
allocation, and the maximum number of requests to the main memory per task, to derive
an upper-bound on the worst-case inter-core interference due to sharing access to the main
memory. While very interesting, the work in [84] could not be reused as is in the context of this
thesis. Indeed, as illustrated in figure 5.1b, the approach in [84] is focused on interference in
multicore architectures having only one memory controller. As a consequence, the approach in
[84] considers all memory requests of all cores to be redirected to the same memory controller,
even though the real multicore processor has more than one memory controller, like the one
illustrated in figure 5.1a for instance. This adds pessimism to the interference bounds computed
for architectures where more than one memory controller is actually present. Indeed, two cores
emitting a request to two different memory controllers do not create memory interference to
each other. However, when using the work in [84], all simultaneous requests will be considered
as interfering, even though in realty it is not the case because some requests are not redirected
towards the same memory controller. Such false interference add unnecessary pessimism to
the computed worst-case interference delay upper-bound. In contrast, the work in this thesis
considers that more than one memory controller may exist. As such, only the requests redirected
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towards the same memory controller are considered as interfering.
Another characteristic made the approach in [84] not directly applicable to the context of
this thesis: in fact, it is not directly applicable to IMA environments. Indeed, according to the
IMA architecture, two tasks executing on the same core and belonging to two different par-
titions will never be able to preempt each other. These two tasks will then never be able to
cause memory interference to each other as well. This situation is not covered in the approach
presented in [84], where any task of higher priority than a given task is deemed perfectly able
to preempt it at runtime. As such, the corresponding, worst-case interference delay due to the
preempting task accessing the main memory during the preemption will be accounted for in the
computed WRCT upper-bounds, including for preempting tasks actually not able to perform
any preemption because it belongs to a different partition.
To sum up, while the work presented in [84] is very interesting, it relies on a system model that
is inaccurate in the context of this thesis. It does not include IMA architecture or multi-memory
path considerations, which therefore leads to WCRT upper-bounds that are overly pessimistic.
To avoid introducing such unnecessary pessimism, we propose to modify some of the model’s
equations in order to extend the approach to IMA systems and multicore architectures featuring
more than one memory controller.
The next subsection presents in details the approach for computing dRAM , based on modyfing
the equations first presented in [84]. The approach in [84] proposed two computation methods
for dRAM and chooses the minimum value of the two produced bounds for each task. In this
thesis, we proceed similarly by deriving each method and then combining them to produce inter-
task memory interference bounds. The maximum bounds produced thanks to the two methods
will be referred to as dRAMmethod1 and dRAMmethod2 respectively.
Method 1: Request Driven Approach
The first approach computes an upper-bound on the maximum delay a request on one core can
suffer. To do so, two types of interference are considered: inter- and intra-bank interference.
Inter-bank interference For a request req issued by core p, the worst case situation happens
when: (i) every other core issued a request just before req; (ii) none of these requests targets
the same memory bank as req; (iii) the management of each of these requests takes the longest
latency possible, lmax – which happens when neither the row to access, nor the type of request
are the same as for the previously issued request. The computation of lmax has first been
expressed in [84]. Although to the approach in [84] is not applicable to the systems considered
in this thesis, the definition of lmax given in [84] remains valid in our context of study since it
is independent of the software architecture and solely hardware-dependent: its definition relies
only on standard DRAM parameters that can be found in the memory’s datasheet (see [84] or
appendix 9.1 for a detailed description). As such, it is not a contribution of this thesis. For a
detailed explanation on the computation of lmax, interested readers are invited either to read
[84] or have a look at appendix 9.1.
In the one-to-one integration strategy, the inter-bank interference delay for a request issued
by core p is computed as follows:
@p P r1;NCs, RDinterp “
ÿ
@q,q‰p^
sharedpq“∅
lmax (5.13)
where sharedpq is, as defined in [84], the set of memory banks shared by cores p and q. In
this thesis, the sharedpq parameters are represented through a boolean matrix shared instead
of sets. This does not limit the usage of shared since all equations depending on shared in [84]
rely on detecting whether the sets are empty or not, without focusing on their actual content.
As a conclusion, the sets sharedpq exploited in [84] have been substituted by the corresponding
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matrix element sharedpq in this thesis. Finally, the formal definition of shared depends on the
integration strategy considered.
In the one-to-one integration strategy, the definition of shared is the following one:
sharedpq “
"
1 if p ‰ q and cores p and q share access to some memory area,
0 otherwise. (5.14)
The values of the elements of shared are deduced from matrices a and ipc. In particular,
sharedpq is empty only if no partition on core q is sharing any memory area with any partition
on core p. This translates into the terms api and aqj being equal to one for all partition pii
belonging to p and all partition pij belonging to q, and the term api ˆ aqj ˆ pipcij ` ipcjiq being
equal to zero for all such couple of partitions. As a consequence, the emptiness of sharedpq can
be assessed in our model as follows:
@pp, qq P r1;NCs2 | p ‰ q,
sharedpq
$’&’% “ ∅ if
˜
Npř
i“1
Npř
j“1
api ˆ aqj ˆ pipcij ` ipcjiq “ 0
¸
,
‰ ∅ otherwise.
(5.15)
In the one-to-all integration strategy, by construction of the task-to-core allocation, the
matrix shared to be defined must enable to identify the couples of cores sharing some memory
area, but for each partition. As such, in equation (5.13) each sharedpq set is replaced by
sharedpqj , where the new variable j represents the partition to which τi belongs to. Analogously
to the one-to-one integration strategy, sharedpqj can be deduced from matrices na and msg. In
particular, sharedpqj is empty only if no task of pij allocated to core q is sharing some memory
area with any other task of pij located on core p. This can be expressed as follows:
@pij P P,@pp, qq P r1;NCs2 | p ‰ q,
sharedpqj
$’’&’’%
“ ∅ if
NTř
m“1
NTř
n“1
PARTjm ˆ napm ˆ PARTjn ˆ naqn
ˆpmsgmn `msgnmq “ 0,
‰ ∅ otherwise.
(5.16)
If equation (5.16) is injected in equation (5.13), one may notice that there now exists one
inter-bank interference delay RDinterp per partition, and equation (5.13) is therefore inaccurate.
As such, in the one-to-all integration strategy, we denote RDinterp,j as the inter-bank interference
delay suffered by core p when issuing one request to the main memory in the context of partition
pij . Equation (5.13) can then be replaced by the following equation:
@pij P P,@p P r1;NCs, RDinterp,j “
ÿ
@q,q‰p
sharedpqj“∅
lmax (5.17)
Equations (5.13) and (5.17) take into account cores q which share some memory area with
core p, according to the hardware model implemented in [84]. However, the memory model in
[84] contains only one memory path, contrary to our hardware model which is able to represent
– and take into account when computing interference delays – all memory paths available on a
multicore platform. As such, in the example illustrated in figure 4.12, the approach in [84] would
consider all tasks to be interfering with each other, and therefore compute an overly pessimistic
WCET upper-bound due to the production of a significant memory interference upper-bound,
which should in fact be equal to zero. This is valid for both the one-to-all and the one-to-one
integration strategies.
As such, equations (5.13) and (5.17) must be updated since the sharedpq sets do not dif-
ferentiate cores that are sharing the same memory paths from cores that do not. It is also
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important to understand that such a differentiation is not to be performed using the physical
core-to-memory paths c2mc, but rather using the result of the partition-to-core and -memory
allocation, which leads to the identification of the paths that are actually used by the cores at
runtime. Indeed, a core may be able physically to use all paths to the memory while it is using
only one of them at runtime.
If two cores embed partitions sharing some memory space, then these two cores must share
the same path to the main memory in order for both partitions to be able to access the corre-
sponding shared space. But if two cores do not share any memory space, then two situations
are possible: either the two cores share some path to the memory, or they do not. If they do
not share some memory path, then they will never interfere at runtime since they do not use
the same paths, and as a consequence, such cores should not be taken into consideration when
computing the memory interference of each other’s tasks.
This is not done in the approach of Kim et al. [84]. In contrast, to do so in this thesis, we
update equations (5.13) and (5.17) to take into account only cores sharing the same paths to
the main memory by exploiting the boolean matrix isSharingMC. This matrix is built using
the partitions (resp. tasks) allocation to identify the paths actually used by each core and then
identify which couples of cores share the same memory paths at runtime. For the one-to-one
integration strategy, equation (5.13) is updated as follows:
@pij P P,@p P r1;NCs, RDinterp,j “
ÿ
@q,q‰p
sharedpq“∅
isSharingMCpq ˆ lmax (5.18)
whereas for the one-to-all integration strategy, equation (5.17) is updated as follows:
@pij P P,@p P r1;NCs, RDinterp,j “
ÿ
@q,q‰p
sharedpqj“∅
isSharingMCjpq ˆ lmax (5.19)
Eventually, it is important to note that such usage of isSharingMC to exclude cores that
do not share the same memory path from the memory interference computation of another core
is required in the rest of this thesis every time the sharedpq sets intervene in some equations.
Intra-bank interference When requests to the same bank as req are issued, the longest
interference delay suffered by a memory access request req to be serviced happens when: (i)
every other core q that shares access to the same bank as core p emitted a request that is serviced
by the memory controller before req; (ii) all these requests target a different row; (iii) a memory
refresh – or requests reordering – is happening. If L is the delay to open a row before accessing
a column, then the worst-case delay per such request is L`RDinterq . As for lmax, the definition
of L expressed by Kim et al. in [84] remains valid in our context of study since it is independent
of the software architecture model and solely hardware-dependent: its definition relies only on
standard DRAM parameters that can be found in the memory’s datasheet (see [84] or appendix
9.1 for a detailed description). As such, it is not a contribution of this thesis. For a detailed
explanation on the computation of L, interested readers are invited either to read [84] or have
a look at appendix 9.1.
In the one-to-one integration strategy, the intra-bank interference delay suffered by req issued
by a core p is thus:
@p P r1;NCs, RDintrap “ reorderppq `
ÿ
@q,q‰p
sharedpq‰∅
pL`RDinterq q (5.20)
Reorderppq computes an upper-bound of the maximum delay suffered by a memory request
req due to the reordering effect. For the same reasons as for lmax and L, the computation of
reorderppq has first been expressed in [84] and the given definition remains valid in our context
of study. It is therefore not a contribution of this thesis; as such, for a detailed explanation
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of reorderppq’s definition, interested readers are invited either to read [84] or have a look at
appendix 9.1.
The definition of RDintrap must take into account the hardware model refinement proposed
as a contribution of this thesis. Indeed, the definition proposed in [84] must be modified in
order to take into account cores q that share some memory path with core p. In the one-to-one
integration strategy, the corresponding equation is the following:
@p P r1;NCs,
RDintrap “ reorderppq `
ř
@q,q‰p
sharedpq‰∅
isSharingMCpq ˆ pL`RDinterq q (5.21)
For the one-to-all integration strategy, the corresponding equation is the following:
@pij P P,@p P r1;NCs,
RDintrap,j “ reorderppq `
ř
@q,q‰p
sharedpqj‰∅
isSharingMCpq ˆ pL`RDinterq q (5.22)
Finally, the total maximum interference delay RDp that a request originating from core p
can experience is computed as follows in the one-to-one integration strategy:
@p P r1;NCs, RDp “ RDinterp `RDintrap (5.23)
In the one-to-all integration strategy, the maximum delay suffered by a request emitted by core
p actually depends on the partition executed during the emission of the request:
@pij ,@pij P P,@p P r1;NCs, RDp,j “ RDinterp,j `RDintrap,j (5.24)
Each task τi of core p having Hpi requests to issue, the total maximum interference delay
directly caused by issuing these requests is bounded by the number of requests Hpi multiplied
by the maximum delay of one request: RDp in the one-to-one integration strategy, RDp,pidi in
the one-to-all integration strategy. In addition, the cost of memory requests of tasks with higher
priorities than τi has also to be accounted for: either the corresponding partition is preemptive
at task-level, in which case the requests of all tasks with higher priorities than τi extend the
delay during which τi is preempted and waits to resume its execution; or the task-level is non-
preemptive, in which case the additional delay corresponds to the requests emitted by higher
priority tasks blocking τi’s execution.
In the end, in the one-to-one integration strategy, a maximum bound on the memory in-
terference delay a task τi P T allocated to core p P r1;NCs can experience is computed as
follows:
drammethod1pwi, Hpi q “ Hpi ˆRDp
`
NPř
m“1
PARTmi ˆ
¨˚
˚˝˚˚
isPreemptivem ˆ
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ NTř
j“1
τjPhppτiq^
pidj“pidi
Q
wi`Jj
Tj
U
Hpj ˆRDp
‹˛‹‹‹‚
‹˛‹‹‹‚
`
NPř
m“1
PARTmi ˆ
¨˚
˚˝˚˚p1´ isPreemptivemq ˆ NTř
j“1
τjPhppτiq^
pidj“pidi
Hpj ˆRDp
‹˛‹‹‹‚
(5.25)
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where p is the index of the core on which τi is scheduled. In the one-to-all integration strategy,
the corresponding equation is the following:
dRAMmethod1 pwi, Hpi q “
NPř
m“1
PARTmi ˆ pHpi ˆRDp,mq
`
NPř
m“1
PARTmi ˆ
¨˚
˚˝isPreemptivem ˆ
¨˚
˚˝ ř
@j,τjPhppτiq
pidj“pidi
Q
wi`Jj
Tj
U
Hpj ˆRDp,m
‹˛‹‚‹˛‹‚
`
NPř
m“1
PARTmi ˆ
¨˚
˚˝p1´ isPreemptivemq ˆ ř
@j,τjPhppτiq
pidj“pidi
Hpj ˆRDp,m
‹˛‹‚
(5.26)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is scheduled.
Method 2: Job Driven Approach
The second method of computation of dramipq focuses on how many interfering memory requests
per core are generated during the execution of τi; the time interval to consider is thus wi. It
may be interesting to note that the authors of [84] used Ri in their approach, since their model
did not represent jitters upon activation, contrary to the work in this thesis.
The maximum number of requests Appwiq generated by a core p during a time interval of
length wi is computed as follows:
@τi P T ,@p P r1;NCs, Appwi, Hiq “
NTÿ
j“1
R
wi ` Jj
Tj
V
Hpj (5.27)
Equation (5.27) is valid for both integration strategies. It is important to note that p is not
necessarily the index of the core on which τi is located yet.
Inter-bank interference The inter-bank interference a task τi located on a core p can suffer
during its execution can be computed by multiplying the maximum number of generated requests
by the maximum delay possible to serve a request to the same bank as req. For the one-to-one
integration strategy for example, the corresponding interference delay is computed as follows:
@τi P T , JDinterp pwi, Hpi q “
NCÿ
q“1
q‰p^
sharedpq“∅
Aqpwi, Hpi q ˆ lmax (5.28)
where, this time, p is the index of the core where τi is located.
Thanks to our models, equation (5.28) can be further refined to include knowledge on the
memory path sharing by the cores, and thus reduce the pessimism of the final WCRT bound.
In fact, the activity on core q only interfere during τi’s execution if there exists a partition (in
the one-to-one integration strategy) or task of the same partition (in the one-to-all integration
strategy) allocated to core q which shares some memory path with τi. Otherwise, core q must be
ignored when computing τi’s memory interference delay. Therefore equation (5.28) is modified
as follows in the one-to-one integration strategy:
@τi P T , JDinterp pwi, Hpi q “
NCÿ
q“1
q‰p^
sharedpq“∅
isSharingMCpq ˆAqpwi, Hpi q ˆ lmax (5.29)
where p is the index of the core onto which τi is allocated.
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In an analogous way for the one-to-all integration strategy, intra-bank interference suffered
by a request req can be computed using the following equation:
@τi P T ,
JDinterp pwi, Hpi q “
NCř
q“1
q‰p^
sharedpqi“∅
isSharingMCp q pidi ˆAqpwi, Hpi q ˆ lmax (5.30)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is scheduled.
Intra-bank Interference The maximum intra-bank interference τi P T can suffer during
its execution when allocated to core p P r1;NCs can be computed as follows in the one-to-one
integration strategy:
JDintrap pwi, Hpi q “
NCÿ
q“1
q‰p^
sharedpq‰∅
Aqpwi, Hpi q ˆ L` JDinterq pwi, Hpi q (5.31)
In the one-to-one strategy, similarly to JDinterp ’s refinement, JDintrap can be further tightened
by considering only cores containing partitions sharing some memory path with τi:
JDintrap pwi, Hpi q “
NCř
q“1
q‰p^
sharedpq‰∅
isSharingMCpq ˆAqpwi, Hpi q ˆ L` JDinterq pwi, Hpi q (5.32)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is scheduled.
In a similar way, in the one-to-all integration strategy, the intra-bank interference of a request
generated by a task τi belonging to a partition pij is derived as follows:
@pij P P | pidi “ j,
JDintrap,j pwi, Hpi q “
NCř
q“1
q‰p^
sharedpqj‰∅
isSharingMCjpq ˆAqpwi, Hpi q ˆ L` JDinterq,j pwi, Hpi q (5.33)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is scheduled.
Finally, if τi is located on core p, then a maximum bound of τi’s memory interference is given
by equation (5.34) in the one-to-one integration strategy.
@τi P T , dRAMmethod2 pwi, Hpi q “ JDinterp pwi, Hpi q ` JDintrap pwi, Hpi q (5.34)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is executed. In the one-to-all integration strategy
however, the following equation is used instead:
@τi P T ,
dRAMmethod2 pwi, Hpi q “
NPř
m“1
PARTmi ˆ
`
JDinterp,m pwi, Hpi q ` JDintrap,m pwi, Hpi q
˘ (5.35)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is scheduled.
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Final Memory Access Delay Function
Methods 1 and 2 being about the computation of maximum bounds, drami is set to the less
pessimistic of the two:
@τi P T , dRAM pwi, Hpi q “ minpdRAMmethod1 pwi, Hpi q, dRAMmethod2 pwi, Hpi qq (5.36)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is executed. During the WCRT analysis, p is
computed using either matrix a in the one-to-one integration strategy, or na in the one-to-all
integration strategy.
In the one-to-all integration strategy, equation (5.36) is replaced by the following one:
@τi P T , dRAM pwi, Hpi q “
NCř
p“1
napi ˆ
´
minpdRAMmethod1 pwi, Hpi q, dRAMmethod2 pwi, Hpi qq
¯ (5.37)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is executed.
In the one-to-one integration strategy, equation (5.36) is updated as follows:
@τi P T , dRAM pwi, Hpi q “
NPř
m“1
PARTmi ˆ
NCř
p“1
apm ˆ
´
minpdRAMmethod1 pwi, Hpi q, dRAMmethod2 pwi, Hpi qq
¯ (5.38)
where p is the index of the core on which τi is executed.
Eventually, the so defined dRAM pq function can be exploited with tasks respective WCETs
wi during the allocation feasibility analysis, or with task instances respective WCETs wki during
the schedulability analysis.
Interconnect Interference Function, dINT
The worst-case interference a task τi can suffer due to accessing the interconnect linking the
cores to the main memory is upper-bounded via the usage of dINT pq.
Crucial information to be able to accurately represent the interconnect through a function
dINT is often undisclosed by processors manufacturers because of IP protection. In order to
cope with such an issue, we represent the interconnect using a simplified crossbar model in order
to still be able to derive an upper-bound on interconnect interferences. In such a model, one
request to the main memory can suffer interconnect interference caused only by requests that
target the same memory controller. As such, for a given task τi allocated to a given core p,
other tasks on other cores q contribute to τi’s interconnect interference only if the task running
on core q requests access to the same memory controller.
Such situation can be identified clearly thanks to matrix overlapping during the schedule
generation problem, but not during the allocation. As such, the computation of dINT differs
slightly depending on which activity – allocation or schedule generation – is considered. It also
depends on the integration strategy implemented.
Allocation. In the allocation problem, an upper-bound on tasks interconnect interference is
computed using the number of cores that share access to the same memory path. For a given
task, the worst-case situation is consider to be the one where all other cores sharing access to
the same memory controller to have issued a request to that controller, and the corresponding
request to be serviced before any request emitted by that task to the memory controller.
In the one-to-one integration strategy, the corresponding delay is computed as follows:
@τi P T , dINT pwiq “
NCÿ
p“1
ap,pidi ˆ
¨˚
˝lbus ˆ NCÿ
q“1
q‰p
isSharingMCpq
‹˛‚ (5.39)
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In the one-to-all integration strategy, the equation is similar but based on na:
@τi P T , dINT pwiq “
NCÿ
p“1
napi ˆ
¨˚
˝lbus ˆ NCÿ
q“1
q‰p
isSharingMCp,q,pidi
‹˛‚ (5.40)
Scheduling. In the schedule generation problem, the interconnect interference is computed
for a given schedule, where task instances execution intervals are known. As such, it is possible
to take such knowledge into account in order to isolate cores where potential interference can
actually occur during the execution of a given task instance τki when computing its interference
delay due to sharing the interconnect.
In our model, it is possible to do so using matrix overlapping defined in equation (4.33) (see
chapter 4). The corresponding interconnect interference delay for the schedulability analysis
corresponds to a refinement of the interference delay computed during the allocation phase:
thanks to matrix overlapping, only cores sharing access to the same memory paths which schedule
at least one task instance, also allocated to the corresponding controller, in parallel of τi.
In the one-to-one integration strategy, the interconnect interference delay for the schedula-
bility analysis is computed as follows for each task τi:
@τi P T , dINT pwiq “
NCř
p“1
ap,pidi ˆ lbus ˆ
NCř
q“1
q‰p
¨˚
˝NTř
j“1
j‰i
aqj ˆ
nbActivjř
l“1
overlappingi,j,k,l ˆ isSharingMCpq‹˛‚ (5.41)
In the one-to-all integration strategy, the corresponding equation is the following:
@τi P T , dINT pwiq “
NCř
p“1
napi ˆ lbus
ˆ
NCř
q“1
q‰p
¨˚
˚˝˚ NTř
j“1
j‰i
pidj“pidi
naqj ˆ
nbActivjř
l“1
overlappingi,j,k,l ˆ isSharingMCp,q,pidi
‹˛‹‹‚
(5.42)
Eventually, the so defined dINT pq functions in the one-to-one and one-to-all integration
strategies can be exploited with tasks respective WCETs wi during the allocation feasibility
analysis, or with task instances respective WCETs wki during the schedulability analysis.
5.3 Partitions CPU Time Budgets Computation
This section presents how IMA partitions CPU time budgets are computed in this thesis. As
mentioned in chapter 4, each partition cycle can be divided into nFramesi frames, the kth frame
requiring a CPU time budget of Eki for its tasks execution.
As such, for each partition pii and frame k P r1;nFramesis, the value of Eki must correspond
to enough CPU time for all tasks of pii scheduled in the kth frame to start and complete their
respective executions within the boundaries of the kth window of pii. Eki being the duration of
that window, it must take into account the worst-case multicore interference delays that the
tasks of pii scheduled in the kth window may suffer.
On the other hand, a task τj belonging to pii is scheduled in the kth frame if the following
relation is verified:
pk ´ 1q ” 0 mod
ˆ
nFramesi
nbActivj
˙
(5.43)
If equation (5.43) is verified, then the execution of a task τj belonging to pii during the kth
frame must be taken into account in the budget Eki . To do so, the amount of time corresponding
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to τj holding the CPU must be evaluated: it corresponds to the actual execution of τj plus the
interference delays suffered by τj , since it does not release the CPU while waiting for its memory
requests to be serviced. For instance for the allocation problem, assuming τj is located on core
p P r1;NCs, this corresponds in total to Cpj ` dRAM pwj , Hpj q ` dINT pwj , Hpj q.
An alternate way of expressing the relation between the index k˜ of the frame in which a task
instance τki is scheduled can be summed up in the following equation:
pk˜ ´ 1q ˆ Ppidi “ pk ´ 1q ˆ Ti (5.44)
As implied by figures 4.5 and 4.6, although the general definition of the partitions CPU time
budgets per frame is the same for both strategies, their computation depends on which of the
two strategies is considered.
One-to-one integration strategy Each partition CPU time budget per frame k of the cor-
responding partition cycle is computed as follows in the one-to-one integration strategy:
@pii P P,@k P r1;nFramesis,
Eki “
NCř
p“1
api ˆ
¨˚
˚˝˚ max
j“1
pidj“i^
pk´1qˆPi“pk´1qˆTj
´
Cpj ` dRAM pwj , Hpj q ` dINT pwj , Hpj q
¯‹˛‹‹‚ (5.45)
where the first sum enables to retrieve the index p of the core on which pii is located, and the
condition pk ´ 1q ˆ Pi “ pk ´ 1q ˆ Tj on the second sum enables to select only tasks of pii that
are scheduled in the kth time window of their partition.
Finally, the maximum WCRT of such tasks is taken instead of summing all tasks WCRTs,
because the definition of WCRTs accounts for tasks with higher priorities preempting or being
scheduled prior to the corresponding task. The maximum WCRT therefore corresponds to
the task of pii with the smallest priority level, which scheduled only after all other tasks and
preempted as many times as possible from its release to the end of its execution.
One-to-all integration strategy In the one-to-all integration strategy, as illustrated in figure
4.6, the computation of Ei is a bit less straightforward, as it depends on the core allocation.
Let Ei,p denote the CPU time budget required by tasks of a partition pii belonging to core
p. Then Ei,p is computed as done in equation (5.45) for the one-to-all integration strategy:
@p P r1;NCs,@pii P P,@k P r1;nFramesis,
Eki,p “
¨˚
˚˝˚
CSWp ` max
j“1
pidj“i^
pk´1qˆPi“pk´1qˆTj
napj ˆ pRjq
‹˛‹‹‚ (5.46)
where napj selects only the tasks of pii allocated to core p. This equation corresponds to a
pessimistic but safe upper-bound of the time duration necessary for the kth time window of pii.
Tasks of a same partition being scheduled in overlapping time intervals on each core according
to figure 4.6, the total CPU time budget used by pii corresponds to the maximum value of Ei,p,
for all core p of the considered multicore. As a consequence, Eki is computed as follows for each
partition pii and each frame k:
@pii P P,@k P r1;nFramesis, Eki “ max
pPr1;NC s
´
Eki,p
¯
(5.47)
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5.4 Allocation and Timing-Related Verification
This section presents the timing analysis performed during the allocation search. The goal of
such an analysis is to ensure that a given software/hardware allocation corresponds to a schedu-
lable system. The task and partition models for the allocation verification (see chapter 4) are
used during this analysis.
The proposed timing-related verification can be divided into two-level: task-level verification,
and partition-level verification. Unless explicitly stated, all equations presented in this section
are valid in both the one-to-one and the one-to-all integration strategies.
Task-level Timing Verification during the Allocation
The goal of the task-level verification is to compute tasks WCRT for a given software/hardware
allocation, and verify whether the computed values are smaller than the corresponding deadlines.
As such, the software/hardware allocation is exploited as an input to the analysis in order to
compute the respective values of the parameters Ri, wi and Ji for each task τi as outputs.
While Ri and wi are computed using the system of equation (5.7), Ji must be determined
according to the dependences defined in the software platform, as will be explained in the next
paragraphs. Finally, another output of the task-level verification are the partitions CPU time
budgets required per frame Ekj , computed as explained in the previous section.
Dependences. Let τi P T be a task of the software platform. Ji depends on the precedence
relations and communications τi is involved in. In fact, the predefined dependences of the system
constraints the value of Ji, which must be taken into account when computing the WCRT of τi.
If τi does not have any predecessor nor receives any message at runtime, its jitter is null.
@τi P T |
˜
NTÿ
j“1
msgji ` precji “ 0
¸
, Ji “ 0 (5.48)
On the contrary, if τi has some predecessor, its first activation can happen only after the
end of the first execution of all its predecessors, as defined by matrix prec. In the one-to-one
integration strategy, this corresponds to verifying the following relation:
Ji ě max
kPr1;NT sztiu | precki‰0
pJk ` wkq (5.49)
The analog relation is defined in the one-to-all integration strategy, by replacing NT by #T asa
for each supplier asa P AS.
Similarly, the first activation of τi can happen only after the end of the first execution of
all the tasks it is receiving messages from, which implies the following relation to be verified in
addition to equation (5.49) if τi has some predecessors. In the one-to-one integration strategy,
this corresponds to verifying the following relation:
Ji ě max
kPr1;NT sztiu|msgki‰0
pJk ` wkq (5.50)
The analog relation is defined in the one-to-all integration strategy, by replacing NT by #T asa
for each supplier asa P AS.
It is important to note that equations (5.48), (5.49) and (5.50) concern intra-application
precedence and communications since matrices msg and prec are expressed by each applica-
tion supplier and only mention the partitions they are respectively in charge of designing. The
verification of inter-partition precedences and communications is part of the partition-level ver-
ification performed during the allocation. As will be explained in the next subsections, such a
verification will be done using matrices ipc and pPrec instead of msg and prec respectively.
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Finally, it is important to note that in the feasibility analysis, the jitter upon first activation
of the tasks targets only the first activation of each task; as such, equations (5.49) and (5.50)
hold even in cases of multiperiodic precedence relations or communications.
Tasks Schedulability. Once jitters upon first activation and WCRTs are computed, the fea-
sibility of the allocation under study is assessed by evaluating whether all tasks are schedulable
or not. The software/hardware allocation can be considered as a valid allocation if all tasks are
able to respect their deadlines in the worst-case situation represented by Ri, i.e. if the following
relation is satisfied by all tasks of the software platform:
@τi P T , Ri ď Di (5.51)
If it is not the case, the allocation considered as input to the analysis is rejected as an invalid
configuration that cannot be used for the system to be designed.
Partition-Level Timing Verification during the Allocation
Partition-level verification conducted during the allocation phase targets all dependences be-
tween different partitions or applications on the same multicore.
The partition-level timing verification during the allocation consists in verifying that, for a
given allocation, it will always be possible to find a schedule where:
• All CPU time budgets of a partition pii guarantees enough time to each of its tasks ac-
cording to their respective WCRTs, while meeting their periodicity requirement Pi;
• All partitions are able to satisfy such a first requirement during one MAF;
• All partition-level dependences defined in the software platform are respected. The first
two requirements are about the feasibility of the partitions, while the last requirement is
about dependences enforcement.
In order to perform such a verification, the MAF must be computed using all software applica-
tions partitions periods information. On the other hand, all partitions CPU time budgets per
frame must be computed using their respective tasks WCRTs – which are computed during the
task-level timing verification of the allocation. As such, the allocation and the tasks WCRTs are
inputs to the partition-level timing analysis, along with the partitions and tasks characteristics;
the MAF and the partitions CPU time budgets per frame Eki are outputs of the analysis.
The MAF is computed using equation (4.19) for each core in the one-to-one integration
strategy, and equation (4.15) in the one-to-all integration strategy. Each partition CPU time
budget per frame Eki is computed using equation (5.45) in the one-to-one integration strategy,
and equation (5.47) in the one-to-all integration strategy.
Dependences. At partition-level, the verification of inter-partition dependences must be done.
In particular, partitions jitters must be defined so that the first window of a partition occurs
later than the first window of all its predecessors in the MAF schedule .
Let pii P P be a partition of the software platform. If pii has some predecessors, its jitter
must verify the following relation:
pJi ě max
kPr1;NP sztiu
pPrecki‰0
`
pJk ` E1k
˘
(5.52)
Indeed, pJi defining the jitter of the first window of pii, it must be defined such that the first
window of pii occurs only after the first window of all its predecessors pik, represented by their
jitters pJk and their first budgets E1k respectively.
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The analog relation can be derived if pii is involved in inter-partition communications:
pJi ě max
kPr1;NP s tiu|ipcki‰0
`
pJk ` E1k
˘
(5.53)
Finally, pJi respects both equations (5.52) and (5.53). This is true for both integration
strategies proposed in this thesis. These equations can be merged into the final definition of pJi
as follows:
pJi ě max
kPr1;NP s tiu|pppPrecki‰0q_pipcki‰0qq
`
pJk ` E1k
˘
(5.54)
Task-Level Information Transfer to the Partition-Level Partitions jitter upon first ac-
tivation pJi enable to take into account, at partition level, the existence of jitters for each task
first activation inside its partition respectively. However, pJi covers only the first window of
each partition. Aside from the first window, one must also take into account the fact that a task
will not have exclusive access to the computing resource it is running on, but is rather limited
to its partition CPU time windows. Partition windows being monolithic, one must make sure it
will always be possible to define window start dates that are compatible with all tasks execution
– occurring in that partition window – starting and ending in the same window.
This verification can be done using the parameter latestki : latestki is the latest start date of
the kth window of pii for which all tasks of pii are guaranteed to start and end their execution in
the kth window. To do so, latestki is computed using task-level information as follows:
@asa P AS,@pii P Pasa ,@k P r1;nFramesis,
latestki “ minpk ˆ Pi ´ Eki , min
τjPT asa
pidj“i
pk´1qˆPi“pk´1qˆTj
pk ˆ Tj ´
NCř
p“1
napj ˆ wjqq (5.55)
Once latestki is computed for each partition and window, one must make sure that each
latestki parameter value matches its domain definition, i.e. it value actually corresponds to the
kth activation of pii. This verification can be done by verifying that the following equation is
true for all partitions:
@asa P AS,@pii P Pasa ,@k P r1;nFramesis, pk ´ 1q ˆ Pi ď latestki ď k ˆ Pi (5.56)
Partitions Schedulability. Once each Eki has been computed according to the WCRTs of
the tasks of pii, one must verify that each budget Eki is compatible with the periodicity of pii,
i.e. that all frame budgets represent a smaller time interval than the corresponding partition
period Pi. For the first window of pii, this can be expressed as follows:
max
`
latest1i , pJi
˘` Eki ď Pi (5.57)
The jitter pJi covers only the first window of pii. In order to extend the verification to all
windows of pii during the allocation feasibility analysis, one must also check whether latestki
actually corresponds to a valid start date for the kth window of pii for each partition. This is
done by checking whether the following relation is true:
@asa P AS,@pii P Pasa ,@k P r1;nFramesis, latestki ` Eki ď k ˆ Pi (5.58)
It is important to note that equations (5.57) and (5.58) correspond to a verification that
partition pii has been designed in a realistic manner for multicore environments. Indeed, if one
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of these two relations is not respected, it means the sum of the durations of all tasks of pii to
be scheduled in the kth window of pii is bigger than the window duration. The cause of such
an ill-design may be the underestimation of inter-task interference in multicore environments,
which are in fact impossible to predict in advance.
The thesis contributions cope with this problem by safely upper-bounding inter-task inter-
ference through functions dRAM pq and dINT presented earlier in this chapter. Thanks to these
two functions, tasks WCRTs and WCETs do include interference considerations.
Since partitions CPU time budgets are computed based on their respective tasks WCETs
and WCRTs, the partition-level schedule is safe in the sense that partitions time windows have
been dimensioned to provide enough CPU time to all their tasks at runtime even in the worst-
case scenario of interference. As a conclusion, the WCRT computational approach, along with
the timing analysis proposed in this thesis, enable to get rid of the risk of defining ill-designed
partition schedules relying on underestimated time budgets.
Finally, the last requirement to be verified is the fact that all partitions budgets must fit in
one MAF, which therefore depends on which strategy is considered.
In the one-to-all integration strategy, one must make sure the entire MAF schedule must
be covered, and more specifically, take into account the possibility to have multiple repetitions
or a given partition cycle inside one MAF, as illustrated in figure 4.7 page 105. To do so, the
verification whether all CPU time budgets fit in one MAF can be performed by verifying that
the following equation holds:
NPÿ
m“1
˜
gMAF
nFramesm ˆ Pi ˆ
˜
nFramesmÿ
k“1
Ekm
¸¸
ď gMAF (5.59)
where gMAFnFramesmˆPi is the number of repetitions of pim cycle inside one MAF, i.e. the number
of repetitions of each budget Eki per MAF in the partition schedule, and
ˆ
nFramesmř
k“1
Ekm
˙
is the
total CPU time budget required for pim per partition cycle of pim.
In the one-to-one integration strategy, there is one MAF per core. As such, an analog
verification must be done for each core:
@p P r1;NCs,
NPÿ
m“1
apm ˆ
˜
MAFp
nFramesm ˆ Pi ˆ
˜
nFramesmÿ
k“1
Ekm
¸¸
ďMAFp (5.60)
5.5 Scheduling and Timing-Related Verification
In this section, we present the timing-related verifications that must be performed in the schedul-
ing problem. The schedule verification phase can be divided into task-level verification and
partition-level verification. The task and partition models used are the ones for the schedule
generation as defined in chapter 4. Finally, unless explicitly stated, all equations presented in
this section are valid in both the one-to-one and the one-to-all integration strategies.
Task-Level Timing Analysis
The task level schedulability analysis consists in verifying if a given task schedule respects all
timing requirements of the system for a given partition-level schedule, since tasks can only
execute inside the time windows of their respective partitions. This implies partitions time
windows to have been set using activation dates pOki and the corresponding time budget Ek
1
i ,
which are all inputs to the analysis.
The parameters tOki are inputs as well, with a different signification depending on whether
tasks are preemptive or not: as explained in subsection 5.1.2, each tOki parameter corresponds
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to the actual start date of the task instance τki in the case of a non-preemptive task-level
environment, and the jitter upon first activation of τki in a preemptive task-level environment.
In the rest of this chapter, unless specifically stated otherwise, explanations and equations
are given in the context of non-preemptive setups but they are directly transposable – and thus
applicable – to preemptive setups without modifications. In particular, the tOki parameters are
referred to as start dates as is the case in non-preemptive setups for simplicity of the explanations.
Finally, the outputs that must be computed during the analysis are the task instances WCETs
wki using equation (5.9) if τi is non-preemptive, equation (5.11) if τi is preemptive.
Tasks Scheduling. Once all wki have been computed, the following relation must be verified
to ensure that all task instances are able to respect their deadlines in the corresponding task
schedule:
@τi P T ,@k P r1;nbActivis, tOki ` wki ď k ˆDi (5.61)
One must also verify that tasks execution occurs within the boundaries of their respective
partitions time windows. Let pij be a partition of the partition set P and τi a task belonging
to pij . Then all executions of τi must occur within the boundaries of one of the time windows
allocated to pij in the MAF schedule.
In order to verify such a requirement, one must be able to identify in which time window
a task execution instance will be scheduled. It is possible to do so thanks to equation (4.14)
defined page 106. The following relation can then be expressed in order to verify that all tasks
executions occur within the boundaries of their respective partitions time windows:
@pij P P,@τi P T | ppidi “ jq ^
`Dk˜ P r1;nbActivis, | pk˜ ´ 1qTi “ pk ´ 1q ˆ Pj˘ ,
pOkj ď tOk˜i ď pOkj ` Ek%nFramesjj
(5.62)
Analogously, the end of execution of all task instances of the kth window allocated to pij of
pij must occur within the boundaries of the corresponding time window.
@pij P P,@τi P T | ppidi “ jq ^
`Dk˜ P r1;nbActivis, | pk˜ ´ 1qTi “ pk ´ 1q ˆ Pj˘ ,
pOkj ď tOk˜i ` wk˜i ď pOkj ` Ek%nFramesjj
(5.63)
Dependences. In the feasibility analysis, dependence relations – either due to simple prece-
dence relations or message passing – influence tasks jitter upon first activation. In the schedu-
lability analysis, these dependences have an impact on the choice of activation dates, not only
for the first but rather all instances of tasks inside one MAF.
We denote τi Ñ τj as the precedence relation stating that τi is a predecessor of τj . If a
dependence is defined for a couple of tasks pτi, τjq which have the same period, then the de-
pendence relation should be reflected on each couple of instances pτki , τkj q for all corresponding
frames k of the MAF. If on the other hand, τi and τj have different periods, the relation to
express is a bit less straightforward. In the next paragraphs we explain in details how to define
the corresponding relation for simple precedence, before deriving the corresponding relations for
message communications. Eventually, it is important to note that only intra-partition depen-
dences are considered in the task-level schedulability analysis.
In both strategies, if τi and τj are involved in a precedence relation τi Ñ τj and have the same
period, then they have the same number of activations per MAF and the precedence relation
must be enforced for each couple pτki , τkj q:
@pτi, τjq P T 2 | pTj “ Tiq ^ pprecij ‰ 0q, tOkj ě tOki ` wki (5.64)
A similar equation can be expressed for message-based communications between equiperiodic
tasks:
@pτi, τjq P T 2 | pTj “ Tiq ^ pmsgij ‰ 0q, tOkj ě tOki ` wki (5.65)
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If the precedence relation τi Ñ τj involves two tasks having different periods, then the
dependence relation between the instances of τj and τi must be expressed for instances occurring
in the same frame, i.e. between instances τki and τ lj where the indexes k and l correspond to the
same frame in the MAF schedule. Two situations can occur depending on the two tasks periods.
If τj is slower than τi, i.e. if Tj ą Ti, then τj has less instances scheduled in one MAF than
τi. The precedence relation must be expressed for all instances of τj to make sure each instance
of τj is scheduled after the corresponding instance of τi. To do so, the precedence relation is
expressed as follows:
@τi, τj P T | pprecij “ 1q ^ pTi ă Tjq ,@l P r1;nbActivjs,
@k P r1;nbActivis | pk ´ 1qTi “ pl ´ 1qTj , tOlj ě tOki ` wki
(5.66)
The condition pk ´ 1qTi “ pl ´ 1qTj enables to match the task instance numbers, i.e. target
couples of instances τki and τ lj corresponding to the same frame in the MAF schedule, by getting
advantage of the fact that tasks periods are harmonic and therefore even multiples of each other.
If τj is faster than τi, i.e. if Tj ă Ti, then τj has more instances scheduled in one MAF than
τi. In this case, the precedence relation must be expressed for all instances of τi to make sure
each instance of τi is scheduled before the corresponding instance of τj . To do so, the precedence
relation is expressed as follows:
@τi, τj P T | pprecij “ 1q ^ pTi ą Tjq ,@k P r1;nbActivis,
@l P r1;nbActivjs | pk ´ 1qTi “ pl ´ 1qTj , tOlj ě tOki ` wki
(5.67)
Similar relations can be defined for message-based communications. If Tj ą Ti, the following
relation must be enforced:
@τi, τj P T | pmsgij “ 1q ^ pTi ă Tjq ,@l P r1;nbActivjs,
@k P r1;nbActivis | pk ´ 1qTi “ pl ´ 1qTj , tOlj ě tOki ` wki
(5.68)
If Tj ă Ti, the following relation must be enforced:
@τi, τj P T | pmsgij “ 1q ^ pTi ą Tjq ,@k P r1;nbActivis,
@l P r1;nbActivjs | pk ´ 1qTi “ pl ´ 1qTj , tOlj ě tOki ` wki
(5.69)
Partition-Level Timing Analysis
The partition-level schedulability analysis is performed after a partition schedule has been built.
The goal is to verify that the computed partition-level schedule respects all timing requirements
of the corresponding partitions.
The inputs are a software/hardware allocation, and the partition schedule, i.e. activation
dates pOki and the partitions CPU time budgets per frame Eki . The output is the result of the
verification of the satisfaction of all partitions timing requirements.
Partitions Scheduling. Once each Eki is computed, the partition-level schedulability analysis
then consists in verifying that all time windows are in line with the corresponding partition
periodicity. It is indeed the case if the following relation is always verified, for each partition pii
and each frame k of the MAF schedule, independently of the considered strategy:
@pii P P,@k P r1;nFramesis, pOki ` Eki ď k ˆ Pi (5.70)
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In the one-to-all integration strategy, an additional verification must be performed. Indeed,
as explained in subsection 5.4, a partition start date pOki must not be bigger than the corre-
sponding latest start date latestki defined according to task-level information:
@pii P P,@k P r1;nFramesis, pOki ď latestki (5.71)
Dependences. In the one-to-one integration strategy, no additional partition-level verification
of dependences is necessary, since they are all expressed using the task-level matrices, without
differentiating intra-partition dependences from inter-partition dependences.
In the one-to-all integration strategy however, one needs to verify all inter-partition depen-
dences since they are not covered by the matrices representing task-level dependences. To do so,
similar verification must be performed, replacing task-level matrices prec and msg by partition-
level matrices pPrec and ipc respectively. The same differentiation of the situation depending
on partitions periods holds as well.
In the case of equiperiodic partitions, equations (5.72) and (5.73) must be enforced.
@k P r1;nFramess,@pii, pij P P | pPrecij “ 1, pOkj ě pOki ` Ek%nFramesii (5.72)
@k P r1;nFramess,@pii, pij P P | ipcij “ 1, pOkj ě pOki ` Ek%nFramesii (5.73)
If pii must be scheduled before pij and Pj ą Pi, equations (5.74) and (5.75) must be verified.
@pii, pij P P | ppPrecij “ 1q ^ pPi ă Pjq ,@l P r1;nFramesjs,
@k P r1;nFramesis | pk ´ 1qPi “ pl ´ 1qPj , pOlj ě pOki ` Ek%nFramesii
(5.74)
@pii, pij P P | pipcij “ 1q ^ pPi ă Pjq ,@l P r1;nFramesjs,
@k P r1;nFramesis | pk ´ 1qPi “ pl ´ 1qPj , pOlj ě pOki ` Ek%nFramesii
(5.75)
Finally, if pii must be scheduled before pij and Pj ă Pi, equations (5.76) and (5.77) must be
verified.
@pii, pij P P | ppPrecij “ 1q ^ pPi ą Pjq ,@k P r1;nFramesis,
@l P r1;nFramesjs | pk ´ 1qPi “ pl ´ 1qPj , pOlj ě pOki ` Ek%nFramesii
(5.76)
@pii, pij P P | pipcij “ 1q ^ pPi ą Pjq ,@k P r1;nFramesis,
@l P r1;nFramesjs | pk ´ 1qPi “ pl ´ 1qPj , pOlj ě pOki ` Ek%nFramesii
(5.77)
5.6 Discussions
Partitions CPU Time Budgets: Computed during the Allocation Search, Exploited
for the Schedule Generation. Section 5.3 presents the equations exploited to compute each
partition CPU time budget per frame Eki in the two integration strategies respectively. They are
computed using tasks WCETs wi exploited in the allocation problem, no equivalent definition
updating the Eki parameters in the schedule generation problem is proposed. The reason behind
such a choice depends on the considered strategy. In the one-to-one integration strategy, the Eki
parameters are computed for verification purposes only, every decision being based on the task
level in that strategy.
In the one-to-all strategy, the Eki parameters are exploited for verification, allocation and
schedule generation purposes, which means they must already be computed before the schedule
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generation problem. Indeed, the Eki parameters are inputs of the schedule generation problem,
which justifies their computation in the allocation problem, addressed before the schedule prob-
lem. One could recompute the Eki parameters during scheduling in order to use task instances
WCETs wki instead of one task WCET for all instances wi, which would be likely to tighten the
CPU budgets bounds. However, doing so appears to be useless in the one-to-all strategy except
for optimization purposes in order to recompute a new schedule. Even so, all wki may change
once a new schedule has been defined, and partitions budgets will have to be recomputed as
well.
Boolean Matrices versus Integer Vectors. As already observed in the ”Discussions” sec-
tion of chapter 4, it is more beneficial for each CP problem solving to define boolean matrices
over vectors of integers for some parameters of our model.
An illustration of such a statement can be identified in the construction of the memory
interference function dRAM (see section 5.2), in particular with the usage of matrix shared. The
model needs to identify which cores share some memory areas and which do not, depending on
the core and path allocation. It is easy to do so with a boolean matrix, where, as currently
defined, the corresponding sharedpq term is either equal to one if cores p and q share some
memory area, and zero if they do not.
It is therefore easy to transpose such information into the equations requiring such distinc-
tion, by adding the terms sharedpq and p1´ sharedpqq in front of all parts of the equations that
are respectively applicable only to cores sharing and not sharing memory areas. If shared were
replaced with a vector of integers, one would have needed to express equations with conditions
on the corresponding integers. However, it would have not been possible to define such equations
in a CP in Cplex [6], which do not allow test conditions to rely on variables of the expressed
CP; one would then have had to find some alternative, probably leading to more equations
and/or more intermediary variables to be defined in the CP, therefore uselessly increasing the
complexity of the corresponding CP.
Path Identification and Memory Interference. The fact that equations have been up-
dated with isSharingMC leads to the production of tighter bounds. Without such update, the
bounds are perfectly valid, but contains some pessimism. Indeed, cores can share paths without
sharing memory space, and they are thus likely to interfere at runtime. On the other hand,
cores that do not share path to the memory or memory space will never try to access the same
memory path, and as such, no memory interference as defined in this thesis: in equations (5.13)
and (5.17) which are not updated with path sharing identification, such cores as still taken into
account in the computation of RDinter, and consequently, in the computation of the DRAM
interference of tasks that will never be interfering together. This adds a positive integer to the
computed WCET bound corresponding to unnecessary pessimism.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter, we presented how we constructed the timing analysis metrics necessary during
software/hardware integration. To our knowledge, the proposed metrics are the first to be
adapted for multicore since they are interference-aware, but also to IMA since specific care for
the partition level has been taken.
The first timing analysis is a sufficient condition for feasibility of a multicore based IMA
system, and is exploited when guiding the software/hardware allocation exploration search. The
second timing analysis metric is a schedulability analysis to verify that all timing requirements
of the systems are enforced in a given schedule. It is used once the allocation has been done,
when computing activation dates to build a static schedule for one MAF of the system.
This chapter presented each analysis metric. In particular, the chapter includes an extended
description of the interference computational models we implemented to bound inter-task inter-
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ference. The equations corresponding to the timing verification to be performed when analysing
the timing properties of a systems are also given in this chapter, but not yet positioned with
regards to the industrial system design process, which will rather be done in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
IMA System Integration
This chapter presents the integration strategies proposed in this thesis.
For each strategy, we first give a general overview in chronological order of the activities
constituting the proposed integration process. We then describe each step in greater details.
In order to help automate the activities involved in each integration strategies, we propose to
cover every step separately using constraint programming (CP). The resulting CP formulation
defined for each step will be presented in a dedicated subsection describing the corresponding
step.
6.1 One-to-All Integration Strategy
Strategy Overview
This section describes in detail the one-to-all integration strategy proposed in this thesis. As
illustrated in figure 6.1, this strategy is divided into three steps. We describe them in chrono-
logical order and specify which role is in charge of which activities and during which step of the
integration process.
The one-to-all integration strategy consists in the following steps, also summarized in figure
6.1:
• Step AS1 - SW/HW allocation: This step is performed by each application supplier,
alone on its own applications.
During step AS1, each application supplier must decide, for each partition separately, on
which core to allocate the tasks of its partitions. Each supplier must do so while ensuring
the selected allocation is safe, for instance by verifying that no task will overrun its deadline
at runtime despite interference.
To automate this allocation activity and ease the timing analysis to be performed to ensure
the validity of the chosen allocation, we propose a CP formulation, named AS11cp. This
CP will be presented in details later in the subsection detailing the content of step AS1.
The result of step AS1 is a task-to-core allocation, for all partition designed by the corre-
sponding application supplier.
• Step MI1 - Global allocation verification and partition-level schedule genera-
tion: This step is performed by the module integrator, who receives feedback from each
supplier on the allocations chosen during step AS1.
During step MI1, the module integrator is in charge of verifying the global allocation, i.e.
verifying the existence of a feasible schedule with all partitions according to information
on each partition provided separately by each supplier. If the verification results in the
negation of existence of a valid schedule, the integrator discusses with some or all suppliers
in order to negotiate some changes to the configuration choices made in step AS1. If on the
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Figure 6.1: Steps of the One-to-All Integration Strategy
contrary the verification shows the existence of a valid schedule, the corresponding partition
allocation is considered valid, and the module integrator can proceed with building a
partition schedule. In order to automate the verification and configuration choices to be
done in step MI1, we propose a CP formulation, named MI1cp; this CP will be presented
in details later in the subsection detailing the content of step MI1.
The output of step MI1 is a partition-level schedule, i.e. activation dates and time slots
constituting the time windows of each partition in one MAF schedule, of duration gMAF
(cf. figure 4.6).
At the end of step MI1, the module integrator communicates, to each application supplier
separately, the time windows of the partitions they designed respectively, so that they can
verify whether their applications will always be able to respect their timing requirements
at runtime given their configured, respective time windows.
• Step AS2 - Local schedule verification: This step is performed by each supplier
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separately, on their own partitions.
During step AS2, each supplier is in charge of verifying the behavior of their partitions
at runtime by checking whether the tasks inside each partition will always be able to
respect their timing requirements, given that they must be scheduled within the boundaries
of their respective partitions time windows. If the verification fails for some partitions,
the corresponding suppliers communicate with the integrator in order to negotiate some
changes to the partition schedule built in step MI1 or the allocation choices made in step
AS1.
In order to automate the verification and configuration choices to be done in step AS2,
we propose a CP formulation, named AS2cp; this CP will be presented in details later in
the subsection detailing the content of step AS2.
By the end of step AS2, if all partitions schedules respectively lead to the existence of valid
task-level schedules, then the integration process ends successfully with a valid partition sched-
ule for the corresponding module.
In the rest of this section, we describe in detail each of these steps, and their corresponding
CP formulation. Each subsection describes one of the steps of the one-to-all integration strategy,
including the content of the corresponding CP proposed.
Step AS1: SW/HW Allocation and Verification
This step is performed by each supplier on their own and separately from each other. For every
partition, each application supplier must select a task-to-core allocation, verify that the corre-
sponding timing properties satisfy the system requirements, and derive the associated partitions
CPU time budgets per frame. In particular, this implies the computation of tasks WCETs and
partitions CPU time budgets per frame Eki .
We propose to automate step AS1 by expressing them in a CP called AS1cp. The goal of
AS1cp is to find an allocation such that, inside each partition, all tasks are schedulable and all
timing requirements of the partition are guaranteed to always be respected at runtime.
To do so, the inputs of the defined CP are the description of the software and hardware
architectures. The outputs of the CP are a software/hardware allocation – represented by na
and t2mc along with the partitions CPU time budgets per frame Eki and the tasks WCETs
wi as outputs. The constraints of the CP correspond to the allocation choices, the allocation
verification and the time budgets and WCETs computation (see listing of constraints for the
allocation problem in chapter 4).
To solve AS1cp, the search algorithm exploited by the CP solver explores the possibilities
of allocation combinations, and for each combination evaluated, check whether all expressed
constraints are satisfied. If such a combination exists, it is considered to be a solution of the
allocation problem, and will be stored temporarily by the solver until one of such solutions is
finally selected at the end of the solving process of AS1cp. If no such combination exists, it
means it is not possible to allocate the software platform onto the hardware platform while
guaranteeing the existence of a safe schedule for the corresponding system according to the
timing analysis presented in chapter 5. Some modification must then be undertaken on the
software and/or the hardware platform until AS1cp is able to find a solution. For instance,
this may involve deciding to decrease or increase the number of cores to be used, or deciding to
integrate less partitions onto the same module.
We present here the CP formulation of the allocation problem proposed in this thesis, referred
to as AS1cp.
Inputs of AS1cp The inputs to AS1cp are, relatively to each application supplier: the entire
hardware model (see subsection ”Hardware Architecture in chapter 4), the partitions periods
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Pi, their respective tasks vectors (Ci, Ti, Di, Hi, prioi, tRami), and matrices PART , msg and
prec.
Variables of AS1cp The decision variables are na and t2mc for the software/hardware alloca-
tion, and wi and Ji for the timing analysis. The auxiliary variables are Ri, and pE1i , .. EnFramesii q,
which are computed using the wj variables by construction, but also pJi, derived from the tasks
jitters, and latestki , derived form the tasks deadlines. The equations defining these parameters
respectively are embedded in AS1cp as constraints of the allocation problem.
Outputs of AS1cp The main output of AS1cp is a software/hardware allocation thanks to
matrices na and t2mc, and an upper-bound on each partition CPU time budget per frame k,
Eki , but also the values of the pRamki parameters. As mentioned earlier, the produced allocation
is guaranteed to be valid since AS1cp embeds the timing-related analysis we proposed in this
thesis for the allocation problem (see chapter 5).
As explained in chapter 4, it is important to note that, in matrix na, NT is the total number
of tasks of all partitions designed by the application supplier implementing the CP. Indeed, each
supplier will run its own CP, therefore na has a different size depending on which application
supplier is considered. Another important remark is about the fact that NT accounts for all tasks
of all partitions designed by the same application supplier, whereas the task-to-core allocation is
always done separately for each partition; as such, all constraints of the CP will be expressed with
clear references to the task-to-partition definition in order to allocate tasks to cores accordingly.
Core Allocation Constraints
This subsection presents all constraints expressed in AS1cp that are related to the allocation
of the tasks to the cores of the multicore platform.
All tasks are allocated once Each task must be allocated exactly once. This is specified in
AS1cp by defining the following constraint:
@asa P AS,@pij P Pasa ,@τi | ppidi “ jq ,
NCÿ
p“1
napi “ 1 (6.1)
No overloaded core In the allocation to be selected in step AS1, no core should be overloaded.
This can be expressed by defining a constraint forcing each core utilization ratio to be under
100%. The corresponding constraint can then be expressed as follows:
@p P r1;NCs,
NTÿ
i“1
napi ˆ
`
Cpi ` CSWp ` dRAM pwi, Hpi q ` dINT pwi, Hpi q
˘
Ti
ď 1 (6.2)
Memory Path Allocation Constraints
This subsection presents all constraints expressed in AS1cp that are related to the memory
path allocation.
Each task inside each partition is allocated to at least one memory path If a task has
not been allocated to any memory controller, it will not be able to access the main memory at
runtime. To prevent such unrealistic allocations, the following constraint is expressed to ensure
that all tasks use at least one memory controller:
@asa P AS,@τi P T asa ,
NMCÿ
k“1
t2mcki ě 1 (6.3)
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All memory paths are used by each partition For one given partition, all memory con-
trollers must be used in order to maximize as much as possible parallel memory accesses within
each partition time window. One way to do so is to implement in AS1cp a constraint specifying
that all memory controllers must be allocated to at least one of the tasks of the partition, and
for all partitions:
@asa P AS,@pij P Pasa ,@k P r1;NMCs,
NTÿ
i“1
pidi“j
t2mcki ě 1 (6.4)
This constraint enables to balance the load by making sure that each partition benefits from the
entire memory bandwidth at runtime.
Coherent Memory Path Allocation Another verification that must be performed in re-
lation with the memory is the coherence of the memory paths allocation with regards to the
core-to-memory physical paths, i.e. verifying that the tasks have all been allocated to memory
paths that are actually wired to the core they each have been allocated to. This can be done by
comparing the values of matrices t2mc and c2mc as follows:
@k P r1;NMCs,@τi P T ,
˜
NCÿ
p“1
napi ˆ c2mckp “ 0
¸
ùñ pt2mcki “ 0q (6.5)
Indeed, the first sum enables to retrieve the index of the core p to which τi has been allocated,
corresponding to the only non-null term napi of the sum. Multiplying this non-nul term by
c2mckp for a given memory controller k enables to verify whether core p is physically wired to
the controller k: the total sum is non-null if it is indeed the case, and null otherwise. And if
core p is not wired to the memory controller k, then any task τi allocated to core p cannot be
allocated to the memory controller k, i.e. t2mcki can only be equal to zero.
In addition, in the one-to-all integration strategy, it is important to also verify that the
memory path allocation corresponds to a realistic memory area allocation regarding the allocated
path and the available memory space. This can be done in AS1cp by defining the following
constraint:
@asa P AS,@pim P Pasa ,@k P r1;NMCs,
NTÿ
i“1
pidi“m
t2mcki ˆ tRami ď mcSizek (6.6)
Finally, AS1cp must also contain a constraint computing the memory context of each par-
tition pim per memory path k, pRamkm, for later use by the module integrator in step MI1 when
they will check that all partitions allocated to a same module correspond to a realistic config-
uration in terms of memory space allocation. The corresponding constraint would be equation
(4.12) presented in chapter 4.
Coherent memory path regarding tasks contexts The memory path allocation must be
coherent with the memory architecture in the hardware platform considered, i.e. the memory
context corresponding to the tasks allocated to a given path k must remain smaller or equal to
the size of memory space addressable from path k:
@k P r1;NMCs,
NTÿ
i“1
t2mcki ˆ tRami ď mcSizek (6.7)
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Coherent memory path allocation regarding Message-Based Communications If
two tasks are involved in some message passing scenario, then they both must be able to access
the corresponding shared memory area. As explained before, we assume the corresponding area
to be stored in a memory area that is accessible by producer and consumer tasks. As such, the
constraint to be expressed must specify that the producer task must be able to access the same
memory area than the consumer task. This corresponds to the following constraint:
@asa P AS,@τi, τj P T asa , pmsgji `msgijq ‰ 0 ùñ
ˆ
NMCř
k“1
t2mcki ˆ t2mckj ě 1
˙
(6.8)
Indeed, if two tasks τi and τj exchange messages at runtime, they must have at least one memory
path in common in order to be able to access the shared memory where the corresponding
message will be stored. In this equation, the term pmsgji `msgijq enables to select couples of
tasks pτi, τjq that are involved in message-based communications. For such couples, the tasks
must have at least one memory path in common, i.e. there exists at least one memory path
index k for which the term t2mcki ˆ t2mckj is not null.
Schedulability Constraints
This subsection presents all constraints expressed in AS1cp that are related to the verification of
timing-related properties of the evaluated allocations. Altogether, these constraints represent the
feasibility analysis proposed in this thesis for early timing analysis and for guiding the allocation
search in a safe manner by forcing the choice of allocation to correspond to an allocation that
passes the feasibility test.
Partitions Time Budgets per Frame Eki Computation The feasibility analysis includes
verifying that each partition time budget per frame can be provided within the period of the
corresponding partition. This includes computing the partition time budgets per frame Eki first.
To do so, equation (5.47) (see chapter 5) is embedded as a constraint in AS1cp.
Link between task-level and partition-level requirements: latest possible activation
of partition window When configuring the SW/HW allocation, each supplier must verify
that no frame is overloaded, i.e. that the CPU time budget required by every partition pii every
Pi time units actually fits a time interval of length Pi. If such a relation is not verified, it means
that the corresponding partition periodicity is too fast for all its tasks to start and complete
their executions normally.
Partitions periods are chosen with the knowledge of their tasks execution needs, but for
single-core environments. Indeed, the occurrence of multicore interference suffered by tasks at
runtime may be so important that a partition tasks would require a time window that actually is
bigger than the partition period in order for all of them to complete their respective executions.
AS1cp must be able to detect such situations in order to not select a SW/HW allocation leading
to such a situation for any partition. Detecting such situations by exploiting AS1cp assists the
corresponding supplier: if no valid allocation exists for a given partition because of a periodicity
that is too fast, the supplier may want to increase the value of the period.
Partitions time budgets Eki have been computed using task-level information: indeed, as
explained in the previous paragraph, they rely on tasks WCRTs, which include upper-bounds
on multicore interference. In order to check whether it will be possible to find a partition-level
schedule that matches tasks requirements, one must also be able to extract knowledge about
tasks jitters and precedence relations which are constraining their possible activation dates. To
do so, pJi and latestki have been defined for each partition pii. They are computed using equations
(5.54) and (5.55) respectively, which must therefore be expressed in AS1cp as constraints.
In addition, equation (5.56) is embedded in AS1cp as a constraint as well in order to verify
that latestki matches its definition domain.
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All partitions are schedulable As explained in details in chapter 5, equations (5.57) and
(5.58) may be used in order to check whether there exists partitions time windows fitting their
respective definition domain, i.e. that the kth window of pii can be scheduled within the bound-
aries of the kth frame of the partition cycle.
All tasks are schedulable As mentioned at the beginning of the subsection, AS1cp embraces
the task-level timing related verification proposed in chapter 5, which takes the form of a system
of equation to be solved and an equation to be verified by all tasks in order to pass the test.
As such: (5.7) is expressed as a constraint of AS11cp to compute tasks wi and Ji. Equation
(5.51) is expressed as well in order to verify feasibility of τi. Equations (5.48), (5.49) and (5.50)
are embedded in AS11cp in order to compute tasks jitters upon first activation accordingly.
Finally, AS1cp must contain the verification that all tasks are able to complete every exe-
cution before their respective deadline. This is usually expressed using the following equation:
@asa P AS,@pii P Pasa ,@τj P T asa | ppidj “ iq , Jj ` wj ď Dj (6.9)
However, equation (6.9) does not take into account a hierarchically constrained environment
such as the partition level in IMA systems. In fact, just as a task τj may have some jitter upon
first activation Jj that is non-null, its partition pii may have one as well, pJi. The partition
window defining the valid interval in which a task can be executed, partitions jitters must be
taken into account when verifying the feasibility of tasks in IMA systems. As such, equation
(6.9) will rather be replaced by the following equation in AS1cp:
@asa P AS,@pii P Pasa ,@τj P T asa | ppidj “ iq , max ppJi, Jjq ` wj ď Dj (6.10)
where max ppJi, Jjq enables to take into account both the task and its partition jitter.
Message passing and precedence relations As briefly mentioned in chapter 4, tasks jitter
upon first activation Ji are computed according to the precedence and message relations between
tasks as specified in the software architecture. If a task does not have any predecessor or does
not receive any message at runtime, its jitter is null. Based on equation (5.48) expressed page
140, this relation is represented in AS1cp as follows:
@τi P T ,
¨˚
˝NTÿ
k“1
k‰i
pmsgki ` preckiq “ 0‹˛‚ ùñ pJi “ 0q (6.11)
On the contrary, if a task has predecessors or receives messages, its jitter upon activation
must correspond to the end of execution of all its predecessors and/or message senders. Based
on equation (5.49) expressed page 140, in order to cover such situations, the following constraint
must be specified in AS1cp:
@τi P T ,
¨˚
˝NTÿ
k“1
k‰i
pmsgki ` preckiq ‰ 0‹˛‚ ùñ
¨˝
Ji ě max
τkPT
msgki`precki‰0
pJk ` wkq‚˛ (6.12)
Affinities and exclusion constraints The task-to-core allocation must be in line with the
task-to-core affinities expressed by the application supplier. In fact, the following relation must
be verified if two tasks that must be allocated to the same core according to taskCoreAff:
@asa P AS,@τi P T asa ,@p P r1;NCs,
`
taskCoreAffpi ě 1
˘ ùñ pnapi “ 1q (6.13)
Similarly, the task-to-task affinities must be respected in the task-to-core allocation:
@asa P AS,@τi, τj P T asa ,
`
taskAffij “ 1
˘ ùñ ˜NCÿ
p“1
napi ˆ napj “ 1
¸
(6.14)
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Finally, the task-to-task exclusions expressed by the application supplier must be reflected
in the selected task-to-core allocation:
@asa P AS,@τi, τj P T asa , ptaskExij “ 1q ùñ
˜
NCÿ
p“1
napi ˆ napj “ 0
¸
(6.15)
Objective Function
More than one valid solution to the problem expressed in AS1cp may exist. As such, we define
additional objective functions to help classify the valid solutions into ”optimized solutions” and
”less optimized solutions”, according to optimization parameters such as workload reduction for
instance. The optimization criteria is defined according to preferences of the system designers.
For instance, one preferred optimization criteria for the module integrator is the reduction of
Eki budgets, as mentioned before. The corresponding objective function would be the following:
Minimize max
piiPP
˜
nFramesiÿ
k“1
Eki
¸
(6.16)
Where NP stands for the total number of partitions defined by each application supplier.
Another optimization criteria that may suit system designers targets the workload reduction
per core. According to the definition that can be found in the literature, the objective function
minimizing the CPU workload for each core would be the following:
Minimize
NCÿ
p“1
napj ˆ
Cpj
Tj
(6.17)
However, although Cpj is usually used to define tasks workloads, the values of the C
p
j pa-
rameters are constant integers in our model. Such an objective function is therefore of no use
to the workload reduction. An alternative to the Cpj parameters to model the contribution of
τj to the CPU workload would be to define the workload depending on the tasks interference
delays, which participation to the workload can often be far from negligible at runtime. To
favor solutions in which interference are reduced, we therefore define the workload according to
interference by implementing the following objective function:
Minimize
NCÿ
p“1
napj ˆ
Cpj ` dRAM pwi, Hpi q ` dINT pwi, Hpi q
Tj
(6.18)
where the general term of the sum enforces the minimization of the workload of each core p.
The total sum therefore ensures that each CPU workload is minimized as much as possible by
the CP solving process, as a sum of positive terms to be minimized.
According to equation (6.18), workload reduction actually relies on multicore interference
reduction. Multicore interference being the variable part of a task WCET, and by construction,
of a partition CPU time budget, this also means objective function defined via equation (6.18)
addresses the objective expressed by equation (6.16) as well.
However, by construction of schedules in the one-to-all integration strategy (see figure 4.6),
the actual parameter constraining the usage of each core is the partitions CPU time budgets
rather than the tasks WCETs. WCETs can be reduced as much as possible, but the correspond-
ing tasks poorly scheduled, which would lead to minimized inter-task interference, and at the
same time, large partitions CPU time budgets, and therefore lead to lower integration ratio and
thus under-optimized designs.
On the contrary, the objective of reducing as much as possible partitions CPU time budgets
actually leads to reducing as much as possible tasks WCETs. Consequently, equation (6.16)
may be the most appropriate objective function to be implemented in step AS1.
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Step MI1: Global Allocation Verification and Partition-Level Schedule Gen-
eration
Step MI1 is performed by the module integrator, after step AS1 has been completed by every
application supplier. The output of AS1 is a task-to-core allocation and the corresponding
partitions CPU time budgets per frame. These outputs are provided by each supplier to the
integrator, along with the corresponding partitions periods Pi and memory budgets per path
pRamki . Once the module integrator has all partitions time and memory budgets, they can
compute the value of the MAF gMAF and verify that the overall allocation is valid. If it is not
the case, the integrator discusses with some or all the suppliers in order to negotiate changes
to the configurations set in step AS1. If it is the case, the integrator proceeds with building a
partition-level schedule of a duration of one MAF.
As illustrated in figure 4.7, to compute a schedule, the module integrator must decompose
one MAF into time slots for each partition, according to their time budgets Ekm.
k ” k1 mod nFramesm (6.19)
To automate the activities performed in step MI1, we propose a CP formulation named
MI1cp, in order to generate partitions activation dates pOki for one MAF where all timing
requirements of the systems are respected.
Inputs of MI1cp As explained before, step MI1 takes as input the outputs of step AS1,
performed by each supplier on all applications to be integrated on the same multicore module.
Moreover, step MI1 is performed by the module integrator. As such, the main inputs to MI1cp
are partition-level information such as pRamki , Eki and latestki Pi parameters.
Variables of MI1cp The variables of MI1cp are the partitions windows start dates pOki , and
the total number of windows implemented per partition pii in the MAF schedule, nbWindowsi.
Outputs of MI1cp The main output of MI1cp is a partition schedule that has been verified
at partition-level. As such, the outputs of MI1cp are the partitions windows activation dates
pOki , the total number of windows per partition nbWindowsi, but also the MAF gMAF and
MIF gMIF on the system.
Finally, at the end of step MI1, the module integrator communicates, to each supplier sepa-
rately, the time windows of their respective partitions so that each of them can perform further
verifications on their own applications at task-level in step AS2.
Preprocessing and Integrated allocation verification
preprocessing phase of MI1 In step MI1, the module integrator receives – as inputs from
each supplier – the Eki parameters of each partition in their respective cycle frames. Then, the
module integrator computes the MIF and MAF of the corresponding system according to the
partitions periods. This gives the total number of frames in one MAF, nFrames.
As illustrated in figure 4.7 page 105, the number of frames nFrames in one MAF may be
different from the number of frames in each partition cycle nFramesi. One consequence is that
the number of CPU time budget per frame Eki computed for each partition pii is computed with
k P r1;nFramesis. In step MI1, the module integrator defines partition windows for each frame
k P r1;nFramess, knowing that nFrames is an even multiple of nFramesi and that partitions
periods Pi are harmonic. Let E˜k˜i be the CPU time budget computed by the application supplier
asa responsible of the design of pii, with k˜ P r1;nFramesis. The first step prior to defining and
launching the CP search corresponding to step MI1 is to derive the CPU time budgets per frame
for each partition pii for the duration of one complete MAF; let Eki denote such a time budget,
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with k P r1;nFramess. The relation between E˜ki and Eki is the following:
@asa P AS,@pii P Pasa ,@k˜, k P r1;nFramesis ˆ r1;nFramess,
Eki “
#
E˜
pk˜´1q%nFramesi`1
i if ppk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF q “ 0 mod pPiq
0 otherwise.
(6.20)
Similarly, let ˜latestk˜i denote the parameters computed by the supplier pii with k˜ P r1;nFramesis,
and latestki the corresponding parameters extended to one complete MAF with k P r1;nFramess.
The relation between ˜latestki and latestki is the following:
@asa P AS,@pii P Pasa ,@k˜, k P r1;nFramesis ˆ r1;nFramess,
latestki “
#
˜latestpk˜´1q%nFramesi`1i if ppk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF q “ 0 mod pPiq
0 otherwise.
(6.21)
At the beginning of step MI1, all computations involving any of the Eki and latestki parame-
ters are performed on one MAF, i.e. with k P r1;nFramess. As such, the computations induced
by equations (6.20) and (6.21) are done prior to all activities done in step MI1 and described in
this subsection.
Memory Allocation Verification Another verification that must be done prior to generating
a schedule, is the coherence of the memory allocation. In fact, the module integrator has to
check that the memory allocation is realistic: it is the case if, when combining all partitions
of a same module, the total memory footprint of partitions on a same core is smaller than or
equal to the size of memory addressed by the corresponding core. More precisely, the size of
memory addressed by each core according to the selected task-to-memory allocation is not bigger
than the physically addressable memory area for each core. Such a property corresponds to the
following relation:
@k P r1;NMCs,
NPÿ
i“1
pRamki ď mcSizek (6.22)
Where pRamki is computed using equation (4.12). However, the module integrator is not allowed
ot perform any task-level verification. As an alternative, the module integrator must work with
the partitions memory budgets per path pRamki , computed as outputs of AS1cp.
The following constraint must then be expressed in MI1cp to verify that the memory path
allocation is realistic in terms of memory layout:
@k P r1;NMCs,
NPÿ
i“1
pRamki ď mcSizek (6.23)
Schedule Generation Constraints
Partition Windows Start Dates In step MI1, the module integrator generates a partition-
level schedule by setting the start date pOki of each partition window. It is done automatically
in MI1cp by defining pOki as variables of the problem. To do so, a constraint must be expressed
in MI1cp in order to check that pOki is defined correctly. In fact, it is important to keep in
mind the fact that although there are nFramesi CPU time budgets defined for pii, there are
nFrames windows and start dates to be defined for pii in one MAF. The index k of each variable
pOki is defined in the interval r1;nFramess. Moreover, the MIF is always smaller than or equal
to Pi for each partition. As such, if gMIF is smaller than Pi for a given partition pii, then
there are more pOki variables than there actually are windows for pii in one MAF. As such in
MI1cp, there should be a constraint setting to zero all pOki variables for all indexes k that do
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not correspond to an actual window of pii. This is done by expressing the following constraint
in MI1cp:
@pii,@k P r1;nFramess, ppk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF ‰ 0 mod pPiqq ùñ ppOki “ 0q (6.24)
Another constraint must also be added in order to ensure that all other pOki variables actually
correspond to the start date of the kth activation of pii. This is done by expressing the following
equation in MI1cp:
@pii,@k P r1;nFramess,
ppk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF “ 0 mod pPiqq ùñ
`pk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF ď pOki ď k ˆ Pi˘ (6.25)
Finally, one must verify that every start date is an even multiple of the CPU clock. This is
done by expressing the following constarint in MI1cp:
@pii,@k P r1;nFramess, pOki ” 0 mod pClkq (6.26)
Where Clk is the value selected as clock for every active CPU in the multicore module.
Non-overlapping Partition Windows A given core cannot execute more than one task at
any given time. This can be translated at partition-level: a given core cannot reserve a time
slot for two different partitions at any given time. As such, the following constraint is expressed
in order to verify the absence of overlapping windows for any couple of partitions on any core
of the multicore module:
@asa P AS,@pii, pij P Pasa ,
@pk, tq P r1;nFramess2 |
¨˝ ppk ´ 1qgMIF ” 0 mod pPiqq
^
ppt´ 1qgMIF ” 0 mod Pjq
‚˛,
``
pOki ě pOtj ` Etj
˘_ `pOtj ě pOki ` Eki ˘˘
(6.27)
Schedule Verification
Partition-level scheduling verification Each partition time window must respect the pe-
riodicity of the corresponding partition, i.e. the end of each window must occur before the
beginning of the next periodic activation of the partition. This corresponds to equation (5.70)
being expressed as a constraint in MI1cp. Moreover, each start date must remain smaller than
the corresponding latest start date latestki defined using task-level information; this corresponds
to equation (5.71) being defined as a constraint of MI1cp.
Finally, each partition window start date must be a multiple of the corresponding core clock:
@pii P P,@k P r1;nFramess, pOki ” 0 mod Clk (6.28)
Message passing and precedence constraints The partition schedule must take into ac-
count inter-partition communications and precedence relations. In fact, the generated partition-
level schedule must force the order of occurrence of partitions windows according to their com-
munications and precedences. The dependence requirements for the schedule generation have
been presented in chapter 5 subsection 5.5 page 145. As such, the following equations must be
expressed as constraints of MI1cp:
• Equations (5.72) and (5.73) for equiperiodic partitions involved in some dependence rela-
tions.
• Equations (5.74) and (5.75) in the case of multiperiodic partitions dependence relations
where the message producer is faster than the consumer.
• Equations (5.76) and (5.77) in the case of multiperiodic partitions dependence relations
where the message consumer is faster than the producer.
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Objective Function
More than one solution of MI1cp may exist, so an objective function can be used in order
to select the most optimized one according to a given optimization criteria. An appreciated
characteristic for a partition schedule is the existence of slack times between two successive time
windows of the schedule; indeed, sticking windows right next to each other increases the risk
of redesign and verification if some partition needs bigger windows after further investigation.
No such situation can happen if our timing analysis approach is exploited, but it can happen
when low criticality applications are implemented on multicore platforms without undergoing
prior timing analysis; it is indeed not required out of lower DAL applications to be verified
using WCET analysis techniques. If such applications are supposed to be integrated as an
IMA architecture onto a multicore platform with DAL A applications for instance, the runtime
behavior of the DAL A applications can be disturbed due to the lower DAL applications that
have not been verified, even though the DAL A applications have been safely analysed using our
WCET analysis.
Inserting slack could then reduce such risks to some extent, and also comforts systems
designers by preserving the current habit of systematically allowing some slack times between
two consecutive windows in the MAF schedule. In order to do so in the one-to-all integration
strategy proposed in this thesis, the following objective function can be defined:
Minimize ´ max
pi,jqPr1;NP s2^pk,pqPr1;nFramesisˆr1;nFramesjs
´
pOki ´ pOkj
¯
(6.29)
Step AS2: Task-Level schedulability analysis
Step AS2 is performed by each application supplier separately, in order to verify that it is
possible to find a feasible schedule respecting the imposed partitions time windows. One way to
do so is to perform a design space exploration aimed at determining whether there exists such
a schedule, and exhibit one if such schedule(s) exist.
To automate step AS2, we define a CP named AS2cp, to generate activation dates of the
tasks inside each partition and for one complete MAF. The output is either a valid schedule,
respecting all constraints; or the certainty that there exists no such task schedule if AS2cp has
no solution.
As mentioned before, an actual schedule is built for tasks, as a proof of existence of a valid
schedule for the given configuration. If the corresponding tasks are to be scheduled according to a
non-preemptive scheduling policy, then the generated schedule can be used by the corresponding
application supplier to make sure it will be enforced at runtime. However, if some partitions
are defined with preemptive task sets, the task-level schedule generated in step AS2 only serves
as a proof of existence of a valid schedule, but will not correspond to the runtime schedule.
As mentioned before, tOki will then correspond to the jitter upon first activation of τki , and
tasks instances WCETs wki respective upper-bounds are computed as outputs of a schdulability
analysis.
AS2cp generates activation dates for each task instance inside one MAF. AS2cp also marks
the end of the one-to-all integration strategy.
Inputs of AS2cp The inputs of AS2cp are the partitions activation offsets pOki , CPU time
budgets Eki and total number of windows nbWindowsi in the MAF schedule.
Additional inputs to step AS1 are two matrices computed as outputs of step AS1: for each
application and their respective partitions, AS1cp takes as input the task-to-core allocation na
and the task-to-memory controller allocation t2mc.
Variables of AS2cp The task instances activation dates tOki and WCETs wki are the main
outputs of AS1cp, along with the information on whether the final system configuration is
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schedulable at task-level for all partitions. If it is not the case, AS2cp will detect that the
expressed problem has no solution. If it is the case, AS2cp will exhibit a solution that respects
all scheduling constraints expressed in the next paragraphs.
Outputs of AS2cp The output of AS2cp is a task-level schedule for the corresponding
partitions when there exists at least one such schedule. If it is not the case, then it means the
timing analyses proposed in this thesis and embedded in AS2cp were not able to find a task-
level schedule for the given partition-level schedule built by the module integrator in step MI1
for the corresponding partitions. If a partition falls into such a situation, the module integrator
must propose a new partition-level schedule to the corresponding application supplier or propose
some configuration modifications. The outputs of AS2cp are the task instances activation dates
tOki and WCETs wki .
Schedule Generation Constraints
Activation dates definition A task may have a different period than its partition. As such,
it is not scheduled in each time window of its partition in a given MAF. However, similarly
to partitions windows start dates, nFrames start dates tOki are defined for each task τi, all of
which not corresponding to an actual execution of τi. For all index k such that tOki does not
correspond to the actual kth execution of τi must be set to zero in AS2cp:
@asa P AS,@pii P Pasa ,@k P r1;nFramess,@τj P T asa | pidj “ i,
ppk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF ‰ 0 mod Tjq ùñ
`
tOki “ 0
˘ (6.30)
Otherwise, all other activation dates must be in the corresponding definition domain:
@asa P AS,@pii P Pasa ,@k P r1;nFramess,@τj P T asa | pidj “ i,
ppk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF “ 0 mod Tjq ùñ
`pk ´ 1q ˆ Tj ď tOki ď k ˆ Tj˘ (6.31)
Finally, all start dates must be even multiples of the CPU clock.
@τi P T ,@k P r1;nbActivis, tOki ” 0 mod Clk (6.32)
Partition-level windows enforcement The relation expressed in equation (6.31) is valid for
any real-time environment. However in IMA software, a task execution can occur only within
the boundaries of its partition time windows. As such, equation (6.31) must be reinforced by
the following equation:
@asa P AS,@pii P Pasa ,@k P r1;nFramess,@τj P T asa | pidj “ i,
ppk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF “ 0 mod Tjq
ùñ `pOki ď tOkj ˘^ `tOkj ` wkj ď k ˆ pOki ` Eki ˘ (6.33)
The left member of relation 6.33 selects tasks of a given partition that are activated in the kth
window of their partitions respectively; the right member then forces the task execution to start
and finish within the boundaries of the partition kth window.
Non-overlapping executions If the partition under evaluation implements non preemptive
tasks, the output of AS2cp will either be the absence of solution or a static schedule ensured
to be valid. To ensure such validity, one must first ensure that the produced schedule does not
implement overlapping executions of different tasks on the same core. The absence of collision
in the schedule is verified by expressing the following constraint:
@asa P AS,@pim P Pasa | pisPreemptive “ 0q,
@τi, τj P T asa | ppidi “ pidjq,@k P r1;nFramess,˜
NCř
p“1
napi ˆ napj ‰ 0
¸
^ ppk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF “ 0 mod Tiq
^ ppk ´ 1q ˆ gMIF “ 0 mod Tjq
ùñ ``tOkj ě tOki ` wki ˘_ `tOkj ` wkj ď tOki ˘˘
(6.34)
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The first relation of the left part of the constraint allows to focus on tasks of a partition pim that
are allocated to two different cores. The other two relations of the left part of the constraint
enables to select tasks that are activated in the kth window of pim. Finally, the right part of
the constraint force the activation dates of the two tasks to lead to two non-overlapping time
interval reserved for their corresponding execution.
No interference if no parallel execution Such a constraint can help the solving process of
AS2cp converging towards schedules where the maximum number of task instances are sched-
uled alone on the entire multicore. To do so, we exploit matrix interfering to detect whenever
two task instances have overlapping execution time intervals according to their respective activa-
tion dates and WCETs, and specify that if a task instance execution interval is not overlapping
in time with any other task instance on the other cores, its interference delays are null.
poverlappingi,j,k,p “ 0q ùñ
´
dRAM pwki , Hpi q ` dINT pwki , Hpi q “ 0
¯
(6.35)
Schedule Verification Constraints
Task-level schedulability analysis The task level timing verification for the schedule gen-
eration problem has been explained in chapter 5, and consists in verifying that all scheduled
tasks respect their respective deadlines.
To verify that a task instance τki respects its deadline, the corresponding WCET wki must be
computed using equation (5.11), which must therefore be embedded in the CP as a constraint.
An additional constraint to verify that relation (5.61) is satisfied must then be expressed in
AS2cp.
Message passing and precedence constraints The generated activation dates for each
task instance must be coherent with the message exchanges and precedence relations expressed
in the system’s requirements. This type of requirements has been studied in chapter 5 section
5.5 page 143. As such, the following equations must be expressed as constraints of AS2cp:
• Equations (5.64) and (5.65) for dependence relations due to precedence relations and
message-based communications between equiperiodic tasks,
• Equations (5.66) and (5.68) for dependence relations where the preceding task is faster
than the successor task,
• Equations (5.67) and (5.69) for dependence relations where the preceding task is slower
than the successor task.
Partition windows enforcement at task-level Tasks activation dates must be set such
that the start and end of execution of a task occurs inside one of its partition time windows. To
do so, equations (5.62) and (5.63) must be expressed as constraints of AS1cp.
Objective function
As more than one solution may exist, it is interesting to optimize the selection process of AS1cp
by asking for scheduling tables where each CPU workload is reduced as much as possible. The
usual workload definition is modified in order to take into account inter-task interference delays
rather than just their execution duration in isolation which is a constant of the current problem.
The corresponding objective function is thus expressed as follows:
Minimize
NCÿ
p“1
˜
NTÿ
i“1
napi ˆ
nbActiviÿ
k“1
`
dRAM pwki , Hpi q ` dINT pwki , Hpi q
˘
gMAF
¸
(6.36)
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As explained before, workload minimization is equivalent to interference minimization in the
expressed CP, which also helps reducing the portion of time of partition windows actually used
for the instances execution, as covered by an objective function asking to reduce the sizes of
each partition time window in one MAF. The latter objective can also be implemented more
explicitely using the following objective function, asking to minimize the time interval between
the end of the last instance and the start of the first instance within the same window:
Minimize
NPř
i“1
Framesř
k“1
max
τjPT^
pidj“i
¨˚
˚˝ nbActivjř˜
k“1
pk˜´1qTj“pk´1qgMIF
tOk˜j ` wk˜j
‹˛‹‚´ NPř
i“1
Framesř
k“1
min
τjPT^
pidj“i
¨˚
˚˝ nbActivjř˜
k“1
pk˜´1qTj“pk´1qgMIF
tOk˜j
‹˛‹‚
(6.37)
Finally, minimizing partition context switches or maximizing slack times between two par-
tition windows are two objectives that are not exploitable in AS2cp since they consist in opti-
mizations of the MAF schedule, which requires partition-level information, whereas step AS2 is
performed at task-level.
6.2 One-to-One Integration Strategy
Strategy Overview
As illustrated in figure 6.2, the one-to-one integration strategy consists in two steps: software
allocation, and schedule generation. The validity of the selected allocation and schedule are
guaranteed respectively by exploiting the feasibility and schedulability analyses presented in
chapter 5. We describe here how each of these two steps are performed.
Partition-to-Core Allocation
In the first step of the one-to-one integration strategy, the module integrator configures the
software/hardware allocation of the avionics software on the cores of a multicore. To do so
while saving time and effort but also guaranteeing the validity of the selected allocation, we
define a CP named ALLOCcp to handle the allocation automatically. ALLOCcp embraces
the timing verification for the allocation defined in chapter 5.
Inputs of ALLOCcp The inputs of the CP are the software and the hardware platform
models as presented in chapter 4, in particular the partitions periods Pj and memory context
budgets per path pRamkj , their respective tasks vectors pCi, Ti, Di, Hi, prioi, tRamiq, and ma-
trices PART , msg and prec.
Variables of ALLOCcp The decision variables of the allocation CP are: a, p2mc representing
the software/hardware allocation, and wi, Ji for the feasibility analysis. The auxiliary variables
are Ri, Ei, both derived from wi and Ji.
Outputs of ALLOCcp The output is a software/hardware allocation ensured to be valid.
Core Allocation Constraints
This subsection presents all constraints expressed in ALLOCcp that are related to the allocation
of the partitions to the cores of the multicore platform.
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Figure 6.2: Steps of the One-to-One Integration Strategy
All partitions are allocated once Each partition must be allocated exactly once in the final
allocation configuration. This is expressed in ALLOCcp as follows:
@pii P P,
NCÿ
p“1
api “ 1 (6.38)
No overloaded core Similarly to the allocation search in the one-to-all integration strategy,
no core should be overloaded in the finally selected allocation in the one-to-one integration
strategy. This can be expressed by defining a constraint forcing each core utilization ratio to be
under 100%. The corresponding constraint can then be expressed as follows:
@p P r1;NCs,
NPÿ
i“1
api ˆ
`
Cpi ` CSWp ` dRAM pwi, Hpi q ` dINT pwi, Hpi q
˘
Ti
ď 1 (6.39)
All cores are used If there are more partitions than cores, then all cores must be used; this
can be expressed as follows:
@p P r1;NCs, pNP ě NCq ùñ
˜
NPÿ
i“1
api ě 1
¸
(6.40)
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Otherwise, if there are less partitions than the nuomber of cores to be used on the multicore,
there should be only one partition per core in the selected allocation, in order to maximize as
much as possible the number of cores used. This can be expressed as follows:
@p P r1;NCs, pNP ă NCq ùñ
¨˚
˝NPÿ
i“1
NPÿ
j“1
j‰i
api ˆ apj “ 0‹˛‚ (6.41)
Memory Path Allocation Constraints
This subsection presents all constraints expressed in ALLOCcp that are related to the memory
path allocation.
Epartition is allocated to at least one memory path Each partition should be allocated
to a memory controller. Indeed, if a partition that is not allocated to any memory controller, then
its tasks will not be able to access the main memory at runtime. As such, the following constraint
is expressed to ensure that all partitions are allocated to at least one memory controller:
@pii P P,
NMCÿ
k“1
p2mcki ě 1 (6.42)
All memory paths are used All memory controllers must be used, in order to benefit from
the available bandwidth and balance memory accesses as much as possible at runtime. This can
be done by expressing the following constraint:
@k P r1;NMCs,
NPÿ
i“1
p2mcki ě 1 (6.43)
Realistic Memory Path Allocation Another verification that must be performed in relation
with the memory is the coherence of the memory paths allocation with regards to the core-to-
memory physical paths, i.e. verifying that the partitions have all been allocated to memory
paths that are actually wired to the core they each have been allocated to. This can be done
by comparing the values of p2mc to c2mc. In particular, a partition cannot be allocated to
a path that is not wired to the core it is allocated to. The following equation expresses the
corresponding constraint on the values of a and p2mc:
@k P r1;NMCs,@pii P P,
˜
NCÿ
p“1
api ˆ c2mcpk “ 0
¸
ùñ pp2mcki “ 0q (6.44)
Indeed, the first sum enables to retrieve the index of the core p to which pii has been allocated,
corresponding to the only non-null term api of the sum. Multiplying this non-nul term by
c2mckp for a given memory controller k enables to verify whether core p is physically wired to
the controller k: the total sum is non-null if it is indeed the case, and null otherwise. And if
core p is not wired to the memory controller k, then any partition pii allocated to core p cannot
be allocated to the memory controller k, i.e. p2mcki must be equal to zero.
Coherent memory path allocation regarding tasks memory footprints In addition,
the partition-to-path allocation must be coherent regarding the available memory space per
path and the memory contexts of partitions allocated to each path. The following equation can
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be embedded as a constraint of the allocation problem in order to verify that the partition-to-
memory-controller allocation is coherent with the partitions memory footprint:
@k P r1;NMCs,
NPÿ
i“1
p2mcki ˆ
¨˚
˚˝ NTÿ
j“1
pidj“i
tRamj
‹˛‹‚ď mcSizek (6.45)
Coherent memory path allocation regarding Message-Based Communications If a
partition pii is involved in some inter-partition communication with a partition on another core,
then both partitions must be able to access the corresponding shared memory area. In our
model, communications happen at task level: the sender task must be able to access the same
memory area as the receiver task. At partition level, two partitions can be involved in IPC, and
both containing some receiver and some senders. As a consequence, defining a constraint for
path allocation in concordance with communications at task-level may be difficult depending
on the complexity of the data exchanges defined in the software platform. To find a simpler
alternative, we decide to specify that two partitions involved in communications with each other
should use the same memory path(s). This corresponds to the following constraint:
@pii, pij P P,
pipcji ` ipcij ‰ 0q ùñ
ˆ
NMCř
k“1
p2mcki ˆ p2mckj ě 1
˙
(6.46)
The term pipcji ` ipcijq enables to select couples of partitions ppii, pijq that are involved in inter-
partition communications. For such couples, the partitions must have at least one memory path
in common, i.e. there exists at least one memory path index k for which the term p2mckiˆp2mckj
is not null.
It is interesting to note that, coupled with an adequate objective function (targeting interfer-
ence minimization for instance), this constraint is likely to have the CP solver automatically try
to allocate partitions involved in communications with each other to the same core or directly
to the same memory paths, in order to minimize simultaneous memory access requests, and
therefore, minimize inter-task interference.
Schedulability Constraints
This subsection presents all constraints expressed in ALLOCcp that are related to the veri-
fication of timing-related properties of the evaluated allocations. Similarly to step AS1 in the
one-to-all integration strategy, these constraints represent the feasibility analysis proposed in
this thesis for early timing analysis and for guiding the allocation search in a safe manner by
forcing the choice of allocation to correspond to an allocation that passes the feasibility test.
Message passing and precedence relations As in the one-to-all integration strategy, AL-
LOCcp must contain some constraints expressing each task jitter upon first activation Ji ac-
cording to its precedence and message relations specified in the software architecture. Indeed
as mentioned before, if a task does not have any predecessor or does not receive any message
at runtime, its jitter Ji is null. On the contrary, if a task has predecessors or receives messages,
its first activation must correspond to the end of execution of all its predecessors and/or any
producer of a message it consumes. The equations corresponding to such constraints are the
same as in step AS1 of the one-to-all integration strategy: as such, equations (6.11) and (6.12)
defined page 155 are embedded in ALLOCcp as constraints to compute tasks jitters upon first
activation.
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Affinities and exclusion constraints The partition-to-core allocation must be in line with
partition-to-core affinities expressed by the module integrator and/or system designers. As such,
the following constarint must be expressed:
@p P r1;NCs,@pii P P,
`
coreAffpi ě 1
˘ ùñ papi ě 1q (6.47)
Similarly, partition-to-partition affinities must be respected in the partition-to-core alloca-
tion:
@pii, pij P P,
`
partAffij “ 1
˘ ùñ ˜NCÿ
p“1
api ˆ apj “ 1
¸
(6.48)
Finally, the partition-to-partition exclusions expressed by the application supplier must be
reflected in the selected partition-to-core allocation:
@τi, τj P T ,
`
partExij “ 1
˘ ùñ ˜NCÿ
p“1
api ˆ apj “ 0
¸
(6.49)
All tasks are schedulable Last but not least, the feasibility of the tasks in the multicore
allocation currently under evaluation is assessed. It is done using the system (5.7) in order to
compute every task WCET wi, WCRT Ri and jitter Ji, but also equation (5.51) in order to
verify that all tasks WCRTs remain smaller than the respective deadline.
Objective function
As explained before in the one-to-all integration strategy, the most popular optimization fea-
ture for real-time software scheduling is the reduction of CPU workload. In addition to load
balancing, the workload is proportional to inter-task interference delays, which add up to the
tasks executions. Because of these delays, (i) the extra time available before tasks deadlines
are reached at runtime is drastically shortened, and (ii) the integrator is given less flexibility
for the setting of a valid global schedule for each core in the considered allocation. As such,
reducing the total workload thus increases the flexibility of future design choices to be made
when configuring the task schedule.
The defined objective function to minimize the total workload of the selected solution is the
following:
minimize
NCÿ
p“1
˜
NPÿ
i“1
api ˆ
NTÿ
j“1
PARTij ˆ C
p
i ` dRAM pwi, Hpi q ` dINT pwi, Hpi q
Ti
¸
(6.50)
Schedule generation
Once an allocation is selected, the module integrator then generates a static schedule. More
precisely, he generates a task-level schedule, and the corresponding partition schedule is deduced
from the task-level schedule.
To build a static schedule beforehand while saving time and effort, we propose a CP called
SCHEDcp. In order to guarantee the validity of the generated schedule, SCHEDcp embraces
the schedulability analysis defined in chapter 5.
Inputs of SCHEDcp The inputs of SCHEDcp are the entire software and hardware models
(see chapter 4) and the partition-to-core and partition-to-memory path allocations that have
been produced by ALLOCcp.
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Variables of SCHEDcp The decision variables of the allocation CP are the tasks activation
dates per MAF tOki , along with the task instances WCETs wki . The auxiliary variables are the
tasks instances response times Rki derived from each wki , the corresponding CPU time budget
for each partition and frame Ekj , and the partitions activation dates pOki which are derived from
their tasks activation dates.
Outputs of SCHEDcp The output of SCHEDcp is a task-level schedule that is guaranteed
to enforce all timing-related constraints of the system. The partition-level schedule is then
deduced from the task-level schedule and the task-to-partition allocation defined by PART .
Schedule Generation Constraints
Task instances definition One of the first constraints to be implemented in SCHEDcp is
to ensure each activation date tOki corresponds to the kth instance of τi:
@τi P T ,@k P r1;nbActivis, tOki P rpk ´ 1q ˆ Ti; k ˆ Tis (6.51)
Non-overlapping executions on each core In the schedule to be generated, there should
always be at most one running task per core at runtime, as overlapping executions on the same
core are forbidden:
@p P r1;NCs,@τi, τj P T | pi ‰ jq,@pk,mq P v1;nbActiviw ˆ v1;nbActivjw,˜
NCř
p“1
ap,pidi ˆ ap,pidj “ 1
¸
ùñ p ptOmj ě ptOki ` wki q _ pOki ě tOmj ` wmj q q (6.52)
The left-hand side of equation (6.52) forces the execution of one of the two instances to finish
before the start of the other.
Time sampling according to timer interrupt frequency Tasks instances activation off-
sets must be an even multiple of the corresponding core clock frequency.
@τi P T ,@k P v1;nbActiviw, tOki ” 0 mod
˜
NCÿ
p“1
api ˆ Clkp
¸
(6.53)
Schedule Verification Constraints
Task-level scheduling verification Each task instance execution must complete before the
corresponding deadline. As such, tasks instances WCETs wki are computed first using the
second equation in system (5.12) for non-preemptive tasks, system (5.11) for preemptive tasks,
and equation (5.61) is embedded in SCHEDcp as well to check whether all instances respect
their deadlines.
Partition-level scheduling verification Analogously at partition-level, all partitions time
budgets must fit in one MAF. To ensure so, the partition level verification for the schedule
generation problem represented by equation (5.60) is added as a constraint in SCHEDcp.
Message passing and precedence relations The generated activation dates for each task
instance must be coherent with the message exchanges and precedence relations expressed in
the system’s requirements. This type of requirements has been studied in chapter 5 section 5.5
page 143. As such, the following equations must be expressed as constraints of SCHEDcp:
• Equations (5.64) and (5.65) for dependence relations due to precedence relations and
message-based communications between equiperiodic tasks,
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• Equations (5.66) and (5.68) for dependence relations where the preceding task is faster
than the successor task,
• Equations (5.67) and (5.69) for dependence relations where the preceding task is slower
than the successor task.
Linking inter-task interference with the knowledge of parallel executions Finally, we
present the CP constraints expressing which equation should be used to compute wki depending
on the presence of other tasks running in parallel. A task instance suffers no interference if it is
running alone on the entire multicore according to the defined core schedules:
@τi P T ,@k P v1;nbActiviw ,˜
NCř
p“1
api ˆ
NTř
j“1
p1´ apjq ˆ
nbActivjř
m“1
overlappingi,j,k,m “ 0
¸
ùñ
˜
wki “
NCř
p“1
api ˆ Cpi
¸
(6.54)
If on the contrary, there exist at least one task instance executed in parallel, interference
delays suffered by τki in the worst-case are not null:
@τi P T ,@k P v1;nbActiviw ,˜
NCř
p“1
api ˆ
NTř
j“1
p1´ apjq ˆ
nbActivjř
m“1
overlappingi,j,k,m ‰ 0
¸
ùñ
˜
wki “
NCř
p“1
api ˆ Cpi ` dRAM pwki , Hpi q ` dINT pwki , Hpi q
¸ (6.55)
where dRAM pwki , Hpi q and dINT pwki , Hpi q are computed using equations (5.38) and (5.41) respec-
tively.
These two constraints come from commonsense: (i) in general in scheduling problems, sched-
ules often present slack times where the CPU is idle; (ii) if a task instance τki is alone to run
on an entire platform, then it has no competition to access the shared resources and therefore
suffers zero interference delay, i.e. in our case, dRAM pwki , Hpi q and dINT pwki , Hpi q are both equal
to zero. Then in such situations, computing wki using equation (5.11) leads to unnecessary
pessimism, as wki is actually equal to the execution duration in isolation Cki .
Constraint (6.54) is not essential to scheduling problems as it does not represent a require-
ment of the system. However, without constraint (6.54), the corresponding CP expressed is not
able to make the link between the temporal location of each task execution time interval in the
schedule, with the presence of inter-task interference. If one task instance τki is alone to run on
the multicore for instance, the CP formulation without constraint (6.54) would be unaware of
the fact that τki has exclusive access to the memory and interconnect and therefore suffers no
interference, and equation (5.11) would then be used, resulting in an overly pessimistic schedule.
To sum up, constraint (6.54) is not essential to the schedule generation problem CP defi-
nition as it does not represent a requirement of the system to be configured, but rather to an
optimization feature since it will guide the search towards schedules where the least possible
amount of parallel executions occur for a given software and hardware platforms. As such,
constraint (6.54) acts as an optimization feature during system design.
Objective Function The objective function of SCHEDcp can be about CPU workload
reduction:
Minimize max
pPr1;NC s
ˆ
NTř
i“1
ap,pidi ˆ
nbActiviř
k“1
´
Cpi `dRAM pwki ,Hpi q`dINT pwki ,Hpi q
MAFp
¯˙
(6.56)
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6.3 Discussions
One-to-All Strategy: Partitions CPU Time Windows Computation. It is important
to note that in step AS1, application suppliers do not schedule tasks, but rather just compute
each partition time budget Eki per frame in the partition cycle, in order to be able to provide
these budgets to the module integrator at the end of step AS1.
The resulting CPU time budgets could then be refined at the end of AS2, i.e. after a task-level
schedule can therefore be configured. This would have enabled to compute each Eki budget using
tasks instances WCETs wmj instead of using the same WCET wj for all instances of τj in one
partition cycle. The result would have been tighter partition windows durations, and possibly
enough room on the corresponding multicore module for scheduling additional partitions.
However, this would have implied adding the WCET equations to AS2cp, along with defin-
ing new WCET variables E˜ki to recompute the new partitions CPU time budgets, and then
perform step MI1 again in order to use these tightened budgets to compute a new partition
schedule, and then re-launch AS2cp in order to perform task-level verification, etc. To sum up,
this would have meant increasing the complexity of AS2cp and extending the duration of the
integration process solely for optimization purposes. In this thesis, we made the choice to keep
the proposed strategies as simple as possible in order to gain in time and effort without loosing
the safetiness and confidence in the exploited timing analysis metrics, the pessimism embedded
in the produced bounds being seen as safety margins. This can be seen as interesting future
work.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter we presented the two integration strategies proposed in this thesis for implement-
ing multicore-based IMA systems. A general overview was given to ease comparison between
the pros and cons of the two strategies, before presenting them in greater extent. Each strategy
is divided in chronological steps performed by the different roles involved in the integration pro-
cess. For each step, an approach for conducting the required verification and configurations is
expressed. To save time and effort during the process, some steps are expressed through a CP,
which formulation has been given as one of the contributions of this thesis. Each CP embeds
all needed analyses for the result to be considered safe according to certification standards, and
especially the DO-178.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation Results
In this chapter, we present the evaluation of our contributions, and the obtained results. We
first explain the goal of the tests performed to evaluate our contributions, before presenting the
way the case study has been built and describing the hardware architecture. Then in section
7.4, we present the results about the evaluation of the gain in time and design optimization
achieved thanks to our approach, and in section 7.3 we present the results of the application of
our approach to a real target.
General Overview
The evaluation phase of the contributions proposed in this thesis is divided in two activities.
The first one is the application of the proposed strategies for allocation and scheduling on an
IMA case study and for a real target platform. The verification then consists in checking that
no deadline miss occurs at runtime. To do so, a software and a hardware platform must be
identified as inputs to the evaluation. They are modeled as suggested in this thesis, and one of
the two strategies for allocation and schedule generation search must be applied on them. The
outcome of the searches is then reproduced in the configuration of the software and hardware
platforms so that the finally integrated system matches the allocation and the schedule that
have been outputted by our approaches. The final system is then witched on and launched
so that its runtime behavior can be observed. The applied strategy passes the evaluation for
the given input platforms if no deadline miss occurs after a long period of observation. Several
input situations can be evaluated: for instance, one can vary the number of cores to be used
at runtime on the target platform. The absence of deadline miss in all situations ensures the
validity of the generated schedule, but also the validity of the produced WCET upper-bounds.
Such evaluation, along with the corresponding results, are described in section 7.3.
The second evaluation activity is theoretical, and focused on the allocation and scheduling
search problems: we compare the solutions obtained when using one of our strategies against the
solutions obtained when multicore interference is not taken into account. To do so, we proceed
the same way as for the evaluation on a real target, without actually implementing the resulting
allocation and schedule on the target; this is repeated twice per situation: once as suggested
in this thesis, and another time while ignoring multicore interference in the computation of
tasks WCET and WCRT, while still computing them in order to get the corresponding inter-
task interference upper bound as computed in our models. The second run is also referred to
in this thesis as theoretical allocation and schedule generation search, or interference-oblivious
allocation and schedule generation search. For the same situation, the outputs of the two runs
are compared in terms of average multicore interference, total workload and slowdown suffered
by tasks due to multicore interference. The second test enables us to assess the optimization
gain achieved thanks to our approach. Such evaluation, along with the corresponding results,
are described in section 7.4.
For both activities, the same software case study an hardware platform models have been
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exploited. As no real IMA software was made available for use in the context of this thesis, we
built our own case study. The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We first present the
software platform exploited in our tests, along with the corresponding explanations on how it has
been built. We then present the hardware platform and its corresponding model, built following
the approach proposed in this thesis. The results of the evaluation on a real platform is then
presented, before introducing the theoretical comparison of our contributions with interference-
oblivious allocation and scheduling searches. Finally, a section about certification considerations
assesses our work compared to certification objectives currently set for multicore based IMA
systems. This chapter then concludes with a ”Discussions” section about the shortcomings and
limitations of the evaluation regarding the reality of COTS, and a section summarizing the
content of this chapter.
7.1 Software Case Study Generation
Our contributions being specific to aerospace industries, the ideal evaluation phase should have
been performed with actual, IMA software. However in practice, for the sake of core business
protection, the access to such software is often either confidential or carefully restricted. As
such, it has not been possible to have access to actual IMA software in the context of this thesis.
Instead of using actual software for the evaluation of this thesis, we built a mock IMA case study
based on an academic, non-IMA avionics software architecture [108], open source benchmarks
of the TACLeBench benchmark suite [13], and our knowledge of IMA architectures and IMA
orders of values for each parameters such as partitions periods or MAF values. We describe in
this section how the exploited software case study has been built.
General Architecture
The authors of [108] present a military avionics case study to be used for academic purposes.
In this case study, the architecture of nine software functions are described in terms of tasks.
For each task, the corresponding scheduling parameters are given, such as information on their
periodicity or approximate duration in average on a single-core platform.
We took the case study in [108] as a basis and adapted it as follows:
• Software functions have been identified as one or several partitions;
• Tasks periods have been modified so that they consist of harmonic sets;
• Partitions periods have been set as equal to the smallest period of their respective tasks;
• Aperiodic tasks are turned into periodic ones by assigning them a period equal to the
period of their respective partitions;
• Benchmarks from the TaCLEbench benchmark suite [13] have been used in order to con-
struct tasks entry points based on their respective average duration in single-core environ-
ments.
The resulting software architecture consists in nine partitions and twenty nine tasks in total (cf.
table 7.1).
The next step of building our case study consists in selecting the benchmarks to be exploited
for each task entry point. To do so, each benchmark of the TACLEBench benchmark suite are
analyzed in order to get an upper bound on their respective single-core execution duration and
maximum number of main memory access. The resulting values will determine which benchmark
is selected for which task. This is done as a part of the preliminary analysis required in the
contributions proposed in this thesis, and explained in the next subsection.
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Figure 7.1: Benchmark Selection Process [9]
Preliminary Analysis and Benchmark selection
One criteria of benchmark selection that is important when evaluating our work is the rate at
which access to the main memory is requested at runtime. It must be realistic and match the
expected access rate for multicore COTS currently under industrial evaluation for future usage.
To our knowledge, this corresponds to a memory access rate of 20 000 requests per millisecond
approximately.
The memory access rate parameter of benchmarks is linked to the maximum number of
memory access requests that can be generated by a task, Hi, depending on the benchmarks
called in its entry point. Another parameter of benchmarks which has an influence on a task
calling it in its entry point is its execution duration in isolation.
Regarding tasks, two important parameters of the model of a task τi that must be given as
inputs for the timing analysis and the integration strategies activities, are upper bounds on the
execution duration in isolation Ci and the maximum number of main memory access requests per
execution Hi. These two parameters are extracted from single-core analysis performed on the
tasks respective entry points using aiT. In the software case study exploited for the evaluation
phase of this thesis, tasks entry points consist in one or several calls to one of the TACLeBench
benchmark suite.
One unique benchmark is selected as a unitary benchmark, and exploited for all entry points
in order to enforce the same memory access rate for all tasks of the software platform. The
number of times the benchmark is called in each entry point varies from one task to the other:
for a given task τi, the selected benchmark is called as many times as needed in order for the
resulting entry point to have an execution duration in isolation as close as possible to Ci. To
do so, one must know the execution duration in isolation of the benchmark. In fact, as illus-
trated in figure 7.1, the execution duration in isolation of benchmarks actually is one of the two
criterion for benchmark selection, the first one being the memory access rate which must be as
close as possible to 20000 requests per millisecond. Indeed, the selected benchmark must have
an execution duration in isolation that corresponds to a value that is smaller than or equal to
the smallest Ci of the software architecture. The reason is that it must be possible to call the
selected benchmark one or several times in each task entry point so that the final entry point
has a duration in isolation as close as possible to the corresponding Ci value given in [108].
For instance if a benchmark matches regarding its memory access rate but has a duration in
isolation in seconds while most of the tasks have durations in milliseconds, then the benchmark
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is not fit for usage in our tests.
As mentioned in figure 7.1, in order to extract an upper bound of each benchmark execution
duration in isolation and maximum number of main memory access requests, we used aiT Ana-
lyzer [2] from the AbsInt company. AiT computes a safe upper-bound of tasks WCETs thanks to
a static code-level analysis. To do so, aiT takes as input the binary executable of an embedded
system, and constructs the corresponding control flow graphs of each task entry point. WCET
bounds are then produced using global path analysis. AiT has been successfully used for timing
verification in avionics and automotive systems in single-core environments [157, 89].
COTS processors currently supported by aiT are all single-cores. However, execution dura-
tions in isolation being unchanged whether the considered hardware platform is single-core or
multicore, aiT can be exploited in multicore environments as well for deriving upper bounds
of execution durations in isolation. In our case, we also need to derive an upper-bound of the
maximum number of main memory access requests that each benchmark can generate at run-
time. Such a parameter may be influenced by inter-task interference that can occur at runtime.
For instance after a preemption, a task may experience more cache misses – and therefore, issue
additional main memory access requests – because the task that preempted it evicted some of
its data from the cache. The sharing of resources in multicore platforms may cause additional
inter-task interference. However in our case, access requests to the main memory correspond to
L1 cache misses, and the L1 is not shared by the cores of a multicore platform. As such from
the point of view of main memory access requests, being in a multicore environment as such
modeled in our approaches does not bring additional situations of inter-task interference than
in sinngle-core environments. On the other hand, aiT is capable of deriving an upper bound on
tasks worst-case number of L1 misses. As a result, aiT can be exploited in order to derive an
upper bound of the maximum number of main memory access requests for each benchmark.
To sum up, we analyzed all benchmarks of the TACLeBench benchmark suite using aiT in
order to derive, for each bench, an upper bound on the corresponding execution duration in
isolation and the maximum number of main memory access requests per benchmark.
Tasks Entry Points Composition
In the end, when applying the analysis approach presented in the previous paragraphs and
illustrated in figure 7.1, the benchmark from the TACLeBench suite that has been selected is
codec codrle: it has an execution duration in isolation of 574 microseconds and a memory access
rate of 22 018 requests per millisecond.
To construct tasks entry points, codec codrle was called as many times as needed inside
each task, so that each Ci would match as much as possible the value given for Ci in [108]; the
actual value of Ci but also the value of Hi are then derived according to the number of calls
to codec codrle. The resulting software case study used in order to evaluate the contributions
proposed in this thesis is summarized in table 7.1.
7.2 Hardware Architecture Representation
The multicore platform exploited in this thesis for evaluation purposes is the QorIQ P4080 [9]
evaluation board from Freescale/NXP. The RTOS embedded on the QorIQ is VxWorks653 3.1
Multicore Edition [14], the ARINC653-compliant IMA from Wind River. We provide in the next
paragraphs information about the multicore platform and the RTOS required in their respective
models presented in this thesis.
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pij τi prioi Ci (ms) Hi
Ti“Dipmsq
Pj
pmsq
1 1 2 7,462 164294 1600 1600
2 1 5,74 126380 1600
2 3 1 1,722 37915 400 400
4 2 1,722 37915 400
5 3 1,722 37915 800
3 1 3 0,574 12638 800 800
7 2 0,574 12638 800
8 4 3,444 75829 800
9 3 1,722 37915 800
4 10 1 0,574 12638 1600 1600
11 4 1,722 37915 1600
12 2 0,574 12638 1600
13 6 6,888 151656 1600
14 5 5,74 126380 1600
15 3 0,574 12638 1600
5 16 5 5,74 126380 1600 1600
17 4 5,74 126380 1600
18 6 7,462 164294 1600
19 1 0,574 12638 1600
20 2 0,574 12638 1600
21 3 1,722 37915 1600
6 22 1 0,574 12638 1600 1600
23 2 0,574 12638 1600
24 3 0,574 12638 1600
7 25 1 0,574 12638 400 400
26 2 1,722 37915 800
8 27 1 1,722 37915 800 800
9 29 2 4,592 101104 800 400
30 1 0,574 12638 400
Table 7.1: Data used for the Software Case Study
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Wind River VxWorks653 3.1 Multicore Edition
Wind River’s VxWorks653 3.1 Multicore Edition [14] is an ARINC653-compliant RTOS devel-
oped for scheduling IMA applications. VxWorks653 3.1 Multicore Edition offers AMP scheduling
capabilities only: no dynamic allocation or migration features are allowed, and a given partition
can only be assigned to a unique core. This corresponds to one of the main assumptions about
the multicore environment and the context of this thesis; as such, all contributions proposed
in this thesis remain compatible with VxWorks653 3.1, even the one-to-all integration strategy,
where one application is running on all cores of the same multicore platform at any given time.
To do so, the main requirement is that although the same application is running on all cores,
each core runs its own set of partitions at runtime.
NXP P4080 Evaluation Board
Figure 7.2: Block Diagram of the Freescale/NXP QorIQ P4080 Processor [9]
According to NXP, the P4080 is intended for industrial applications such as aerospace,
defense, factory automation and networking. Figure 7.2 displays the block diagram of the P4080
as presented by NXP [9]. As illustrated in figure 7.2, the P4080 features eight PowerPC e500mc
cores capable of running at up to 1,5 GHz each. For the purpose of evaluating the outcomes of
this thesis, all active cores are running at 1,5 GHz in every configuration implemented during
our tests.
The P4080 features a three level cache hierarchy, with 32 KB of instruction and data L1
cache per core, 128 KB unified L2 cache per core and 2 MB of shared cache. In order to match
the assumptions made in this thesis, the L2 and L3 cache levels have been deactivated at runtime
in every configuration implemented during our tests.
As illustrated on figure 7.2, the main memory consists in two blocks of 2 GB of DDR3 each.
There exists two memory controllers, and therefore, two paths to the main memory from the
point of view described in this thesis. Each controller is linked to one of the two memory blocks.
Moreover, the eight cores are implemented as two clusters of four cores, each cluster being wired
to only one of the two memory controllers [29]. As such, if a core is wired to the first memory
controller, it can only access memory addresses of the first main memory block, and it cannot
access neither the second memory controller or the second main memory block.
L1 Cache In order to perform the preliminary analysis described in section 7.1, information
on the L1 cache is required by aiT in order to derive accurate upper bounds on Ci and Hi for
each task τi. In particular, aiT is capable of deriving a worst-case upper-bound on the maximum
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Number of Sets 128
Associativity 8
Line Size 32 KB
Cache Policy pseudo-least recently used
Table 7.2: L1 Cache Model (Identical for both Data and Instruction L1 Caches)
Parameter Value Unit Definition
tCK 0.0015 µs DRAM clock cycle time
tRP 8 cycles precharge latency
tRCD 8 cycles activate latency
CL 9 cycles CAS read latency
WL 7 cycles CAS write latency
BL 8 columns burst length
tWTR 7 cycles write to read delay
tWR 10 cycles write recovery time
tRRD 11 cycles activate to activate delay
tFAW 20 cycles four activate windows
Ncols 1024 – number of columns per row
Nreorder 12 requests reordering window size
lbus 0.001 µs bus latency
Table 7.3: Data used for the Main Memory Model
number of L1 cache misses corresponding to the entry point of a task τi, which also corresponds
to Hi in our model. The number of hits and misses depends on the cache organization. In
fact, caches are organized in lines and sets; the line in which some data (resp. instruction) can
be stored in cache depends on its memory address; when a cache is full and a new data (resp.
instruction) must be stored in cache, the cached data (resp. instruction) to be evicted from the
cache in order to store the new data (resp. instruction) depends on the cache eviction policy
that is implemented.
To take into account such cache organization information during the analysis deriving tasks
Ci and Hi, aiT must be able to know the cache organization. As such, some essential parameters
must be given as input to the preliminary analysis. In aiT, caches are modeled according to the
following parameters:
• The cache line size, i.e. number of bytes in one cache line;
• The associativity of the cache, which describes which cache lines can store data located in
which main memory addresses: the associativity corresponds to the number of locations in
cache where a given data (resp. instruction) may reside depending on its memory address;
• The number of sets of the cache;
• The cache policy, determining, when the cache is full, which cache line must be used to
store a new data (resp. instruction) – i.e., emptied and filled up with the new data (resp.
instruction) to be stored in cache.
In the P4080, data and instruction caches are analogously organized, according to the pa-
rameters given in table 7.2.
Main Memory As mentioned in chapter 4 subsection 4.4, the main memory is represented
through some of its hardware parameters which description can be found in the processor
datasheet. Table 7.3 presents the values corresponding to the configuration of the main memory
embedded on the P4080 evaluation board.
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7.3 Validation on a Real Target
In this section, we describe the conclusions that could be drawn when we implemented the
scheduling tables generated by our approach, on our HW platform to validate accuracy compared
to reality of industrial systems and platforms.
Configuration Setup
The goal of this evaluation is to implement the configurations selected as output of our allocation
and scheduling CP on a real target, and verify that no deadline miss occurs at runtime after
observing several MAFs. If no deadline miss is indeed observed, two conclusions can be drawn :
• The timing analysis produced accurate WCET bounds for each task, and
• The partitions time windows and the generated schedules are accurately chosen, i.e. they
enable to accurately respect all timing requirements of the system.
The evaluation process corresponding to such verification is the following:
• Step 1: Select a hardware configuration (CPU clock frequency, number of cores to be used,
etc.) and an integration strategy to be implemented (one-to-one or one-to-all);
• Step 2: Perform the preliminary analysis enabling to obtain the Ci and Hi parameters
for each task of the software platform; in the context of our evaluation tests, this step
is only done once since the same software case study is exploited for all implemented
configurations.
• Step 3: Run the allocation and scheduling CP problems corresponding to the integration
strategy selected in step 1, and get the resulting solution;
• Step 4: Configure the hardware platform according to the configuration set in step 1 and
the allocation and schedule selected in step 3. Figure 7.3) illustrates some configurations
performed in this step.
• Step 5: Compile, boot and run on the embedded target, and check that no deadline is
missed at runtime;
• Step 6: Repeat steps 1 to 7 for various parameters values in step 1 (number of cores used,
strategy of integration, etc.)
For each of the one-to-one and one-to-all integration strategies, the process from step 1 to
6 is repeated several times since we varied the number of cores to be used on the P4080. The
maximum possible number of cores is eight, corresponding to the situation where each partition
is allocated alone on a core. Setting the number of cores to be used at runtime as the variable
parameters of the tests allows a comparison of results obtained for a given strategy depending
on the number of cores used, for instance in order to follow the evolution of the WCET bounds
or the difference between computed WCETs and measured execution times. It also enables the
comparison of both strategies with each other and the evolution of the results they provide with
the number of cores. The corresponding results are presented in the next subsection.
Results
In both strategies, solutions – i.e. a SW/HW allocation and a schedule where all deadlines are
met within a complete MAF – were found for up to five cores. Indeed, no solution has been
found for six to eight cores for the given software case study and hardware configuration. The
timing analyses proposed in this thesis relying on sufficient feasibility and scheduling conditions,
this means the allocation CPs for each strategy respectively did not find an allocation in which
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Figure 7.3: Target Configuration
all tasks response times remained smaller than their respective deadlines. It is therefore not
possible to say whether or not there actually exist feasible allocations for the corresponding
configuration.
Every solution outputted in both the one-to-one and the one-to-all integration strategies has
been implemented on the target platform: partitions and tasks were allocated to the cores of
the P4080 and their memory contexts stored in DRAM so as to respect the allocation of the
partitions (resp. tasks) to the memory channels. The schedule generated at the end of the
corresponding strategy has been configured as is in the VxWorks653 3.1 development environ-
ment. The resulting system configuration project was then compiled and bootloaded onto the
P4080-based evaluation platform.
In the rest of this subsection, we compare the results of the execution times measurement to
the corresponding WCET upper-bounds computed statically in the corresponding integration
strategy implemented.
Safeness of the Computed WCET Upper-Bounds and Generated Schedules
The runtime behavior of each case study evaluated on the P4080 has been observed for several
MAFs. In fact, one MAF is 1,6 seconds long, while the observation phase lasted for three to
five minutes per run. Graph results are computed using data extracted with the VxWorks653
POS System Viewer for the first 30 seconds for each run, which approximately corresponds to
15 MAFs.
To provide some illustration example, figure 7.4 shows the schedule generated for five cores
when applying the one-to-one integration strategy. Figure 7.5 page 181 shows the corresponding
schedule resulting for the one-to-all integration strategy. A careful verification of the illustrated
schedules revealed that all partitions and tasks deadlines have been enforced, the deadline of
a partition being assimilated to its next periodic activation. This is true also in the schedule
in figure 7.5 page 181 resulting from the one-to-all strategy, around 800 000 us: some dark
blue partition seems to have a time window starting in the frame r400000; 800000sus, and fin-
ishing in the frame r800000; 1200000sus. When the schedule is zoomed around 800 000 us as
done in figure 7.6, one can seen that it does not correspond to a partition deadline violation.
In fact, it corresponds to the time windows of partition pi7 respectively belonging to frames
r400000; 800000sus and r800000; 1200000sus being reserved almost consecutively.
Finally, both schedules shown in figures 7.4 and 7.5 have been executed at runtime on the
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Figure 7.4: Schedule Resulting from Applying the One-to-One Integration Strategy to Integrate the SW
Case Study on Five Cores of the P4080
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Figure 7.5: Schedule Resulting from Applying the One-to-All Integration Strategy to Integrate the SW
Case Study on Five Cores of the P4080
target platform, leading to a respective runtime behavior free of deadline miss.
In general, for all the test configurations evaluated on the target platform, no deadline miss
has been observed at runtime either. As such, the evaluation results of this thesis enabled an
empirical validation of the safeness of the produced WCET bounds, the timing analysis and in
general, the allocation and schedule generation processes.
To conclude, the presence of a significant amount of slack times in the scheduled illustrated
in figures 7.4 and 7.5 shows that more than just the nine partitions of the exploited software
case study could potentially be allocated to the five cores of the P4080, which is promising for
the SWaP reduction capabilities of the one-to-one and one-to-all integration strategies.
Figure 7.6: Parallel Execution of Non-Interfering Tasks
Analysis of the Embedded Pessimism
The exact pessimism of the produced WCET upper-bounds cannot be known for certainty. As
such, the difference observed between computed WCETs and maximum measured ETs consist in
the maximum possible value of the actual pessimism of the timing analysis approach proposed
in this thesis. However, in order to simplify the explanations in the rest of this chapter, and
whenever there is no ambiguity, the difference observed between computed WCET upper-bounds
and maximum measured ETs is sometimes also referred to as pessimism.
Figure 7.7 illustrates the evolution with the number of cores of the total difference between
computed WCETs and measured WCETs in percentage and in each strategy respectively. In the
single core case, the computed WCET upper-bounds present around 94.5% pessimism in both
strategies. In the one-to-one integration strategy, the percentage of pessimism is stable around
that value when the number of cores increases. On the other hand in the one-to-all integration
strategy, the maximum pessimism is observed for two and three cores with around 97.5 %. It
then decreases to 97 % and 96 % for four and five cores respectively.
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of the Observed Difference between Computed WCETs and the Respective
Maximum Measured ETs in each Strategy
Without specific tools such as a probe for detailed trace analysis, it is not possible to examine
the cause of this decrease. Multicore interference is not to blame since according to the results
files, there is no multicore interference in the schedule, due to never overlapping tasks that share
access to the same memory controller. The variability of runtime execution and the randomness
of the measured execution times values may be responsible for the pessimism decrease when
using five cores instead of four. Another factor ma be the fact that allocations lead to different
WCETs depending on the number of context switches occurring on each core: in fact, when dis-
patching the same number of non-preemptive tasks to a greater number of cores, fewer context
switchings occur in one MAF.
An overall observation that can be made from the results displayed in figure 7.7 is the fact
that the observed pessimism does not excessively increase with the number of cores. This is an
interesting characteristic of our approach, as it could be used to determine the number of cores
of a multicore to be used in the final system depending on the percentage of pessimism tolerated
by system designers.
Another observation that can be made is the fact that the pessimism value is close to 100%,
which may seem to be a bad news. However, to our knowledge, rumor – at least in the academic
community – has it that 100 % pessimism remains smaller than the percentage of pessimism
that industries are ready to consider adding to measurement-based ET bounds for their future
multicore-based systems, which stands around 200%. Such a margin is said to be added to
measured maximum ETs with the hope that it will cover the worst-case scenario of interference
latencies. Such an approach offers no guarantee since it relies on measurements, contrary to
the work in this thesis, which relies on static analysis to produce safe WCET upper-bounds.
As such, the safeness of the bounds produced by the timing analysis approach in this thesis,
combined to the fact that the obtained pessimism after empirical verification on a real platform
remains smaller than the 200 % rumored margin to be considered in future systems, comforts
us in the fact that results showing 95 % of measured pessimism do not limit the interest that
industries may have in implementing one of the two integration strategies presented in this thesis.
In the WCET upper-bounds pessimism, there already is a pessimism margin that can be
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blamed on the worst-case execution duration in isolation of tasks depending on the core they
are running on Cpi , computed during the preliminary analysis. This pessimism is not due
to the timing analysis approach proposed in this thesis, but rather to the one exploited to
compute the Cpi parameters. Figure 7.7 displayed the total pessimism percentage; it may be
interesting to distinguish, in the total pessimism, the percentage due to the Cpi upper-bounds,
from the percentage due to the WCET computational approach proposed in this thesis. To do so,
figures 7.8 and 7.9 show the average difference between computed WCETs and the corresponding
maximum execution time observed at runtime, in the one-to-all integration strategy and in the
one-to-one integration strategy respectively.
Figure 7.8: Average Difference between Computed WCETs and Measured WCETs in the One-to-All
Strategy
Figure 7.9: Average Difference between Computed WCETs and Measured WCETs in the One-to-One
Strategy
In addition, as can be seen in figures 7.8 and 7.9 in the one-to-all and the one-to-one strategies
respectively, the pessimism of the Cpi upper-bounds represents the majority of the observed
pessimism percentage. The Cpi parameters are inputs to the integration strategies proposed in
this thesis since the approach to be used for their respective computation is not covered. As
such, the pessimism brought by the computation of Ci can be seen as an input pessimism to
which an additional margin will be added by our timing analysis equations (see chapter 5).
Knowing this, the graph in figure 7.7 has been plotted with the distinction of the pessimism
of the Cpi upper-bounds. It is interesting to note that, independently from the pessimism of the
Cpi upper-bounds, the approach proposed in this thesis only participates to 0,8 to 6 % of the
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total pessimism, which is very promising for the contributions of this thesis.
Figure 7.10 presents a zoom in on the evolution of the pessimism percentage due to the thesis
work, in order to ease the analysis of that pessimism.
Figure 7.10: Pessimism Percentage due to the Timing Analysis Independently from the Pessimism re-
sulting from the Preliminary – Single-Core – Analysis
In the one-to-one integration strategy, the evolution of the pessimism introduced by our
timing analysis has a similar evolution to the total pessimism shown in figure 7.7. Indeed, it
remains constant around 0,8 %, independently of the number of active cores. In the one-to-all
integration strategy however, the evolution is similar to the total pessimism except for five cores:
it increases while the total pessimism shown in figure 7.7 decreases. As such, for five cores, even
though the total pessimism is slightly lower than with four cores for instance, the percentage of
that total pessimism that is to blame on the timine analysis proposed in this thesis increased.
This may seem counter-intuitive when comparing both graphs, and yet figure 7.10 represents
another illustration of the dark grey parts of the graph in figure 7.7 by reusing the same data.
The difference between pessimisms (would it be total or exclusively due to the approach in
this thesis), along with the decrease while the number of cores increases, might be explained by
three facts. The first one is the fact that every data is computed in average, thus showing a
general tendency that does not reflect what happens for each core separately.
The second fact is that the P4080 embraces various heuristics for average execution times
optimizations that are undisclosed to the public, and which may have impacted the tasks exe-
cution at runtime.
The last fact is that upon creation of an integration project, kernel-level management tasks
are created, and regularly executed at runtime independently of the tasks defined by the system
designer. As such, at runtime, at every clock tick, kernel routines are executed at an hypervisor
or supervisor level, contrary to tasks of the SW platform which are user level. As such, these
management tasks are able to interrupt a user task to execute a specific routine. Unfortunately,
without execution tracing capabilities as would be provided with a probe for instance, the time
interval during which the management task was running on the corresponding core will then
be seen during our observation phase as a time interval during which the user task itself was
running. The corresponding task execution duration is then seen as bigger than it actually was
the case. All the while, the schedule computed as output of the one-to-all strategy revealed the
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absence of inter-core interference, which raises questions about why the task execution is bigger
despite the absence of interference. Such situations perfectly illustrate why it is very important
for results interpretation to possess cycle-accurate execution trace tools when evaluating works
about WCET upper-bounding.
Comparison of the Resulting Interference
As briefly mentioned before, the thesis evaluation has been performed in the absence of an
electronic probe to snoop on execution traces. Without such a probe, it is not possible to
extract detailed information related to runtime execution traces, and in particular about inter-
core interference occurring at runtime. As a consequence, the evaluation on a real target that
has been described earlier in this chapter does not display any information on the evolution
of interference suffered by tasks with the number of cores used on the P4080. Nevertheless,
it may be interesting to study the theoretical evolution of interference in the WCET bounds
computed during the allocation and the schedule generation activities. Future work could then
be focused on comparing the theoretical evolution of interference with the number of cores for a
given software case study, with the actual evolution of interference measured when running on
a real target.
We observed the computed interference delays occurring in the schedules generated by the
one-to-one and the one-to-all integration strategies for two to five cores. The result is the same
for all schedules: there is zero interference suffered by all tasks due to sharing the main memory
or the interconnect access. While it may seem to be a mistake at first, it appears to be right after
a careful analysis of each corresponding strategy output files schedule. To ease explanations in
the following paragraphs we take the example of the schedule generated for five cores as a result
of applying the one-to-one integration strategy. The resulting schedule has been drawn in figure
7.4 page 180.
As shown in the figure, the schedule is free of parallel execution of tasks except when they do
not use the same memory path, or said differently, when they cannot cause interference delays
to each other. Let for instance consider two tasks τa and τb, respectively allocated to cores p
and q and belonging to partitions pic and pid. Then for every couple of tasks τa and τb executed
at least partially in parallel at runtime, the corresponding matrix p2mc always shows that pic
and pid have been allocated to a different memory path.
For instance in the schedule generated for five cores according to the one-to-one integration
strategy, a zoom in on the beginning of the corresponding schedule is provided in figure 7.11. The
tags ”Pi” matches the colors to the corresponding partitions, ”Pi” corresponding to partition pii.
As can be seen in figure 7.11, two tasks tagged ”T8” and ”T28” and which respectively belong
to partitions pi3 and pi9, are executed in parallel, respectively on cores number 3 and 2. Upon
verification of the output file of the allocation process that preceded the schedule generation
phase, pi3 and pi9 have been allocated respectively to the first and the second memory paths.
As such, their tasks do not use the same path to the main memory and interfere neither when
accessing the main memory nor the interconnect. ”T8” and ”T28” therefore do not interfere
with each other at runtime even though they are scheduled in parallel.
This property has been verified for all couples of tasks executed in parallel on different cores
in the MAF schedule. As a result, it is safe to say that the schedule has been configured so that
all situation of inter-core interference has been successfully avoided.
Finally, in all schedules resulting from the one-to-one and the one-to-all integration strategies
that have been implemented on the target platform, every situation of interference has been suc-
cessfully avoided as well. No two tasks sharing the same memory path are scheduled in parallel in
the corresponding schedules respectively. As a conclusion, the approaches proposed in this thesis
for an automated and efficient integration successfully achieved a significant design optimization.
Being able to avoid interference whenever possible when generating a schedule gives an
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Figure 7.11: Parallel Execution of Non-Interfering Tasks
independence to the pessimism of the timing analysis exploited for the schedule generation.
However, such an advantage is a double edge sword, as it can also hide a drawback. As shown in
the results of the evaluation on a real platform, the computed WCET upper-bounds are at most
95 % pessimistic, which remains under the 200 % rumored industrial margin. However, this 95%
pessimism has been obtained for interference-free schedules. Interference in multicores are said
to be significant as a multicore-based system can become four to eight times slower than when it
is on a singlecore platform. As such, it is important for future work to determine the pessimism
percentage of the timing analysis proposed in this thesis in the presence of interference. In
particular, it may be interesting to know whether it will remain under the 200 % rumored
margin.
In order for future work to determine the answer to that question, one needs to have a SW
case study that has enough workload to force any schedule to implement parallel, interfering
executions in one MAF, while still respecting all deadlines despite multicore interference. This
corresponds to a delicate trade-off to be found, which has also been the main difficulty of
this thesis when constructing a SW case study, as will be explained in greater details in the
”Discussions” section at the end of this chapter.
7.4 Theoretical Evaluation
Overview
As mentioned in this thesis, the review of the literature revealed the lack of allocation and
schedule generation processes including safe interference or WCET upper-bounding. On the
other hand, one goal of this thesis has been to address this lack by proposing an approach in
order to take into account interference when computing WCETs and configuring schedules for
hard-real time systems. As such, the main goal of the theoretical evaluation is to compare
schedules produced by the one-to-one and the one-to-all integration strategies, with schedules
produced by a classic, interference-oblivious schedule generation process. Indeed, the comparison
should be made with approaches that do not include any multicore interference considerations.
We consider such approaches as representing the way the allocation and schedule generation are
performed according to the current state of the art, and refer to them as ”interference-oblivious”.
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This section describes the comparison of the schedules resulting from applying the three
processes on the same input problem, i.e. the software and hardware platforms. As mentioned
before, the goal is to compare the solution returned by applying one of the two strategies
proposed in this thesis, with the solution that would have been provided by an interference-
oblivious allocation and schedule generation strategy. The comparison of the resulting three
schedules is made on the basis of the total workload, the interference percentage in that workload,
and the average slowdown suffered by tasks.
Configuration Setup
In the theoretical evaluation, the number of cores NC P r1; 8s on which to allocate the software
platform described in table 7.1 is the only variable parameter. The maximum possible number
of cores is eight, corresponding to the situation where each partition is allocated alone on a
core. The result of the integration process – allocation and schedule generation – is either a
valid SW/HW allocation and schedule, or the answer that there exists no valid solution for the
number of cores considered.
The evaluation process corresponding to such a comparison is the following:
• Step 1: Select a hardware configuration (number of cores to be used, etc.) and an integra-
tion strategy to be implemented (one-to-one or one-to-all);
• Step 2: Perform the preliminary analysis enabling to obtain the Ci and Hi parameters
for each task of the software platform; in the context of our evaluation tests, this step
is only done once since the same software case study is exploited for all implemented
configurations.
• Step 3: Run the allocation and scheduling CP problems corresponding to the integration
strategy selected in step 1, and get the resulting solution;
• Step 4: Repeat step 3 but with the interference-oblivious approach, and get the resulting
solution;
• Step 5: Compare the output of step 3 with the output of step 4;
• Step 6: Repeat steps 1 to 5 for various parameters values in step 1 (number of cores used,
strategy of integration, etc.)
For the one-to-all and one-to-one integration strategies, we implemented the CP formulations
defined in this thesis using IBM ILOG CP Optimizer [6], on a Dell computer with an Intel
i7 2.20 GHz processor with 16 GB of RAM. The same was done for the CPs formulating an
interference-oblivious allocation and schedule generation problems respectively.
Results
As mentioned before in this section, the two integration strategies proposed in this thesis are
respectively compared to an interference-oblivious allocation and schedule generation process.
Four parameters are compared: the existence of solutions for a given number of cores NC to
be used at runtime, the total workload of the system – sum of the respective CPU workloads,
the interference percentage, and the average slowdown suffered by tasks in the corresponding
schedule.
Existence of Solutions
When using both integration strategies, it is impossible to find solutions for NC greater than five.
This means that all possible allocations on more than five cores of the same multicore processor
might lead to deadline violations according to the timing analysis embedded in the integration
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process. In the one-to-one integration strategy, the absence of solution is stated at the end of
the first step of the process, namely the allocation phase; this means that after performing a
timing analysis, at least one task WCRT being bigger than the corresponding deadline.
In the one-to-all integration strategy, the first step – step AS1 – produces an allocation for
each partition, but in the second step – step MI1 – it is not possible to compute a schedule
where all timing requirements are met; this means that after each supplier provided the module
integrator with CPU time budgets for their respective partitions, the module integrator can-
not define non-overlapping time windows for each partition in one MAF and while respecting
partitions periodicity requirements.
On the contrary, in the classic approach, the search always finds a solution, but after anal-
ysis of the output interference bounds, the solution appears not to be valid in reality: some
bounds lead to actual WCRTs being bigger than the deadline of the corresponding tasks, which
invalidates the feasibility of the selected solution. The difference between our strategies and the
interference-oblivious strategy being the interference consideration, we can draw the conclusion
that the proposed integration strategies embed constraints that efficiently prevent from choosing
allocations that, later on during the schedule planning phase, appear to be infeasible. This also
implies that our work enables to reduce the time spent during system design. More precisely,
our approaches prevent from waisting time readjusting a schedule or an allocation that passed
the feasibility test during the allocation search but has been tagged as violating some timing
properties later when verifying the integrated platform runtime behavior.
In the end, it is important to note that a system designer that would build a schedule
manually or using classic techniques without interference consideration as done in the work of
this thesis would have no means for knowing the limit of the number of cores for which a valid
schedule can be generated. As such, the approaches in this thesis also enable to further reduce
the lead time by shortening the time spent exploring the design space and trials of optimization
by parallelizing on as many cores as possible while hoping for the resulting interference to remain
small enough for all deadlines to be met.
Workload Evolution
Figure 7.12: Workload Evolution with the Number of Cores (%)
Figure 7.12 shows the workload evolution with the number of cores when applying the one-to-
one, the one-to-all and the classic – i.e. interference-oblivious – integration strategies respectively
in order to integrate the software case study onto the P4080.
According to figure 7.12, the one-to-one and the one-to-all strategies always return better
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Figure 7.13: Achieved Workload Optimization compared to the Classic Integration Strategy (%)
solutions than the classic approach, with up to 94 The classic, interference-oblivious integration
strategy corresponds to the most optimized version of a manual integration process thanks to
using CP capabilities: when allocating and generating a schedule manually, without visibility
or knowledge of the induced multicore interference, a module integrator is most likely not to
end up with a system which has a smaller workload than the one corresponding to the solution
obtained after automating the allocation and generation problems resolution using constraint
programming. As a result, one can assimilate the curve obtained for the interference-oblivious
strategy as the best possible curve obtained by a manual integration process.
When exploiting the interference-oblivious strategy, the workload increase is significant. Al-
though the total single core workload is not very significant – 23,5 %, it already increases to up
to 289 % in presence of a second core.
In comparison, in both strategies proposed in this thesis, the total workload of the integrated
platform seems more acceptable, with close to no increase in the one-to-one strategy, and an
increase from 28 to 59 % in the one-to-all strategy.
The workload evolution with the number of cores in the one-to-one strategy is stable around
23,5 %, which corresponds to the absence of multicore interference in the computed schedules
for two to five cores. This has been achieved thanks to an optimized allocation of the SW
platform to the cores and the memory controllers, along with a smart selection of start dates
in the generated schedule, so that tasks that cannot interfere due to (i) belonging to the same
core, or (ii) to not sharing access to the same memory controller, are not scheduled in parallel
within a MAF schedule.
In the one-to-all strategy, a second core does not disturb much the workload, whereas the
workload increases to 28, 39 and then 59 % for three, four and five cores respectively.
When comparing the one-to-one and the one-to-all integration strategies with each other,
for the same case study, the one-to-one integration strategy achieved a 90 to 100 % workload
optimization, against 80 to 90 % for the one-to-all integration strategy. As a result, for the
given case study and target platform, the one-to-one integration strategy seems to be able to
offer better SWaP reduction capabilities than the one-to-all integration strategy. This result
was expected, since the SMP-like scheduling approach proposed in the one-to-all integration
strategy is by construction constraining all cores to have slack times in their schedules in order
to enforce partitions time windows that are common to all cores. However, the achieved workload
optimization in the one-to-all strategy remains interesting and not so far away from what could
be achieved with the one-to-one strategy. The one-to-all strategy is still able to offer up to 90
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% workload reduction at least compared to a manual, interference-oblivious integration process
for up to DAL A IMA applications.
Interference and WCETs Upper-Bounds Evolution during the Integration
An interesting observation can be drawn from the previous results presented in this chapter.
Despite the usage of static analysis techniques which are said to be overly pessimistic, the
workload increase in a multicore environment when compared to a single core one is significant
in the classic strategy, whereas the one-to-one and one-to-all strategies do not suffer much from
the increase of cores.
This is very encouraging for future work regarding further tightening of inter-core interfer-
ence and WCET upper-bounds using static analyses. The interference models presented in this
thesis are high level. And the higher the level of abstraction, the more important the overestima-
tion of WCET upper-bounds. However, despite relying on high level interference and scheduling
models, (i) interesting workload reduction capabilities were observed, and (ii) schedules free of
interference were always selected as a result of applying one of the two strategies proposed in
this thesis, for all configurations evaluated on a real target as described earlier in this chap-
ter. Indeed, this is encouraging for the future development and improvement of static WCET
analysis techniques for multicore environments, static techniques often being qualified as too
overly pessimistic to be able to produce exploitable, pragmatic WCET upper-bounds that could
e exploited to generate a relevant schedule.
It is important to note that two interference-aware WCET analyses are conducted in each
integration strategy proposed in this thesis, and although the resulting schedules are interference-
free, the interference bounds computed during the first phases of each integration process were
not necessarily null.
When searching for a valid allocation, one must perform a feasibility analysis in order to
determine whether a given allocation configuration will later lead to the existence of at least
one valid schedule. The analysis is performed while no schedule exist yet, and must therefore
rely on the worst possible scenario execution at runtime. On the other hand, in the presence
of a schedule, task instances executions are precisely identified on each core thanks to their
start dates and WCET set as the time interval reserved to them respectively, several worst-
case situations considered during the allocation verification can be ruled out from the schedule
verification.
For instance, let’s consider two tasks that share access to the same memory controller and are
allocated to two different cores. During the allocation verification, one of the worst-case situation
considered is the situation where both tasks are scheduled in parallel and therefore interfere with
each other at runtime. In such situation, they are seen as competing with each other in order
to access the main memory since they are allocated to the same memory controller. On the
other hand, lets consider that these two tasks are never executed concurrently in the schedule
generated later on during the schedule generation phase. During the schedule verification,
one has knowledge about the fact that the tasks respective execution time intervals are never
overlapping in time, and therefore that they do not interfere. As a consequence during the
schedule verification, the two tasks will never be considered as causing interference delays to
each other, contrary to the allocation verification. Considering such a situation for every couple
of tasks allocated to the same memory controller but not the same core, one can draw the
conclusion that the WCET upper-bounds computed as a result of the allocation verification will
always be bigger than the WCET upper-bounds computed as a result of the schedule verification.
To sum up, in all schedules reproduced on a real platform, interference delays have been
reduced to zero in the last steps of the one-to-one and the one-to-all integration strategies,
although the corresponding delays computed as a result of the allocation verification were non-
null. As a conclusion, it is safe to say that the optimization features introduced in the CP
formulations presented in this thesis successfully managed to refine the computed interference
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delays and WCET upper-bounds, from the early feasibility analysis performed in the first step of
the integration process, to the schedulability analysis performed in the last step of the one-to-one
and one-to-all integration strategies respectively.
Although interference delays computed in feasibility analysis when allocating, were signifi-
cant, the resulting, respective schedules are free of interference. As a result, one can draw the
conclusion that as long as the allocation phase determines that there exists feasible schedules, no
matter the corresponding interference bounds. Since the generated schedule will always exhibit
as less parallel execution of potentially interfering tasks as possible, the schedule will be the
result of a minimization of inter-core interference as much as possible.
This is undeniably an advantage of the proposed integration strategies. However, it is also
a double edged quality. In fact, as schedules are generated only with the condition that the
allocation phase found feasible configurations based on the timing analysis proposed in this
thesis, if that analysis produces too pessimistic WCRT upper-bounds, then there is a risk that the
result of the allocation verification is the absence of solution in the first steps of the integration
process, long before the step where schedules are generated.
Evolution of the CP Complexity
Tables 7.14 and 7.15 present the evolution of the number of variables and constraints of the
CP formulation for the allocation and schedule generation CPs respectively with the number of
cores.
For the allocation CP problems, the number of variables and constraints increase with the
number of cores; regarding the schedule generation CPs, they remain respectively constant
independently form the number fo cores. Every increase of variables and constraints is linear
with a small slope, except for the allocation CP in the one-to-all integration strategy. This is in
line with the experimentations, where the allocation search has been the one taking the longest
time before finding at least one solution.
On the other hand in the one-to-all strategy, one has to keep in mind that for the sake of
simplifying this thesis experimentation, we solved the allocation problem for all partitions alto-
gether in one allocation CP: i.e. one solving process is launched in order to find an allocation
to all nine partitions and their twenty-nine tasks in total. If used on an operational system,
the allocation search would be performed on each partition separately: i.e there would be one
solving process launched per partition, each process trying to find an allocation for the three or
four tasks of each partition. The latter situation is likely to move from an exponential growth
of the number of constraints, to a linear increase with a small slope similarly to all other CPs.
In general, the allocation and the schedule generation problems being NP-hard resolution
problems, it is very interesting to note that we manage to escape the exponential complexity
explosion for all CP except the one-to-all allocation search CP. In an actual implementation
of one of the two strategies, in the context of a real industrial system, one can easily imagine
oneself reusing the proposed CP formulations, as each finds more than one solution in less than
three minutes.
Figure 7.14: Evolution of the Number of Variables and Constraints for the Allocation Search
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Figure 7.15: Evolution of the Number of Variables and Constraints for the Schedule Generation
7.5 Certification Compliance Evaluation
In 2014, the Certification Authorities Software Team (CAST) submitted a first position paper
regarding multi-core processors [3]. This position paper sets the preliminary objectives for
multicore usage in avionics systems; they have since been refined into a list of ten objectives to
which one must show compliance to certification authorities.
The objectives are listed one by one before being discussed with relation to the thesis out-
comes.
Software Planning One objective has been defined by the EASA regarding the software
planning. The objective mainly relate to the applicant’s software plans or other deliverable
documents.
MCP Planning 1: this objective asks for a clear identification in the certification docu-
ments of:
• The multicore processor to be used;
• The number of active cores;
• The software architecture to be used and all the software components to be hosted on the
multicore processor;
• The architecture nature, namely, whether the multicore will host IMA applications or
whether it will rather be used in a federated architecture;
• The degree of partitioning to be implemented, namely robust or non existent;
• The methods and tools to be used in order to develop and verify each application software
component individually so as to comply to the EASA software guidance.
This objective is general and easily covered by documenting high level configuration choices.
For the last item, one may identify the integration strategies proposed in this thesis as the means
to be used in order to verify the enforcement of non-functional properties of the system.
Multicore Resources Planning and Setting Three objectives are defined in this category.
MCP Resource Usage 1: this objective demands for the applicant to have determined
and documented the multicore processor configuration settings enabling the software and hard-
ware embedded on the processor to satisfy the functional, performance and timing requirements
of the system.
The thesis goal is to meet the timing requirements of a system to be implemented using
multicores. As such, the overall integration strategies proposed in this thesis, along with the
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corresponding data and parameters values resulting from each step inside each integration strat-
egy respectively, fulfill this objective.
MCP Resource Usage 2: this objective asks for the applicant to have planned, devel-
oper, documented, and verified a means that ensures an appropriate means of mitigation in the
event of any of the critical configuration settings of the multicore processor being inadvertently
altered.
This objective does not fall into the scope of this thesis, which is focused on non-functional
aspects of a multicore-based system rather than ensuring robustness to unexpected alterations
of the multicore platform.
MCP Planning 2: this objective requires out of the applicant that the plans and docu-
ments forwarded to certification authorities:
• Provide a high-level description of how shared resources in the multicore platform will be
used and how the applicant intend to allocate and verify their usage;
• Identify any hardware dynamic feature.
While the second bullet is out of the scope of this thesis, the first bullet is covered by the
schedule generated as output of the strategies proposed in this thesis.
Interference Channels and Resource Usage Two objectives directly relate to interference
due to shared resources.
MCP Resource Usage 3: this objective covers the identification of interference channels
able to potentially affect software applications at runtime. In particular, it is requested out of
the applicant to handle any interference channel at any time during system design, and to per-
form an interference analysis whenever deemed mandatory by the safety analysis, in order to
meet this objective.
This thesis takes into account interference in multicores. To do so, it relies on the prior
identification by the applicant of interference channels according to the usage they intend to do
of the multicore platform. In the assumptions and the current state of the thesis, the only inter-
ference channels identified are the main memory and the interconnect. No I/O or shared cache
levels are considered. In this configuration, an interference analysis is proposed, as requested
out of objective MCP Resource Usage 3. To show compliance to this objective when more
than these two interference channels can be identified (for instance, shared cache levels that the
applicant intends to exploit at runtime), one must also update the thesis contributions in order
to take them into account in the interference analysis.
MCP Resource Usage 4: this objective requests from the applicant to have allocated
the resources of the multicore processor to the software applications, and verify that the de-
mands for the resources do not exceed the available resources at runtime.
The thesis being focused on safe WCET upper-bounding, and embracing WCET upper-
bounding annalysis in the allocation and schedule generation process, it is safe to say that the
thesis outcomes comply to objective MCP Resource Usage 4.
Software Verification This section contains two objectives.
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MCP Software 1: this objective asks for the applicant to verify that the software compo-
nents function correctly and has sufficient time to complete their execution when all the hosted
software is executing in the intended final configuration.
While the functional correctness of software to be embedded on a multicore is out of the
scope of this thesis, guaranteeing that each software application has sufficient time to complete
its execution at runtime is covered by construction of the schedule in both integration strategies
proposed in this thesis.
MCP Software 2: this objective covers mandatory testing activities related to data and
control coupling between the applications hosted on different cores. As such, it is out of the
scope of this thesis.
Error Detection and Handling, and Safety Nets Error detection and handling is covered
by one objective.
MCP Error Handling 1: this objective specifies that the effect of failures that can occur
have been identified, implemented and verified for the mulciore platform to be used. The corre-
sponding means to detect and handle these failures in a fail safe manner must also be provided
by the applicant.
Error detection and recovery is out of the scope of this thesis.
Reporting of Compliance with the Objectives of this Document
MCP Accomplishment Summary 1: this final objective mentions that the applicant
must explicitly demonstrate how the are complying to each of the previously mentioned objec-
tives in the deliverables to be forwarded to certification authorities for approval.
This objective is general in the sense that it asks for argumentation and traceability of the
objectives enforcement. As such, regarding the scope of the thesis and the related objectives, the
proposed contributions help an applicant to show compliance to objective MCP Accomplishment Summary 1,
for instance by displaying how every activity in the integration process is conducted, and by
providing detailed information on the way allocations and schedules are configured.
7.6 Discussions
In this section we review the relevance of the evaluation tests with regards to the real target
platform and test environment. In particular, we mention the limitations encountered during
the evaluation phase, due to the necessity to stick to assumptions of the proposed contributions.
We also discuss about the shortcomings that occurred during the tests environment setup and
which are due to unexpected difficulties.
Conclusions of the Evaluation
When applying the one-to-one or the one-to-all integration strategy on a software case study and
a real multicore platform with an avionics RTOS, results have shown the absence of deadline
miss at runtime after a significant observation period. As such, the evaluation results of this
thesis enabled an empirical validation of the safeness of the produced WCET bounds, the timing
analysis and in general, the allocation and schedule generation processes.
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As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the exact pessimism of the produced WCET upper-
bounds cannot be known for certainty. As such, the difference observed between computed
WCETs and maximum measured ETs consist in the maximum possible pessimism value. Ac-
cording to the tests presented in this chapter, the difference between computed WCETs and
maximum measured ETs remained stable around 95% in both strategies and with a number
of cores from two to five, among which approximately 88 - 89 % is brought by the single-core
maximum execution duration upper-bound, and the other 6 - 7 % is due to the rest of the
response time computational model proposed in this thesis. Knowing the rumor has it that
industries are considering adding a 200 % margin to measured maximum ETs when running
on multicores, such results are promising for future time critical systems since: (i) it remains
smaller than the envisaged margin, and (ii) it is based on statically computed – therefore safe
– WCET upper-bounds, which are thus reliable upper-bounds contrary to measurement-based
WCETs. In the future, more refined single-core analysis techniques may even help curb the 89
% obtained in the evaluation tests.
To sum up, the evaluation results showed the safeness of the produced WCET bounds, and
the reliability of the generated schedules where every deadline is met at every MAF at runtime.
This holds for both integration strategies. In addition to be based on a reliable timing analysis,
each strategy proposed in this thesis can be used depending on the considered software platform.
The one-to-all integration strategy is relevant for up to DAL A legacy IMA software, since each
application can be analyzed separately from each other, and it enforces a robust time and space
partitioning as required out of IMA systems. On the other hand, the one-to-one integration
strategy fits up to DAL C IMA applications for which the necessity of a robust partitioning
has not be stated. It can also be used to integrate multi-partition DAL A applications, i.e.
systems where the considered multicore is exclusively running software corresponding to that
only application. Finally, the one-to-one strategy can also be used for non IMA software, for
example to port software that was, as of today, integrated according to a federated architecture.
Implementation with Regards to the Assumptions
This subsection discusses the limitations linked to the way we matched this thesis assumptions
with the real environment of the evaluation platform.
The timing analysis proposed in this thesis takes into account one cache level only. On the
other hand, the multicore chosen for the evaluation of this thesis presents a three-level cache
hierarchy. As such, before launching any test, we deactivated the L2 and L3 caches available
on the processor in order to match the assumptions of this thesis when performing the tests
described in section 7.3.
In addition, the preliminary analysis for the extraction of single-core parameters Ci and Hi
for each task τi has been done with aiT [2]. Such an analysis requires a model of the target
processor. However, the target processor is not a single-core processor, and as such, no architec-
tural model exists for static code level WCET analysis. As a workaround, we used the model of
a similar core, the MPC7448C, instead of the model of the P4080. Although the two architec-
tures are similar since they present several features in common, such a workaround raises the
question of the relevance of the single-core analysis with respect of the accuracy of the multicore
architectural model exploited.
Finally, the worst-case overhead of a context switch is unknown since the detail of oper-
ations performed at runtime during a context switch are hardware-dependent, and represent
information that is usually undisclosed to the public. As such, the value of CSW chosen for the
evaluation tests relied on a couple of preliminary runs on the target platform in order to derive
an upper-bound of all observed context switch durations.
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Shortcomings
This subsection discusses the shortcoming encountered during the evaluation tests. This does
not cover limitations due to the assumptions of this thesis, but rather unexpected difficulties
occurring during the tests phase, and the limitations of the available test means.
This thesis is focused on the safe upper-bounding of inter-core interference that can occur
at runtime, in advance at design time. As such, an important activity of the evaluation on a
real target is the measurement of actual inter-core interference experienced by tasks at runtime.
To do so, a probe is required. However, no such probe has been made available for this thesis
evaluation purposes until the last weeks of the PhD. This represents one of the main limitations
of the thesis tests, since it prevented precise interference measurement through detailed analysis
of runtime traces.
In order to be used, the probe has to be configured for the target hardware platform it is going
to snoop on and extract execution traces information. In particular, additional configurations
specific to the exploited RTOS must be performed, in order to be able to distinguish which
execution traces information corresponds to which task and partition at runtime. As such,
configuring the probe requires some guidance from both the probe and the RTOS vendors at
least in order for all configuration steps to be performed accordingly prior to the tests.
The absence of probe did not enable the test setup to be able to extract interference latencies
experienced by tasks. The beginning and end of tasks could be traced thanks to VxWorks653
3.1 System Viewer [14], but no details on the amount of time in each execution corresponded to
some interference. On the other hand with a probe, it would have been interesting to observe
the evolution of multicore interference with the number of cores and the memory usage intensity
on the target platform.
Another shortcoming encountered during the tests setup were difficulties related to config-
uring the target platform. Besides the usual amount of time spent for first manipulations of
the platforms and training, additional time has been spent trying to find workarounds to some
unexpected shortcomings.
For instance, an interesting experimentation of the thesis would have been to configure a
different CPU clock for each core used in the P4080. To do so, beside understanding of the
complex clocking system of the P4080 evaluation board, one would have to define a new board
support package for the RTOS with the updated CPU clocks frequencies. Indeed, it is currently
not possible to easily edit the value of a core clock, as it is the output of a PLL involving a
platform clock, a core cluster clock et finally, a clock per core. A limited set of values can be
possible according to the platform datasheet, and one would also have to check by themselves
that the values chosen for each intermediary clock is valid according to the values given in the
datasheet. To sum up, the complexity of the clocking system and the representation of such
a system in the platform and RTOS respective configuration frameworks made it impossible
within the time line of the thesis to experiment with different CPU clock frequencies.
Another shortcoming was the fact that tasks scheduling policy could not be changed to
”user-defined”. This had an impact on the enforcement of the schedules computed as outputs
of the corresponding integration strategy implemented. In fact, the task-level scheduling policy
was fixed priority preemptive. Static schedules can be defined at partition level, but not at task
level. In order to still be able to enforce a static schedule at task-level, a non-negligible amount
of time has been dedicated to finding a workaround approach, which was the following. In the
RTOS development framework, we defined one partition per task, so that the start and duration
specified for each time window of that partition would correspond respectively to the start of
the corresponding task instance and its associated WCET. This lead to other concerns, such as
ensuring there was enough memory space to store the context of each partition for instance.
Finally, the evaluation of the integration strategies proposed in this thesis required some
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software case study. The case study must be representative of a legacy IMA software as can
be found in current IMA systems. However, any software produced for aircraft systems is
considered confidential, and access to it is therefore restricted and carefully traced. As such,
it was not possible to get actual legacy IMA software, let alone information on classic non-
functional properties in general in current IMA software. Without such information, a non
negligible amount of time has been dedicated to the specification and development of a case
study representing an IMA software platform.
The resulting software has then been exploited during the evaluation phase for the tests to
represent a proof of concept, and hopefully convincing of the relevance of exploiting the thesis
outcomes in future aircraft systems. In order to do so, an important point has been made in
generating a case study that was interesting enough in both the one-to-one and the one-to-all
integration strategies; indeed, it was important to have a case study for which solutions of
allocation and scheduling existed for more than just two cores, in both strategies, for the results
to be interesting in terms of feedback of the thesis contributions.
However, it is a known problem of the real-time community that the software case study
generation procedure can bias the results of a given schedulability analysis [30]. As such, the im-
plemented case study generation approach presented earlier in this chapter cannot be exploited
for evaluating the schedulability ratio as is usually done when evaluating a new scheduling al-
gorithm. To do so would have required to spent more time on the unbiased generation of case
studies as proposed by Bini and Buttazzo [30]. However, the IMA architecture imposing a sec-
ond level of scheduling, the work of Bini and Buttazzo cannot be exploited in the evaluation
of this thesis, which therefore would have lead to further time spent on how to derive an IMA
version of the unbiased case study generation process proposed in [30].
Eventually, because of the amount of time spent designing a case study interesting enough
in both strategies for the evaluation to be interesting, no intra- and/or inter-partition commu-
nications have been implemented.
7.7 Summary
This chapter presented the evaluation of the work presented in this thesis. The implementation
of the test environment was presented, and we explained how we constructed a software case
study for the purposes of the thesis evaluation. The tests performed were then presented, and
the corresponding results commented. In addition, the outcomes of the PhD was assessed with
regards to certification compliance, and its applicability to industrial, real systems. Finally,
a ”Discussions” section summarized the shortcomings of the evaluation phase, with a clear
identification of the limitations due to matching the test environment to the thesis assumptions,
or to unexpected shortcomings occuring during the environment setup.
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Chapter 8
Summary and Perspectives
8.1 Summary
This thesis addressed the challenges faced when considering the usage of multicore COTS plat-
forms in future avionics systems embedding IMA applications. These challenges have been
discussed in the context of an industrial usage, with strong certification constraints.
Motivated by the drawbacks of related works, the focus of this thesis is on the minimization of
cost, lead time and adaptation from current engineering and industrialization processes involved
in avionics systems design cycle. Indeed, the state of the art related to multicores and hard-real
time systems always implied either:
• Proposing custom hardware designs which implied high costs for aircraft manufacturers;
• Redesigning IMA legacy software in order to be parallelized on the cores of a multicore
system, which implied having found a multicore-adequate methodology to do so, along
with high efforts of adaptation from suppliers but also engineers responsible for gathering
all necessary information to convince certification authorities of the soundness and safety
of the corresponding new design process;
• Approaches not suited to the IMA concept, which therefore implied getting rid of the IMA
concepts.
The objectives of the thesis were the following:
• Minimize as much as possible changes to the current industrialization process for IMA
systems implied by the proposed contributions;
• Focus on hardware-independent approaches so that it is not specific to one multicore chip
or manufacturer;
• Be compliant to current certification requirements and enforce the IMA, robust partition-
ing and incremental verification concepts as much as possible.
Based on these objectives, the so-called one-to-one and one-to-all integration strategies, along
with the associated WCET, feasibility and schedulability analyses have been developed.
The one-to-all integration strategy is based on a static SMP-like approach where at runtime
only one application is scheduled on all cores of a multicore platform. The entire multicore
platform is seen as one CPIOM (Core Processing Input/Output Module). Scheduling only one
application on all cores at runtime preserves the concept of robust partitioning, and therefore en-
ables the strategy to remain compatible with strong certification requirements for IMA systems.
The one-to-all strategy can be used for up to DAL A IMA applications.
The one-to-one integration strategy relies on a static AMP approach where each core is
considered as a separate CPIOM at runtime. The one-to-one integration strategy enables to
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achieve maximum SWaP reduction using our analysis techniques. However, the price to pay for
such optimized systems is the absence of a strong time partitioning in the resulting system. As
a consequence, this strategy can be applied for non-IMA software, or in the context of multi-
partition IMA applications, as long as all partitions allocated to the multicore platform belong
to the same application.
To cover the verification of the system runtime behavior, both strategies embrace: (i) a
feasibility analysis exploited during the allocation configuration phase, and (ii) a schedulability
analysis exploited during schedule configuration. The feasibility analysis is based on a derivation
of the response time analysis to fit IMA architectures and multicore platforms. An interference
model has been proposed in order to produce a safe upper-bound of inter-task interference
delays suffered at runtime in the worst-case situation by each task. The schedulability analysis
reuses the interference model, along with the knowledge of the other cores schedules in order
to compute WCET upper-bounds for each task instance in one hyperperiod and verify that all
corresponding deadlines and non-functional requirements such as precedences are met in the
computed schedule.
Finally, all steps of each integration strategy are expressed in the form of CP (Constraint
Programming) problems, in order to enable the automation of the allocation, schedule generation
and timing verification activities. Besides automation, exploiting CP techniques also enables to
save time and effort during the system design cycle. It also enables to insert optimization fea-
tures via objective functions in order to smarten the configuration selection, which would have
been very difficult to impossible to do manually.
The outcomes of the thesis have been evaluated on a COTS multicore platform that has
been considered for usage in avionics systems at its apparition, the NXP P4080 [9]. CPs have
been implemented using IBM ILOG CP Optimizer [6]. The software aiT Analyzer [2] has been
used for performing single-core analysis, and Wind River VxWorks653 Multicore Edition RTOS
[14] has been used in order to enforce schedules as specified in the output of the corresponding
CP in each strategy.
The evaluation of both strategies revealed their soundness since no deadline missed has been
detected after observation of the system runtime behavior for several MAFs (MAjor Frames)
and in various configurations.
The design optimization gain when using CP has been observed when comparing the outcome
of the one-to-one and one-to-all integration strategies with the classic, interference-oblivious allo-
cation and scheduling CP problem. In particular, the experimentations have shown the efficiency
of the proposed approach. Each CP is solved within seconds, compared to days or weeks when
the allocation and schedule generation are done manually. As such, our approach brings time
and effort gains when designing a system, without overlooking certification requirements thanks
to safe timing behavior verification. In addition, using our approach suppresses the risk of late
detection of non-valid configurations. It is also easier for system designers to try different con-
figurations, the valid and invalid ones clearly and rapidly being exhibited by the CP. Eventually,
another novelty brought to system designers by our approach is the gain of visibility over the
impact of interference and resource usage intensity on the existence of valid schedules. The in-
tegration process is now more flexible, as the gain of time and effort gives more room to system
designers to perform extra verification, try new combinations of allocations and further SWaP
reduction, etc.
To sum up, the objectives towards certification-compliant multicore-based IMA industrial
integration process has been achieved. Secondary objectives of design optimization and time-
to-market reduction have been achieved as well through the exploitation of CP techniques to
express the problem at hand.
In addition to the functional aspects of the contributions of this thesis, the generality of
the proposed approaches has been verified. First, one may notice the independence of the
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strategies from the exploited hardware platform and RTOS. Second, it is possible to modify
the interference models implemented in the WCET analysis in order to exploit other state of
the art interference analysis models instead. This is allowed both by the composability of the
response time analysis, the safety-net mechanism relying on HM capabilities to handle anomalies
as faults, and the mathematical representation thanks to CP techniques.
Finally, both the one-to-one and the one-to-all integration strategies rely on a methodology
and timing analysis metrics that are made available in this thesis. In particular, the one-to-
all integration strategy also respects current certification requirements that are mandatory for
acceptance by certification authorities. As such, this strategy can be immediately exploited in
an industrial process as a basis of a future multicore engineering process.
8.2 Conclusions
Models Optimization to Avoid State Space Explosion
Boolean Matrices instead of Vectors of Integers. As presented earlier in this chapter, in
order to represent the allocation of tasks and partitions to cores and memory controllers, boolean
matrices are chosen instead of vectors of integers (a and p2mc in the one-to-one integration
strategy, na and t2mc in the one-to-all integration strategy). Vectors of integers could have
been used instead, the ith value in the respective vector corresponding to the index of the
allocated core or memory controller.
The justification of such a choice is the convenience of using boolean matrices when expressing
some of the constraints of the respective CPs. In fact in such constraints, the corresponding
equations use sums in which only the designated elements are non null. If vectors of integers
were used instead, the sums would contain a condition on the corresponding integers in order
to filter the elements that should be evaluated in the sum.
For example for the core allocation in the one-to-one integration strategy, if a vector was
used instead of the boolean matrix a, the vector would be of size NP , and each element of the
vector would be an integer corresponding to the index of the core the corresponding partition
is allocated to. The same changes would be true for the memory path allocation.
Such changes would then reflect on the complexity of equations of the allocation and schedule
generation CPs defined in this thesis. Indeed, an example illustrating the convenience brought
by boolean matrices instead of vectors or integers for the allocation matrices can be found
when expressing equations reasoning at partition level – i.e. for each partition – but focusing
on task-level information (for instance, tasks of a partition that are responsible for message
sending/writing actions) and/or allocation-specific information (for instance, memory controllers
allocated to a given task allocated to a given core of a given partition).
With boolean matrices – i.e. terms equal to one if a given condition applies to them, and zero
otherwise – one can express one equation for all partitions and tasks inside them respectively,
by using sums, as will be done in the next chapters. The boolean elements of the matrices
corresponding to tasks to which the condition does not apply will be equal to zero by definition
of these matrices, therefore enabling an automatic selection of all other tasks to which the
condition actually does apply.
In contrast, with integer vectors instead of boolean matrices, the same relation may corre-
spond to a more complicated equation. In order to retrieve the same information, several ”for
each .. such that” nested loops are likely to be necessary.
Some ”for each” conditions may be necessary with boolean matrices as well; however, having
boolean matrices representing instead of vectors truly helps reduce the complexity of the CP to
be solved, but also save time during the CP solving process and therefore, the system time-to-
market.
Another example is the computation of the cores MAF in the one-to-one integration strategy.
For each core p, MAFp is defined in equation (4.19) as the maximum value of the periods of
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the partitions allocated to core p. To do so, the selection of partitions is done using the api
term multiplied by the corresponding partition period Pi, consequently Pi’s value if pii is not
allocated to core p, and therefore ruling it out of the choice of the maximum value. If an integer
vector pcorealloc1, ..coreallocNP q was used instead of the boolean matrix a, excluding partitions
of other cores would have been done by using the following equation instead of equation (4.19):
@p P r1, NCs,MAFp “ max
piiPP〉
corealloci“p
pPiq (8.1)
In the allocation CP, corealloci would have been an unknown variable. As such, MAFp
would be expressed using a ”max” relation, conditioned by variables of the corresponding CP.
However, it is forbidden to define a sum depending on a variable even in such intermediary
expressions. This is the case even in ILOG IBM CP Optimizer [6] which is, to our knowledge, cur-
rently one of the most powerful CP solver on the market and which is usually capable of allowing
more flexibility in the definition of a CP formulation using intermediary expressions depending
on the CP variables. Similarly to MAFp, all other parameters which expression depends on the
allocation would have to be defined as variables of the CP, leading to an unnecessarily complex
CP to be solved.
Such an increase of complexity is deemed unnecessary since using matrix a is able to prevent
it easily. In addition, the allocation problem in general being NP-hard by itself already, the
resulting CP is likely to easily become intractable. As such, defining a boolean matrix instead
of a vector of integers to model allocation variables optimizes the expressed CP problem so that
its complexity is minimized as much as possible.
Definition Domains and Representation of Time. One may notice that, in the schedule
generation problem, no representation of time as an integer variable has been implemented. In-
deed, it turns out that textbook formulations with time-indexed formulations are not well suited
for tackling the problems of complexity arising in real-world applications. In fact, allocation and
scheduling problems both ae NP-hard problems, even when treated separately. Explicitly rep-
resenting time as in classic CP formulations implies defining an integer variable per CPU time
unit, so that the value of each time unit variable is constrained to be equal to the ID of the task
scheduled during that time instant.
Time instants must cover the entire MAF, which represents a significant number of additional
variables for each CP. The time representation therefore significantly increases the complexity of
the CP. The schedule generation CP may even become intractable, as has been observed when
time-indexed representation was implemented in the first versions of this thesis contributions.
As a conclusion, we did not keep the explicit time representation in the final version of the
thesis outcomes, and we therefore chose not to represent time as discrete dates as usually done
in classic CP scheduling problems. Instead, each start date – would that be for tasks executions
or partitions windows – is defined as an integer variable comprised in the interval v0;MAF w,
since the schedule to be built corresponds to one MAF of the system. To ensure the selected
start dates correspond to the corresponding core clock frequency, a constraint is expressed in
the corresponding CP to ensure only even multiples fo the clock frequency are selected.
Although intervals v0;MAF w are valid domain definitions for each task execution and par-
tition window start date, they can be further refined by rejecting invalid values. For instance
for the task-level schedule generation, variable tOki corresponds to the activation date of the
kth instance of τi. As such, by definition of task instances, the valid timing interval for tOki is
actually vpk ´ 1qTi; kTiw, which is a smaller interval than v0;MAF w. Reducing timing intervals
for all activation dates as in this example helps reducing the total solving time of the CP, since
each decision variable is defined with a smaller definition domain.
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In practice however, index k corresponds to the frame number of the global schedule, and
not to the number of instances of τi. All tasks do not necessarily execute at each frame of the
MAF. If τi does not run in the kth frame of the schedule, then tOki does not correspond to an
actual instance of τi, and must therefore be set to zero in the corresponding scheduling CP, in
order to avoid reserving some CPU budget for anything other than actual execution instances
of tasks.
To be able to set to zero all activation dates tOki which do not correspond to actual task
executions to zero, the domain definition of activation dates must include the value zero. As
such, one should define vpk ´ 1qTi; kTivXt0u as the definition domain of tOki . However, it may
not always be possible to define an intersection of intervals or sets as a domain definition in
practice, depending on the capabilities of the CP solvers currently available. An alternative
can be to define v0; kTiv as the definition domain of tOki instead. In that case, an additional
constraint in the corresponding CP must be expressed in order to reject all values between 1
and pk ´ 1qTi as invalid values for tOki . The expression of such a constraint will be given later
in chapter 6.
Path Allocation and Memory Space Allocation. In this thesis, we consider the software
allocation phase to also include allocation to the memory paths and to the memory space.
Both are linked and taken into account in this thesis, however we chose to represent only the
path allocation as variables of the allocation problem, and indirectly imply the memory space
allocation from the path allocation.
In fact, the allocation of memory paths to partitions (resp. tasks), i.e. the action of deciding
which partition (resp. task) is allowed to access which memory controller at runtime, impacts
the memory layout in non unified architectures. One must always verify that a given path
allocation is realistic, i.e. that the memory context of the partitions (resp. tasks) can indeed all
be allocated to the memory area addressed by the corresponding memory controller they have
respectively been allocated to.
Choosing to define the software to path allocation as variables of the allocation problem
instead of defining the software to memory areas allocation as variables, enables to significantly
reduce the number of implemented variables. Each memory page would have to be considered
as a component that could be allocated or not to any partition (resp. task), which would lead
to much bigger matrices than t2mc and p2mc. Instead, one equation can be defined in the
allocation problem as a constraint verifying that all memory contexts fit altogether in their
respective memory areas. It is precisely the way it is done in this thesis, as will be explained in
chapter 6.
Proposed Timing Analyses
Soundness of the Analyses. It is important to note that the implemented verification anal-
yses are safe since they belong to the category of static analyses: the response time analysis
is a sufficient condition of feasibility that bounds tasks WCRTs and WCETs, naming: (i) the
worst-case execution duration of all code instructions of each task entry point, (ii) the time it
spends being preempted and waiting to resume its execution; (iii) the time it spends waiting
for access to shared resources. No assumption is made on the memory requests arrival times, so
that the produced interference upper-bounds cover the worst-case scenario of arrival times by
considering every request emitted on a core is the last one to be serviced at runtime. However,
although this may lead to the production of safe WCET upper-bounds, the price to pay for it
usually is significant pessimism in the produced bounds.
Modularity and Flexibility of the Proposed Interference Models and Timing Analy-
ses. The timing analyses presented in this chapter enable to verify the validity of configuration
choices. One noticeable advantage of the equations representing the interference model is their
modularity: it is possible to define an allocation and/or schedule search algorithm in which the
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timing analysis is embedded, so that at design time, for each step of the design space explo-
ration, an instantaneous answer can be obtained on the feasibility of the configuration under
investigation. As such, as will be explained in chapter 6, the timing analysis proposed for allo-
cation verification is exploited at the first stages of the integration as a sufficient condition for
feasibility to guide the software/hardware allocation choices. The timing analysis proposed for
schedule verification is exploited once an allocation has been configured to guide the exploration
phase during which a static scheduling table is built.
In addition, defining interference through functions dDRAM pq and dINT pq depending on the
corresponding tasks WCRTs is convenient for reusing the same interference functions for both
the allocation and the scheduling problems without requiring any significant model modification,
despite the fact that tasks and partitions are represented throughout different parameters in the
allocation and the scheduling problems. As such, the resulting timing analyses proposed in this
thesis can easily be transfered to any existing allocation and/or schedule generation framework.
Moreover, if one wants to exploit hardware models for the main memory or the interconnect
other than the ones presented in chapter 4, it is easy to update the timing analysis by modifying
impacted equations accordingly. Such a characteristic is very convenient for controlling models
obsolescence and regularly review state of the art multicore interference models.
Portability and Reuse. The two main hindrances to the extension of current static analysis
techniques to multicore architectures are:
• The fact that multicore COTS embed complex components, which sometimes have non-
deterministic arbitration policies;
• The fact that multicore COTS embed components which design features is undisclosed for
IP protection purposes.
To our knowledge, as of today, every attempt at extending code-level WCET analysis from
single- to multicore environments lead to a state space explosion because of the complexity of
current COTS architectures.
The timing analyses proposed in this thesis are static analysis techniques, and yet they
do not fall into the issue of state space explosion and intractability. Indeed, all necessary
parameters for interference bounding correspond to data that will always be made available to
COTS customers. In particular, the parameters for memory interference computation depend
only on standard DRAM timing parameters that can be found in the JEDEC standard, to
which all DRAM memories show compliance partly by disclosing their implementations of the
core parameters of JEDEC-compliant memories. As such, our analysis techniques are applicable
to COTS since the necessary parameters for our analyses will always be disclosed.
In addition, our analysis techniques will not lead to state space explosion as can be experi-
enced with static code analysis. The response time analysis abstracts a task by its scheduling
parameters plus some extra parameters linked to its entry point (see task models presented in
chapter 4). In contrast with code analysis, it does not rely on the exploration of execution traces,
and as such, suffers no risk of state space explosion if performed in multicore environments.
Pessimism. As mentioned before in this thesis, the implemented analysis techniques use coarse
grain models, which saves time by easing the verification phase, but approximates timing bounds
by upper values, which implies pessimistic bounds. The embedded pessimism is especially high
for the interference models which have been overly approximated to cope with undisclosed
information in COTS, such as for the interconnect for example.
Another pessimism-inducing situation is the non-distinction between reads and writes re-
quests, which have both different hardware actions, and thus lead to different serving latencies.
However, as was also mentioned before, it is already a common habit of aerospace industries
to overestimate tasks WCETs by adding additional safety margins to the computed bounds,
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even in single-core environments. As such, the pessimism displayed by our approach is not a
hindrance to the reuse of our contributions by aerospace industries, which is the final goal of this
thesis: aerospace industries are likely to welcome the embedded pessimism as safety margins.
Pessimism may reduce significantly the performance of a system statically configured, but all
aerospace industries care about in the short term concerning multicores is determinism rather
than performance.
Timing Anomalies and Applicability of our Work to COTS Architectures. As stated
in the assumptions and presented in this chapter, tasks WCRTs and WCETs are computed as
if the hardware architecture were anomaly-free. It is mostly not the case in current COTS
multicores. Although anomalies are not faulty events, we assume them to be handled as if they
actually were faulty events, e.g. by defining a specific recovery action to be undertaken in the
context of health monitoring. The produced WCETs being safe upper-bounds except for the
advent of an anomaly occurring at runtime, the situation where a task tries to overrun its WCET
at runtime could be considered as the occurrence of an anomaly.
To cope with anomalies and allow our WCET model to be valid despite the anomaly-free
assumption, we propose to enforce the computed WCET for each task at runtime by forcing any
task to hold the CPU for the exact amount of time represented by the computed WCET upper-
bound. At the end of such a budget for a given task, we assume the task context to be switched
to the next task to be executed according to the static schedule defined or the scheduling policy
enforced. In addition, we assume some monitoring mechanism to be able to detect whether a
task execution was indeed finished or not, the latter case corresponding to the occurrence of an
anomaly.
In such cases, a fault recovery action specifically defined to cope with anomalies is assumed
to be undertaken by the OS, such as restarting the task or its partition window on another
processing resource reserved for fault recovery. This mechanism corresponds to the safety net
that has been implemented by Jan Nowotsch in the context of his PhD thesis [122]. Such safety
net and health monitoring capabilities may therefore enable our work to remain applicable to
COTS architectures that are not timing anomaly-free.
Proposed Integration Strategies
Why two Strategies. The choice of providing two different strategies instead of one has been
motivated by the different properties of the two propositions. While the one-to-all integration
strategy respects all mandatory requirements of aerospace systems, the second integration strat-
egy offers as much SWaP reduction as can be safely achievable (i.e. using DO-178 compliant
analysis techniques) for DAL A functions while using the timing analysis techniques proposed
in this thesis. However, the one-to-one integration strategy does not comply with robust par-
titioning requirements of DAL A functions, which means additional verification steps would be
needed, such as finding workarounds to robust partitioning for fault containment, or convincing
certification authorities and system designers of the validity of said workarounds for instance.
Such additional steps are time and effort consuming, meaning that such a solution would not
be exploitable in the near future as the one-to-all integration strategy could be.
The one-to-one integration strategy is however still proposed as a contribution in this thesis
because it may still be used for less critical functions for which it is not mandatory to forbid
concurrent accesses to shared resources at runtime, for instance provided that sufficient moni-
toring recovery actions and specific protection mechanisms are used. For such functions, using
the one-to-one integration strategy leads to optimized designs in which SWaP reduction has
been achieved as much as possible. For all other applications requiring to follow an incremen-
tal certification acceptance process and requiring robust partitioning capabilities, the one-to-all
integration strategy must be used.
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Legacy IMA Software versus Future IMA Software. As explained in chapter 2, the
integration process consists in discussions between application suppliers, system designers and a
module integrator. The proposed activities take place once each to-be-designed avionics function
has been assigned to application suppliers, and once each application supplier has broken down
the to-be-designed function(s) it is responsible for into partitions and tasks. However, one may
notice that the integration strategy proposed in this thesis actually remain applicable if used
either with legacy IMA software or software under development as well. Such a property is
convenient for aerospace industries, for which it means our one-to-all integration strategy can
be exploited for future systems as long as more optimized integration and/or coding techniques
able to fully benefit from parallelization capabilities are discovered. As such, we can say that
the thesis succeeded in bringing a solution to the problem of implementing multicore-based IMA
systems in the nearest future possible.
8.3 Future Work
The integration strategies and the associated timing analyses provide a basis for the allocation
and schedule generation verified in advance for IMA applications to be integrated into multicore
processors.
Some future work can be identified, for instance the experimentation of different optimization
criterion for the schedule generation problems relative to each integration strategy. In fact,
aside from the CPU workload, a common preoccupation of avionics system designers is the
partition context switches implied by a schedule, as they represent additional runtime overheads
unaccounted for in partitions time budgets. Partition switching is not free, and the time spent
switching contexts might result in partitions overrunning their allocated time budgets during one
MAF. As such, it might be interesting for industrial systems to optimize the schedule generated
by our CP in order to reduce the number of partition switches induced.
Unfortunately, the worst-case overhead of a partition switch is usually unknown [106, 75].
There exists no model in the literature, since what is done during switch and how it is done is
processor- and OS-dependent and usually never disclosed in detail due to IP protection. As such,
it is not possible to safely bound context switch overheads. As a consequence, it is not possible
to define them as a constant added to partitions time windows either, since no upper-bound
of context switching overheads can be proved to actually be an upper-bound, and then used in
the computation of tasks WCETs. This would correspond to an interesting continuation of the
work presented in this thesis.
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Chapter 9
Appendices
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9.1 DRAM Parameters for Interference Computation
This appendix provides additional infos for further comprehension of the DRAM interference
computational model presented in chapter 5 (cf. page 123). Unless explicitly stated, all equations
shown in this appendix directly correspond to the approach proposed by Kim et al. [84].
Table 9.1 gives the JEDEC params used to compute DRAM latencies. Always be found in
datasheet since standard parameters characterizing all JEDEC-compliant DRRs.
Computation of lmax
To compute lmax, one has to first compute the delay of each command achieved when accessing
the main memory. In the worst-case situation a row-conflict is detected when trying to issue a
given request, which leads to three successive commands to be issued, namely precharge (PRE),
activation (ACT) and reading/writing (WR) depending on the type of the request. As such,
lmax can be computed as follows:
lmax “ LPREinter ` LACTinter ` LRWinter (9.1)
where LPREinter is the latency corresponding to issuing a precharge command and is computed
using equation (9.2); LACTinter is the latency corresponding to issuing an activation command and
is computed using equation (9.3); and LRWinter is the latency corresponding to issuing a read or
write command and is computed using equation (9.4). A precharge command takes one DRAM
clock cycle to be issued:
LPREinter “ tCK (9.2)
The JEDEC standard specifies that two successive activation commands for different banks
must be separated from each other of at least tRRD time units, and no more tan four activation
commands can be triggered during a time interval of tFAW . As such, a safe bound on the latency
suffered when issuing an activation command can be computed as follows:
LACTinter “ max ptRRD, tFAW ´ 3ˆ tRRDq ˆ tCK (9.3)
The maximum latency when issuing a read (RD) or write (WR) command can be derived
from assessing the worst-case sequence of read/write access requests. If a WR/RD sequence
comes after a RD/WR sequence, the data flow direction of the data bus causes a data bus
turn-around delay, as extendedly described in [84] Two types of turn-around delay exist. In
the case of a WR-to-RD, the RD request needs to wait for WL ` BL “ 2 ` tWTR cycles. In
the case of a RD-to-WR, the WR request needs to wait for CL ` BL “ 2 ` 2WL cycles. The
maximum latency when issuing a WR/RD command corresponds to the maximum delay of the
two turn-around delays:
LRWinter “ max
ˆ
WL` BL2 ` tWTR, CL`
BL
2 ` 2´WL
˙
ˆ tCK (9.4)
Reorderings
The number of maximum row hits that can be prioritized over older row-conflicts when reodering
memory requests is denoted Nreorder, and computed in [84] using the following equation:
Nreorder “ min
ˆ
Ncols
BL
, Ncap
˙
(9.5)
where Ncap is the hardware threshold that can be set to bound the number of re-ordering between
requests.
The delay suffered by a task at runtime due to reordering effects depends on the core p
considered, the memory sharings, etc. Let reorderpq be the function computing the delay
suffered due to memory requests reorderings. Then reorderpq depends on the row-hit service
time, the row-conflict service time, the consecutive row-hit service time and Nreorder.
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Parameter Symbol Value Units
DRAM clock cycle time tCK 0.0015 µs
Precharge latency tRP 8 cycles
Activate Latency tRCD 8 cycles
CAS Read Latency CL 9 cycles
CAS Write Latency WL 7 cycles
Burst Length BL 8 columns
Write to Read Delay tWTR 7 cycles
Write Recovery Time tWR 10 cycles
Activate to Activate Delay tRRD 11 cycles
Four Activate Windows tFAW 20 cycles
Number of columns in a row Ncols 1024 ´
Number of maximum rowhits
that can be prioritized over
older row-conflicts when
reodering memory requests Nreorder 12 ´
Table 9.1: Standard DRAM Parameters
Row-hit service time: it is the latency for a request for which the column is already in the
row-buffer. It is denoted Lhit and computed as follows:
Lhit “ max
ˆ
CL` BL2 ` 2, WL`
BL
2 `max ptWTR, tWRq
˙
ˆ tCK (9.6)
Row-conflict service time: it is the latency for a request for which the column is not already
in the column-buffer. It is denoted Lconf and computed as follows:
Lconf “ ptRP ` tRCDq ˆ tCK ` Lhit (9.7)
Consecutive row-hit requests: if m is the maximum number of memory requests present
in the request buffer. For a given m, requests corresponding to the same row may be reordered
by the memory in order to be issued consecutively. The maximum latency corresponding to
servicing all consecutive row-hit requests can be computed as follows:
Lconhitpmq “
"Qm
2
U
ˆ
ˆ
WL` BL2 ` tWTR
˙
`
Ym
2
]
ˆ CL` ptWR ` tWTRq
*
ˆ tCK (9.8)
In the worst-case scenario, the number of memory requests present in the request buffer m
corresponds to Nreorder.
Finally, the function deriving an upper-bound on the latencies due to reordering effects is
computed as follows:
@p P r1;NCs,
reorderppq “
$’’&’’%
0 if no core q shares any memory area with core p,
LconhitpNreorderq `
NCř
q“1
q!“p
sharedpp,qq“H
otherwise. (9.9)
In our contributions, the sharedpq sets have been defined slightly differently depending on the
considered integration strategy. Equation (9.9) directly corresponds to the one-to-one integration
strategy. For the one-to-all integration strategy, reorderpq has an additional variable: the index
of the partition pii considered. As such, in this thesis, the definition of reorderpq proposed by
Kim et al. has been modified by the author of this thesis as follows in order to match the
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one-to-all integration strategy:
@p P r1;NCs,@pii,
reorderpp, jq “
$’’’’&’’’’%
0 if no task of pii on another core than p shares any
memory area with core p,
LconhitpNreorderq `
NCř
q“1
q!“p
sharedpi,p,qq“H
otherwise.
(9.10)
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